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FREE -PHONE ORDER LINE

22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 40S
Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM
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Part Exchange Welcome

Yaesu FT -50R 2m/70cms

See our new Web site: http:11www.monitorco.uk

W&S
£249

 Wideband Fix (AM Airband)
' FM Broadcast receive
 CTCSS & 1750Hz
' 112 Alphanumeric Memories
' Dual Watch - Military rated
' 5W from 12v DC input

Ni-cads and AC Charger
' One of our top 5 sellers!

CT -30 Mic Adaptor £9.00
CSC -69 Case (FNB-40 batt) - -£15.00

ALINCO DR -605 2m & 70cms
w&S
£369

50W 2m 8 35W 70cms
GTCSS Encode plus 1750Hz tone burst

' 100 Memories, 9800 bps for packet

ALINCO DR -150E 2m FM

' 100 memories
' 50125/10W

CTCSS encode

ALINCO DR -610

1750Hz tone
' Wideband Rx
' Time out etc.

2m & 70cms

Detachable front head unit.
2m & 70cms (50W 2m & 35W 70cms )
CTCSS Encode, 1750Hz tone
120 Memories, 9600 bps for Packet

ALINCO DJ-18OEB 2m FM

W&S
£475

Lowest
UK Price!

144 - 148MHz
Rx 130 - 170MHz

' 5 Channel Steps
10 Memories

' 1750Hz tone
5W on 12V DC

' Rugged design
' Ni-cads
' AC Charger

Limited Stocks of this model

W&S
£149

Lowest
UK Price!

DJ-GSEY 2m & 70cm

Up to 5W output
CTCSS & DTMF
1750Hz tone
Electronic controls
100 Memories
AM airband
Channel scope
Programmable steps
Extended receive
Full scanning
Ni-cads and charger

W&S
£269

ADI
Mobile FM Rigs

Orders: 0500 73 73 88
01702 206835

Enquiries 01702 206835
01702 204965

FAX 01702 205843

AR -146 2m 50W AD'

IC55 riESE Cne'.S
TH....016

PM=

24
Both rigs feature:

3 Power levels - Wideband receive
' 40 Memories plus call channel
* 7 Programmable steps

Channel or frequency display
' The best sensitivity in the business

Keypad mic and mounting kit

AR -446 70cm 35W

ADI110 AT -200 2m FM Handy

w&S
£129

Lowest
UK Price!

2m FM Handy
2.5W output
5W on 13.8v
1750Hz tone
Illuminated keypad
Ultra sensitive
Wideband Rx
20 memories
Keypad entry
DTMF
Uses AA cells

This has proved to be our
mosr reliable handheld. It has
a very sensitive receiver and is
built to professional standards.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

50 units Only
HURRY!
5W output - keypad entry
Installs in Seconds
Ideal for Company Car
Everything you need!
Here's an exclusive offer that gives you every-
thing you need to go 2 metre mobile. What's
more, it can be put into the car in seconds! The
AT -200 offers 5 Watts output, more than enough
for most purposes. The mini -magnetic antenna is
pretuned with BNC plug to match the rig. A high
quality speaker mic. dash grill mount and DC lead
complete the installation. And you still have a top
quality portable rig with all its standard acces-
sories for when you aren't in the vehicle together
with ADI's 24 month warranty.

FievieW

AT -600D Dual Bander

CP II, CI
CP CIP o CP
CIP CP a
CI CIP CP CI

W&S
£279

" 2m & 70cms tcv.
' 5W on 13.8V

Full duplex
AM/FM Rx
Rx up to 990MHz
DTMF fitted
CTCSS fitted
1750Hz tone

' Auto power off
Balt volt meter
Illiminated keypad
Ni-cad & charger

See RSGB Review March.
Good power output, 29 pro-
grammable features and the
backing of the world's 4th
largest computer manufacturer.

ADI10 AT -400 70cm FM Handy

Lowest
UK Price!

w&S
£169

70cm FM Handy
2W output
5W on 13.8v
1750Hz tone
Illuminated keypad
Ultra sensitive
Wideband Rx
20 memories
Keypad entry
DTMF
Uses M cells

The Novice Rig
This has become the standard
radio for Novice hams. Its sensi-
tive, cost effective and was fea-
tured on Anglia TV last month

2M Mobile 069
Complete Installation

LDA

Package comprises:
 AT -200 5W 2M Transceiver
 Matching Speaker microphone
* Super Magnetic whip antenna
* Dash grill mounting bracket
* Cigar lighter 12v DC lead

OPEN DAY Sunday 1st June, 10am



EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales

NEW Band Pass Filters
VHF & UHF Digital Communications USA

Band Pass Filters

No more
break-
through
from
Pagers
et,-

DCI-145
Passband:
Loss:
Selectivity:

Power.

PCI-435 £119 95
144 - 146MHz Passband: 430 - 440MHz

Less than 1 dB Loss: Lass than 1 dB
-66dB at 136MHz Selectivity: -47dB at 215MHz

552 at 155MHz - 50d8 at 455MHz
230 Watts Power. 200 Watts

KENWOOD HF RIGS

Kenwood 2m All Mode

NEW KENWOOD RIG

' 144 & 430MHz 50/35W
 Dual Rx an same band!
 280 Memories

 Detachable front head
CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone

 Large clear display

W-MM1 Multimode Modem

 Packet, AMTOR, CW * Needs PC 286 or better
' SSTV, Fax, R77Y Includes software
 NAVTEX, SYNOP  No external power required
 Transmit and receive  Connects to RS -232

Yaesu FT -8000 2m/70cm

The best value
today. 50W / 35W
at a price that is
unbeatable. Phone
for leaflet. In stock
NOW'

Yaesu FT -8100 2m/70cm
Yaesu's new FT -
8100 features a
detachable head
unit and builds on
the FT -8000
design. Available
shortly,

Yaesu FT-736DC 2m/70cm

Requires 10 Amp supply

W&S
£1199*

Offers even
better value.

' Prix subject to confirmation

"BEST PRICE" FREE ORDER LINE

open DaY 1997 1st June

The Biggest Open Day Yet

In Ham Radio History
Crazy Prices on All Products

Sunday 10AM Hockley
Suppliers Stands: ICOM YAESU RSGB

KENWOOD Practical Wirelss & SWM

FREE 4 Raffles for equipment
Food and Soft drinks
Wine and Beer

The new FT -920 has been released and offers some
great features at a great price 1.8MHz to 54MHz
plus wideband receive, 33 MPS Digital signal
processor, Digital IF shift Auto notch filter, Dual
VFOs, 100 Memories, Band Stacking VFO system,
Break-in CW with electronic keyer, TNC interfacing,
Digital voice recorder, 13.8v DC operation.

Yaesu FT-1000MP

FT-1000MP Technical Overview Manual
available for loan 46 - pages - Phone
FT-1000MP £2849 £2129
FT-1000MPDC £2599 £1979

Yaesu FT -2500 50W 2m
vv&b
£259

 3 Power levels ' Alphanumeric display
' CTCSS & 1750Hz ' US Mil. Spec.
* 31 memories  Mic. and hardware

Yaesu FT -840 HF Rig
W&S
£699

We've purchased a quantity at this special price. You
won't get a base station rig any cheaper!

AOR-7030 HF Receiver

500kHz - 30MHz
SSB/CW/AM/NFM
2.2kHz SSB filter

 Superb selectivity

W&S
£699

Free 24 hour delivery

3_00.130

M4 UCIN CUM A

Price Match!
The new IC -706 has arrived. Now with 25W on 2m and a
much improved front end. PLUS. order during May and
get one acessory filter for this rig at Half Price!

' 160 - 2m ' Improved front-end
 SSB CW - FM - AM  Superb performance
' 100W inc 6m  Large LCD display
' 25W on 2m  Another winner from loom

ICOM IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile

* 2m & 70cm Packet 9600 bps ready
 50W / 30W ' 180 Memory channels

Detachable head ' CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

ICOM IC -756 HF Rig

 100W of pure Magic
' 160 - 6M
 SSB CW - AM -FM
' Spectrum display
' Auto ATV

ICOM IC -821H

 2m/70cm All Mode
45/40W adjustable

 Full duplex
 Satellite features

&S

1849

Superb DSP built-in
 CW Memory keyer

100% duty cycle
 Keypad entry option
' DXers choice in the USA

2m/70cm
W &S

£1349

160 Memories
9600bps capability

' Electronic keyer
 IF shift, noise blanker

Secret of Learning Morse

Back in stock once more,
this unique book takes you
through the whole process

of learning Morse code.
Acknowledged as the most
detinitve book on the sub-
ject and recommended by

numerous Morse tutors

TONNA Antennas - Perform!
Balun matched excellent gain and
VSWR. The favourate of the contest
groups. Mount horizontal or vertical.

June Offer:
20505 5 El 50MHz
£86.95 £79 carr. £4
Just a small selection!

2 Metres
20804 4 El. 8dB £45.95
20809 9 El. 13dB £68.95
20811 11 El. 14dB £82.95

 Amazing dynamic range 20817 17 El. 15dB £97.95

' 10Hz resolution 70cms
20809 9 EL 8dB £45.95

100 memory channels
* Built-in whip amplifier

20919 19 El 16dB £53.95

OPEN DAY Sunday 1st June 10am at Hockley.

20921 21 El. 18dB £69.95
23 cms
20623 23 E1. 18dB £51.95
20635 35 El. 20dB £61.95
20655 55 El. 21.5dB £65.95
20696 4 x 23 El. kit £319.95
20666 4 x 55 El. kit £419.95
Full range of splitters etc. Phone



WATsON

Superb audio quality and
electronic switching. Can
be powered from most
modern rigs 8 pin mic
plug or use internal bat-

tery. Full connection details inc.

8 Ohm earpiece with
lapel mic. and PTT but-
ton. Models for all makes

including Motorola I1111

OPEN DAY Sunday

1st June, 10am

WRON Base Antennas
Rbre Glass casing and
pre -tuned. Fit and forget
W-2000 6m - 70cm £89.95
(2/6.16.4dB 2.5m longi
W-30 2rnr7Oorn £39.95

- ' (315dB 1.15m long',
W-50 2n/70cm £54.95
(4.5/7.2dB 1.8m long)
W-300 2m/70orn £59.95
(6519dB 3.1m icing)
All aerials have SC -239
sockets, mounting hard-
ware up to 62cm mast
and three radials.

WATsON

tilATsON OS -110 Speaker Mic.

WATsON

Available in versions to
match all models. Just
tell us which transceiver
you have -

Belt Casel

Combined quick release
spring clip and belt loop.
Self adjusting, fits all
handys

WATsON QS -400 Mount

Clip
onto dash grill

and simply push handheld
or GPS in between sprung
fingers. Holds rig gently but
safely. Another great idea
from Watson!

[WATsON

Mobile Whips
Stainless Steel
Mobile Whips with
hinged base -
Pre -tuned.

W-285 2m whip
£15.95
W-770HB 2m/70cm Whip
£24.95

W-3CK Cable Kit

A 5m long
mobile cable kit
using 5D -BD cable

Matching hatch mount with
adjustable angle and
thumb wheel

WATsON 2m/70cm Amp.

Dual Band Amplifier for 2m and 70cm FM
handheld radios. Needs 1-6W input for
30W output. Auto sensing and
bandswitching. Thru position_ SD -239 -

Diamond Products

' 1.6 - 60MHz
' 30W. 300W, 35W
' Avge PEP. VSWR

' 3W sensitivity
' Accuracy to 10%
' 155x 63 x 103mm

SX-200 Price Down!

 1.8 - 200MHz
' 5W, 20W 200W
Avge, PEP VSWR

' 140 - 525MHz
' 5W. 20W. 200W
Avge, PEP. 1ISWR

£69.95

' 1W sensitivity
' Accuracy to 7.5%
' 155 x 63 a 103mm

SX-400 Price Down!

£79.95

 4W sensitivity
' Accuracy to 10%
' 155x 63x 103mm

CP-5 HF All -bander

3.5MHz - 30MHz
 5 Band vertical
' 200W PEP
' 4.6m high

5 x 1.8m radials
' Self supporting
' Weight 4.5kg
' Mast size 30-62mm

T P PRESS

80-6m. vertical
Now £49.95

6m/2m/70cm
Now £99.95

Cushcraft R-7000 Vertical]

R-70 0
7 Band erticai
40 -10 M

What the mags say!

Practical Wireless:
-An excellent OX

antenna
Extremely

impressed with

standardot Wor
k

-

manship and ease

of erection"

ciade-017" to the
-wean), stt"-
small qa.'tlen1,-1-,.

inveS"er't
,

7 Bands 40-10m
Power 1.5kW PEP

' Height 7.3m (24ff)
' 7 x 49 inch radials

Self-supporting.

Cushcraft HF Antennas

A95 3 El 10, 16 2Orn 2kW Gain SOB
FIB 25dB El. 8.45rn Bourn 4.72m £389
MS 4 El 10. 15, 2nrn 2kW Gain 8.9dB
FIB 25dB El. 9.75m Boom 5A5m £469
A3WS 3 El 12 8, 17m 2kW Gain 8dB
FIB 25dB El. 7.66m Boom 4.27 £299
10-3CD 3 El 10m 210Ar Gain 84113 F/B 30dB
El. 5.3Brn Boom 3.05m £199
15-3CD 3 El 15m 2Kw Gain 8dB NB 30dB
El. 7.108m Boon 4.27m £249
20-3CD 3 O. 20m 2Kw Gain ildB FIB 36dB
El 10.96m Boom 6.1m £369
20-4CD 4 El. 20rn 2Kw Gain 10dB Fie 3055
El 11m Boom 9.75m £499
40-2CD 2 El. 40m 2Kw Gain 5.545 FIB 20dB
El. 12.9m Boom 6.0m £499

. _

Mast -Head Duplexer

Split -1.
Split 2
Power
Loss
Socket

1.8-225MHz
350-540MHz
300W
0.2dB
SO -239

Save on coax cable! Accepts masts up to
2.25" diam. Includes water -proof plug
shrouds. Ideal for 2m/70cm.

WATsON SP -150 Speaker

' Slimline 8 Ohm design
2m lead with 34rnm plug

' Max Power - 5 Watts
 28 x 75 x 85mm

Ideal mobile or base.

Cushcraft VHF Antennas

13-132

6 Metres
450-35 3 El. 8dB 1Kw 7.8m Boom £89.95
A50-58 5 El. 10.5dB 3.7M Boom £149.95
A50-65 6 El. 11.6dB 6.1m Boom £249.95
AR -6 tiertiCal 3-75dEl 3.1m long £59-95
2m/70cm
4270-5S 3 El. each band 7.8d5 0.85m £59.95
4.270-10S 5 EL each band 10dB 1.9m £79.95
2 Metres
A 148-3S 3 El. 7.8dB 0.85m £3595
A148 -10S 10 El. 13.248 3.6m £72.95
A148-208 10+10 EL 16.2dEl 3.6m £189.95
A148 -20T 10 El Crossed 11.1d8 3_3m 2105.95
13-82 13 EL 15.8dB 4.57m £119.95
17-82 17 El. 1808 9.45m £199.95
26-82 13+13 El 18.803 4.75m £299.95
AR -2 Vertical 3.75dB 1.2m long £39.95
AR -X2 Vertical 5.54:18 2.8m long £49.95
AR -X28 Vertical 7d8 4.3m long £59.95

- Exclusive to W&S, each reel contains 55ft
of 3 5mm alloy wire (ideal for G519Vs etc.)
Its ultra light - 55ft reel weighs 400 grams!

- This alloy wire will not tarnish like copper
and its lighter weight means safer aerials.

WATsON WSM-270 Mag Ant

Dual; Band 2m/70cms
' Mini Magnetic design
 Super strong magnet

Base just 29mm diameter
' Pre -tuned for 2m & 70cm UK
Low Profile whip

' 2.75m of mini coax - BNC
 Power rating 50W max.

WATsON

WATsON

WC -128 Counter

£79.95
' 1MHz - 2.8GHz
 LCD Display

BNC Whip Antenna
' Very sensitive "off air
' Ni-cads and Charger

WHX-7000 21T1/70cm

Dual band "Gainer whip 2m I 70cm
" 21cms long fitted BNC connector

[Free - Phone 0500
Fast Order
Line 73 73 88

Wafers & Stanto
Enquiries: Tel. 01702 206835 / 204965

11
Fax. 01702 205843

22, Main Road. Hockley, Essex SS5 40S
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SOUTH MIDLANDS CC
SOUTHAMPTON: 01703 251549 LEEDS: 0113 2350606 AXMIN "I5E

160-10m + 6m 100W 2m 101N HF general coverage receiver

ANTENNA
ROTATORS

AR303 Light duty £49.95 D

G -450X1. New medium duty model £269.00

G -650X1. New HID version of G-450XL L369.00

G-800SDX

G-1000SDX

0-2800050X

G -500A

G -5400B

G-56006

RC5-1

RC5-3

RC5A-3

RCSB-3

ERC5A

GC038b

GC038G

MC'

GS -050

GS -065

CK46

CD -45

HAM IV

HAM V

450° deluxe model

HID version of G-800SDX

HID rotator 450°

Elevation rotator

AZ/EL rotator

AZ/EL rotator H/D

Medium duty create

Medium duty + preset

H/D v/speed + preset

V H/D v/speed + preset

Heavy duty elevation

£429.00

f499.00

[1129.00

£2119.00

£529.00

£629.00

£329.00

£439.00

£659.00

£989.00

£1095.00

Lower clamp 6-400, 800, 1000 .. £25.00

Lower clamp 6-600 £25.00

Lower clamp create £49.95

Rotary bearing up to 1X mast £29.00

Rotary bearing r mast £45.00

Create rotary bearing 7 mast. [57.00

Telex meter controller £315

Medium duty meter controller £449

HAM IV with digital controller £749

0

D

D

D

D

B

B

C

B

B

B

D

D

CI

CORPORATION

Cushcraft Antennas are one of the best range
currently available. They offer superb performance. inewutite
design. unruliest build quail!) and outsianding value for money.

HF Antennas

R5 10/12/15/17/20 vertical 1295.00

R7000 10 thru to 40m vertical £369.00

Radial kit for R7000 [129.00

AV -3 14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3m long f99.00

AV -5 3-5-71 4-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long £169.00

AP8A 8 Band Vertical £229.00

APR18A Radial Kit £54.00

40.2CD 2-ele 40m Yagi £499.00

A3S 14-21-28MHz Yagi £389.00

A3WS 12/17m 3-ele Yagi £299.00

A103 30m Extension A3WS £119.00

204CD 4 ele 20n1 Yagi £499.00

154CD 4 ele 15ra Yagi £289.00

D4 Dipole 10115/20/40m £259.00

D3W Dipole 12/17/30m 1199.00

MS 3-4 ele Yagi 10/15120m (449.00

VHF Antennas

AR -27a 2170 Dual Band Vertical 1.13m long £69.00

AR -270b WI Dual Band Vertical 2.3m long £95.00

AR2 2m Vertical 1.2m long 0900
AR6 6m Vertical 3.1m long £59.00

144-105N 2m 10-ele Yagi 13.2 dBd £89.00

A144-201 2m 10-ele Crass Yogi 12.2 dBd £105.00

13B2N 13-ele 2m Yogi £135.00

1182 11-ele 2m Yagi 1199.00

A50 -3S 3-ele 6m Yagi f89.00
A50-55 5-ele 6m Yagi £149.00

A50 -6S 6-ele Sal Yogi £249.95

22X8 2m 22-ele Yagi ciw polarization switching £229.00

738X8 70cms 38-ele Yagi c/w polarization switching 121910

71913 19-ele 70cms Yagi £109.00

729B 29-ele 70cms Yagi £169.00

DATA PRODUCTS
We now have the widest range of data

products in the UK, and with our
specialist knowledge of the products

we must be by far the number one
choice for packet equipment.

PacComm
Tiny 2 1200 baud TNC £139
PicoPacket 12 baud portable TNC £119
Spirit 2 9600 baud TNC £219

AS

Kantronics
KPC3 1200 baud TNC £139
KPC9612 1200+9600 dual port TNC £275
Kam+ Multimode data modem £395

AEA
PK12
PK96
PK232/M BX
*OSP232
*PK900

1200 baud TNC £129
9600 baud TNC £219
Multimode data modem £319
Multimode data modem £479
Multimode data modem £479

* Free Pack - Win software

Symek
TNC2H 9600 baud TNC £179

BayCom Modems
USCC 4 port plug in card W/O
Modems £107

Modems
1200 baud Plug in for USCC £39
HF Plug in for USCC £59
9600 baud Plug in for USCC £79
Mini -Pak 1200 baud 9 pin 'D' plug £69.95

Custom-made leads available for most
leading brands of transceivers. £14.95.

Only £7.50 if purchased with a TNC.

Siskin Multi Cat
Computer interface suitable for

most HF & VHF Transceivers with
CAT interface socket.

£69.95
(Now includes beacon software)

OPENING TIMES AND FULL DETAILS OF OUR NETWORK THROUGHOUT THE UK - CALL OR VI

Showroom/Mail Order 9.30-5pm, 9-1 pill Sat Tel: (01703) 251549 Service Dept Tel: 0113-235 0606
9-5 Mon -Fri SMC Siskin (SNIC HQ) Data Communications Hotline Tel: (01703) 254247 9.30am - fipm for personal callers 9.00 - 6pm

for telephone queries.
SMC Ltd HQ Southampton: S M House, School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Estate, Easileigh, Hants SOS 3B1: Tel: (01703) 255111

Fax: (01703) 263507 Email: amatettrOsmc-comins.com
I . ; I - r 1 I 11.
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Irdaink 1111UNICATIONS LTD
: 01297 34918 LONDON: 0181 997 4476 SMC SISKIN: 01703 254247

HOKUSHIN ANTENNAS
HS -702S 2M/70CM Whip BNC
HS430 Si Wave Whip BNC 18_50
HS320
2NE
88F
HS-727SS
EX104B
EX601B
SMC12SE
SMC15SE
SMC17SE
HF3
28HS2HB
HS-GP62
G P23
SQ1 44
WX1

2M X Wave Whip
2M 54 Wave Whip
2M 8/8 Wave Mobile Whip
2M/70CM Mini Mobile Whip
2M/70CM Mini Mobile Whip
6M %Whip
12M Mobile Whip
15M Mobile Whip
17M Mobile Whip
12/17/30 Base Vertical
10M 2EL ZL Beam
2 X Vs Base Colinear
3 X r/E, Base Colinear
2M SWISS QUAD
2M/70CM Base Colinear

WX2N 2M/70CM Base Colinear
WX4N 2M/70CM Base Colinear
WX6S 2M/70CM Base Colinear
NEW GDX30 Discone 100-1500MHz

c/w 10M RG58U

£12.50

£6.50
£1 9.00
£1 6.50
£17.00
£22.50
£37.00
£16.50
£16.50
£16.50
£59.00
£65.00
£65.00
£39.00
£45.00
£75.00
£99.00

£129.00
£189.00

£59.95

TOKYO HY-POWER Amplifiers

410S
HL 1008/10 21-28MHz 100w out £179

HL 10013/20 14MHz 100w out £179

1-11.10013/80 7MHz 100w out £179

HI 66V 50MHz lOw in 60w out £169

HL 6211SX 2m 5-25w in 50w out £235

HL 180V 2m 5-25w in 170w out £389

HL 36U 70cm 5-10w in 30w out £155

HL 6311 70cm 10-25w in 50w out £259

HL 130U 70cm 3-25w in 120w out £485

Taiwan Serene
MOBILE ANTENNAS
TSM-1 005 2m 718 1.89m
TSM-1316 2m/10 0.44m
T5M- 1 339 2 rnf70 0.89m
TSM-1312 2m1170 0.89m

TSM-1309 2m/70 0.93m
TSA-5004 Mirror/R rack mount
BASE ANTENNAS
TSB -3301 2m(70 G/Fibre 3.18m
TSB -3302 2m/70 G/Fibre 1.79m
TSB -3303 2m110 G/Fibre 1.15m
TSB -3603 2m/70/23 G/Fibre 3.07m
TSA-6001C Duplexer 2/70 'N1-N/PL leads
TSA-601(E Tmplexer 2/70/23 'N'/PL,N,N
T5A-6601 2170 mini PWR/SWR meter
HANDHELD/SCANNER ANTENNAS
TSC2601 BNC Whip 1441430/900MFlz

0/1.5/3.4dBi
T5C2602 BNC Whip 144/430/1200MHz

2/3/5.5dBi
TSC2603 BNC Whip 144/430/900MHz

2/3.4/5.5d131

C

C

C

C

C

C

B

C

£29.50
£1 8.00
£22.50
£23.00
£25.00
£16.00

£68.00
£59.50
£42.50
£85.00
£25.00
£43.00
£29.00

1 5.95

£21.50

£22.50

D0 !Wt. Ii, MI Lib f p e, I-phy - Imcf.yis

DAIWA

PS120M111i PSU 3-15V 9/12A 1:69.00

PS1+10MIIA PSU 13.8V 12114A£72.00

1130411A PSU 1-15V 24130A£129.00

RS40X11 PSU 1-15V 32/40A £159.90 0

CN101L 1.8-150MH2 15/150/1500W £59.50 9

CN1 03LN 150-525M HZ 20/200W 'N' £68.00 B

C5201 2 Way Switch S0239 1KW 117.50 B

CS201G11 2 Way Switch 'N' IKW PEP 123.50 B

LA20130H 2M VAMP 1.5-5W IN 30-80W OUT 1136.00 B

DLAOOH 2M/70CM Dual Band Amp 0.5-25W IN

80-60W Out Pre Amps 1345.00 C

DX® 2m/70cm Duplexer UHF/N £25.00 B

DAX1000 2/70cm mobile whip 50W 2.15/5.5dBi 0.95 £28.00

DAX15110 2/70cm mobile whip 50W 3.5/5.8d9i 1.07m 129.50

OAX3000 UM mobile whip 150W 3.5/6dBi 1.06m 13350

CID
CM -700 HID magmount CM/ 4m cable 12520

MFJ
PRODUCTS

MFJ259 Antenna analyser HFNHF £249.00
MFJ264 Dummy load 1.5Kw max £69.00
MFJ941e Antenna tuner 1.8 - 30MHz £129.00
MFJ948 Antenna tuner 300VV 1.8 - 30MHz £139.00
MFJ949e Antenna tuner 300W + dummy load £159.00
MFJ962c Antenna tuner 1.5Kw 1.8 - 30MHz £279.00
MFJ989c Antenna tuner 3Kw 1.8 - 30M Hz £369.00

ANTENNA BARGAINS
88F 2m 8/8 mobile whip
12SE 12m mobile whip
15SE

17SE
G P23

SQ1 44
R5

R7

15m mobile whip
17m mobile whip
2m base Colinear
2m Swiss Quad
Cushcraft
Cushcraft

£1 3.50
£12.50
£12.50
£12.50
£35.00
£35.00

save £60 £239
save £70 £319

TELEX HY-GAIN
HF ANTENNAS

12AVQS 10-15-20m vertical, 4.1m
14AVO/WEIS 10-15-20-40m vertical, 5.5m
DXBB 10-80m vertical
DX77 10-40m vertical

ROTATORS

CD45
HAM IV
HAM V

Medium duty meter controller
Medium duty with break
HAM IV with digital controller

£109 C
£159 C
£315 C
£369 C

£315 D
£449
£749 D

COMET AN-TEMA
COMET NEW PRODUCTS
CA-HV HFNHF Mobile Whip 7-14-21-28-50-144

* IDEAL FOR 1C-70611* £89.00
CF -706 1.3-56 MHz/75-320MHz duplexer

for CA-HV or similar £39.00

COMET ANTENNA ACCESSORIES
RS20 Mini Gutter Clip £19.50
8521 Mini Hatchback mount £19.50
CK-3MB Mini Cable Assembly £26.50
WS -1 M Window Mount & Cable £39.00

COMET STATION ACCESSORIES
CBL-30 HF 1:1 Balun 1kW PEP £23.50
CBL-200 HF 1:1 Balun 2kW PEP £29.50
CF-30MR HF Low Pass Filter 1kW PEP £43.95
CF-50MR 6M Low Pass Filter 1kW PEP £43.95
CF -30H HF Low Pass Filter 2kW PEP £69.00
CF -30S HF Low Pass Filter 150W PEP £25.00
CF -50S 6M Low Pass Filter 150W PEP £25.00
CF-BPF2 2M Band Pass Filter 150W PEP £49.95
CD -160H PWR 1.6-60MH2 20/200/2090W £99.00
CMX-2 PWR 1.8-200MHZ 20/50/200W £119.00

COMET ANTENNAS
HR -7 7MHZ Mobile Whip £46.00
CA-14HR 14MHZ Mobile Whip £46.00
HR -21 21MHZ Mobile Whip £46.00
CA-28HR 28MHz Mobile Whip £46.00
CH725 2M/70CM Whip BNC £18.50
CH75 2M/70CM BNC whip £18.00
CH600MX 2170/23CM Whip BNC £29.50
HR -50 6M MOBILE Whip £46.00
CA-50HR 50MHz Mobile Whip £46.00
CA2X4KG 2M/70CM Mobile Whip £49.00
Z4 2m/70CM M. whip w/locking collar £35.00
13-10 2M/70CM Mobile Whip £21.50

M132m/70CM
Mobile Whip £44.95

CHL21J-22 2M/70CM Mobile Whip £19.00
CHL28J 2M/70CM mobile whip 0.92M £21.50
CA -258 2m/6m Mobile Whip £29.00
CA -350d0 6M/IOM Base Collinear £149.00
ABC23 3 x 1/ Base Collinear

1GP9N 2M/70CM Base Collinear £135.0055-00

GP15N 6M/2M/70CM Base Collinear £99.00
GP95 2M/70CM/23CM Base Collinear £119.00

COMET DUPLEXERS
CF -305 HFNHF Duplexer
CF -3064 HFNHF/UHF Duplexer
CFX-514 6M/2M/70CM Triplexer
CFX-431 2M/70CM/23CM Tripiexer
CF -520 2M/6M Duplexer

£25.00
£37.00
£49.00
£49.00
£29.00

IT TODAY FOR THE VERY BEST DEALS IN AMATEUR RADIO PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES

ARE Communications: 6 Royal Parade Hanger Lanc, Ealing, London W5A lET. Tel. 0181-997 4476 9.30am - 5.30pm Monday -Friday

9.30am - 1.00pm Saturday RegWard & Co: 1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon EX13 5NY. Tel. (01297) 34918
9.00am - 5.15pm Tues-Sat

SMC (Northern): Nowell Lane Ind. Estate, Nowell Lane Leeds. Tel. (0113) 235 0606 9.30am - 5.00pm Monday -Friday 9,00am -
1,00pm Saturday

ANTENNAS £5.00 STATION ACCESSORIES £5.00 MODEMS £3.50 TRANS/BASE/MOBILES £13.50 HANDIES £9.50
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

AT LAST A
CATALOGUE AS
ADVANCED AS

The most powerful source of referlirece for technical pro

SELECT
NEE

11177,9111ffir

an

MARCH
to

JUNE

1997

5.00

1pElectromail has always provided an outstanding range backed by the highest levels
.of service. Over 70,000 products from electronic components, electrical equipment to

mechanical parts and tools, each one quality selected and available over the phone
for next working day delivery.

16 You could say that's a service hard to beat, but that's just what we've done.
pThe new Electromail CD-ROM catalogue makes a technological breakthrough by

providing full information about our complete range, with colour photographs and
technical illustrations. There are powerful search functions by product type and word
number - it's the fastest and easiest way ever to select and order the product you
need. There's a special new products review section to keep you informed of new

range additions and it contains the full LZfilarary of Data Sheets as an added bonus. ii

0 But the best news is you can get
all that for just £5 - send for your- 111117171.1cV
copy, and get in the fast lane tor.
finding the components you need. IIELECTROMAIL, P.O. Box 33, CoVirrants, NN17 9EL.
Tel: 01536 204555 Fax: 01536 405555

Please send me L copies of the ELECTROMAIL CD-ROM catalogue at

£5.00 each inc. V.A.T. and P & P. Total value of order £ M"' st
Nome:

Address:

Postcode:

Tel: Customer ReF. No.:

Please debit my Visa/Mastercard/American Express (please delete(

Card No: Ej[:117 MEE ELIDE =CIE
Signed: Expiry Date:

CREDIT CARD ORDER HOTLINE : 01536 204555
I enclose a cheque For £ to cover all items ordered.

Ref: 234-4829/MTPW
L

Spedi liedm&Yie*g

Our service includes:-
* Advertisement design
* Specialist marketing and adt
* Corporate hospitality
* E \hibitions and conforenees
* Letterheads and business cards -

WE Ali OW YOU TO CON( 1 NIRATF ON YOUR BUSINESS 4

YO1 IN(.1(1, %SU YOLTIZ SHARE OF 111E NlARKET!

S3'1101i iuts
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ED lj 0 It' S
Rob Mannion's viewpoint on the World of Amateur Radio

0ccasionally we have space
enough in PW to provide
readers with the traditional

April Fool 'Spoof' article. And in
this year's April issue I'm very
pleased to say that our spoof
article (did you spot it?) was read
and enjoyed by many of you.

Judging by the response (and by
several humorous telephoned
threats from readers) many of you
enjoyed the article - after realising
it was a spoof (we did make an
exception and mark the page with
April 1 1997). The article by the
way, was the excellent 'tongue-in-
cheek' effort written by John
Cunningham GM3JCC.

I had the job of sub -editing the
article and was working quite late
one night at home when I came to
prepare the article. The vision of
the church tower, the baffled bats
and the idea of a laser beam as an
'end fed antenna' had me in
hysterics. I was still laughing
when a very sober and sensible
John GM3JCC answered my
telephone call. Obviously used to
receiving late night calls from
gibbering idiots, John and I
quickly agreed on the way to
present his article.

I take this opportunity to thank
John for his original idea and to
the many readers who wrote in
reply. Some of your letters were
so cleverly worded that the
Editorial team weren't so sure that
our legs weren't being pulled!

But the reader I feel sorry for
was the gentleman (he'll remain
anonymous so as not to increase
his embarrassment!) who wrote in
to ask for John's address so he
could get further details. And my
oh my...you should have seen the
invective in his reply to my letter
telling him it was a joke! (if it
had been an audio tape it would
have been full of 'bleeps'!).

Mind you...he was more upset
that he had been fooled than
anything else, especially as he is
very wary. Fortunately he has
forgiven us for the very successful
- but thought provoking joke.

In Consolation

To pacify those readers who have
jokingly (I hope) threatened to
'Super Glue' my artificial arm to
my walking stick - and in
consolation we published Brian
Dance's 'Lasers - Leading Lights
In Communications' in the May
issue. The team hope you enjoyed
it, as lasers are a truly fascinating
subject.

In fact, I cannot think of any
reason - with safety considerations
provided for - why Radio
Amateurs cannot use lasers within
the hobby. I already use a laser
pointer when I'm lecturing with
my 'medical hat' on - but their
versatility goes much further.

Licence regulations apart, it
would surely be possible to locate
(particularly v.h.f. and u.h.f.
stations) on good site, while the
operator controlled and operated
the station from below. And I've
no doubt this idea would appeal to
those unfortunate enthusiasts who
just happen to live on the bottom
floor of 'high rise' buildings!

So, if you've got any ideas on
how to incorporate laser
technology into our hobby (after
all laser light is part of the
electromagnetic spectrum) let me
know. So. there's your chance to
drive me 'batty' with practical
suggestions (please!). We've got
some interesting ideas and no
doubt readers will come up with
some other suggestions. Get
writing!

Saved fot The Nation

One of the best bits of news I've

heard for a long time came when
we heard that the impending sale
of the Marconi Company's early
archives and relics was called off.
Like other publications, PW was
kepy fully informed of the
situation and everyone was very
concerned that such a valuable
and complete collection could be
broken up.

The original sale was scheduled
for April 24 and 25th. Fortunately,
common sense prevailed and
following a large number of
protests from many people, the
sale was cancelled. It had been
expected that the two-day auction
could have raised in excess of £1
million. It had been intended that
the money would have been
employed to fund an education
initiative to train up to 1000
teachers a year.

However, in my opinion, no
matter how well-intentioned the
sale was meant to be - to split up
such an important collection of
archives (from 1896 to the end of
the Second World War) would be
akin to a criminal action.

Fortunately, as I've already
mentioned, the sale was called off
and the collection will be in the
hands of the Science Museum.
Hopefully, bearing mind that the
Science Museum thought little
enough of Amateur Radio to close
the GB2SM exhibition station
several years ago, they will make
the most of the archives and place
them on display where they can be
seen to best advantage and at a
reasonable cost.

Too many items of historic
interest (radio and otherwise)
disappear from view because the
'official' museums don't have the

space, time or funding to display
them. So, perhaps there's an
opportunity here for the example
shown by the National Railway
Museum at York (I just had to get
railways mentioned didn't I?) -
where locomotives and other
presevered items are loaned to
other museums or working
preserved railways.

Everyone benefits from 'loan'
exhibits including people who live
a long way from the 'home'
museum. So, I urge the Science
Museum to consider 'loaning'
items out or perhaps even forming
a travelling exhibition. It could
even have a mobile Amateur
Radio station supporting it - if the
Science Museum approved!

Anal Collins Now Mlefif

Readers who have been following
the debate in 'Receiving You' on
the RAE will no doubt remember
Paul Collins' letter in the
February issue of PW that started
it all. Well, I'm pleased to report
that Paul is now M1BFW.

Paul has written in to give me
the news so I could pass it on to
readers. He's already noted the
improving situation regarding
C&G charges and notes the many
comments from other readers.

Congratulations Paul...from
everyone on the Editorial team.
And don't forget that your
opinions and concerns are read by
many others and judging by the
feedback and reactions - other
people do care - including the
Radiocommunication Agency
staff and Department or Trade &
Industry. They take care to see
what we say and think by closely
reading all the Amateur Radio
publications - including (of
course!) Practical Wireless itself.

Wiernagf'w14'
1.51 7
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The Star Letter
will receive a voucher

worth £10 to spend on

items from our Book

or other services.

offered by Practical

Wireless. All other

letters will receive a

£5 voucher.

Morse/No
Morse
Dear Sir
I realise that you have had a

number of letters concerning

'Morse/No Morse'. but I hope

you will consider my
contribution useful. I believe
one of the major necessities of

the hobby is activity on the

bands, for as we know,

commercial thirst for spectrum

seems to be unquenchable.

Therefore, I suggest that

along with Novice licensees,

'B' licence holders are given

limited access to the h.f.

bands. The limitations would

be twofold - power (say IOW

p.e.p.) and bands, (say 3.5.7

and 14, perhaps I SMHz could

also be included).

For this privilege, the

applicant would pay a small

fee of £5 for the issue of an

appropriate addendum to their

existing licence. This would

explain the terms, conditions,

etc.

Subsequent renewals would

include the extension

RECEWNG
' + If ys ' w'i prize.

automatically, unless the

licence holder specified

otherwise. The initial admin.

fee would ensure that the

licence issuer who is, I believe,

a private organisation, will not

be put to 'non -contractual'

expense.

If my suggestion was

adopted I would hope that in

the fullness of time, the initiate

to the h.f. bands will be given

the taste of the truly exotic and

wish to progress to full 'A'

licence facilities, and in the

meantime, amateur activity

will increase.

R. G. Johnston GW7RDV
Flintshire

Credit Where
Credit Due!
Dear Sir
I have never written to a

magazine before and I have

been reading Practical
Wireless since the mid 1950s!

However, I feel compelled to

give credit where it is due and

so I wish to praise the staff at

the Short Wave Shop in
Christchurch, Dorset.

I suppose I might be

thought of as 'poor looking'.

not being a follower of fashion

and I am fairly cautious in

parting with my cash. In fact, I

must be a nightmare to most

salesmen with my multitude of

questions about what does this

and what does that!

I have often walked out of a

shop with all my cash intact.

simply because of misguided

attitudes of the staff! Not so.

though, at the Short Wave

Shop!

Nothing seems too much

trouble for them and they

genuinely seem to want to

make sure that the customer

gets the right equipment for
his needs. The staff were all

very friendly and in spite of

being busy. still found time to

cope with my questions.

I have now visited the shop

several times and brought

several radios, test gear and

bits and pieces. When I told

my 16 -year old son how

pleased I was, he wanted to

come along on my next visit
and he ended up buying two

receivers himself!

Because we had travelled

from Southampton. we were

given cups of tea and coffee.

So, to Bob G6DUN, Colin
G3XAS and John GOSKR
(who, incidentally teaches

Novices in his spare time) I

offer a great big thank you!

You give excellent service and

I am very pleased with your

assistance. You are what a

radio shop ought to be about

and you have saved me

money. I am very impressed!

Mel Fisher CAWYW
Hants

Difficult
Exam?
Dear Sir
With reference to the article of

March '97 'RAE
Results...Could Do Better"? I

must admit that I think

December's exam paper was

difficult and, sometimes, out

of syllabus. The paper really

Many letters
intended for 'Receiving

You'

ahhough there's
no problem ingeneral

Letters Received

Mail, many

are etti
provide their postal

address. I havtoY11'md rear1ers [-hat
although wewit not publish

a postal address
runless we are

asked to do so),we
require it if the letter is to be
considered_ So, please don't forget
to include your full

post& address
and callsign along
hieroglyphics!

Earn'
with your E -Mail

:tahniEi,.e

was 'nerve wrecking'.
questions too long with tricky

multiple choice answers

(sometimes the words used

made it difficult to determine

which answer was correct,

especially for us foreigners).

and questions like 'what

should be the polarisation of

an antenna fora satellite?'

really were 'head scratching'

jobs!

George Benbow G3HB's
RAE Manual and How To

Pass The RAE books should

be revised if the City & Guilds
intend to continue with such

questions. However, unlike

some unfortunate failures who

I know really studied hard for

this exam, I managed to pass!

So my gratitude still goes to
Mr Benbow because it was his

book that I studied after all.

But most of all, sincere

thanks go to my class tutor Mr

Carmelo Fenech 9H1AQ
who is Malta's most dedicated

and (probably the only one)

best instructor we will ever

have. In the meantime, I am

here in my shack waiting

This Month's Star Letter

GM3JCC'S
'Wireless
Antenna'

Dear Sir
As experimenters ourselves in both
amateur antennas and laser

technology, I was delighted to read
GM3JCC's article 'Wireless'
Antenna in your April magazine.

However, the set-up here is a little
similar to John Cunningham's,
though I prefer the QRO approach.

Namely, the transceivers are fed
into home-brew (valve) linear
amplifiers before being connected
(via an a.t.u. of course) to the laser

director. In fact, despite being a little
long in the tooth, my friends and I
have found the old Scott -Taggart
valves to be ideal in this application.

Using UR-67 coaxial cable. the
output (of around 600W) is fed into

an aluminium searchlight mirror
(diameter 19in) via a balun. We
have not been able to locate a

commercial 175,000: I balun,
though we have had great success in

making them.
'they are filled with blue

magnetic lamp -oil, as supplied by
our trusty hardware/grocery store.
Should the supply of surplus

searchlight mirrors frizzle out, the
XYLs Chinese cookery Wok makes
a good substitute, though only the
Ken Horn (non stick Wok) version
is recommended.

Our laser source uses a slightly
higher frequency than GM3.ICCs.
namely 678rm. We are very much
in favour of 'invisible' antennas and
the red light at this frequency is less
bright. For the technically minded,
the angular divergence is 0.75
minutes with a beam divergence of
0.3 rad. Neither bats nor indeed any
creatures have ever been spotted in

the ricinity of the beam.
Although not mathematicians, we

calculate a gain in the region of
830dB emanating from the director.
We do not have an elevated clock

face in Knock, though we do have
an international airport.

Despite the problems associated
with tracking laser reflectors
moving at several hundred miles an
hour, we have found that an

astronomical telescope tripod fitted
with alt -azimuth drive can be
utilised. However, the gearing
mechanism needs to be changed to
increase movement speed by a

factor of 400. This is a
straightforward job for any Radio
Amateur with a small workshop and
a penchant for large cogs.

Results so far have been

promising, though lumps of
smouldering aircraft aluminium
dropping into the surrounding fields
have unfairly attributed to our

experiments. Once my colleague
Assumpta has been released from

the Mayo Eye Hospital, we hope to
be back on air and working many G
stations with our laser atmospheric
ioniser antenna.
1/r Mannion O'Heys (EI1E10)
Dunbeaming
Knock
County Mayo

Editor's comment: We have
strong evidence that Dr. O'Heys
Ell EIO is actually a pseudonym
for Clive Ellis G4NVX. But I've
no doubt that our El friends
won't take offence at his 'pirated'
callsign and address as he joins in
the joke regarding GM3JCC's
article! (Please see 'Keylines' for
further comment on the 'Batty'
April article).
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anxiously for those first

contacts to come in, so to

anyone hearing my call, I will

be more than happy to have

my first QSO with them.

Stephen Camilleri 9H5SC
Malta GC

Editor's comment:
Congratulations Stephen
and let's hope your callsign
will soon appear in the DX
worked by contributors to
'HF Far & Wide' and VHF
Report'!

Unfair To
John Scott -
Taggart?
Dear Sir
It was nice to meet the Editor

and Editorial team again at

Pickens Lock in early March. I

thought that the attendance did

seem to be up on the

equivalent day to last year, but

I expect we will have to await

the official figures in due

course.

I have a few comments

regarding items in PW April

issue. The first concerning the

very interesting articles in

'Valve & Vintage' by Charles
Miller about the activities of

John Scott -Taggart. However,

although far be it for me to

accuse Charles of sour grapes,

but I thought that he was

unduly critical of 'ST as he
was known to his large

following of home -

constructors.

Scott -Taggart designed a

number of 'sets' for home

construction and he always

said that his sets DID require

about 10% more intelligence

than normal! to operate.

Having said that, the result

was effective programme

reception from many stations

that it was impossible to even

hear on similar priced

commercial receivers.

I built two Scott -Taggart

designs. the ST700 and the

ST800. These were equipped

with the 'spot on' dial, which
made it possible to tune in any

station precisely, without

switching the set on.

As regards Charles's

comment that 'ST never
designed a superhet, I know

for a fact that he designed at
least two - the ST Super and

The Super Gram De Luxe.

The first named was a five or

six valved model with a

separately tuned oscillator and

literally knocked spots of all

the contemporary superhets,

simply because in those days,

it was very difficult to mass-

produce tuning arrangements

with oscillators that 'kept in

gang' throughout the whole

wave range.

I have photographs of both

the superhets mentioned. The

Super Gram De Luxe was a

massive beast constructed in

separate units, some of which

had their own power supply. I

have personally seen one

example of this design, which

used a Wearite four stage coil

unit tuned with a four -gang

capacitor, this model used a

slide rule type of dial.

The audio output was 12W,

quite phenomenal for those

early days. I believe 'ST' also

designed another superhet

which was mainly for local

station listening, but I have not

seen one of this model.

Charles rather ridicules the use

of plug-in coils in the ST900,

but this was again for the

'10%* crowd! (incidentally,
both my 'ST sets are in the

Arrefon Manor Wireless
Museum on the Isle of Wight

as are also quite a number of

contemporary components).

One of the 'S -T sets, which
I would have liked to build,

was the ST600 (which was

also designed as a mains

model). The battery version

used a pentode as an h.f.

amplifier and another similar

valve as a detector giving

positive feed back to the tuned

circuit, the h.f. valves also

provided positive feed back

(reaction) in those days.

The set also used, if

required. a tunable rejector coil

unit in the aerial circuit to

eliminate breakthrough if the

user was very close to a

powerful local transmitter,

which often made it

impossible to receive distant

stations. Charles also

mentioned that 'ST designed

a short wave converter, also

with plug-in coils, this was

known as the 'Hexoverter'
because of the type of valve

which was employed.

unfortunately. I was unable to

build one of these.

Another s.w. converter

design which was popular was

known as a 'Kelsey' adapter

after its inventor who did not

patent the design. This was

built in a cigar box, used plug-

in coils and also had a unique

dial in the form of a helix

traversed by the pointer which

progressively disappeared

under the Helix as the tuning

knob was turned.

All these sets featured in

Popular Wireless, which went

QRT in September 1938. All

my copies of this magazine.

which costs 3p, are also in the

IOW museum archives.

I seem to have rabbited on a

bit about the old days, but I

think that a little background

noise gives a certain spice to

modem developments. I

myself used to he an

'unofficial service engineer' in

our village. for many battery
valve sets were use then in

rural localities and quite a few

amusing anecdotes come to

mind!

My main `Service Aids' in

those days were, in order of

importance. a bicycle, 2) a

bicycle pump to blow the dust

out of the wireless sets and 3)

a screwdriver to dismantle and

adjust if necessary. Although

the bicycle pump very often

made further investigation

unnecessary. apart from

cleaning the accumulator

terminals!

Peter Neave G4DAN
Essex

Editor's comment: I have
spoken to Peter ('DAN
always makes a point of
coming to chat to us at the

Pickens Lock show I
suggesting that he prepare

an article for us based on his

experiences. I feel sure they

would make fascinating
reading!

Built For
Ever?
Dear Sir
The Ultimate - Built For Ever
Machine? This is the slogan

used to advertise one well

known h.f. transceiver. And

my recent discovery of a

photograph taken 20 years ago

( 1977) might just bring a little
perspective to such a claim.

The photograph shows the

magnificent station of Jack
Hurst G3AKW, who is alas

now long since a Silent Key.

On the centre shelf of the

photograph is a state -of -the -an

Marconi receiver, which had

been upgraded with product

detection for s.s.b. and had

filtering from 50Hz to over

5kHz. The transmitter, in the

centre, is an all band 150W

s.s.b. exciter using double

lattice crystal filters, it fed to

the legal limit G2DAF linear

amplifier which sits alongside.

Just s is hie at desk level is

an ex US Navy BC348,

receiver which was used as a

tunable i.f. for a series of state-

of-the-art Nuvistor v.h.f.

converters built to RSGB

Handbook designs. Also

secreted at this level is an

OZ9BO electronic keyer and

audio speech processor.

On the top layer is an

LM14 frequency meter and a

panoramic adaptor, which

enabled the activity on an

entire vhf. band to be

monitored continuously.

Extending along the shelf.

behind the clock, are the v.h.f.

transmitters for 70, 144 and

432MHz.
The meter in the centre of

the photograph is a 'cross

pointer' s.w.r. indicator which

operated with numerous

remote sense heads, which has

been optimised and calibrated

for the specified frequency at

which they were being used.

The ah.f. and v.h.f. heads are

visible just by the window
alongside the Elizabethan

Transmitter, which had

become redundant by this

time. The units on the shelf

below are a I44MHz s.s.b.

transverter and 4 x 250 linear

amplifier.
The station in the

photograph was regarded as

being the 'ultimate' in

flexibility, mode capability and

frequency coverage. It was the

'all singing all dancing' station
of its day. It had been built to

last using the highest grade

items available by a

professional radio engineer.

One can only wonder how

historically interesting
photographs of today's

'ultimate, built for ever
machines' will be in 20 years

time and if any of them will
actually be still in use.

John A. Share G3OKA
Wirral

Andrew's
Antique
Activities
Dear Sir
Sixteen years certainly feels

like a long time. I have more

or less continuously offered

my voluntary service over that

time as friend and leader to the

young teenage Members and

sometimes even younger

children, of what we call The

Thant Electronics Club,
G3SRE.

Most of the time we plod

along in the Clubroom on

Margate sea front with the kids

struggling with enthusiasm

through learning how to

solder, making their

Multivibrator 'light flashers',
555 Timer Morse practice

oscillators and Crystal Set. etc.

And we carry out the Novice

Scheme Courses - of course!

Getting out on bike tours to

visit Power Stations or places

of Scientific history is a lot of

fun too, talk about 'alternative

education'! But funny and

unusual things occasionally

happen to give a little jolt of

surprise.

One new boy this month

came along out of the blue -

nice lad, quiet for a time, then

when I got round to ask him.

"Hi, what would you like to

do? How about the

Multivibrator Project with

BC I D9s"

He answered, 'That's

interesting, but may I do my

valve radio? - I've bought one

to try and repair"!

Out came a Dansette - in a

bit of a state - but Andrew

went on "I've got a dozen or

so of different ones. I have a

Saturday job and buy them

when I can. I them,

they're so interesting! I know
these radios have valves called

triodes and pentodes in them

and I've got a box full of
valves, but can't find anyone

to tell me how they work? I've

got a teriffic little book all

about it which I treasure, a Mr

Camm wrote it "
Well, from a 13 year -old, I

found this experience most

unusual, and in a way off -beat.

However, all the other boys

somehow caught the fever.

Within minutes an eager wide

eyed lot were listening to me
going on about Edison,

filaments, thermionic

emission, De Forrest and

triodes.

One lad said as we were

packing up. "Cor, that's one of

the best evenings we've had"!

(You live and learn don't

you?). A hoary old story about

modem Youth's attitude after

16 years, but I never dreamt of

experiencing that enthusiasm,

about the subject coming from

them!

Ken Smith G3JIX
Kent
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Com  iled by Donna Vincent G7TZB

Experimenting With Computers

Peter Brunning of Brunning
Software has always felt that
technology is often presented from
too much of a mathematical point of
view particulary when it comes to
computers. Computer programming
is rather like trying to teach a child
grammar before allowing them to
speak. So, with that in mind Peter
set about writing a book using
techniques similar to those used
when a child learns about verbs and
nouns by listening to normal
conversations.

Experimenting with PC
Computers takes you through 50
experiments (which can be run on
any IBM compatible PC) and
gradually teaches you how to
programme in assembly language.
how to design simple electronic
circuits and how to interface these
to a PC Computer. There is also a
kit of parts to go with the book
which contains a special solderless
plug board for building circuits. a

set of components for the 50
experiments, three lead assemblies
and an assembler programme that is
aimed at the beginner.

Experimenting With PC
Computers is available from the PW
Book Store for £24 and the
associated kit for £46. To order or
for more information please contact
Michael Hurst in the PW Book
Store on (01202) 659930. Look out
for the review in next month's
Practical Wireless.

Can You Nelp?

Brian Williamson has written in
with a query regarding his AR77
communications receiver. Brian
says his AR77's tuned r.f. amp
(preselector) attenuates rather than
amplifies above 6MHz. He says
he's tried everything to cure it
without any luck and wants to know
is this common to all AR77s?

If you have any suggestions or
ideas to help Brian out he'd like to
hear from you. Please write to 61

WVrr Communications

The Mr Training Corps
(ATC) or Air Cadets is a
uniformed youth
organisation whose aim is
to enourage, amongst
young people, a practical
interest in aviation and
the Royal Air Force, to provide training which will be useful in later life
whether it be civilian or services. Cadets are aged between 13 and 20 and
by joining are not obligated to join the RAE

Air Cadets are encouraged to take part in adventurous training and
sporting activities. They are also trained in map reading, principles of
flight, propulsions and advanced radio and satellite communications with
examinations being held several times a year to test their knowledge.

Ever since the ATC's formation in 1941 Cadets have been operating
on radio frequencies allocated to them by the RAF. Over the years
operations have progressed along with the development of equipment
and changes in band plans.

In the 1996 a new Air Cadet Radio Training document was launched
to allow cadets to follow a 30 hour course including military style
operating procedures, safety, basic electronics and hands-on h.f. and
v.h.f. operating. Following on from this an agreement has now been
reached for Cadets who successfully complete the course to wear a
specially designed Communicators' badge on the their uniforms.

If you're interested in joining the Air Training Corps organisation or in
helping out with their numerous activities please contactSgn Ldr G. A.
King, Headquarters Air Cadets, RAF College Cranwell, Near
Sleaford, Lines NG34 SHB. Tel: (01400) 261201 Ext. 7619 for more
information.

Yaesu gto Performer Arriving Soon'

PLEASE
SEND YOUR

NEWS TO
DONNA

VINCENT
G7TZI3
AT THE

EDITORIAL
ADDRESS

First shown in prototype form at the London Amateur Radio Show at
Picketts Lock in March 1997, Yaesu have announced that their new FT -
920 h.f. and 50MHz transceiver will soon be available in the United
Kingdom. Yaesu have also announced that the transceiver, which
features 33 MIPS (Millions Instruction Per Second) digital signal
processing, increased average power output and voice patterning
contouring will be on sale during April.

Yaesu also report that additional features on the FT -920 include auto -
seeking DSP notch filtering and noise reduction. The manufacturer
mentions that a high speed automatic antenna tuning unit (a.a.t.u.) state
is incorporated along with "User friendly DSP bandwidth controls for
enhanced interference reduction and exclusive 'shuttle jog' tuning
controls for fine and rapid tuning".

The many features highlighted by the Yaesu press release include
details on the full h.f. coverage plus 50MHz with full 100W on all
bands, new design MOSFET p.a. stage, auto a.t.u. operation on h.f. and
50MHz, 'Omni Glow' display with twin tuning controls and a digital
voice memory system.

A particularly interesting feature on the FT -920 is the provision of a
separate f.e.t. radio frequency amplifier with 'high' and 'low' bands.

The transceiver also incorporates a 'Quick Memory Bank' memory
system which the manufacturer states provides an 'instant' frequency
memory system, along with a total of 127 Memory Channels, each
provided with 7 -character alpha -numeric name tags.

Yaesu state that the retail price of the FT -920 will be announced late
in April. For further information on this transceiver, contact Barry
Cooper C4RK0 at Yaesu (UK), Unit 2, Maple Grove Business
Centre, Lawrence Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6DR. Tel:
0181-814 20001, FAX: 0181-814 2002.

Editorial note: Practical Wireless hope to review the FT -920
transceiver as soon as it's available in the UK. Additional4; Barry
Cooper G4RK0 from Yaesu (UK) Ltd.. has confirmed that contrary to
information circulating. that the Yaesu FT-900AT hf. transceiver
(reviewed in the March 1995 PW) is still a current Yaesu product and
continues to be available. G3XFD.

Sundale Avenue, Selsdon, South
Croydon, Surrey CR2 SRR. Tel:
0181-651 5345.

Young Radio Amateur Of The

Year Award

If you're thinking of nominating a
Young Amateur for this year's
Young Amateur Of The Year Award
you'll need to bear in mind the

following guidelines:
The award is given for the most

outstanding radio achievement
between 1 August 1996 and 31 July
1997 and is open to anyone under
18 who has an interest in radio and
is a resident in the UK, Channel
Islands or the Isle of Man. Entrants
must be nominated by an adult
sponsor although there is no
requirement for entrants or
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Alinco dasn
Mr Tsunemi Export Manager for
Alinco (right) is pictured with Mike
Devereux G3SED Managing Director
of Nevada during his recent visit to
complete the signing of an exclusive
distribution agreement between Alinco
and Nevada. During his visit Mr
Tsunemi took the opportunity to

demonstrate the DJ -C1
and DJ -CF which arc
the latest v.h.f. and u.h.f.
transceivers to come
from the Alinco factory.

The DJ -CI and C4
are being described as
being 'wafer thin' as at
just 10.6mm deep they
really are thin and will
fit easily into a shirt
pocket. Both
transceivers offer
340mW of r.f. output,
feature a wide -band
receive capability and
the selling price is
expected to be £189.95.

For more information
on the DJ -CI or C4 or

indeed any of the products in the Alinco range contact Nevada direct on
(01705) 662145.

nominees to hold an Amateur Radio
Licence.

The following areas of activity
will be considered when the
applications are assessed. Radio
construction (d.i.y.), operation of
radio, community service,
encouraging others and school
projects. The first prize of £300

together with an invitation to visit
the Radiocommunication
Agency's Monitoring station at
Baldock will be awarded at the
Radio Society of Great Britain's
HF Convention in September 1997.

The competition, which is aimed
at generating interest in amateur
radio and encouraging people to get

involved, has been running annually
since 1988 and each year the award
is presented for the most
outstanding achievement by a
young amateur radio enthusiast. All
applications and nominations
should be sent to Young Amateur
of the Year Award. Radio Society
of Great Britain, Lambda House,
Cranhorne Road, Potters Bar,
Herts EN6 3JE. Tel: (01707)
659015. The closing date for entries
is 31 July 1997

Microwaves Are Dace

Microwave Modules, who have
been running on the 'back burner'
for several months are now back in
full swing after relocating to new
premises. They are one of the oldest
British Manufacturers of amateur
radio products and the range
includes high performance
transverters and linear amplifiers.

Products to look out for include
the new MMT144-2811P, which
allows most h.f. transceivers to
operate on I44MHz and retails at
1299.95. There's also the
MML144-100-10 linear amplifier
which offers 10W in, 100W out, is
aimed at the 1C-706 user and retails
for £199.95.

The sole distributor for
Microwave Modules products for

&tended Magnification

If you are an avid constructor, model maker or just
enjoy 'tinkering' then the new SAM 75 Swing Arm
Magnifying Lamp could be just the thing for you.
Manufactured by Clarke Power Products this new
magnifying lamp has a 3-diopter precision lens for
high resolution viewing and is described as being ideal
for all applications which require illuminated
magnifcation.

The lens of the SAM 75 is protected by an integral
sliding cover and a 60W SES candle type bulb is all
that is needed to provide adequate lighting. Other
features include an adjustable spring balanced
extension ann and a swivel shade.

For more information on the SAM 97 which is
priced at around £23 contact Ross Barnard at Clarke
International on (01992) 565300.

the UK market has been appointed
as Martin Lynch & Son of 140-
142 Northfield Avenue, Ealing,
London W13 9SB. So, why not
contact Martin for details on the full
range of products either by
telephoning him on 0181-566 1120.
FAXing on 0181-566 1207 or E -
mailing on sales@martin-
lynch.co.uk

Open Day No 7

Jeff Stanton G6XYU has informed
the Newsdesk that the 7th Waters
& Stanton Electronics Open Day
will take place on Sunday 1 June
1997 from 10am. Jeff says this
year's event promises to be the
biggest yet with three marquees
housing many of major
manufacturers and personalities
from the Amateur Radio world.

There will be deals to be made on
many of the leading brand names
together with the chance to pick-up
a bargain at the Open Day auction
which starts at 2pm - the advice is
don't miss it! Several raffles will be
also be taking place throughout the
day and free food and drink will
also be available.

So, what are you waiting for?
Make it a date in your diary today!

`Private' 144MHz Repeater

Switched Off

The Radiocommunication
Agency recently carried out a
successful prosecution in respect of
an unlicensed 144MHz Amateur
Radio repeater in Dukinfield.
Manchester.

In their press statement dated
14th of April 1997, the RA report
that "At Dukinfield Magistrates
Court on 10th March 1997, a
licensed Radio Amateur was found
guilty of using apparatus for
wireless telegraphy on 16th
September 1996 except under and in
accordance with a licence issued on
that behalf by the Secretary of State.
He was given a conditional
discharge and ordered to pay a
contribution of 150 towards costs".
On this occasion the defendant did
not forfeit the equipment.

Following a telephone enquiry
from the PW office for further
details, an RA spokesman
confirmed that the Radio Amateur
concerned allowed access only to
associates, by providing them with
the necessary tone codes. In effect,
offering a 'private access' through
the unlicensed repeater.

Editor
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A superb compact, all mode 100\\

transceiver covering all HF hand -

plus 6 metres. Excellent receiver

with narrow filters fitted as stanitia

 All HE Bands 100W Output

 50MHz 100W output

'  General anerage ret :

 Remota* front panel

 Receiver pre -amp

 Filters fitted as standard

 Superb TX audio and RX

 Good RX sensitivity

 Full break in on CW

 Speech compressor

 MO memory channels

 All modes: CSit, LSB. CW. AM. FM

 All mode squelch

 Noise blanker  Scan facilities

 Quick offset for DX pile-ups

 IF shift control

 Separate antenna sockets for HF+ s Meters

OAT IOW HE + 11W 6 Mr filmier

finco's lOW on 6mtrs version of the DX -70 TH above.

\ arrow receive filters and CTCSS fitted as standard.

Unbeatable value for money!

UN -10 TO

6115.00

6615.00

MONfrOft CALL

DOWN UP VOL/SOL

11141144111i

11-C4 4nit
A wafer thin pair of

transceivers that slip into a

shirt or coat top pocket.

DJ -C1 features Aliband

receive coverage.

 300mW RF output

 Extended receive

coverage

 Supplied oltv

earphone

 Repeater offsets

HF Transceivers

r 99

DX -101 Hi 558 Transceiver

A new channelised only HF Transceiver at an

affordable mice. Easy to use mobile on your favourite

Net channels. With MT control ± 1.5kHz.

 RX: 0.5 -30M117

 11: Pmg. Ham hands 1.6 - 30MHz

 101 memory channels
 100W output
 SSB, AM and optional CW
 Noise blanker & squelch in(

DJ -G5 'Teal Band Handheld

1499.00

A brithant min hallo riandheid that does everything

including spectrum display of adjacent channels. The

receiver has a superb front end that does not suffer

with breakthrough like other handhelds and has

CTCSS/DTMF built in as standard.

 Spectrum channel display

 Optional extended receive including Airband

108-173.995MHz

400-511.995MHz

800-999.990MHz

 Full VHF/UHF Duplex

 Over air cloning

 Crass band repeat

 Up to 5W RF output

 100 memories 1299.95

NEAR YOU!

Ideal for
HF MOBILE
HF MARINE
HF PACKET

+ lots more

AUNCO Star dealers * * * * * ALINCO Star dealers * * * * * ALINCO Star dealers * * * * *

HAY0011 Communications

 132 High 51  hdpu re
 liddleet  Ilitg

0181 951 5181/2

It",t 1 I id/. m,/, fir, 10,1,

01304 481681

A.R.C. Liverpool

 38 Bridge Street

 Earlestmtn
 Newton le 'Xilk rit 

Icisetisicle  ICA12 .

019252 29881

The Shortwave Shop

 18 Fannie Rd
 Christchurch

I tot -set  B1123 211

01202 490099

SRP RADIO Centre

lutiu Bristol Road

south  Rednal
 Birmingham

 Bi5 917.

0121 MI 1581

JAYCEE Electrum Lid

 20 Woodside
 Glenrothes

 Fife  Scotian,
 Kr 5DF

01592 756962

MARTIN LYNCH

Nig SON

 140-142
Northfield Awn
 Ealing  Lond

 W13 95B

0181 566 1120

SOUTH MIDLANDS SMC [Northern]
Cimmunicaliods lid

 514 House  School  Novell Lane
Close  Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate

industrial Estate  Nowell Lane
 Eastleigh  Leeds

 Hampshire  sffs'

01113 251541 0113 235 0606

The dealers listed in the advert have the full support and backup of the Alinco factory for spares and after sales service



144111z Nibs
features optional !Mane Ha to

cover Maud, PMR, Marine etc

011-140 2 Meter Mobile
A no nonsense rugged 5010 144MHz mobile transceiver that's
easy to use on the move and comes with CTCSS as standard

 51 memories
 50W FM output
 CTCSS encoder

DR -150 2 woe we

new antennas from ALINCO
110 entity Jaime .

Enutactrad VH5Jr

HIM -1

CP150

HFM-1 Hf stainless steel mobile

£249.95
VK5Jr Hf multi nand vertical

VC -0 6 metre V Dipole

A full featured 50W 144MHz FM mobile radio thats crammed full
of extras. The DR -150 takes mobile radius into the 21st centursl

 Optional extended receive
AM,FM 135MHz-950MHz
with gaps

 Channel Scope
 CTCSS encoder

01430 nos Mile

 100 memories
 On air cloning

£219.05

A 70cms version of the DR -140 above. 35W RF output.

 20 memories
(expandable to 100)

 35W FM output

 CTCSS encoder
 Electronic h

 isteus tuers
17/7

IDX-2 Automatic Random Wire Antenna Tuner
cbilLk) r;m41; iu wire
antennas, mobile whips,
verticals, inverted Ls. Wired
for Dr0 - but can he used wit
most HE Transceivers.

FREQUENCY RANGE 3.SMHz - 30Mliz
(with over 3m element)
1.6MHz - 30MFD.
(with over Ilm element)

INPUT POWER (Max) 200W P.E.P.

MX.1 Hf Antenna Tuner
I I c i .1 ; Lt ilt in
Power and SWR meters. The Aril is rated
at 120W.' and covers 160-10 meters
including WARC hands

9289.95

1159.95

659.95

£2G5

E69.95

0P-150 144MHz Base Antenna £59.95
' -I" I". 134 i

0114106 6 Meter Mobile
6.M FM mobile - 50-54M1-12.

 100 memories
 CTCSS encoder

 Time -out -timer
 Output 10W

 Dual Band mobiles

110-610 loin Band Mobile
Range:
136 - 174/420 470MHz FM

 Channel Scope
 Full duplex
 CTCSS encoder standard

DR -605 Dual Ind While

9249.95

Airband RX
 VHF 50W/UHF 35W max
 120 memories

Easy to use twin hand mobile transceiver that delivers
;lower and performance with user friendly features.

 50W (2m)  35W (70cms)
 010 memories
 Full Duplex

exclusive UK distributors

 CTCSS encoder Neil

NEVEM

9399.95

01705 662145
189 London Road  North End  Portstnonth  P02 9AE
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advice

Micro sized handhelds
 211 memories
 340mW output option
 Repeater shift
 scan function

0,1111C 144MH2

VHF Handheld
191.15

11,1-941C locms

UHF Handheld

11J-1901

in Cost Handheld

A powerful super slim 2mtr
handheld with a huge easy to
read display.
 Up to SW RF output (with

Optional EBP-36N
battery pack)

 40 memory channels
 CTCSS tone encoder fitted
 Batters' save tunrtion
 Scan function
 Time out timer setting

1141.95

DJ -191

2 Meter Handheld
A new slim line 2 meter
handheld that's easy to use
and has an enormous dear
display.
 Up to SW output

with 9.6V NiCad pack)
io memories channels

 cloning capable
 acss encoder
 DTMF fitted
 Battery save facility
 Scan functions
 Time out timer

9169.95
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REG WARD h Co ARE Communications PHOTO ACOUSTICS ASK Electronics 1010 VIDEO The Northern

MBAR Centre
1 Western Parade  ()Royal Parade  58 High Street  2-48 'foRenili;11  15 Edgware Road

 West Street  Hanger Lane  Newport Pagnell Court Road  London  Blackdvke Road

 Axminster  Devon  Ealing  London  Buckinghamshire  London  V2P 2JE  Kingstown Indust' a

 EX13 5NY  W5A 1ET 11K16 BAQ  W1P 9AD Estate  Carlisle

 CA3 Oil

01297 34918 0181 991 4476 01908 610625 0171 637 0353 0171 724 2103 01228 590011

TYRONE Amateur

Electronics

 44 High Street

 Omagh  Co Tyrone
 N. Ireland BT'S 1BP

01662 242043

NEVAIA

 189 London Road
 North End
 Portsmouth

 Hampshire* PO2 9AE

017115 662145

If in doubt call NEVADA for details of your nearest ALI,\CO AUTHORISED DEALLR



Zoe says:

"keep the News and

those Club

magazines coming!"

Aberporth's
ACM
The Aherporth Amateur
Radio Club recently held its
AGM. The current Chairman
Don Kirby GWOPLP stood
down and handed over to

incoming Chairman Dave
Pitkin GWOPNI. Re-elected
as Secretary and Treasurer

respectively were Steve

Evans GW7WG0 and
Vlismas GWOTMV.

Other officers elected were

Deputy Chaimuut Johnathon
Tamlin GW7WLM and
ordinary member Andy
Smith GWOTXP. All the
members expressed their

thanks to Graham Beck who
takes the RAE classes every

Wednesday evening and to

Bob Kentish GW4JRK who
is the organiser of the Novice

Examination class.

During the year. four

members were successful

with the RAE examinations,
all four of whom now hold a

Com tiled by Zoe Crabb

Class B licence. This is a

good record and the club

hope for more success this

year.

Activities include the
provision of a 70cm
(430MHz) repeater, Morse

classes and a DXpedition to

take part in the IOTA

weekend, which is held on

25/26 July. Meetings for the

club are held on the 1st and

3rd Thursdays of the month.
Further information can be

obtained from Dave Pitkin
GWOPNI on (01239)810382
or from Steve Evans
GW7WGO.

Ripon's Rally
The Ripon & District
Amateur Radio Society
(RADARS) will once again
be presenting the Northern

Mobile Amateur Radio Rally
this year on December 7th, so

now's the time to write it in
your diary] (Please note this
new date, as the rally has

Wincanton's New
Repeater

After three years of frustration and struggle,

the Wincanton Amateur Radio Club has
announced that GB3TC, their new 70cm

(430MHz) repenter is now on the air on
channel RB t. Members hope that this

repeater will be a source of joy to those
amateurs in the counties of Somerset.

Wiltshire and Dorset, who will be able to
reach further than they have in the past.

Mobile operators will have communication
over the whole of The Blackmore Vale'
including the east/west main roads of A303
and A30. The A303 from just east of the
Sparkford Roundabout to Stonehenge on high

ground. The A30 coverage will be just east of
Sherboume to just west of Salisbury.

Constructive comments from users of this

new repeater are welcome, either by 'phone

to Jim Hatch G300L on (01963) 370352 or
by FAX on (01963)370833. If you have
Packet, through GE7BNM.

been held in May in the
past!).

This year, the 40th

anniversary of the Rally,
which has taken place

annually since the late 1950s.

will see it return to its familiar
venue of the Flower Show

Hall on the Great Yorkshire

Showground in Harrogate,

after its excursion to Ripon in
1996.

The Rally doors open at

10.30 -am and access is from

the A66I Wetherby Road in
Harrogate. There is

considerable parking space

available within the
Showgmund. all on hard
standing, and there are special

parking facilities for disabled
visitors close to the hall.

Drinks and refreshments

will be available all day, and

the Society hope to see a

good rum out from the

regular traders. As ever, there

will be a large Bring & Buy.
Anyone requiring more

information should contact
the Rally Manager, Gerald
Brady on (01765) 640229 or
Andrew Woodthorpe
GIUXP, Rally Publicity
Manager. on Packet through

G1UXP@GB7CYM or E-
mail to
woody@ tangotudemon.co.uk

Official Opening
Of GB3HJ

The Harrogate Corimiunity Repeater

GB3HJ, was officially opened on
Friday T March by a greetings

message sent from Norman Lamont
MP to Stuart G4AYP. the Harrogate
amateur who lust suggested that

Harrogate Ladies' College would
make a good site for the repeater.

The repeater is operated by the

Harrogate Ladies' College
Repeater Group, which consists of
licensed staff and students of the

school plus amateurs in the Harrogate

district. It is situated on the tower at
the top of the main school building,

and is believed to be the first repeater

in the country to be operated by a

school group.

The purpose of the repeater is to

serve the community of Harrogate

and its surrounding villages, in

particular Nidderclale, in the region

towards Pateley Bridge. As well as

having a significant resident amateur

population, Harrogate also attracts a
considerable number of conference

and holiday visitors each year and it

is hoped that GB3HJ will prove
popular with all these potential

operators.

Mr Latnont then toured the school,

accompanied by the Headmistress,

Dr Margaret Hustler. after which
they then joined the members of

the repeater group, consisting of 17

students (Ft licensed plus 9 sitting

the RAE/NRAE this year), as well
as 3 members of staff and a local

businessman, Simon G4KCR,
who has been a long time supporter

of the amateur radio work at the

school.

Mr Lamont in the shack of
GXOHCA, the club station
of Harrogate Ladies'
College. Club/Repeater
Group members on the
picture are II to r) Mimi
(NRAE student), Elizabeth
MOAQH, Katie (RAE
student), Jill G7PGA (staff),
Ruchika (RAE student),
Susanna (NRAE student),
Laura G7WCZ, Stephanie
(RAE student), Fiona
G7WDA, Rebecca M1ATQ,
Angela M1BDE and Evon
M1BBO.

Back row (I to r) Evon
M1BBO, Laura G7WCZ,
Ruchika (RAE student), Lee
G7WCW, Olivia G7UDB,
Elizabeth MOAQH, Nevine
(RAE student). Middle row (I
tv r) Rebecca M 1ATO, Katie
(RAE student), Stephanie
(RAE student), Lynne (RAE
student), Angela IVI1BDE,
Mimi (NRAE student),
Susanna (NRAE student),
Fiona G7WDA, Kathryn
(NRAE student), Claire
(NRAE student). Front row (I
to r) Simon G4KCR -
Repeater Treasurer, Jill
G7PGA - Membership
Secretary, Norman Lamont
MP, Dr Margaret Hustler -
Headmistress, Richard
G3XWH - Repeater Keeper,
David G4CWB - Director of
Music.
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Stourbridge
& OARS

The Stourbridge & District
Amateur Radio Society
have written into 'Club
Spotlight' with news that they

are fast approaching their

60th year and that Helen
Taylor GOWRD is the new
President Elect - only the

second woman to hold this

position in the Society's

history!
The Society welcomes all

radio amateurs and short

wave listeners and have

within the current
membership, people with an

interest and knowledge of a

wide range of subjects that

makes up amateur radio.

The Society meet on the

1st and 3rd Monday in the

month (except Bank

Holidays) at The Robin
Woods Centre, Scotts Road,
Stourbridge at Spin. Visitors
and prospective members are

always welcomed.
Further information is

available front Gordon
Bryant GOTZV (Club Sec.)
on (01384) 395206.

New Project
For LARS
John Alexander G7GCK,
Chairman of the Lekester

Radio Society (LRS) has
recently E -mailed 'Club

Spotlight' with news that
during April the Society are

releasing Associate

Membership cards at a

nominal charge of £10 per

card. The cost is being kept

down so that Associate

Members can benefit in a
very short time period from a
wide range of discounts being

made available to all

members/Associate members

of LRS.
The Society have signed

up with Stakis Hotels to have
members entitled to a 10%

discount from Stakis normal

rates at their excellent hotels.

The Consort hotels group

have also come on board with

the same discount.

These discounts are for

pre -booked accommodation.

Golf courses, tourist
attractions, amateur radio

suppliers and other hotels will

follow very shortly.
After informing the

RSGB, the Society have also

set out to target American and

then Japanese Radio

Amateurs (over 2 million in
all) of whom a reasonable

number may wish to visit the
UK in any one year. If they
have one of the cards, then

they can obtain a valuable

range of discounts.
In fact, all of the discounts

so far discussed will be

available to any members of
LRS. So, if you live in the
remote islands of Scotland,

but occasionally stay with
Stakis Hotels for instance.

then membership may be

very worthwhile to you.
Anyone who makes even the

occasional use of the listed
sites will more than cover
their membership costs by

making cash savings.

The Leicester Radio

Society would like to stress

that this is not a private,

commercial money making
scheme. The LRS is seeking

new premises to replace those

they have been in since 1965!

The Society want better

training and operating rooms,

refreshment and toilet

facilities and the very best in

the way of equipment for
members to use on site. They

are currently working with
Leicester City Council and
looking for premises within
the 'City Challenge' area of
Leicester.

Besides that, John G7GCK

as been invited to represent

LRS with 'Champions of
Leicester', which is a City
Council initiative to raise the
profile of Leicester as place to
live and work. Exciting
times!

If LRS does well from this
project, then more people can

be trained in Novice. RAE
and in Morse classes, and in

better conditions. People of

all ages and physical abilities

are catered for, something

that at the moment is difficult
at the Society's present site.

Raising the profile of
Amateur Radio is very
important to LRS and once

new premises and facilities

are funded, then

consideration can be made to

assist other clubs and groups

with an Amateur Radio link.
John G7GCK believes that

Amateur Radio in general

should benefit from any
success that LRS may have!

Hastings Club
The Hastings & Electronics
& Radio Club meet at

7.30pm on the 3rd

Wednesday of the month at

West Hill Community Centre,
Croft Road. Hastings. The
club runs courses for the

RAE and Novices and is

approved as an examination

centre for the City & Guilds
exams.

Further details from Doug
Mepham CAERA. QTHR
on (01424) 812350.

First AGM
The Ynys Mon Amateur
Radio Group held its first
AGM in March and was well
attended. The main topic was

to retire the old committee

and vote in a new one for the

next coming year.
This was done as the First

order of business, the new

committee was then voted in,

there was no change from last

year. It was then decided by

the membership that there

should be an increase in the

annual fees from £1 to £2.50,

but the entrance fee was to

stay the same, 50p.

The group gives RAE

lessons at the club hall,

usually on Friday nights, and

will be covering the
December '97 exam. They
will also be able to hold the
RAEJNovice exams at the

hall and any person wishing
to take lessons needs to

contact Tony at the address

below.
The group held two events,

covering the JOTA and the

Thinking on the Air. Both
events went well and were

well attended. The group is to

hold the Lith Jamboree

Cymru in July/August 97, it
will be a week's event, and it

is to be held with the North
Wales Rally Club and the

Marford Club Wrexham.
Geoff GW70IX is to talk

about the upgrading of the

power supply, which he

demonstrated earlier in the

year, and he will also be
demonstrating cheap and

cheerful antennas. Brian
GW4KAZ gave a talk on the
Arlon Repeater, and he

explained the ins and outs of

how it works.
More events are to be run

throughout the year and the

use of the club callsign
MWOAER will be used at the

weekends by the

membership. Tony Anziguii

GW4ZWN can be reached

on (01407) 832197.

Edgeware's 60th
Anniversary

The year 1997 is the 60th anniversary of the Edgeware &
District Radio Society. To celebrate the rare Diamond
anniversary, the club will be holding a special dinner with a

guest speaker at a local hostelry on Saturday 2.5 October.
Any amateurs and their families are welcome to join

existing members at this 'ticket only' event, and in particular,
the club would like to hear from any past Edgeware members
who may have lost touch with their former colleagues over

the years. For more details, contact the Secretary, David

Wilkins G5HY, QTHR.

Congratulations Jessica!

For 12 years Mike Soars G4TCI and his wife Alison
GOAII have helped Scouts and Guides by running
Communications Badge courses. For some years they have

helped their son Iain G3HGI (he inherited the callsign).
A few years ago, they helped Jessica Hyde get her

Brownies Communications Badge. Unfortunately, Jessica is
profoundly deaf, so Mike and Alison arranged for a Special
Event callsign GBOJES and Jessica worked the required

stations using the packet mode.

Jessica is now aged 13 and is described as a 'winner' at
everything she strives for. In order to get her Guides Comms

Badge, it was necessary fix her to do the same as her friends

- work and communicate on air.
In February of this year, five girls from the 5th Wordsley

Guides took their course with Mike and Alison. The other
four always help Jessica who can lip read and also use sign

language. But, the question was, how was Jessica to take a

practical element - the answer was to be Morse with the

vibrations of the speaker brought into play.
Jessica had a loan of the oscillator and details of the code,

and then she wanted to try it out for real. The callsign

GBOJES was resurrected at the QTH of G4TO and family in
King.swinford, West Midlands, on Wednesday 26 March

1997. She had a full QSO with David Barlow G3PLE, who
operated from the Poldhu Amateur Radio Club station
GB2GM, 250 miles away in SW Cornwall.

Jessica sent a full QSO with callsigns and procedural
signs and did not make a mistake. She received all that was

sent to her.

Roy Clayton G4SSH, the
RSGB Chief Morse Examiner
listened in and confirmed the QSO.

Jessica was thrilled that she had

communicated with someone all

those miles away without lip
reading or visible sign language.

It is thought that Jessica, with
her disability, was the first Brownie

to get a Communications Badge,

and perhaps this is the first time

that a Guide has passed all the

requirements for her
communications badge using A1A
transmissions. Everybody

concerned should be congratulated

on this fine achievement,
especially Jessica.

Don't forget to send in two of your most
recent club magazines to me, to be entered
into the Spotlight Club Magazine
Competition. Closing date is 25 July 1997, so
you'd better get a move on!
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS

The accessories specialists
SERENE BASE ANTENNAS HANDHELD ANTENNAS ACCESSORIES

the largest international man VHF/1.111f base

Worms made specifically for end Europe. Theyalso

manufacture antennas for (companies such as Watson. When

quality is important, buy Serene. mg 5:0) OUR PRICE

158-3001 AL 144t6Hz.3.4dB (1.4m)............ £29.95
158-3002 AL 144MHz./6.5d8 (2.8m) £42.95
158-3301 OF 144/70,6.5/9dB (3m) £69.95
158-3302 GE 144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m).... ...... £54.95
158.3303 GE 144/70, 3/6dB (1.1m) £39.95
1SB-3315 OF 144/70, (1.5/11dB (5.4m)..... ...... £149.95

111 158-3608 GF 50/144/70, 2.15/6.2/13.4d81 gain £89.95
V-2000 Diamond 6m/2m/70m, 2.1/6.2/8.413 (23m)E99.95

6m/2m/70cm 3/6.2/8.6d8i (2.4m1£124.95

P&P 0.00 on the following

6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70 (H/H259) £24.95

6003 Duplexer (Coax) WO (P1.1259's) £19.95

MOBILE ANTENNAS

.Srp

DB-770M 144/70 MK 1M.

DB-1304 144/70 UM, (2.15 /3.8d8)

DB-E1.21 144MHz. l-iths, 4.5dB (1.13m)'.

3.4(03 (I 3m):

P&P f2 SO on Me folk)

CARR Tap QUO

MT -3302 11/Duty Hatch/Trunk Met.._ Top Clu

CF-11Pf 2 2m band pass (titer

's Hal vertical (40-10m) special o

Feu Pool or OiSIKIWT PAPPAS in SUNK

eguire any

or end fed for ease of use.

Carolina Windom 80-10m (132ft long)
Crain Windom '2' 40-10m (66ft long)

£49.99
£24.95
£19.95
£29.95

15.95

-2 02 f DB777011
Odn'

/3/5.5d8) flexible
enact with widebo

eive (1 N

orn m
pi( antenna with

receive.

OUR PRICE

£24.95

gmount Allows you to

any existing efif antenna from your scanner to

transceiver on your car without having to purchase a (Of antenna

P&P £1

QUALITY

e MASTS
5 section telescopic a tel

and finishing with a top section i 'meet we
offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is

supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for

locking the sections when erected. The dosed height

of the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre

version of 10 feet. All sections are extruded

aluminium a 16 gauge wall thickness.

'349.95 COPPER WIRE

section is swaged on its end so that they slide into each other.

The final section is left plain to allow for a mast cap or pulley

assembly. Each most totals 20 feet in height and is available in

the f

5 R011.5)

Hard drawn 12.00 P&P £5

Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC) £6.00 P&P £5

Extra H/duty (Clear coated) 20.00 P&P £5

Flexweave (H/duty) 30.00 P&P £5

Flexweave H/duty (20 12.00 P&P £5

09.95- 111111111111111.1011

£29.95. 0111111iIIIIMPIMOIMINIM111111061

£36-95- 61111111.1111011MIMMONMI Half size 51fi Only £29.95.

£45.95. IMMIONNINNOMON

ulti-stranded pla

ated heavy duty
GSRV and convert it to a full size. (New

antenna wire. MI parts
length , 9

reusable. Stainless steel

-end galvanised fitt'

Full size -10

tlipeiR.S. 0
.1525 z n senior.

PWR + full SWR indicator and meter illumination.

P £5

p&p £5

p&p £5

p&p £5

RS -102 1.8-150MHz

RS -402 125 525MHz (20

115-101 1 8-60MHz (3kW).. ..

144-44MHz
R meter

(P&P £1.001

tA-6602 PAP t1.011

yser + 1.8-1 70MHz

VECTRONICS V
(PEP), dummy load, VSWR

eter, 3 way ant, switch & balun

for open wire fade

UK's best selling A TLI

VC -300M 300W mobile AT

1-401 4 way (50-239
-401 'N' 4 way (N TYPE)
-201 2 way (50-239)
-201 'N' 2 way (N -type

CHES
" £44.95

£49.95
£18.95
£24.95

350V

only £39.95.£39.95.

INTRO PRICE .19.99
T i

80intr actors A Aem'to your '4 size

* DC-SOOMHz

* 60W max
P

GET THE ACCESSORY CATALOGUE
Send .C1 in stamps refundable against any purchase.

Full with masts, brackets, aerials and accessories. EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR THE RADIO AMATUER,

P E2

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:, 0181,951 578112
Ao Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL ,)

Delivery where not Indicated Arlo 2 lin.



Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

HF/UHF HANDHELDS
-ALINCO DJ -180

DOWN TO

95
W 190 2, FM transceiver £149.95
01-191 As 190 + keypad £179.

All the above Alieco handbells include
:shads & charger

2M FM handheld

amplifier 2-5W input. 30W output (for

5W ip). Turn your handheld into a

Dualband

band Rx fwi

&P

ransceiver. Incudes:- twin

eband Rx) - full duplex + band

New tilfrn compact

wideband Rx

76-990MHz

RRPPFCIht

transceiver with

108-180/400-500/850-950MHz. Compact dual
bond h./held. Incredible, everything you would

possibly wont Inc) CTCSS filled as standard along

Nissei EP -300T

or kom

teritOk e ear" earpiece as FP -300

Weatherproof your handle!

Waterproof case for all handhelds. Conte complete with

shoulder strap.

quantity available with 2

internal PSU.

ME=

'Quad' bond base station at a

giveaway price. We have a small RRp

ord. Includes

ultimode includes FREE

-2025 25W matching lin

RR?

Interest free credit now available.

band b

four post dot
cheques of £140.00 find P& mainland)

mode dual

VHF/UHF MOBILES

1(0s.H
mobile tra

with detatthable head 50/30W

IN1TRO PRICE £319.9

ALINCO

A no nonsense rugged 3 mobile transceiver that's

easy to use on the move and comes with a(SS as standard.

OTHEirAl
DR

DR -I50 2m EM

DR MO6SX bm FM

DR.605 50/35W

0W249.95
OUR PRICE £279.95

1

OUR PRICE £249.95 New I /06 RRP 11195....PRICE 099.95
OUR PRICE £399.95

HF TRANSCEIVERS

receiver,

R PRICE £
OR Y AND A FREE

P-2512 POWER SUPPLY WORTH £90

OOOMP (AC) RRP £2899 OUR PRICE £2099

f1-1 WIMP RAP 9 a P44 1949

OUR PRIG £1895.95

RRP sk PRICE £1799.95
TS- OD RRP £14 UR PRICE £1199.95
TS-950SDX RRP 0999 OUR PRICE £2999.95

TM -255E 2M ALL MODE OUR PRICE £699.95

TM -455E 70CM ALL MODE OUR PRICE £749.95
TH-79E 21A + 70CM . OUR PRICE £329.95

nsteiver with detachable

head for ma' e or base operation. Includes wide and

narrow filtering, QSK, 100 memories, reverse CW, speech

processor and pass

RRP £899. £695.00
(Interest

Why not pay by four past -dated cheques.
Phone for details).

DX-70TFI 100W 6m transceiver ......-............-£775

front panel of DX -7

Ile holder. Sticks onto dashboard

tar, Fits all handhelds. Will also hold

P&P £1
RRP P&P n.99

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:- TEL: 0181-951 5781/2
'DON Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL. FAX:- 0181-9515182

Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-4pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to Ml, M25, A406.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY Nom
WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681 WIN MAINLANDI Ei 0 "..1,1,' ,.)1

Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 310
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same pric

RRP

UNICATIONR,
POWER SUPPLIES

P-2512 'M'
amp power

supply with variable volts (3-

15}- Dual meters (Volts +

amps). The UKs best selling

power supply.

Most of our comp tors are selling the 20A versions for the

01 PRICE

AC mains or trickle charge from car ciga

lighter using lead supplied. ((opacity -

Claim £8.00

DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS
TIMEWAVE DSP-9

09.59 
DSP-5997X

MEJ 784B

digital audio

Ela9:95.

RRP £ £269.95
RRP £369 TAR RICE £325.95

RRP £259 OUR PRICE £239.95

PR -96 RRP (219.95 SALE PRICE £199.95

RRP £129.95 SALE PRICE £119.95

e West a ma
DSP driven TN(

from AEA. RRP-can

* SALE POKE

TS-850SAT VGC £1199.95
15-5700 Ex demo £1149.95
TS-450SAT VGC £949.95
15-6805 HF + 6m £649.95

TS -8705 As new £1499.95
15-4405 VGC £699.95
FT -736R 2 + 70 all mode base £1049.95
I(-471 70cm all mode base £699.95
I(-729 HF + 6m base £699.95

SCANNERS

f.l I

Communications receiver 100kHz-

2036

95

e moteitorw4N sonnet on t e ma el.

Covers 530kHz-2039MHz (all mode). Out

performs any other handheld an the market

RRP £469.9

UPITERU
MVT-7100EX (UK)

59.9

SSE.

+ FREE 08-32 antenna worth £30

Soft case for MUT-7100[X OUR PRICE £19.99

1900MHz (

advent

rovers 500kHz-

R £299.00

piece.

P&P

r helds. Fits into

£19.99 P&P £2

IC751 VG( £799.95
FT -790R11 As new ............. ........ £449.95
FT-690RII Ex -demo £449.95
FT-290RI 2m all made £269.95

R-5000 Communications receiver £599.95
HF-150 Communications receiver £299.95
FRG -7700 Communications receiver £299.95
FRG -8800 Gen con Rx + UHF converter £399.95
FC-10 Auto ATU as new £239.95

OPTOELECTRONIC
lr NEW OPTO CUB

sensitivity for detecting RF in the near field and

displaying the frequency detected. the cub

features a digital fitter that reduces false counts

and random noise, digital auto capture that acts

like an intelligent hold button allowing any frequency captured to

remain displayed S.113901

Opto-Scout

Optolinx

Dpio-Xploser

DB-32

E PRICE

RICE £349.95

A mixers

RR? £899.95 SALE PIKE £799.00

Miniature mitcnaa., £24.45

RIP £129.00

MMUNICATION RECEIVE.

IC) 10
ate all mode base

Hz-26Hz Part -ex your

receiver and move into the 21st century. RRP.4495.

Interest free credit available. Send us four past- dated
cheques far £362.50 (inch. P&P UK mainland).

remote control.

power su

al1 mode short wave

receiver with synchronous AM +

RRP f.7497.

SALE PRICE

3ok

ang wire oe

ip de with

FREE P&P.

FT-767GX 2 + 70 fitted .95

TS -430S VGC £449.95
DX 10T As new £625.00
IC -728 As new £549.95
DR -610 Dual band (Ex -demo) £369.95
FT-2200RH 2m/50W (Ex -demo) £199.95
R-7100 All mode Rx (25-26Hz) £849.95
FT-1000MP AC Ex -demo £1899.00
FT -840 Ex -demo £599.95
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Annuri] Procti

0900-1600UTC, Sunday 15 June 1997
Contest Adjudicator

Neill Taylor 0411a

reminds us all it's

time to prepare the

picnic basket, find the

insect repellent,

prepare the

sandwiches and get

the antennas and rig

ready as it's fun'

contest time soon!

/t 's that time of year again, when
v.h.f. enthusiasts will take to
their favourite hill -top for a day

of QRP operation that promises to
bring the144MHz band alive.
Whether you are a complete
newcomer to v.h.f. contests, or part
of a well -established group, or
maybe just a QRP operator who'd
like the chance to work some long
distances, the PW 144MHz QRP
Contest has something to offer you.

The 3W output power limit
makes it easy to compete
effectively. And year after year
operators are amazed by the
distances they achieve with low
power.

The contest follows the
that has proved

popular for the last 14 years. The
simple scoring system makes it
easy to prepare your log for
submission after the event. But
please do make sure that you have
provided all the information
required, particularly the covering
information listed in Rule No. 6.

You can make up your own log
sheets, following the sample
headings shown here. Or. if you
have Internet access, you can
download a blank log sheet and
cover sheet from our contest Web
page. at

http://www.rmplc.co.uk/eduweb/s
itesintaylor/pwqrp.html. which
also has other contest information
including an archive of full results
of each annual event since 1991.

Fig. 2: Sample log sheet for PW 144MHz QRP Contest (see text).

TX socket D1

Voltmeter

Fig. 1: Simple power reduction circuit (see text).

Trill him*,
Last year's trial of reducing the
contest duration to seven hours was
popular, and comments received
from entrants were overwhelmingly
in favour of retaining the new
times.
again runs front 0900 to 1600UTC.
And again the second session of the
RSGB Backpacker's Contest is co-
ordinated with the first four hours.

For most operators, the reward
of entering the PW QRP Contest is
the fun had on the day. For those
who achieve particularly good
performance, however, there are
certificates, trophies and prizes to
be won.

We award certificates to
leading stations in a number of
different categories. including the
highest scoring station in each
locator square. So, even if you
don't think you can quite manage
the number one position, you might
like to try to beat the other
contestants in your area.

The overall winners will
receive the Winner's Cup. as well
as the special prize of an Atinco
DJ -190 hand-held transceiver,
kindly donated this year by Mike
Devereux G3SED of Nevada
Communications. The runners-up

this
year as usual it comes as a special
Solar Panel pack kindly donated by
Bob Keyes GW4IED of Key Solar
Products.

For Scottish stations, there is
the Tennamast Trophy "In
Memoriam to Frank Hall
GM8BZX", which will be awarded
to the leading GM or MM station
presented and sponsored by
Tennamast (Scotland) Ltd.

And this year we are very
pleased to introduce a new trophy
for entrants in the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland. This
is the PW EIIGI Trophy Clock,
donated by G3XFD which will be
awarded to the leading El, GI or MI
station.

Editorial note: Because of

Date

Practical Wireless 144MHz QRP Contest 1997
Callsign

Time UTC Callsign

Locator Sheet No Of

Report & Serial No
Sent Received Locator
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G4HLX's work commitments
abroad during 1997, this yeur:v
results will not be published in the
November magazine as usual, but
will appear in the December issue
of PW instead. I also take this
opportunity to thank Dr 7'aylorfor
his tremendous dedication and
enthusiasm for the contest. Without
his work we could not run the event.
Thank you Neill! Rob Mannion
G3XFD, Editor.

nay &IWO
Whether or not you have entered
the contest before, please study the
rules carefully in your preparations
for this year's event. Be careful
about the accuracy of your logging,
as errors will cost you points during
adjudication.

And please take care to present
your entry exactly as specified in
the rules. Entrants who fail to
provide the list of squares worked,
and to highlight in the log the first
contact in each square, will he
heavily penalised.

Because it can he
straightforward to enter, the QRP
Contest has always attracted
newcomers having their first taste
of v.h.f. contest operation. If this is
YOU, then don't hesitate to come
on in and enjoy the fun!

You'll find that the other
operators are friendly and helpful.
Of course, you'll get better results if
you can set your station up on a
good portable site, and getting
together with some friends to share
equipment and operating rota is
always a good idea.

Whatever you choose to do,

let's hope that we all enjoy the

customary good weather, and

good propagation conditions,

too. I look forward to

receiving your logs. So...good

luck in the 15th contest!

Neill Taylor G4HLX

Contest Rules
1. General: The contest is open to all licensed radio amateurs, fixed stations or portable, using s.s.b., c.w. or f.m. in the
144MHz (Two metre) band. Entries may be from individuals or from groups, clubs, etc. The duration will be from 0900 to
1600UTC on 15th June 1997.
All stations must operate within the terms of the licence. Entrants must observe the band plan and must keep clear of normal
calling frequencies 1144.300 and 145.500MHz) even for CU calls. Avoid frequencies used by GB2RS during the morning
1144.250 and 145.525MHz) and any other frequency that is obviously in use for non -contest purposes. Contest stations must
allow other users of the band to carry out their activities without hindrance.
The station must use the same callsign throughout the contest and may not change its location. Special event callsigns may
not be used.
2. Contacts: Contacts will consist of the exchange of the following minimum information:

(i) callsigns of both stations
(ii) signal report, standard RSIT) system
(iii) serial number: a 3 -digit number incremented by one for each contact, starting at 00I far the first
(iv) locator li.e. full 6 -character IARU Universal Locator for the location of the station).

Information must be sent to, and received from, each station individually, and contact may not be established with more than
one station at a time. Simultaneous operation on more than one frequency is not permitted.
If a non -competing station is worked and is unable to send their full universal locator, their location may be logged instead.
However, for a square to count as a multiplier (see Rule 4), a full 6 -character IARU universal locator must have been
received in at least one contact with a station in the square.
Contacts via repeaters or satellites are not permitted.
3. Power. The output power of the transmitter final stage shall not exceed 3W p.e.p. If the equipment in use is usually
capable of a higher power, the power shall be reduced and measured by satisfactory means. The simplest way is often to
apply a (variable) negative voltage to the transmitter a.l.c. line, reached via the accessory socket The output power can be
accurately measured using the simple circuit in Fig. 1. Connect this to the 500 output of the transmitter and adjust the
power so that the voltmeter does not exceed 16.7V on a good whistle into the microphone.
4. Scoring: Each contact will score one point The total number of points gained in the eight -hour period will then be
multiplied by the number of different locator squares in which contacts were made (a 'square' here is the area defined by
the first four characters of a universal locator). Example: 52 stations worked in 1081,1090,1091,1092 and J091 squares; final
score 5 x 52 = 260 points
Only one contact with a given station will count as a scoring contact, even if it has changed its location, e.g. gone /M or /P. If
a duplicate contact is inadvertently made, it must still be recorded in the log, and clearly marked as a duplicate.
5. Log: The log submitted as an entry must be clearly written on one side only of A4 sized paper (210mm width x 297mm
height), ruled into columns showing:

(i) time GMT
(ii) callsign of station worked
(iii) report and serial number sent
(iv) report and serial number received
(v) locator received (or location).

Underline or highlight the first contact in each of the locator squares worked. At the top of each sheet, write:
la) callsign of your station
(b) your locator as sent
(c) sheet number and total number of sheets Ie.g. 'sheet no. 3 of 5').

The sample shown, Fig. 2, illustrates how each sheet should be headed.
6. Entries: Accompanying each entry must be a separate sheet of A4 sized paper bearing the following information:

a) name of entrant (or of club etc. in a group entry) as it is to appear in the results table.
b) callsign used during contest (including any suffix)
c) name and address for correspondence
d) details of location of station during contest; for portable stations, a national grid reference is preferred
e) locator as sent
f1 whether single- or multi -operator la single -operator is an individual who received no assistance from any

person in operating the station, which is either his/her permanent home station or a portable station established solely by
him/her); if multi -operator, include a list of operators' names and callsigns

(g) total number of contacts and locator squares worked

(11) list of the locator squares worked
01 a full description of the equipment used including TX p.e.p. output power

(j) if the transmitting equipment is capable of more than 3W p.e.p. output, a description of The methods used (i) to
reduce and (ii) to measure the output power

(k) antenna used and approximate station height a.s.l.
Failure to supply the previous information may lead to loss of points or disqualification. The following declaration must then
be written and signed by the entrant (by one responsible person in the case of a group entry): "I confirm that the station was
operated within the rules and spirit of the event, and that the above information is correct".
The declaration concludes the entry, which should be sent, with the log sheets, to: Practical Wireless Contest, c/o Dr. N. P.
Taylor G4HLX, 46 Hunters Field, Stanford in the Vale, Feringdon, Oxfordshire SN7 BLX. (A large s.a.e. should be enclosed if a
full set of contest results is required).

Entries must he postmarked no later than 30th June 1997. Late entries will incur a heavy points penalty or
may be disallowed.

Comments Welcome

Any other general comments about the station, the contest and conditions during it are welcome, but should be written on a
separate sheet of paper. Photographs of the station are also invited (but please note that these cannot be returned); if these
are not available by the time the entry is submitted they may be sent later, directly to the PWeditorial offices at Broadstone
(see page 1), to arrive by 11th August 1997.
7. Miscellaneous: When operating portable, obtain permission from the owner of the land before using a site. Always leave
the site clean and tidy, removing all litter. Observe the Country Code.
Take reasonable precautions to avoid choosing a site which another group is also planning to use. It's wise to have an
alternative site available in case this problem does arise.
Make sure your transmitter is properly adjusted and is not radiating a broad or poor -quality signal, e.g. by over -driving or
excessive speech compression. On the other hand, be aware that your receiver may experience problems due to the
numerous very strong signals it will have to handle, and that this may lead you to believe that another station is radiating a
poor signal. Before reaching this conclusion, try heavy attenuation at the receiver input. The use of a high -gain r.f. pre-
amplifier is likely to worsen strong -signal problems, so if you do use one, it is best to be able to switch it off when necessary.

B. Adjudication: Points will be deducted for errors in the information sent or received as shown by the logs. Unmarked
duplicate contacts will carry a heavy points penalty. Failure to supply the complete information required by Rule 6 may also
lead to deduction of points.

A breach of these rules may lead to disqualification. In the case of any dispute, the decision of the
adjudicator will be final.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

MULTICOMM 2000
WORLD WIDE SHIPPING

Icom IC -756 £1839 Yaesu FT -920 £1479

Alinco DX -70TH £689 Icom IC -706 £795

TIMEWAVE
DSP-599ZX

War
£325

AOR
********
AOR AR8000 t
£295.00********
AOR AR7030
£689.00

AOR AR5000
£1299.00

AOR AR3030
f499.00 sinew

AOR AR3(Xl0A
£699.00

Kenwood TS -570 £1215 Yaesu FT-1000MP AC £2095

Icom IC -2350 £415

SAMLEX PSU's
20/25A £75.00
12/15A £59.00
8/10A £39.00
WATSON 30A £110

REALISTIC
DX -394

£225.001
BEARCAT

* 90(X)XLT
* *
* £269.

RECEIVERS
YAESU

FRG -100 an
£459.00

ICOM
ICR-10
£325.00

c I .4
woeic

MFJ-784B DSP

41440014
£235

Icom IC -207H £375

WATSON SWR
W-220
1.8-200MHz £66

W-420 118-530MHz £66

W-620 1.8-530MHz £135

Mil .11

YUPITERU
********
MVT-7100EX

£240.00

********
MVT-72(X)EX

£345.00

MVT-8000EX
£325.00 Via
MVT-7000EX
£235.00

MVT-225EX
£225.00

SONY
SW -77
L359.00
SW -55
£269.00
SW -100 ..6
£199.00
SW -7600
£169.00

WELZ
WS -1000
Smallest hand
held scanner
available. £249.00
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

SALES HOTLINE: 01480 406770
WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER  LARGE SHOWROOM  HUGE DISCOUNTS

AUTHORIZED ALINCO DEALER
ALINCO DR -605E 2m/70cms FM dual hand
SRPS.397.5- UK's LOWEST PRICE

ALINCO DR -130E 2m FM 50 watt mobile
SRP1:249:95 UK's LOWEST PRICE

ALINCO DR -150E 2m FM 50 watt mobile transceiver with AM air band Rx
SRP.2-79".915 UK's LOWEST PRICE

ALINCO DR -430E 70cms FM 35 watt mobile transceiver
SR13.12.W.171. UK's LOWEST PRICE

transceiver

transceiver

ALINCO DRM-06T 6m 10 watt FM mobile transceiver
SRI:1.1:2491Z UK's LOWEST PRICE

ALINCO DX-70HP (100 watt continuous) HF and 6m transceiver

SRP_L.7.24-.55 UK's LOWEST PRICE

ALINCO DJ -180 2m FM hand held transceiver with nicad and charger
SRPS-1-69-.95UK's LOWEST PRICE

ALINCO DJS-41C UHF mini hand held transceiver
SRPM10-.93 UK's LOWEST PRICE

ALL TRANSCEIVERS MODIFIED FOR EXTENDED COVERAGE

* * WE NEED YOUR USED EQUIPMENT * *

01) sPAID . . . Guaranteed!!!
Let us sell your equipment .for yon. 0% commission.

Bargain clearance of used equipment + ex -demo
12 months guarantee on most of our used equipment

AOR AR -3000 £450 ICOM ICR-7000 f659 Lowe HF-225 1279 Yaesu FRG -7700 £269

AOR AR -3000A £550 ICOM ICR-7100 f850 MFJ Versa Deluxe £90 Yaesu FT -10 £145

AOR AR -3000A+ £620 ICOM ICR-7100 £950 Microwave MOD 70cms £59 Yaesu FT -101 £175

AOR AR -3030 + VHF £499 ICOM ICW-21E £185 MML 144/25 £50 Yaesu FT-101ZDIII £359

AOR AR -8000 £220 ICOM RM-3 £140 Momentum MCL-1100 + man .f249 Yaesu FT -221R f245

Belcom 70 cm SSB f95 JPS NTR1 DSP £149 Packratt PK-232 £149 Yaesu FT -470 £199

Drake R -BE £599 JRC NRD-535 . 1900 PCMCIA Modem 1145 Yaesu FT -709 £140

Drake SW -8 £435 Kenwood LF-30A £15 Racal RA -1772 6 from £540 Yaesu FT-757GX £525

Drake SW -8 £445 Kenwood MC -85 f69 Racal RA -1772 £999 Yaesu FT -767 £649

ERA CW/RTTY filter £20 Kenwood R-2000 1279 Roberts R-827 £140 Yaesu FT -767 £725

Grundig YB-650 £359 Kenwood R-5000 + vhf £665 Signal Skywave f95 Yaesu FT -890 £599

ICOM IC -2000 ex demo £199 Kenwood R-600 £225 Sony 20001D 1210 Yaesu FT -890 £729

ICOM IC -2000 new £239 Kenwood SP -120 £45 Sony AIR -7 £149 Yaesu FT -980 £679

ICOM IC -255E £125 Kenwood TM -702E £305 Sony SW -77 f219 Yaesu FT -one £679

ICOM IC-2GE f95 Kenwood TS -120S £299 SSM Europa £35 Yaesu SP -901 £80

ICOM IC-2KL 1799 Kenwood tS-690SAT £859 Standard AX -700 £295 Yaesu SP -ONE £59

ICOM IC -706 579 Kenwood TS-850SAT (new).11199 Tentec Scout £259 Yupiteru MVT-7000 £175

ICOM IC -720A (middle spec).1325 KW Match £35 Tokyo 70cms 3in 100out £375 Yupiteru MVT-7100 £199

ICOM IC -745 f495 Lowe HF-150 £220 Tune 2m 100W £65 Yupiteru MVT-8000 £249

ICOM IC -A20 095 Lowe HF-150 £255 Yaesu FC-707 179

ICOM ICR-1 (new)...1259 Lowe HF-225 Europa 1395 Yaesu FRG -7700 £225

Unit 3, 86 Cambridge St, St. Neots, Cambs PE19 IPJ
Fax: 01480 406770 E -Mail: multicomm@intecc.co.uk VISA
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Tony fishpool Calif

wanted a spectrum

analyser  but couldn't

afford one. here's his

effective answer to

the problem.

Fig. 1: A general voltage

versus capacitance plot for
a ypical varicap diode.

2

0.

U

A ,,,..,91

,

v. -L - #
---, .

V min voltage umaz

1 imagine that many constructor's
herished wish is one day to own a

spectrum analyser. Unfortunately,
(though not if you are selling) even
second-hand they hold their price
well. So, we tend to fall back on the
humble absorption wave meter for
spotting rogue emissions
(`sproggies') from our transmitter.

Finding 'sproggies' with only the
use of an absortion wavemeter is
unfortunately difficult. it often takes
much knob twiddling and waving(!)
around the sensing antenna and coil
to find a usable signal. And even then
it can only 'display' one frequency at
a time.

I felt that something had to be done
to make the sometimes onerous task
easier. And the resultant project is
basically a posh absorption wave
meter. (.An absortion wavemeter in its
most simple form is just a parallel
tuned circuit with a diode detector
across it - rather like a crystal set in
factI.

The Spectrum Wavemeter uses the
same principles as the standard
absorption wavemeter, which is a
tuned circuit that is adjusted to the
same resonant frequency as the circuit
or signal source under test. But
instead of using a conventional
variable capacitor as the tuning
component, l've used a variable
capacitance (varicap) diode instead.

(A varicap diode is operated in the
reverse biased mode. It's a tyre of
diode where the junction is made with
an abrupt change fmnt the P to the N
type material. Because of this abrupt
change in the depletion layer, the
cathode and anode form a capacitor
with a very small distance between
the 'plates'. When the reverse

voltage. acmes the diode
junction is changed.
(changing the width of the
depletion layer) the
capacitance value also
changes. The change of
capacitance value can often be
as much as 20:1 over the
working voltage range. A
range of varicap diodes is
available, with values of

several
hundred picotarad3 4 )14 a

few picofarads. so they are useful for
If to uhf frequencies. Editor).

Using a varicap diode is not a new
idea, as I have seen at least one article
previously that used this principle.
What I believe is novel about my
analyser circuit, is the use of a
timebase independent of that
contained within the oscilloscope and
the wide frequency coverage of the
design.

Voltage Sweep

To tune the wavemeter. using a
varicap diode, a steadily rising
voltage sweep is needed. The higher
the voltage rises. the lower the
capacitance of the diode. and

consequently the higher the resonant
frequency of the tuned circuit. The
general capacitance versus voltage
curve of a typical varicap diode is
shown in Fig. I.

If the sweep voltage is also taken
to the 'X' axis of an oscilloscope that
has its internal timehase disabled, the
dot will travel from left to right (ie.
from low frequency to bight. The
diode detector. D3 will rectify any
voltage that is developed across the
coil. giving an output that varies over
frequency.

if the output is connected to the
'Y' input of the oscilloscope, it will
produce a 'bump' somewhere along
the trace. The magnitude of the bump
will depend on the degree of coupling
between the signal source and the
coil, as well as the actual level of
signal.

Why have I gone and designed my
own timebase for the oscilloscope? -
you may ask. Well, that's because one
of my oscilloscopes doesn't have an
external output from its timehase and
the other presents a waveform that I
found unsuitable. So, I designed my
own waveform generator.

The waveform generator is based
around the ever popular '555' timer

G4WFF

Fir v"r
SpgCINm
wave,re°'

chip, often found at
rallies for pennies. I
found I needed two i.c,s

so, to keep the chip
count down, I used a

'556' type, which contains two
555 i.c.s in one package.

Describing the many applications
for the 555 would be a series of
articles in itself so. 1' II concentrate
only on the principal aspects of the
design. The first timer (see Fig. 2)
provides a continuous square wave
output the frequency of which about
I35Hz with the components shown.

The simple squarewave voltages
would be enough to move the spot
from left to right on the oscilloscope,
but it would spend very little time
between the two extremes edges. I
wanted a smooth change of frequency
over the width of the screen so that
any 'bump' could appear separated
from other 'humps'. So I used the
second timer to produce a ramp or
sawtooth waveform.

Each time a pulse from the
squarewave generator arrives it
triggers the timer, and capacitor C5 is
charged via Trl in a linear manner.
The resultant sawtooth waveform is
fed to both the varicap diode and the
'X' axis of the scope simultaneously.

The overall circuit diagram, Fig. 2,
shows the ramp generator on the left
side of the diagram with the wave
meter circuit on the right. The coil L
was constructed using a 35mm plastic
film canister as a former and the coil
was close wound with 44 turns of
0.45mm (26s.w.g.) enamelled copper
wire and tapped as shown in Fig. 3.

If your junk box doesn't contain an
empty 35mm film canister, they are
usually obtainable from film
processing shops free. and I've found
them very useful for ail sorts of
things. For the construction of L2. I
used a 65mm length of 1.2 or 2min
diameter copper wire bent into the
shape shown in Fig. 4. The I Omm
'leg' is horizontal, and the 15mni
'leg' drops vertically down to a land
on the p.c.b.

I've also dabbled, over the years.
with printed circuit boards and given
it up as a time consuming, messy job.
While a p.c.b. is a boon for the kit
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Resistors
Carbon Film 5% 0.4tv
47052

11d2

1

4.71D
10k12 4

33k52 1

220k12 1

3.3M -Q 1

Capacitors
Disc Ceramic
3.3pF
I OnF

22nF
47nF
IOOnF 2

200nF
Polystyrene
220pF I C10
270pF I C9

R11

RI
R2
R3
R4.5,6.10
R7
R9
R8

C7, 8
C3
C2
C4
C5, 6
Cl (a 220nF capacitor may be substituted)

Semiconductors
BB212 I D2

BC214 I Trl
NE556 1 ICI
0A91 1 D3

IN4148 I DI

MISMLVIE05

A 35mm film canister, a length of 1.5mm copper wire,a length of 0.5mm
enamelled copper wire, a small reed (linear) relay, sockets to suit, a single
pole 8 -way switch, a suitable box, a piece of single -sided p.c.b. material.
interconnecting wire. short lengths of coaxial cable.

A kit for the G4WIF Spectrum Wavemeter is available from Kanga
Products at a cost of £24.95 +£1.50 P&P from SeaView House, Crete Road
East, Folkestone CT18 7EG. Tel: (01303) 891106.

constructor, I feel that for one-off
production there are better, quicker
methods. I generally use single sided
copper clad board and mount the
components with the copper side up.

Simply Soldered

Leads that have to be grounded are
simply soldered to the board, while
other components are linked

underneath, either by their own leads
or short pieces of wire. Of course, it
is necessary to ensure that
components are not inadvertently
grounded on their way through the
board to the other side and this is
accomplished by removing the copper
around the hole. I use a Veroboard
strip cutter (but a
small drill of about
3-4mm diameter
will do).

I use a small
piece of perforated
matrix board to
provide a template
for drilling the
holes for i.c.s which
are then cleared
with the Vero cutter.
A small blob of
glue holds the Lc.
socket in place.

Whenever possible, I lay out the
components in the same position as
they appear in the circuit diagram.
I've found this works very well
although on more complex circuits, I
use a computer p.c.b. design package
to work out a layout that produces the
least number of leads that cross
underneath the board.

The layout, in the photograph of
Fig. 5. shows the overall layout of my
original project. I've followed the
layout of the circuit diagram, as far as
I could. So, you should be able to
visualise the component numbers by
comparing the two
together.

Of course this
could be used as a
basis for a circuit
board if you should
wish. This method
has been successful
with r.f. circuits as
well. Where
components need to
be soldered to a

14411 to position 7
143t) to position 6
(42t1 to position 5
1380 to position 4
1310 to position 3
(240 to position 2

To Common, chassis
and position 1

Fig. 3: The 35mm film
canister coil is wound with
0.45/0.5mm enamelled
copper wire with links at
the points shown.

Fig. 4: The shape of
inductor L2. (See text for
more detail).

Solder to position 7 Anode of D3
of the switch

RL1 contact
10

40
1

15

Solder to land
on the p.c.b.
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Fig. 2: The circuit diagram shown here makes for a simple 'spectrum analyser'.

Continued on page 26
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Fig. 5: Inside G4WIF's
prototype Spectrum
Wavemeter. The layout

closely folloyed the circuit
diagram in Fig. 2.

Fundamental frequency

Signal generator

&MO'
Harmonic

Fig. 6: A simulated screen
shot of the output of a

typical transmitter. Note the
signal generator has a very

much narrower band signal
as it is unmodulated.

Table 1

Range From To

1 1.75 3.5
2 3.5 6.9
3 6.2 10.6
4 10.5 20.1
5 18.1 33.5
6 32.0 68.0
7 55.0 90.5
8 90.0 155.0

non -

grounded
point on

the copper
side, a pad may be easily cut using a
modified wood drilling bit.

The principle of modifying a wood
drilling bit to make a 'land -cutting'
tool was originally shown in an
article in the Spring 1993 issue of
Sprat (The G-QRP club journal) by
G4FQQ. Thanks Roy! By following
the original article and using a
grindstone, I removed one of the
outer cutting edges of the drill bit to
make the tool.

To use the tool start by drilling a
small pilot hole in the copper board
and then twirling the modified bit
around in the hole (by hand) an
island is formed onto which
components may be fixed or a pin
soldered so that components or
leads may be attached. I buy the
pins that are used to make up
RS232 plugs, they are
available quite cheaply in
packets of 100 and provide
convenient test points in circuits.

hi! Dthde

The varicap used is a dual diode type
(BB212) and was chosen solely
because I had one in the junkbox.

Other varicap diodes may be
tried and will no doubt work
providing they have a similar
capacitance swing. The BB212
is a double varicap. only half of
which is used with the other
lead bent out of the way or cut
off.

The cathode of the varicap is
connected via CIO to the end of
inductor L2 which is actually
just a piece of wire that
becomes a significant part of
the tuned circuit at higher

frequencies. The cathode is also fed
with the sawtooth wave which is
coupled to the oscilloscope 'Y' axis.
the anode is taken directly to ground.

While in circuit. LI allows the
coverage of approximately
1.75 to 66.3MHz. With LI
virtually out of circuit (by
being grounded by SI in
position 7) L2 allows the
analyser to cover roughly 41
to 82.5MHz.

If higher coverage is
required, a means of
grounding L2 further along is
needed, and this is
accomplished by soldering a
small reed relay between a tap

n L2 and ground. The position of the
tap for RL1 changes the frequency
coverage of the unit in operation. This
point should be adjusted on testing to
suit, keeping all wires to the
minimum length.

The common contact to ground
connection should be as short as
possible using a thick wire. On my
prototype with SI in position 7 the
unit has a coverage of 64 to
150MHz. and should be achievable in
all cases.

I've shown a list of approximate
frequency coverage in Table 1.
although each range may not be
exactly the same as component
variances will inevitably have an
effect. There is considerable overlap
on each of the band positions. This is
not a bad thing as the frequency
response is not linear across the trace
and neither is the Q which is Netter at
the high end where there is a higher
LIC ratio, affording a narrower
bandwidth.

So, we have a classic spectrum
analyser trace on the oscilloscope.
But how do we know what frequency
we are seeing'? For owners of a signal
generator, this is not a problem. If the
signal source is presented at socket
SK l and the signal generator is
connected to SK2, it can be tuned
until the generator signal overlays
that of the unknown source.

A simulated screen shot is shown in
Fig. 6 and shows a signal generator

input being used to check the
frequencies of the transmitter output.
At that point, the two signals beat
together and the frequency can then
be read off the generator scale.

Alternatively, perhaps the station
transmitter (and a dummy load) could
be pressed into use instead. if the
oscilloscope's controls were always
returned to the same setting, a
removable scale could provide
calibration marks.

The capacitors C7 and C8 provide
enough coupling to inject a signal
into the analyser without damping the
tuned circuit too much. Although
measuring amplitude and bandwidth
of a signal is the job fora real
spectrum analyser they can cost many
hundreds of pounds. But this simple
instrument, which cost me around
£15 to build is surprisingly effective.

PW
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This time Ian Poole G3YWX answers the question What Is A Point Contact Diode?

The point contact diodt is the earliest
form of semiconductor device. In its
original form as a 'cat's whisker' it
was used as a cheap and effective

method of detecting radio waves.
Other forms of detector, including valves were

very much more expensive, and as a result of this.

the point contact cat's whisker was used for many

broadcast wireless receivers. It was very simple

and was constructed around a crystal of a

substance such as galena. zincite or carboninclum

all of which are semiconductors. A thin wire or
cat's whisker was made to touch it as shown in

Fig. 1.
The cat's whisker was not nearly as reliable as

we expect modem semiconductors to be. The

'whisker' had to be manually positioned on the
crystal. and then after a few hours use the

efficiency would fall and a new position would
need to be found.

Despite its shortcomings, the whisker was the

first semiconductor to be used in radio or
electronics. [n those early days of wireless people

had no idea of how it operated. but despite this, it

worked comparatively well and above all its price
was within the reach of most wireless enthusiasts.

Germanium Diodes

Today's point contact diodes are far more reliable.
They are manufactured from a piece of N type

germanium onto which a thin tungsten or gold

wire (taking the place of the whisker) is placed as

shown in Fig. 2.
Where the wire touches the germanium, some

mieration of the metal occurs into the

semiconductor. This acts as an impurity and
forms a small P type area and it creates a PN

junction.
The PNjunction is very small. and this means

that it cannot withstand large values of current. A
few milliamps (mA) is usually the maximum.

Another feature about the point contact diode

is that the reverse current is higher than that of a

good silicon diode. Values of around five to ten

micmamps are typical.

Fig. 1: A Cat's Whisker using Galena (lead
sulphide, the commonest form of lead ore).

Galena crystal

The 'Cat's whisker'

Ad kJ ster

wrooi r I

14i1-0612:

PS type Germanium

Point contact

Sprung wire

Glass envelope

Fig. 2: A point contact diode.

Also, the reverse voltage which the diode can

withstand is not as high as many other silicon

types. The value is usually measured as the peak

inverse voltage tp.i.v.). i.e. the peak value of

reverse voltage which the diode ran withstand.

For one of these point contact diodes values of

around 70V are typical].

Advantage Point

Whilst the point contact diode is elementary in

many respects it does have a number of

advantages. The first is that it is easy to

manufacture.
Diffusion or epitaxial grovth processes are

needed to make a more conventional PN junction

and these are not required. It's simply enough for

the manufacturer to cut up pieces of N type
germanium, mount them and place a wire onto

them. It is for this reason that these diodes were

widely used in the early days of semiconductor

technology.
Another advantage also lies in the point

contact diode's simplicity. As the junction is very

small it has a very small value of capacitance.
Although standard silicon diodes like the famous

IN914 and 1N916 have values of only a few

picofarads (pF), those of the point contact diodes

are even smaller, making them ideal for radio

frequency applications.

Finally, the fact that the diode is made from
germanium means that it has a tow forward

voltage drop. This makes it ideal for use as a

detector.

This means a much lower voltage is needed for

the device to conduct. The normal voltage is only

a2v against 0.6V for a silicon diode.

Make 4 Crystal Set

Anyone wanting to make a crystal set should

use a germanium diode as the detector. I have

tried silicon diodes before now and they just do

not work!
A more likely use for these diodes within

amateur radio circles is within r.f. probes using a
simple circuit like that shown in Fig. 3. Here the

low forward voltage drop means that the

circuit will detect much lower signal leveLs.

Whilst it's possible to determine the actual

voltage by adding 0.2V, the meter will almost
give a direct reading in most cases.

The germanium type of point contact diodes

are not as common as they used to be. They

are relatively old technology, but for the radio

shack they still perform well and can be used
in a variety of detecting roles where a low

capacitance and a low voltage drop are essential.

There are many more types of diode which are

available to the amateur constructor. Many of the

more common types are freely available for the

constructor. whilst others are slightly more

complicated and less widely used. Nevertheless
they are still an essential part of electronic and

radio technology.

PW

Fig. 3:.A circuit for a r.f, probe using a point

contact diode.
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Next time I'll be looking at the Schottky diode.
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The

ALINCO DX -101 HF

TRANSCEIVER
By Rob Mansion G3XFD

As he's a keen Nino

DX -70 owner, Rob

Mannion C3XFD was

given the job of frying

out its new cousin -

the DX.701

`Commercial h.f.

transceiver. Rob

thinks it has

something to offer for

the first lime buyer,

or mobile operator

looking for a 'budget'

priced full 100W

transceiver,

Personally. I think the Alinco DX -70
h.f. (and 50MHz) transceiver is greatly
under -rated. I've found that it's a superb
little performer on the bands and a truly
versatile main station, portable and
mobile rig.

In my opinion. the DX -70's only
handicap is the fact that the
manufacturers were only previously
known for v,h.f. and u.h.f. products. If
You haven't tried one...( can honestly
say you don't know what you're
missing'.

Because I own a DX -70.1 was
offered the chance of trying out the
recently -introduced 'Commercial'
version - the DX -701 h.f. s.s.b. and am.
transceiver. The offer came front Mike
DeNereux G3SED of Nevada
Communications. whose company has
recently been appointed as the importers
and main distributors for Alinco in the
UK.

What's The Difference?

So. what's the difference between the
DX -70 and the DX -701'.' Well, in reply
to the question there are several main
differences between the two
transceivers. and the first is the
difference in price.

And because of the lower price of the
DX -701 it could offer a budget -
conscious h.f. operator a cheaper way of
getting on the air...but there is a Forfeit
to pay. The disadvantage in buying a
DX -70i is the fact that it's a
channelised transceiver rather than a
continuous tuning type, plus the fact that
it only comes fitted for s.s.b. and a.m.

operation (c.w. is an optional
extra. please see comments at

end of the review).
Of course. the DX -

701 is aimed
specifically at the

commercial h.f.
user. Or to put in
more obvious

tams - it's an
b.f. p.m.r. rig.
It's designed
for use (let's
say in Africa or

any location
where vh.f.

operation is

impractical) by the
local friendly Game
Warden or Safari
organiser.

In its designed
role the channels to
be used nn the DX -
701 used are
programmed in by
the dealer - or by the
'technical operator'
at base. However. in
the case of Amateur
Radio use.
programming any of the
101 memory channels available,
is simply done by the operator.

As Tex Swann GITEX. PWs
Technical Projects Sub -editor
programmed the model we had on
review...I've asked hint to write a short
section which follows later. (See
'Prograinrning The DX -701').

What's On Offer

So, what's on offer with the DX -701?
And in answer to this second question
can tell you that the receiver section
covers from 500kHz to 30MHz. and
any section of this coverage can he
programmed into any of the 101
memory channels.

Transmission is possible anywhere
between 1.6 and 30MHz. on s.s.b. and
am. modes. And again. the coverage is
provided by loading the required
frequencies into any of the available
memories.

Transmitter output power on s.s.b, is
a maximum 100W and output power on
a.m. is rated at 40W. As supplied. the
transceiver operates only on these two
modes.

Selection of any of the memories is
by the rotary 'tuning knob' style
channel control mounted on the front
panel. This is of course a 'switch' and is
best regarded as the familiar multi
channel rotary switch provided on
synthesised 03 transceivers.

The receiver is a double superhet
configuration, with a first
71.75MHz. The second i.f. is on
455kHz.

Audio output power is quoted at

more the 2W, The receiver has an
Receiver Incremental Tuning range
(RIT) or ± I .4kHz.

Other main differences from the
better known DX -70 are that the DX -
701 does not have the narrow filters as
are fitted on the Amateur Band
transceiver. Additionally. the squelch
control is a push-button type (pre-set
levels selected by the operator).

The chosen mode for the pre-
programmed channel frequencies is
automatically selected when that
channel is selected. This can be either
am. or upper or lower sideband.

On The Air

Following the programming of a
selection of frequencies into the
memory. I took the transceiver home
and set to work on the air. And firstly, I
listened around the hands while I
worked on my computer preparing other
PW articles.

To carry out the tests t removed my
own DX -70 from the operating position
directly beside my home Apple
Macintosh computer. (The two
transceivers are inter -changeable
regarding antenna sockets and power
leads).

However. it's at this point where
really noticed the main difference
between by DX -70 and the DX -701:
couldn't tune around the bands as I
worked...only the programmed
frequencies were available. It really did
seem strange at first when instead of
tuning up and down the bands the DX-

['ontinued rrn page 31
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Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
TWO-WAY RADIO  AMATEUR RADIO 0 AUDIO VISUAL  SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AG. Tel: (01908) 610625 FAX: (01908) 216373
(E -Mail: 100304.71@compuserve.com)

Alinco (New low prices)
From 1.8-50MHz

DX -70 mobile or base 1.8MHz SSB, CW,
FM, AM 100W of engineering brilliance.

£695 carr FREE
DEPOSIT 170, 24 PAYMENTS or £33.
COST OF LOAN, £167.

PACKAGE 1. Price for DX -70 complete with
SG -230 Smartuner.

£975.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £99, 24 PAYMENTS OF £46.25.
COST OF LOAN, £234.

PACKAGE 2. Price for DX -70 complete with
SG -230 Smartuner and 20 amp power
supply.

£1059.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £150, 24 PAYMENTS or £47.99.
COST OF LOAN, £242.76.

Also available the DX -70TH. High power
version, 100W on Gm.

£775.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £79, 24 PAYMENTS OF £36.75.
COST OF LOAN, £186.

YAESU FT -920 HF Transceiver

£1395.00
The new FT -920 has been released and offers
some great features at a great price. 1.8MHz to
54MHz plus wideband receive, 33MPS digital
signal processor, digital lF shift, auto notch filter,
dual VF05, 100 memories, band stacking VFO
system, break-in CW with electronic keyer. TNC
interfacing, digital voice recorder, 13.8V DC
operation.

Deposit £150, 24 payments of f65.82.
Cost of loan £334.68

Ill-. 111111.

P -2512M
25-30 amp power
supply with variable
volts (345). Dual
meters (VS + amps) and
over voltage protected.

£89.95 carr .E.10

SAVE £1.0

IC -706 PACKAGE DEALS
PACKAGE 1. IC -706 c/w SG -230
Smartuner auto ATU.

£1178.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £150, 24 PAYMENTS OF £54.28.
COST OF LOAN, £274.72.

PACKAGE 2. IC -706 c/w Comet
CAHV HF, Gm and 2m mobile
antenna.

£948.00 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £99, 24 PAYMENTS OF £44.83. COST OF LOAN, £226.92.

PACKAGE 3. IC -706 c/w SG -230 Smartuner
and 25 amp PSU.

£1267.95 carr FREE
DEPOSIT £150.95, 24 PAYMENTS OF £58.98.
COST OF LOAN, £298.52.

SG -230 Smartuner
Antenna Coupler 55B, AM. CW & DATA

£349.00
You can't buy a smarter tuner than this. An
automatic antenna coupler so intelligent it
precisely tunes any length antenna -8 to 80ft -
in the HF band.
The Smartuner automatically evaluates and
switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance
combinations, plus 256 inductance combinations
In a "pi- network. The amazing result is over a
half -million different ways to ensure a perfect
match for your transceiver. And the most
intelligent feature of all is that the Smartuner
remembers the chosen frequency and tuning
values, and will automatically reselect those
values - in less than 10ms, each time you
transmit on that frequency.

The 5G-230 Smartuner, Buy Smart.

.iik1{01.1111B11011.

c.PL H R :,F

5 YEAR
WARRANTY IS

AVAILABLE ON ALL
LISTED PRODUCTS

ICOM IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile
 2m & 70cm
 50W/30W
 Detachable head
 Packet 9600 bps
ready 0 180

memory channels  CTCSS & 1750Hz tone.
£389.95

ICOM IC -756 HF
 100W of pure magic
 160-6M 0 SSB, CW,
AM. FM  Spectrum
display  Auto ATU
 Superb DSP built-in

 CW memory keyer  100% duty cycle
 Keypad entry option
 DXers choice in the USA. £1865.00

KENWOOD TM-V7E
 144 & 430MHz
50/35W  Dual Rx on
same band
 280 memories
 Detachable front head
 CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

Large clear display. £599.00

1C-20711 Deposit £40. 12 payments of £33.09.
Cost of loan £4743
IC -756 Deposit £200. 36 payments of £65.32.
Cost of loan £686.52
TM-V7E Deposit £60. 24 payments of £28.50.
Cost of loan £145.00

KENWOOD TS -570D
Setting the standard in performance

KENWOOD * 16 bit DSP AF signal
processing

* CW auto tune
* 5W QRP setting
* Built-in auto ATU
* Electronic keyer

Deposit £150
24 payments of £59.21

COST OF LOAN £301.04

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY GEIZF, Jon or JANE.
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30, (Thursday 9.30 - 12.30) Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&CIE
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TA31M# 10115/2014 1 EL £179 El.:
TA321,.+1# 10/151201 r 2 EL £299 £1
TA331v1 10/15/20M 3 EL £369 £15
TA3314 WARC# 10I12/15/17/20M 4 EL £499 £15
TA34XL4 10115120M 4 EL £645 411.5

TA34XDAIARC 10/12/15/17/20M 5 EL £749 £15

TA53 IM VJARC# 10112115/17120M 4 EL £649 £15

CL33M 110/15/2011 3 EL £499 £15
CL33M WARC# 10/12115117/20M 4 EL £649 £15
C L361.1 10115/20M 6 EL £799 Ely

.

# TA40KR 40M UPGRADE £159 SIC:
# TAM/SR 30m UPGRADE £159 F:7:

... _
PRO578 10/12/15/1700M 7 EL £599 £25
PRO57B40 10/12115117/20/40M 7 EL £999 £20
PRO67B 10/12115/17/2G/4CM 7 EL £1049 £20
PRO77A 10/12115/17120130/40M 7 EL £1099 £20
PROS5 10112/15/17/2014 9 EL £1799 £20
PRO96 10/12/15117/20/40M 9 EL £2299 /120

TiN33 12/17/3.01,9 3 EL £399 515

MV2W 12117M Vertical £139 £10
RV4C 10/15120140M Vertical £249 £10
RV6C VVARC 10/12/15117/20/40M Vertical £299 £10
RV7C ILIVARC 10/12/15/1712013014014 Vertical £349 £10

- - - _ _ .

Europe's Largest Amateur Radio Showroom
Mon -Fri: 9 - 5.30, Sat: 9 - 4.00

01692 - 650077
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk. NR12 OR1.1

VISA - MASTERCARD - AMEX
Please arlr! 2.5$ to Intn1 for credit card orders

Off
PAGE FULL

COLOUR
COMptirER

CATALOGUE

!ice,

====r

FR32 page full colour
Computer Equipment Catalogue

with the Winter 96197 Cirkit Catalogue

The Winter 96/97 Edition brings you:

ew Even further additions to the Computer section
extending our range of PC components and
accessories at unbeatable prices.

01' WIN! a 28,800 Fax Modem in our easy to enter
competition.

1111',. 100's of new products including: Books. Connectors,
Entertainment, Test Equipment and Tools.

 New Speakers, Mixers and In -Car
Amplifiers in the Entertainment
section.

110' f25 worth discount vouchers.

248 Page main Catalogue, plus 32 Page full
Colour Computer Catalogue, incorporating 24
Sections and over 4000 Products from some of the
Worlds Finest Manufacturers.

+ 30p p&p

Available at WI -I Smith, John Menzies and most
large newsagents, or directly from Cirkit.

Get your copy today!

Cirkit r AcCe.

.dinqk

Park Lane - Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7N0
Tel: 01992 448899 . Fax: 01992 471314

Ernall:mailorder@cirkitco.uk
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701 -switched' to the various

frequencies.
But on the other hand as I worked on

the computer I realised that despite not

being fitted with the narrow filters
provided on my transceiver. the DX -701
was coping very well. It was sensitive

and selective.
Tex had programmed in 648kI-Iz on

the medium wave for me so 1 could try

and listen to the European Service of the

BBC World Service. It's a struggle to
receive it down here in Dorset and

provides a good test on medium wave

adjacent channel performance. It did

well and I was able to listen and enjoy

the programmes as I worked.

The performance on the short wave

broadcast bands was good. Several of

the h.f. broadcast hand frequencies I had
chosen were of my favourite stations -

and again the receiver coped extremely

well with adjacent channel interference.
The R1T enabled me to adjust the

receiver tuned frequency slightly for
best reception. So, in this case the

-channelised' mode was not too much

'bother'.
On the amateur bands 1 found that

my favourite frequencies on 3.5 and
7MFIz were adequate...except when

stations 1 wanted to work were just out

of reach of the RIT! And during the
week 1 had the transceiver on review, it

coped very well indeed on '80' and '40'
metres - particularly so with a Polish

contest!

In general, I found that the receive

side worked extremely well, apart from
the fact that I could not compare the
DX -701 with the DX -70 on c.w. as the

review unit was not fitted with the
optional module. But just listening to
c.w. the transceiver coped well although

without the narrow filtering I have no
doubt it could have caused problems on

the busy hands if I was in a c.w. QSO.

1 worked several stations who knew

my voice from previous QS0s on my
DX -70, On swopping transceivers - they

could not tell the difference between the

two transceivers. So, all in all, I was

pleased with the DX -701's performance

on the air.

Programming the DX -701

Programming the Alinco DX -701 is

very simple,

with several

steps to

program each

of the 101

memories. As

the

transceiver
has no free

tune mode
each memory

cell must be

set up totally

individually.
Before you

can begin,

you must first get the set into the

programming mode. This is simply
done: On switch -on simply press and

hold the CALL button then the
POWER switch. The message no
Freq' appears on the seven -segment

liquid crystal display (1.c.d.) clearing

after several seconds.

Now on the appears the word

'Memo, the memory number (with a
small downwards pointing arrowhead).

the frequency, mode and signal meter.

Rotating the main control causes the

memory number to increase or decrease

and the stored frequency to be

displayed. If a memory has no active

frequency stored in it, then the legend

'Memo' flashes. Next. tun to the
required memory location.

Now press the Dim button and the

arrowhead
digit. (The digit '0' isn't displayed in
this location). Rotate the main control

and the number '0' (but blanked), '1',
and '2' appear in rotation.

When the tens of megaHertz is set,

hit the Dim button and the megahen2

digit flashes. Rotating the main control

cycles round from '0' to '9'. Again
press the Dim button and repeat the

settings. When you come to the last

digit, pressing Dim causes the mode to

flash. This too cycles, through 'AM',
'USB' and 'LSB' in turn.

When you're satisfied with the
chosen memory, frequency and mode,

press the CALL button, an inverse 'T'
appears to the left of the mode. Now

you're ready for the storage action - and
you should press the Lock button whilst

the in evidence. To change another

memory cell press the CALL button
again, whereupon the 7' disappears

and a new memory location may he

called up and set.

To activate the new memories, switch

the set off and on again. Now you have
the channels set, and the transceiver can

now 'clone' the memory channels into
another DX -701 to become a pair (most

useful in its h.f. `p.m.r.' role).
GITEX

Viable 4Iternatke?
After trying the DX -701 out on the

bands, I had to decide whether or not I
could consider it to be a viable purchase

for prospective hi operators. And even
though I have a DX -70 I think the 701

would come into its own for mobile
working and 1 would certainly consider

buying one to permanently mount in my
car for this purpose.

Working mobile, the channelised

control becomes much less of a
restriction because of the relatively

narrow
bandwidth of
mobile

antennas. So,

for mobile
working you
could
programme in

your favourite
channels and

you're ready to
go) And in my
case I'd also

programme in

BBC World
service

frequencies so

that I've only got to sel
a much safer option th

move.

Following my
review of the DX -

701 and discussions

with Mike G3SED I
really do think the
transceiver could
prove useful -

as Nevada

plan to make the

transceiver available

for £499 retail.

Mike also
confirmed that the

c.w. option can be

installed for £59.
And although I am

biased because I

already own a DX -

70, I think a 100W
mobile transceiver

for that price takes

some beating)

My thanks go to

Nevada
Communications
of 189 London
Road, North End,
Portsmouth,
Hampshire PO2
9AE. Tel: (01705)
662145, FAX:

(01705) 690626.
The Alinco DX -701

will be available
from Nevada and

their Alinco dealers
throughout the UK.

PW

ect the channel -

an tuning on the

Manufacturer's Specifications

GiNERAI

Frequency coverage:

Modes:

Usable temp. range:
Frequency stability:
Antenna impedance:
Power supply:
Current consumption:

Number of memories:
Dimensions:
Weight:

RECEIVER

Type:

Sensitivity:

Selectivity:

Spurious & image
rejection ratio
Audio output:
distortion
PIT range:

TRANWITTER
Output power

Spurious emissions
Carrier suppression (s.s.b.)
Unwanted sideband
Modulation:
(a.m.)
Microphone impedance

(Receiver] 500kHz to

29.9999MHz Transmitter)
1.6 to 29.9999MHz.

(I.s.b., u.s.b.) and A3F.
(am.) see text reference

-10 to +6'C
..-t0.5ppm.

50Q unbalanced
13.8V ±1.5%

Receive 1.2A Transmission
(max) 70A
101

178x58x228rnm
Approximately 2.7kg

Double conversion 1st i.f.
71.75MHz, 2nd 455kHz
(s.s.b.) 1.8 to 30MHz 10
(I2dB SINAD) (a.m.) 1.8
to 30MHz 41.1V (12dB
SINAD) (a.m.) 500kHz to
1.8M1-6: 101.1V t 12dB

SINAI))
(s.s.b). 2.4kHzx/-6dB,
4.5kHz1-60dB

18klid-60c1B

>70d13

>2W (into SQ at 210)'0

±1.4kHz

Cs.s.h.M 1.6 to 29.9991v1Hz.

100W (a.m.) 1.6 to
29.999MHz 40W
better than -.10(111

>40d1-1

>50d1=1 (at

balanced ts.s.b.), low level

21t52.
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By Godfrey Hands 1'.13Etiti

Godfrey Hands

MEW says despite

the article title he's

not claiming the

`Brendan Trophy' for a

direct 1441,1111

transatlantic OSP

Instead he's

describing his

experiences working

on '2' while on a

combined holiday and

business trip in the

Heading photograph:

Godfrey Hands PA3EUS

found that he was made

very welcome by American

radio amateurs. He was
made specially welcome at

the club station of W3HZU.
The station is complete with

a 170ft mast with a vertical
antenna for the 144MHz

repeater mounted at the top
(beam antennas for 144 and

430MHz are mounted just
below I.

N0, despite the title I haven't made

a 144MHz contact from Europe

to America! But I have been there
on holiday and I took my 144MHz rig
with me. This article is written to help

other radio amateurs planning to visit the
USA to get the most out of their nip.

Some time before I left for America, I
saw a Packet radio bulletin in my local
BBS entitled 'ARRL E-mail Addresses'.
so [ printed this out. It shows E-mail
addresses of the different HQ staff and

officers at ARRL HQ in Newington,
Connecticut.

One of the officers was Lisa Kustosik
KA1UFZ (E-mail Ikustosik@arrl.org) the
Regulatory Information Administrative
Assistant, who deals with regulatory
questions and reciprocal operating

information.
Lisa sent me an application form to

apply for a reciprocal operating permit by
return of mail. Anted with this
information I decided then to apply for a
reciprocal permit.

Mailing Address

To apply for a permit. you must have a

US mailing address, so if you are going to
visit friends, then you have no problems.

(A hotel address may be a little more

difficult, but I don't know and you should
check this for yourself).

I applied for my permit on the simple -
to -fill-in single sided application form.
Then I enclosed a photocopy of my

licence and posted this off to the address

given on the form (no fee required).

The guiding notes from the ARRL
suggest that I should apply at least 60

days before I needed my permit to allow
time for processing the application.

Unfortunately for me I did not have 60
days. only 30 days before departure when

I received my application form.

I enclosed a brief letter explaining the

situation and heard from my friend in the
USA that the permit had arrived at the
mailing address given in the USA. All
within 14 days of my applying!

Copy Of Rules

The application form also said that

should obtain a current copy of 'Part 97
of the FCC Rules'. It provided an address
(United States Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402) where I
could obtain these rules.

I posted a letter to the

given address requesting a

set of these rules and

asking if it would be
possible to expedite this

quickly for me. But they
sent me a letter back some

six and a half weeks after
my letter advising me that
I have to buy these at

$32.50 each, and please

allow an additional $11.95
for estimated air mail
postage!

So, unfortunately,
was not able to obtain the

rules before leaving and

decided to use common
sense anyway. It would be

relatively easy to tie up
with local amateurs in the

USA for details of any special
regulations.

One regulation given in the ARRL
notes sent with the licence application

said that I should identify my station with

'The representative prefix of the call area
where I was located plus'/' and my home
call. This means (for example)

W1/PA3EUS when in the 'WI ' call area.
Incidentally. The rule book is

available from The Circulation
Department of ARRI. HQ at 225 Main
Street, Newington, Connecticut 06111,
USA for $10.00 by surface mail.

Mobile Rig

Not having a 144MHz hand-held
transceiver, decided to use my f.m.
mobile rig. The manual provided the

details on the changes required and I

modified it to give me 144.0 to 147.995
coverage.

My mobile rig is an old one and
doesn't have a sub -audible tone squelch

(CTCSS known as a PL in the US). But

that did not deter me from taking the rig
with me, as I heard that many repeaters

operate without this (PL) there.

I made sure that 1 had a copy of the

receipt for the purchase of the rig for

customs (both there and back in Europe).

This was to make sure that I did not have
to pay import duty when coining home.

Holiday & Business

The trip was a combination of a holiday
and business trip and I had my family

along, so that operating was at a very low

priority (and only mobile as I had no
power supply to give me the 12V I
needed). Despite this I operated from

many different areas of the US. in the
South West and in the North East.

From my experience channel spacing

appears to be 25kHz in the South West

and 20kHz in the North East. Other areas

could be different, so you must find
which is relevant to your area.

So. let's now look at some of my
experiences on the air, starting off with

Southern Pennsylvania (W3). This
primarily rural area has a surprisingly

high population as well as high amateur

radio population. Perhaps it has

something to do with the numerous

smaller (and not so small) industrial
towns in the area.

The Southern Pennsylvania

countryside is mostly agricultural, with
both flat and hilly areas. These hills make
an ideal site for repeaters, so that the vh.f.

activity is high in the area. From my

Motel bedroom, I could open more than
20 repeaters on 144MHz (each on
separate channels).

Repeater occupancy tends to be high
in some of the more popular repeaters.

and almost non-existent on others.

Channel spacing seems a bit of a mix up
in this area, with sometimes 10kHz,

sometimes 12.5kHz and sometimes
20kHz.

The amateurs are very friendly,

hospitable and helpful, and as many of
them do not have a licence for the h.f.
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bands, they are very pleased to work a

'strange call'. Most repeaters don't even

need a 1750Hz tone to access them.

Club Sites

Having some spare time on Saturday

morning. I was invited to visit one of the
club sites. This was the Keystone VHF
Radio Club W3HZU, located in York
Pennsylvania (PA). The dub shack is

located at the top of a high hill and
amongst others, sports a 170ft high mast .

In the club they have a 'digipeater'
(W3HZU-8) on 145.09 and repeaters on

146.970, 447.275 (-5MHz shift) and

53.970 (-1MHz shift) as well as an ATV
repeater (439.25MHz input and 426.25

plus 923, 25MHz outputs). The club
members are mostly keen v.h.f. operators

with some keen ATV enthusiasts amongst

them.

The 144MHz repeater (like many of
the mote popular repeaters in the area)

links up with other 2m repeaters

overnight (22.30 to 06.001. giving a vastly

extended coverage of up to several

hundred miles. My thanks go especially
to Bill W3HLD for turning out and
showing me the club house in his five
time.

Western Central Virginia (W4):
This is an area with a relatively low
population density (and amateur radio
activity). 1 visited the edge of the Blue
Ridge Mountains near to Lynchburg.

Repeaters are very difficult to locate both
in this area and along the mule north to

Washington DC.
There was very little activity and

when a repeater was located, it appeared

to need a 'PI] sub -audible tone to get

access. Not knowing the required PL tone

meant only local amateurs (or amateurs in

possession of a repeater directory) could

have QSOs on these repeaters. No
successful contacts were made in this call

district.
New Mexico (W5), Northern

Arizona (W7) and SW Colorado (WO).
These areas are similar in terrain.

consisting of desert, mountains and

plains, with not many trees. Repeaters are

widely spread, but with excellent
coverage (100+ miles with IW if you are
in a good take -oft). mostly operating

without Its.
Repeater occupation is very tow in

W5, W7 and WO. perhaps with one
station calling in each hour. If you call in
on a repeater in this area, then give the

frequency of the repeater output when

you call CQ, as most (fixed) stations scan

through 5 or more repeaters continuously
and by the time they get back to their rigs
to see which repeater you were on. the rig

has scanner further.

Connecticut (W2): This is a state that
is largely hilly away from the coast. The
hills are gentle, rolling and wooded.
Repeaters are many, but the coverage

tends to be restricted in range (typically to

10-20 miles), except for some that are

better located. Access to a repeater

without a ft is almost always possible.
no matter where you are in Connecticut

(CT).
Repeater occupancy in CT is low, and

on the less well occupied repeaters. there

is somebody calling in every 20 to 30
minutes.

New York City (W11: t only tried to
'get in' to one repeater in NYC, that was
the repeater at Kennedy Airport. This is

moderately occupied (1 station every 10

minutes), but the people I heard when I

was monitoring were all occupied with
their own business and did not have time
to contact a visitor to the area. This could

be because I was only monitoring this

repeater at midday and most stations

heard were on short business tuns,

contacting their friends only.

Deneral Impression

My general impression of the use of 2m

repeaters in the USA is that the operators

are very friendly. They're very willing to
give you advice and information if you
ask for it, and very polite. During the
whole stay, I only heard one 'squeaky

voice' repeater abuser who was ignored

and soon went away.

Events organised by the local

amateurs were open to any visiting
amateurs. Unfortunately however, we did

not have time to attend any of these

friendly 'open' gatherings.
If you're planning a trip to the USA

there are several ways to find repeaters.
And the simplest is to scan through 144 to

148MHz until you hear a signal and then
to listen.

If the station you've located is a

repenter, it will probably he working
with an input 600 kHz low (although

about 30% have inputs 600kHz high. but
please remember the band edges) and it

may have a PI., so you can't get in on the

input.

When you can get access to the

repeater I suggest that you ask local
amateurs for information about repeaters

in the area. From my experience I know

they will be only too pleased to advise.

On the occasions you can't get access

(because of FL) but the stations beard are

audible on the input. call on the output
when they've finished their QSO and try
and arrange a simplex QSO for

information.
If you have a radio amateur friend in

the USA that you'll be visiting. obviously
they'll be able to help. Your friend will be
able to get you information about the

repeaters in the urea where you will be

staying and perhaps even the surrounding

areas.

Repeater Directory

Another way of getting information on
the repeaters is to buy a repeater directory

(US and Canada) from the ARRL at
S10.00. This information is not always

100% up-to-date, but will certainly give
you information about some repeaters in

your area. But hear in mind that PL
information is not always available in
this directory.

Following my suggestion that you
consider buying a repeater directory,

brings me to the idea of buying gear in the

USA. This is because prices tend to be
lower in the USA for some Amateur
Radio equipment than here in Europe so it

can be tempting to buy some gear over

there and bring it back with you.

Ryan] are considering buying
equipment in the USA. please
remember the following points. Firstly.
you may not be able to get gear repaired

wider guarantee if anything goes wrong

with it when you get back to Europe.
Secondly you have to get the gear

back into Europe. Think about customs

duty on such equipment. For example,

will the value be under the duty free

allowance. or over it'? Don't forget import
duty. customs charges and VAT {you can

have to pay 'Tax on Tax' which can make
your purchase very expensive. So please

check what the import duty price level is
for your particular country).

Thirdly'.. if you buy a hand-held

transceiver with charger or rig with mains
supply, the input is 1 WV. 60liz in the
USA.

If you do decide to buy over in the
USA, then you can get information about
suppliers from advertisements from

American neigazines. And for PC owners
with a FAX modem or dedicated FAX
machine, it's very easy to FAX a supplier

for availability and price of any item.
You can also order by FAX for

delivery to a USA address if you have a

credit card. A credit card is a necessity in
the USA for almost everything for staying
in a hotel to renting a car, so that the gear

is waiting for you when you arrive.

Thank You ilk&

My thanks go to all the contacts I made in

the USA for the enjoyable time we had
there. I' ro also grateful to the staff at

ARRL Headquarters in Newington.
Connecticut for their help and advice.

If you are also visiting USA. then
enjoy your stay. My family and I certainly
did)

PW

Inside the well equipped

headquarters of the Keystone

Amateur Radio Club, W3HZU.

Repeaters for 50,144 and

430MHz at W311ZU which is

located in York,

Pennsylvania,
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By John Heys G3BDQ

EXTENDING VERSATILITY....,

Review: The MFJ9 14 Autotuner Extender'

Regular 'Antenna

Workshop' author John

Reps 638DO has been

taking a look at the

latest offering from

the liffl 'ideas

factory' in deepest

Mississippi, This time

it's a device aimed at

making an automatic

antenna tuning unit

even more versatile.

The well-known MFJ Enterprises
company from the USA specialises
in the manufacture of amateur radio
accessories. Antenna tuning units,
s.w.r. and power meters, s.w.r.
analysers, dip meters, vertical multi -
band antennas. keyers, data
controllers and packet TNCs are
just a small sample of the MFJ
equipment output.

The October 1996 issue of QST
magazine carried seven pages of
advertising from MFJ and included
for the first time a description of
their newest item, the MFJ-914.
This is described as an 'Autotuner
Extender' and is designed to
connect between an antenna and the
internal automatic antenna tuner of
amateur band transceivers.

An Antenna Tuning

Those who use modem h.f.
transceivers, which have an
automatic antenna tuning facility
('autotuners') will have discovered
that there's often one or more bands
that the internal tuner cannot
handle. This is most likely when
using end -fed wires or beams and
dipoles driven outside their resonant
frequency, ie. on another band.

'Autotuners' are designed to
operate within a fairly narrow range
of input impedance/reactance and
are most effective when the input
impedances lie between about 25
and 50012. Outside this range
performance falls off and if the
mismatch is really severe, they
refuse to tune.

Autotuners are primarily
designed for use with low
impedance feeds from beams,
dipoles or verticals. End -fed wires
may tune on some bands, but on
others there may be unwanted
reactances or impedances, which
are right outside the autotuner's
range.

The new MFJ autotuner extender
has been designed to overcome such
autotuner limitations. Home-brew
or commercially made a.t.u.s can
have similar matching problems and
the MFJ tuner may be used in front
of such units.

Antenna Transmitter

ME/ 4 utoTuner Extender"

A-

Off /
Dummy Load

When an a.t.u. displays really
sharp critical tuning, this often
indicates a matching problem and a
tuner extended will usually
overcome this and allow a better
power transfer. I once used a long
wire antenna which although
connected to an a.t.u., was still
impossible to match to my
transceiver on 1.8MHz!

I had to make an additional
'outboard' tuner connecting
between the antenna and the regular
a.t.u. This then allowed a perfect
match and gave me unity s.w.r.

Pink Device

The autotuner extender is a passive
device and is housed in a smart
black metal box measuring 130 x 80
x 41mm. It has a rotary switch with
seven positions marked from A to
and another marked Off/Dummy
Load.

There are three sockets to take
standard PL259 plugs. These are
identified as Antenna, Transmitter
and Dummy Load.

There's also an earth terminal
with a 'wingnut' for connection.
Inside the box is the rotary switch,
made up from a good quality two
bank component, a small fibreglass
circuit board and a 'secret
ingredient'.

The 'secret ingredient' is a stack
of three ferrite rings each measuring
25 x 7mm, as can be seen in Fig. I.

Dummy Load &Wild

F

G

model
MFJ-914

There are no windings to be seen on
the outside so I can only guess
where the six wires connect inside
the stack. I think it must he a broad
band multi -ratio r.f. transformer
(MFJ claim an impedance
transformation of up to ten times
either up or down).

The two page instruction manual
claims that the extender can be used
with any transceiver operating from
1.8 to 28MHz (160 to 10m) with up
to 300W of power. However, I did
not use more than 100W output
when testing the unit. This is
because I feel that the physical size
of the ferrite transformer and the
rotary switch that expecting it to
handle power levels of 300W
without signs of stress might be
rather optimistic.

When the rotary switch is set to
Off/Dummy Load, the dummy
load is connected to the transceiver
and the antenna is earthed for safety.

Setting Up

Setting up and using the autotuner
extender could not be simpler.
When connected into circuit and
with the ground stud connected to
the station, earth tuning can begin.

Initially, the transceiver internal
a.t.u. is switched out and the rotary
switch on the extender can then be
adjusted for minimum s.w.r. at the
receiver. This will normally show
an s.w.r. better than 4:1 and often as
low as 1.2:1. The transceiver
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Table I

Band SWR SWR
(no a.t.u.) (MFJ alone)

1.9MHz 5:1

3.7 3:1

7.05 4:1 2.6:1
10.1 3.5:1 2.5:1

14.2 3.5:1 1.3:1

18.1 4:1 1.9:1

21.2 2.2:1
24.9 3:1 1.7:1

28.5 1.5:1

29.6 3:1 1.4:1

(All measurements taken using an end -fed 50m wire
antenna).

autotuner is then switched on and
the s.w.r. will then fall to 1:1 or
close to this figure.

I'm fortunate enough to use a
modem transceiver and find that its
autotuner will give a unity match on
most bands and with most of my
antennas. But there remains certain
combinations of antenna and
frequency which defy a good match.

When testing the extender, I used
a 3 -band Chelcom Windom (see
review in the October 1996 issue of
PW) and a 50m end -fed wire. I also
used a small doublet in my loft cut
as a half wave on 18MHz and fed
with 5m of 300(1 ribbon feeder
having both legs strapped together.

The Chelcom Windom is
designed for use on 7, 14 and
28MHz and on these bands can be
used without any a.t.u. Any attempt
to use it on 3.7, 10, 18, 21 and
24MHz results in very high s.w.r.
readings.

The autotuner of my Kenwood
TS -870 (without any help from the
MFJ extender) gave me s.w.r.
readings of 1:1 on all bands except

29.6 and
10MHz. (Here
they were
around 1.5:1
and not really
a problem).

With the
extender in
use, the
transceiver's
autotuner
matched every
hand to l :1
s.w.r.

Without the
autotuner a
50m end -fed
wire could be
tuned
satisfactorily

on most bands. except 29.6, 18 and
1.9MHz. The s.w.r.s were so high
that the autotuner refused to
operate.

When the MFJ extender was then
switched in, all was well and unity
s.w.r.s were obtained on all bands.
The indoor doublet with its feeders
strapped could be tuned to unity on
most bands with the transceiver
tuner.

Once again 29.6MHz was a
problem, which was resolved when
the extender was in circuit. It
however proved impossible to tune
the doublet up with or without the
MFJ-914 on 1.9MHz. This one
failure is not surprising for such a
small antenna presents a very high
impedance to an a.t.u. on 1.9MHz.

I discovered that the extender
alone, without the transceiver
autotuner in use. would allow
operation on several bands. (s.w.r.s
of 3:1 and better were realised).
Table I shows the improvement in
matching when just the extender
was used as an a.t.u. with the 50m
end -fed wire antenna. Although not

an ideal arrangement, the extender
would allow operation on several
bands without using any other a.t.u.

Overcomes Mismatch

The MFJ Autotuner Extender is a
well made piece of ancillary
equipment that will help to
overcomes mismatch problems
when using end fed antennas or
coaxial cable fed systems that are to
be used on other then their design
frequencies. A beam or dipole cut
for 18MHz could be easily matched
to the transceiver when used on 14
or 21MHz.

Many amateurs worry unduly
about s.w.r. measurements and
panic sets in, should the indicated
s.w.r. rise above 1.5:1. But it may
come as a surprise than an s.w.r. of
3:1 indicates a power loss of only
0.35 of a dB. This represents just
0.06 of an S unit!

Even when the s.w.r. climbs to
5:1 the power loss is no more than
0.8dB. Unfortunately, many solid
state transceivers abhor high s.w.r.s
and start to shut down power when
they rise above 3:1

The MFJ literature does not
mention the use of balanced feed
lines. I can only suggest that a good
1:1 balun is connected between the
feeder and the extender.

And don't that all a.t.u.s
and antenna matchers have an
inherent power loss. Good units
have very little, but I have known
poorly designed a.t.u.s which had
such high internal losses that the
wasted watts heated and melted
internal soldered connections!

The MFJ Autotuner Extender
displayed no heating symptoms
when used with 100W of
transmitter power. Simple
measurements indicated that the
power loss was small, being no
more than 1dB.

I would like to thank Waters &
Stanton of 22 Main Road,

Hockely, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel:
(01702) 206835, FAX:
(01702) 205843 for the loan of
the MFJ-914 Autotuner
Extender which is priced at
£59.95 plus £5 P&P.

PW

iVif oft,3

E MFJ

AUTOTUNER

EXTENDER IS A

WELL MADE

PIECE OF

ANCILLARY

EQUIPMENT...

Fi g. 1: An inside view of the
MFJ-914. Spot the 'secret
ingredient'. (See text).
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We're well into the

Rally Season

now, so here's a

bumper Radio
Diary for you to look at and
decide which one's you'll he
attending this year.

May 11: The Midland Amateur Radio Society (MARS) are
holding their Drayton Rally at Drayton Manor Park, Tamworth,
Staffs. Doors open 10.30 to 4.30pm. There will be trade stands,
Bring & Buy, Flea Market local clubs, children's entertainment,
side show, a licensed bar and a zoo, etc. A day out for all the
family. For more information 'phone Peter Naylor G6DRN on
0121-443 1189 or Mike Nyman G4OMP on 0121-4861634.

May 16117/1a The Dayton HamVention, the largest amateur
radio show in the world, is taking place at the Hara Convention
Centre in Ohio, USA. Doors open at 12pm on the 16th, and the

event runs until early afternoon on the 18th. For the early risers,
the Flea Market is open from 6am on the 16th. You will be able
to visit many trade stands, attend lectures and meet amateurs
from all over the world.

May la Yeovil ARC are holding their 13th QRP Convention at

Digby Hall, Hound St, Sherbome, Dorset. Doors open 0900 to
1700. There will be lectures, trade stands, refreshments, talk -in
on S22. Entry is E2, which includes prize draw ticket Peter
G3COR, GTHR on (01935) 813054

May la The Dunstable Downs Radio Club are holding their 14th
Annual National Amateur Radio and Car Boot Sale at
Stockwood Country Park, Luton, nr. junction 10, Ml. Doors open
10am to 4pm. Talk -in on 144MHz. Free entry to Mossman

collection of Horse drawn vehicles, craft museum, plus much,
much more. Plot details on (01582)613899, pre -bookings for
plots until May 14th. Plots can be purchased on the day.

May18: The Mid -Ulster Amateur Radio Club is holding their
Annual Radio Rally and Bring & Buy at the Silverwood Hotel,
Lurgan OR mile from Ml motorway). Doors open from 12 nowt
There will be a buffet, bar and car pelting facilities available in
the Hotel. Contact Mr R. Todd GIOSTS on 101762) 324383.

May 25: The Plymouth Radio Club is holding its rally at the
College of Further Education, Kings Road, Devonport, Plymouth.

Admission is £1. Doors open at 10am for disabled visitors and
10.30am for others. Anyone wanting further information,

contact Stephen Ramsden G7UXL on (01152) 66205I during
office hours or before 9pm on (017521777189.

May25: The 21st East Suffolk Wireless Revival, Ipswich, is to be
held at Stoke High School, SSE main rail station, map ret.

TM164435. Radio & Computer Rally open from 10am (9.30am for
disabled visitors) until 4pm. Talk -in on S22. Dave Johnson
G7SMX on (01394)205603, johnsed6@boatbtcom

May 25c The Maidstone Mobile Rally is to be held at the YMCA
Sportsc entre, Just off Cripple St., Loose, A229 South of
Maidstone. There will be amateur radio, CB & computing.
Doors open at 10.30am (free entry for severely disabled visitors

at 10am). Entry is £1.50 per adult There will be a snack bar, all

day video and free sweets and drinks for juniors, do your own
Bring & Buy - outdoor tables for hire, free camping and caravan
facilities - YMCA desk on (01622)743317. Amateur Radio

exhibition station GX3TRF. Bob Wolk (Trade) (01634) 717426.

"June a The Elvaston Castle National Radio Rally is being held
at the usual venue, which is the Showground of the Elvaston
Castle Country Park. Keith Ellis GlZLO on 1013321662896.

June 8: The Aldershot Amateur Radio Rally will be held at the
Mytchett Community Centre, Mytchett Road, Nr. Camberley,
Surrey, easy access from J4/M3. Talk -in on S22. Doors open to

Compiled by Zoe Crabb

the public at 10.30am. Entrance fee is only fl, this includes a
free raffle entry ticket there is also easy access for any
disabled visitors. All enquiries to Roland Brade G3VIR, TeVFAX
(01252)837860, E-mail: rally@venuswww.demon.co.tik

June 21: The Royal Navy Amateur Radio Society are holding
their Annual Mobile Rally at HMS Coilingwood, Fareham, in
conjunction with The Royal Navy Brickwoods Field Gun

Competition and HMS Catlingwood Open Day. This year's rally
will have a similar format to last year, plenty of action for all the
family including the Free Fall Parachute team and the
Hampshire Police Motor Cycle Team, plus all the usual Amateur
Radio content for the remainder. (01705) 365503.

June 2a BDARS Amateur Radio Rally will take place at
Clandeboye Lodge Hotel, Bangor, Co. Down, N. Ireland. There
are many attractions - Official Morse Test for aspiring A
licensees, demonstrations, packet radio, amateur television,
Bring & Buy, local and mainland traders, something for all the
family, so don't miss itl Further details from Stewart GI4OCK on

(012471454049 or Norman WNW sir 101247) 466557.

"June 27-29: Ham Radio '97 - Europe's largest Hamfest will take

place in Friedrichsafen, Germany, The Barnsley & DARC in
conjunction with the RSGB will again be organising a coach trip
to this Hamfest More information from Ernie G4LUE on (01226)
16339 or mobile on (0836)748958.

'June n. The 40th Longleat Amateur Radio Rally. Doors open at
10am. Further details from the bookings manager Gordon
Lindsay on 0117-940 2950.

July 6: The 8th York Radio Rally will be held in the new

Knavesmire Building, York Racecourse, York. Doors open at
10.30am and admission is E1.50. Children accompanied with an
adult go free! There will be ample free parking, amateur radio,

electronics and computers, Morse tests and repeater groups,
refreshments and a licensed bar. Talk -in on S22. Further details
from Pat Trask GCORF on 101964)628036.

July la Cornish Radio Rally. More information from Ken GOFIC
on (01209)821073.

July 13: The Three Counties Radio & Computer Rally is to be
held at a new venue, the Perdiswell leisure Centre, Bilford
Road, Worcester. Features include amateur radio, computer
and electronic component traders, Bring & Buy stall along with
RSGB Morse tests (please book on arrival and remember two
passport photos will be required), refreshments and a licensed
bar. Free car parking. Doors open 10.30am to 5pm and

admission is El .50. Eddie G4P02 on (01905) 773181.

July 27: The Colchester Radio & Computer Rally with a hobbies
and leisure fair is to be held at St Helena School at 10am. This is
a family event Further info, from Frank Howe G3RJ on (012061
851189.

July 27: The Rugby Amateur Transmitting Society are holding their

9th Amateur Radio Rally et the BP Tmckstop on the A5, three miles

east of Rugby, 24 miles NW from junction 18 on the M1 Motorway.

Doors open from 10am and admission is £1 per car. Facilities include

a cafe and toilets. Talk -in on S22 by GB8RRR. Pitches aref7 pre -

booked before 14 July or £10 on the day. Arthur MOASD on

101793)550778

*July 27: The Scarborough Amateur Radio Society is holding its

If you wish to have your Rally

featured in Radio Diary, all you have

to do is send in as much information

about the Rally as possible, ie, date,

location, time, who to contact, etc.,

and send it to Zoe Crabb at the PW

Editorial Office,

annual Radio, Electronics and Computer Rally in The Spa, South
Foreshore. Doors open at 11am. The rally features all the usual
traders, radio, electronics, components, computer hardware
and software. Morse tests are available on demand, but please
remember the fee and two passport type photographs. Further
details from the Rally Manager/Secretary Ross Neilson on
(01377)257074 after 6pm.

"August 3: The RSGB Woburn Rally is to be held at Woburn

Abbey, Bedfordshire. Norman Miller G3MW on (01227)Z25563.

"August la Flight Refuelling ARS Hamfest '97 will take place at
the Flight Refuelling Sports Ground, Marley, Wimborne, Dorset
The event will run from 10am to 5pm and will include the usual
mix of traders, Bring & Buy, craft exhibitors, car boot sale and
field events. Talk -in will be on S22. Richard Hogan G4VCO on

1012021691021.

August 10:The Derby & District Amateur Radio Society are
holding their 40th Derby Mobile Rally at the Littleover
Community School, Derby. More information on (01332)556875.

August 15: The Cot kenzie & Port Seton Amateur Radio Club are

holding their 4th Annual Radio Junk Night at the Cockenzie &
Port Seton Community Centre, South Seton Park, Port Seton.
Doors open 18.30 to 21.30. Bring along your own junk and sell it

yourself. Tables will be provided on a first come first served
basis (no charge for the table). Raffle at anorak 2100.
Refreshments will be available. Disabled persons access.

Entrance fee is £1 for all persons. All money raised is donated to
the British Heart Foundation. Further details from Bob Glasgow
GM4UYZ on (01875) 811723.

August 17: The Kings Lynn Amateur Radio Club are holding their
8th Great Eastern Computer & Radio Rally at a new cense, this
is at Wellington Hall, between Kings Lynn and Downhani

Market Features include a spacious indoor area with major
exhibitors, outdoor car boot area (unlimited space available),
Bring & Buy, free parking, talk -in on S22, refreshments available

and easy access for disabled persons. For booking or more
information call Ian GOBMS on (01553) 765614 or @GB7OPC

Packet BBS or E-mail Ian on gObins.demon.co.uk

August 17: The 2nd Cardiff Amateur Radio & Computer Fair will
held at The Star Sports Centre and Recreation Centre, Splott,

Cardiff. Open from 10.30 to 3pm. Further details from Stuart
Robinson GWOWMT on 101222)613070

August 24: The Torbay ARS are holding their rally at the Torbay

Leisure Centre, Paignton. Doors open at 10am. Talk -in on S22 by

G8NJA/P. Further details can be obtained from Alan G7UEK on
(018031214445

August X The Wight Wireless and Computer Rally will be held
at the National Wireless Museum, Areton Manor, Nr. Newport,
Isle of Wight. Free entry and plenty of free parking. Free stalls

for both private and business use. There will be refreshments.
exhibitions and collections for RAIBC Douglas Byrne G3KPO
on (01983)567665.

September & The 3rd Northampton Radio rally & Car Boot Sale
is to be held at the heart of the Shires Shopping Village

Showground on the A5, just two miles north of Weedon. There
will be a Bring & Buy, organised by the Northampton Repeater

Group. Bring the family as they can spend the day in the 'old e
worlde' shopping village. Refreshments and toilets are also on
site Car parking only SOp All enquiries on 101604) 32478.

*Practical Wireless & SWM in attendance
If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the contact number to check all is well, before setting off.

The Editorial staff of PWcannot be held responsible for information on Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is

published in good faith as a service to readers.

If you have any queries about a particular event, please contact the organisers direct.

Editor



Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

TGIM OGITW ©RAN
Castle Electronics was formed in 1990 by Geoff Wainhouse and John Taylor, when they
realised that there was a need for an independent service facility for the Amateur Radio
enthusiast. Both are qualified Engineers in Radio Communications and Microprocessor
Technology. They are proud to have had Castle Electronics appointed as the authorised
service agents and dealers of Kenwood, ICOM and Yaesu equipment. Castle Electronics
is the primary sub -contractor for Kenwood service requirements.

WE WILL DO OUR VERY BEST
TO BEAT ANY OTHER GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE!

FT -736
Dual Band Base

very popular

GEOFF G4AQU - JOHN G6VJC

ect5tie etertrontr5
Unit 3, Baird House, Dudley Innovation Centre
Pensnett Trading Estate
Kingswinsford, West Midlands DY6 8XZ
Telephone 01384 298616, Fax 01384 270224
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Icom To The Island -
Remembering Marconi

By Rob Mannion G3XFD

Rob Manion 030D

reports on an

interesting

development on the

Isle of Wight where a

permanent Amateur

Radio station

commemorating the

pioneering work of

Marconi is to be set

up - in one of the

most scenic parts of

the Island.

David Cramp G7RSD

(centre) the WWRS's
Technical Director accepts
the IC -756 h.f. transceiver,

which along with an IC -
132111 v.h.fJu.h.f. base

station, were presented by

Icom's Dave Stockley

G4ELP and Dennis

Goodwin G4SOT on
Wednesday 26 March.

As I have family connections and
many friends on the Isle of Wight I
was delighted when Dennis Goodwin
G4SOT of Icom (UK) Ltd. invited
PW to attend the presentation of Icom
equipment for use in a special
Marconi Commemorative station on
the Island. The initiative was started
by the West Wight Radio Society
and Icom's support was requested and
was met by an immediate
response...in time for International
Marconi Day on April 19.

The West Wight Radio Society
plan to preserve the site of the world's
first permanent radio station.
Established by Guglielmo Marconi in
1897. The site is of national historical
importance and forms part of the
national heritage of the United
Kingdom and will provide benefit for
the local community and the many
visitors to the Island.

Overlooking Cliffs

Located literally at the far end of the
Island (not far from the famous
`Needles' rocks and lighthouse), the
West Wight Society's headquarters in
'Hatherly Cottage' are located
overlooking the cliffs of Alum Bay
with superb views over the western
arm of the Solent. This is where
Marconi carried out his early
experiments and was where the first
transmissions were made to a ship at
sea - in this case a tug hove to three
miles off the Needles.

Since 1994 the
West Wight Radio
Society (WWRS)
has been given

exclusive use of the
bungalow, its
gardens and

facilities by the
owners of The
Needles Pleasure
Park Operated by
Leisure Great
Britain PLC). And
recently, Robert
Clegg G7RER,
Hon. Sec. of the
WWRS contacted
Icom UK for help.
The society's elderly
transceiver needed
replacing with
equipment they
required to promote

the Marconi 100th
year celebrations
from Alum Bay
using the Special
Event callsigns
GBOIMD and
GB2GMN.

Dennis
Goodwin G4SOT.
Sales Manager of
Icom UK was keen
on the idea and

along with the Chairman of the
company. travelled to the Island on
Wednesday 26 March to make the
formal presentation of the equipment.

brittle Centre

In a formal introduction to those
present including Charlie Reynard
representing Leisure Great Britain
PLC and many guests representing

organisations on the Island and the
media, the WWRS's Chairman Mark
Davies GOZGN said that they hoped
to create a Heritage Centre possibly
housing some of Marconi's early
equipment. The centre would aim to
be of interest to general visitors and
radio enthusiast alike, providing as
many innovative features as possible.

Dennis Goodwin then formally
introduced Dave Stockley G4ELP,
who then presented the latest Icom
IC -756 h.f. transceiver and an IC -
821H v.h.f./u.h.f. base station to
David Cramp G7RSD. the WWRS's
Technical Director.

The WWRS plans to be active on
the 1997 ND and to contact other
Special Event Stations this year and
in coming years...thanks to the
support from Icom UK.

So, if you're planning a holiday to
the Isle of Wight. when you go to
Alum Bay to collect your coloured
sand or ride on the pleasure park

rides...you'll be able to see a very
special part of our heritage

remembered in a practical fashion -
thanks to joint co-operation between
two groups of special people, both
determined that Marconi will he
remembered by everyone.

IC

!hive Stiockle) G4ELP tright1 has
been Involved in the Amateur Radio

business for over 25 years, being one

of the founders of Thanet
Electronics, now lenin (1.K ) Ltd.

Since the retirement of Paul

Nicholson G3V.11: Dave has been

Chairman of the company and his

friendly personality is being

increasingly appreciated and seen in
action at shows and other events.

From the Thanet area of Kent
himself, Dave is married and has

three children. two of them working
in the company - Bob the Sales &

Marketing Manager and Andy
G8ELP (who has dad's original

caRsign?) who looks after the packing

and despatching side of the business.

Amongst his many interests and past

activities Dave Stnckley lists piloting
light aircraft - particularly Cessna
172.s but he states he's now firmly

grounded...on the golf course where

he enjoys a good 'round'?

Dennis Goodwin G4SOT (left) who
also hails from the Thanet area has

been with Icom (UK) for 12 years
becoming a very familiar friendly
face because he attends so many of

the major shows and rallies

throughout the UK. Married with
three children (Tun 18, Kevin 16 and
Vicky 11) Dennis proudly announces

that Tim, his eldest, is training to be
a chef and even suggests he might

become another 'Gary Rhodes'?

Working in electronics servicing

since 1980 Dennis says he owes his

introduction to Amateur Radio to his
own personal 'Elmer' - the late
(appropriately named) Dennis
G3MDO. Dennis, like many other
`Elmers' helped his protege into the
hobby and a notable career.

0 0 0 0 0 0
ICOM ICOM ICOM ICOM ICOM ICOM
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Vt
The Royal

International
Air Tattoo 1997

The Royal International Air Tattoo (tAT) is now in
it's 26th year and this year takes place over the
weekend of 19 & 20th July at RAF Fairford
Gloucestershire. The tAT is run annually to raise much
needed revenue for the charitable works of the Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund and over the
years three million pounds has been raised.

This year's IAT will offer visitors the chance to see over 400 aircraft from 35 nations, many
taking part in breathtaking aerial routines, together with vintage planes and modern jets all
coming together to provide a blend of exciting entertainment. Ballooning is also featured in the
programme of events in the Sunset Festival, at which it's hoped up to 40 hot air ballons will be
released.

There gates to the event open at 6.30am and the flying programme runs from 10.30am to
6.15pm and there will be plenty of attractions to fill the day. If you have even the slightest
interest in aircraft the fAT is not to he missed so, why not take part in our free -to -enter
competition and who knows you could be one of over 200,000 spectators attending the world's
biggest military event?

RAF FAIRFORD GLOS
19-20 JULY

h Ester

To be in with a chance of winning one of 15 pairs of tickets to this spectacular flying event all
you have to do is identify the seven silhouetted aircraft pictured on this page and send your
completed entry form to Practical Wireless, lAT Competition, Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BHI8 8PW by 30 June 1997. Please remember do not
include other correspondence with your entry form.

lib,. lit 401 lib, lilt

11
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'J Paid ®J VO@LIKAI
ii® as Mal T7OGIVLO

loQ VAVVOC) 91
Mark the silhouette number against its
correct description as given below:

E-3 Sentry
Eurofighter 2000
F-16
F-22
F-86 Sabre
Su -27
Tornado F3

Name:

Callsign:

Address:

Telephone Number:

From time to time the RAF Benevolent fund may wish to

send you details of other events or services which they

feel may be of interest to you. Please tick this box if you

do not wish to receive this information
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By Carl White GAT & Eddie Caltho GOHXL

Carl White CON and

Eddie Ca/Mope COAX[

share with you what's

it's like to operate

maritime while from

the North Sea,

Fig.1: Carl G4VFLT

pictured in the well
stocked radio room of
the Borgny Dolphin.

300DM
The Borgny Dolphin iS

submersible oil exploration vessel of I
some 25 000 tonnes displacement. In I
design. it's very similar to a catamaran I
in that it has two hulls (normally
referred to as 'pontoons.).

Extending vertically I 30ft from the
pontoons are eight large legs and on
the top of these rests the platiomt -

which is twice the size of a football
pitch! Located in the middle of the
platform. and standing at a height of I
230fi a drilling derrick is in place.

The vessel has twelve anchors

which. when it is in a drilling position, I

are placed at equal distances 1

throughout 360° all around. This keeps 1

the vessel in a precise location.

Stability is achieved by the vessel's 1

ability to 'semi -submerge' to a depth I
of 70ft draught - hence the description I
'semi -submersible', this ensures that in I
adverse weather conditions the vessel I
can continue to operate without the

need to disengage the drilling
apparatus from the sea bed, (the term I
used is 'unlatch') usually drilling can I
continue up to storm Force 10

depending on wave height.
In actual fact, when in drilling

condition, the Borgny Dolphin moves
very little - so little in fact that standard
satellite television can be received.
Normal movement is in the region of
1.5 to 2.5° pitch and roil fora Force 8

gale. When the vessel is underway and

de -ballasted, however, it behaves like

any other sea -going ship. It's only then
that we're usually thrown about!

Seckfroestl
The unpredictability of the sea has
ensured that the Borgny Dolphin has
had a lively background of incidents.
some pleasant. others not so pleasant.

Unprecedented conditions in the
ferocious North Sea have on a couple
of occasions forced us to abandon - not

an activity you enter into lightly! Quite
the reverse. in fact.

On one occasion, whilst we were

alongside in Norway, the starboard
pontoon tilled with water and the
vessel started to capsize. The full crew
abandoned. rapidly, to safety on the
quayside. but some unfortunate crew
members abandoned in their
underclothes and some "wi nowt- but
a dish cloth or sugar bag on to preserve

dignity.
Another particularly memorable

incident happened when we were
underway from Stavanger, Norway.
We were in position 61 North and
about 02 East. when we encountered a

freak storm exceeding hurricane Force
12.

Our tow -line was broken and the
port propulsion chamber room

flooded, rendering us adrift and
virtually out of control. The main crew
were safely taken off by rescue
helicopter, leaving only essential
personnel on board.

We then proceeded to drift for three
days, just managing to miss a couple
of oil platforms on our journey to

nowhere. But help was at hand and at
last we managed to secure a line to a

tow boat.

ilk ea Swint
Eddie G4HXL and myself G4VFU
work equal time - that is.to say three
weeks on board the vessel and three

weeks at home. We are fortunate in
that we live close to each other in
Lincolnshire and travel to and fro
together. which does help with the
boredom of the long journey to
Aberdeen.

We operate I44MH7 mobile while
travelling - so l say, -hello" again if we
have ever had 2 metre QSO with you.
When we arrive in Aberdeen. we
either travel onwards by fixed wing
aircraft to a foreign destination and
then by helicopter. or by helicopter
directly to the vessel, depending on
where the Dolphin happens to he
located at the time. These final
helicopter flights can last from one to
three hours.

Once on board, we keep 12 hour
watches - from 0630 to 1830 or from
1830 to 0630. We work this rotation
for the three weeks on board with no
days off.

Food on board is excellent and we
have laundry and cabin cleaning
services at no charge! Spare time

facilities are also excellent.
There are two cinemas, a well-

equipped gymnasium, computer rooms
and mess mom, Each cabin is en -suite,

well decorated and fitted with 12 -
channel satellite television.

71. Retta

The radio room is where all
communications to and front the vessel
are controlled. Two completely
different systems are used for satellite
communications. Inmarsat and KU
band.
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The KU band. ss stem handles all

day-to-day traffic with company
headquarters. It is a direct open line
arrangement utilising part of a
transponder multiplex system which
gives us five direct trunk and data lines

to the office.
Two Skanti 8000 series duplex

radiotelephones capable of 400W
output are the mainstay of our m.f./h.f.
commercial communications. One of
these is set 'on watch' on our
emergency call and reply frequency of
2 I 82kHz. The other we normally have
set on a coast station broadcast

frequency for reception of traffic list,
navigational warning and weather
reports.

The two Skantis can be seen in the

photograph Fig. 1, situated both left
and right at the bottom of the consol.
The Borgny Dolphin also has auto -

alarms, v.h.f. marine. aircraft radios.
aircraft beacons, antenna rotator
controls and Navtex equipment in the
radio consol, which means plenty of
knobs and switches to play with - a
radio amateur's delight !

Located in the middle of the consol
is the main amateur radio set, a JRC-

JST I 35 with at.u. and vswr meter.
From this we mainly run barefoot and
generally never find difficulty in
contacting anything we hear.

Our antenna systems are perhaps the

dream of most amateurs. As we have a
300ft tower to play with and, of
course, sea water for a ground -plane

Scattered &teases
Antennas are scattered pretty much all
over the vessel. In the region of 20 are
utilised. All are switchable and can be

hooked into the MC set in the radio
room. Listed below are just a few that
may be of interest.

 A quarter -wave venical, resonant on
top hand (for transmit only and fed
from a remote auto a,t,u. atop the
radio room roof. )With some of the
antennas located close to metal

structures, slight de -tuning can

cause problems, but over all the
directivity they assume fully
compensates for this.

 A quarter -wave sloper, also
resonant on 'Top -band' (fed at
300ft above sea level with Andrews
Heliax 5012 coaxial against the
Derrick).

 One 28MHz inverted V, located at
the 400ft above sea level derrick
top.

 One 14MHz inverted V. located in
the same position as the 28M1 -1z

version,

 One 14MHz vertical dipole at 350ft.
 One 7MHz vertical fibreglass whip

at 400ft (also works 21MHz as
well.)

 One 7MHz sloping dipole at 300ft.

The directivity of the 7MHz sloper
is a good example. The slope of the
antenna is forward towards the bow.
but the directivity is 40' up. For
example, when the vessel is heading

320C stations from VK and ZL over
the short path are worked with ease,

showing directivity up at about 360°
plus.

When Eddie first joined the vessel I
showed what working 7MHz was like
with the sloper in use. His mouth fell
open in surprise at the reports we were
getting from VK stations. "They're

I

coming in just like they're next door".
was his delighted comment.

Camarercial Priority

Our time for working the amateur
hands depends on the workload.

Naturally, our commercial
communications take absolute priority.

When working in the radio room it's
part of our responsibility to search the
hands. Our watch keeping frequency
2 1821d-lz is always a good indication

of prupogation conditions on Top
Band.

When we start to hear USA coast
stations announcing traffic lists, down
on 1850kHz (the US 'natter'
frequency) sure enough. within a
couple of hours we begin to hear
amateurs.

Conditions out at sea do have their
advantages and on occasions it can be

quite embatrassing when putting out a
CQ call and what seems like half the
world comes back at once! Then at
other times, like everyone else, we call
and call with no response. But that's
the fun of amateur radio!

&Had Abet Alights
Eddie and 1 can be found most nights
when aboard working either on 7050
or 3750MHz or, for our sked
frequency at 1972khz (Top Band) at
1900 hours.

Just recently I had a QSO with
Geoff G3NAQ, who told me all about
144MHz DX operation which. I must
confess, I had never used until quite
recently when operating from Eddie's
car. Geoff's comments have interested
me and before long we will be QRV on
that band.

So, if you hear us, please say 'hello'
we look forward to hearing from you.

The Borgny Dolphin is a

semi -submersible oil

exploration vessel. And

no it's not on fire, but
burning off excess gas!

Carl t VII and Eddie GOHXL can be found most nights when out at sea on 7050

or 3750N1Hz - why not give them a call?
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2ROW Rays*, twin RX

RRP: £3999,
1 ONLY AT THIS PRICE!!

Deposit £459, 36 payments of £66.12,
Cost of loan £540.32
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package. 100W !.'7

RRP £1399,
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Deposit £149, 12 payments of £82.65,
Cost of loan £91.87

NEW! FT -920
11F+11m, EDSP same style as

FT-10DOMP

RRP: £1899
Deposit £249, 24 payments of £72.64,
Cost of loan £293.48 or 36 payments of

£52.67. Cost of loan £446.42

440
100W RF with "on* of the best'

receivers.

RRP £959.
w. r:749

Deposit £99, 12 payments of £59.69.
Cost of loan £66.35VHF

'Meats VT-1000MP/DC
The worlds best soiling RP DSP

Tranicsiver.
.ANIMIN111111111110Minft.

RRP: £2599.
-999

Deposit £299, 24 payments of £85.17,
Cost of loan £344.08 or 36 nonths at

£61.76. Cost of loan V.23.79

Yaesu FL -7000

The only solid state 500 watt
output Linear Amplifier with built-

in PSU and ATU. Ideal for the
FT-1000MP, or any

100W HE Transceiver

RRP: £2399.
ML Price: £1999

Deposit £399, 24 payments of £80.16.
Cost of loan £323.84

taesu 1-1 std
as left but fitted AC 2401/r PSU.

...4111111MIMMI

RRP: £2899.
ML Price £2149

Deposit £349, 24 payments of £90
Cost of loan £364.32 or 36 month:

£65.39. Cost of loan £554.18

!nom 10.'56
NEWT Full DSP, Large screen, 10(1

RRP £2199.
ML Price: £1899

Deposit £349, 12 payments of £1
Cost of loan: £158.22, or 24 paym

£77.65, Cost of loan £313.7

I ---71317-7.: El CT: 0 E F: -113 T F1 0 1..-1 ET E. at -1 PrE 0 Ft r--11-71 r-i 1013 _F- -r -E;13 F1

NEWRIADOMIC-20
Simple twist Send 2170 mobile.

RRP: £439.
ML Price: £389

Deposit £49, 12 payments of £31.22,
Cost of loan £34.70

YBOBIA f1 -50R
Swett moved
elBand Handle.

RRP £349.
ML. Price:

249
Cash, cheque or

credit card?
£10 P&P

Yaesu FT -8500
The very best Duel Band remote head.

RRP: £799.
ML Price: £449

Deposit only £49, 12 payments of £36.73.
Cost of loan £40.83, or 24 payments of

£20.04, Cost of loan £80.96

Ic9m I(.-A132E
Latest DualBand full

feature Handie.

E WEB SITE: h

,tANICIFIN Liqvc
& Son

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

REP £399.
ML Price:

£349
Deposit £49, 12

payments of
£27.55, Cost of

loan £30.62

Icom10,821H
rAi Duel bens

RRP: £1599.
ML Price: £1399

Deposit £299, 12 payments of £101.02,
Cost of loan £112.28 or 24 payments of

£55.11, Cost of loan £222.64

faesu FT -736
load Sandell Mt

RRP: £1699.
Mil 'a: £1391

Deposit £299, 12 payments o
Cost of loan £112.28, or 24 p

£55.11, Cost of loan £2:

Standard C510E Icom IC-T7E
The only Handie wall en

 nal 13Iufpin booster

C510E
Twin Band

Handie
£249.95

CPB510D
Plug-in Booster

£279.95

bnpl to use Twin
Bander Hindle.

1 4 0 - 1 4 2 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDO

RRP: £329,
ML Price:

£299
Three credit

card payments
of £100

Nino
21

ML

Or

pays



_R_NALIER
"..) I"- i"- (A l"; '-i-* -E. r-; !"I !"I I I I

Yaeau FT -990D
100W Little brother to FT -1000. 100W,

RRP: £1999.
ML Price £1399

18, Deposit £399, 12 payments of £91.84,
at Cost of loan £102.08 or 24 months at

£50.10. Cost of loan £202.40
1

HF+6.

12.35,
nts of

Standard C -5Q8
The Worlds smallest 1'Win

Bander

ML Price:
£229

Or 3 credit card
payments of

£76.50

KOnwood -1S-610D
MEWL A remarkable DSP HF, 100W.

RRP: £1499.
ML Pflefir 299

Deposit: £199, 12 payments of £101.02,
Cost of loan £112.28 or 24 payments of

£55.11, Cost of loan £222.64

tienwood TS-d7OS
The only FULL DSP 100W

scaly's/.

RRP: £2399.
ML Price: £1949

Deposit £349. 12 payments of £146.94,
Cost of loan £163.32, or 24 payments

of £80.16, Cost of loan £323.84

_12_1%/41EZ
L.' -r' _ I --I- ---8 El! ID 1.-.1 Er. -roc F4

£101.02,
iyments of
2.64

)J -G5
0 Handle

Price:
299
credit

and

tents of
100

it -1t iIt M11.11:11./
e latest "Blue Dispiay'lDua

mobile.

RRP: £649.
ML Price: £589

Deposit £59, 12 payments of £48.67,
Cost of loan £54.10

ir

RRP: £499.
ML 39

Deposit £49, 12 payments of £36.64,
Cost of loan £40.72

MyDel antennas
in 10 EL MULTITRAP

Built exclusively for MARTIN LYNCH, the new wire antenna is trapped for 80 through to 10

metres, uses heavy guage multi strand plastic -sheathed wire, heavy duty 1 kW traps and totals

only 20 metres in length, It's very easy to install, takes minutes to tune, guaranteeing an SWR of

less than 1:5:1 on spot frequencies throughout the entire 5 bands. A far better alternative to the

old GSRV antenna.

Inmedeance. 52 Ohm. Overall length: 20m. Power Handling: 1kW. Max SWR:1:5:1,

Weight: 2.54. Input socket: 50239.

[tin ZEL MEGATRAP 160M 40M
ESS35
wall 41

Ci C -10,e
f I rucr

soar.se.. 39
MI SF _

Out with the old 1C-706mid and in with the new - the
mkll has improvements that certainly warrant the
slight increase in price (albeit no more than the
original price two years ago).

Obviously !corn engineers have been listening to requests made by
users of the original over the last two years. The internal speaker was
always criticised for being too small - so they made it bigger. Not only
does there appear to be more audio but the distortion on max volume
is far less. They've also improved the transmit audio and enhanced
the receiver over the entire range 30kHz - 200MHz.

You can now install both a CW and SSB narrow filter at the same
time  again an improvement over the original, The increase in 2m
power output to 20 Watts is also a welcome advantage.

The RRP is £1195 and you can buy one today for £1049.

ML PRICE £1049

Deposit £149, 12 payments of £82.65, cost of loan
£91.87 or 24 payments of £45.09, cost of loan
£182.16, or 36 payments of £32.69, cost of loan
£277.09.

Microwave Modules TAILE?
ENTIRE

Sole LK Disinift Muds !MI& VAUnN°141bit
Currently available from stock:

MML111-100L5 2m, 3W in, 100W out Linear plus Pre -amp £219.95

MML144-100S 2m, 10W in, 100W out Linear plus Pre -amp £199 95

MML14430LS 2m, 3W in, 30W out Linear plus Pre -amp ........ ,,,,,,,,,, £99.95

MML70-100S 4m, lOW in, 100W out Linear plus Pre -amp £199.95

MML50.100/3 fin, 3W in, 100W out Linear plus Pre -amp 1219.95

MMT144-28HP New High Performance 2m Transyerter £299.95

MMT70-21HP New High Performance 2m Transverter E299.95

MMT144.50 fin Drive, 2m 16W Linear Transverter..... .............. _1199.95

E-MAIL: sales@martin-Iynch.co
L CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELICT10110f

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

L TEL: 0181 - 566 1120

L FAX: 0181 -566 1207 L Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker Full written details al
are available on regent Fomene is stabled to status. ME fle

CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566 p&p on all maim items

OPENING TIMES MON SAT : 9.30 - 6.00 LATE INI(,111 l I l t R ) It% PPOINTMENT

uk
WI El CI

MI ElR SGB

S 66 1120



Vet. the years \\ nes, the well-known publishers the original publishers of Prififfrii Wireless!) have established their excellent range of

'Pocket' books in a \ ery effecti\ e manner. If you've got a special interest in any aspect of radio electronics you'll be unlucky ifthere's not a

'Pocket' book to cover it. So. this Month we're taking a look at just what's on offer from this useful range of 'handy' books which are

rimkadays published by Buttemorth-Heineman.

e evasion
Engineer's Pocket
Book
Although this 'pocket book' is truly aimed at the radio & TV
service engineer or engineering student...it will also prove to
be of immense interest to the hobby enthusiast. Edited by
Eugene Trundle the book is packed with information on
broadcast radio & TV receiving information as well as
containing first rate explanations (along with good diagrams
and illustrations on recording techniques).

Additionally. there's enough information available in this
book of 320 pages to help individual radio amateurs or clubs to
learn how modem domestic telequipment works (and to
provide background information on servicing) to help
minimise EMC problems. It's also likely to provide a lot of
help when the inevitable 'can you repair this' plea comes from
a member of your family too! Highly recommended. The
Television & Video Engineer's Pocket Book costs just £12.95.

A ri  a
Radio Engineer's Pocket
Book
Edited by John Davies this pocket -sited book would prove
useful to the practising engineer and student alike. The tall
and slim (hut it still contains 420 pages) book provides
information on radio engineering from very low frequencies
(v.1.0 to microwaves. with an emphasis on mobile
telecommunications. Theory, Decibel scales. encryption
methods, connections and interfaces are all included.

Perhaps primarily intended for the professional radio
engineer, the book also provides much information for the
radio enthusiast. Connectors, plugs, sockets (and important
wiring information) components, types. identification and a
comprehensive glossary of symbols and abbreviations, are
all included in an extremely useful, clearly laid -out hard -
backed fonn.

The Radio Engineer's Packet Book should prove
extremely valuable to anyone involved in radio
communications whether they are professional, amateur or
students. Highly recommended at just £12.95.

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER'S
IOCKET BOOK

11111111111
111111111111.11
Keith Brindley

Electronic Engineer's
Pocket Book
Edited by Keith Brindley this book necessarily
concentrates much of its contents on digital electronics.
As such it provide a great deal of useful information on
devices, pin -outs and applications for integrated circuits
(i.c.$).

However, the 'discrete' device has not been
forgotten and the book provides much useful
information on semiconductors you're likely to come
across in radio and electronics. Useful theory and
explanations and diagrams make this a handy reference
guide and at £12.95 it's nicely priced too!
Recommended.

TO ORDER ANY OF THE TITLES MENTIONED ON THESE 1WO PAGES, PLEASE

USE THE OPVIt FORM IN THIS ISSUE OR 11LEPHOM WAR HURST ON
(01202) 65993
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A Pocketful of Newnes
Audio & Hi-Fi Engineer's Pocket Book

1 111, ivr.ai 1-1,0111/Ii(AIIIIICI, to Idli1110 11 ill I.:reat deal of 1111ifnmiE OD to help you

l.cn+r:ichieci tho it:sults

There ore interesting rand detailed) sections (ill ii,oustic theory with gond i.1141Tiillis iucluaed And

to reticet the current interest to sakes for audio - there's even a section (Icaltne unh the itsso,rated techniques, A good

erence source. The Hi -it I Engine( "\ Poi ki t Book Cuts f:

eert Pocket

This book, Edited by Michael Tapley has

been extensively revised and brought up-to-
date to reflect the ever advancing technology
associated with computers, is justly popular.
If you're keen on computers and enjoy
looking and working on the workings behind
the v.d.u. - this book should prove very
helpful.

However. even if you're only interested
in successful mating of computer peripherals
you'll aLso find it extremely helpful. Terms.
technology and 'buzz words' are all explained
in a helpful and informative fashion. A good
reference source, particularly for the
relative beginner in computing especially as
it's priced at just £12.95.

411ftlimmi

Satellite Communications Pocket Book
The recent article in PIV (' Satellitu Radio' by Simon Spanswick, October 1996) really brought home just
how much can be achieves] by satellite communications. Although relatively few radio amateurs are
involved in satellite operation - there's no really convincing excuse for anyone not to enjoy the benefits of
amateur and professional services.

This new book is aimed at providing a truly pocket -sized reference book on the basic concepts, theory
and actual practice of 'TV & Radio in orbit. It succeeds by providing the information in a simple - but
interesting style.

If you want to find out more about low earth orbit (1.e.o.r satellites. 'footprints' and how you can get

superb quality radio reception (let alone TV services) this book will prove very helpful. An extremely
useful find textbook on satellite broadcasting. The Satellite Communications. Pocket Bookcosts £12.95.

L Or
(MR 559 0

T1J2M2 ,/,.L=IU',2)1A CM Lath ,36 i@T
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Richard Newton

CORN tests the

latest hand-held from

Nenwood to find it's

an `honest to

goodness back -to -

basics' radio,

It seems to me that every
review I do is on the ever smaller,
ever more complicated hand-held
radios - which I often make some
remark about. Whatever happened to
the good old days when Amateur
radios covered Amateur frequencies
and you didn't need a qualification in
quantum physics and needle sharp
fingers to operate them?

Well, I'm pleased to say that
Kenwood have just launched a new
hand-held, in the form of the TH-
235E. The TH-235E is a straight
forward, 'honest to goodness' radio. It
has a rugged and durable feel and

appearance and it covers 144 to
146MHz.

To look at the transceiver it's
obviously reminiscent of a
commercially used (p.m.r.)
radio. And as far as I'm
concerned there is one main

test to see if a radio is truly

of commercial standard,
which is to drop it and see
if it still works! But for
some reason the PW team

discouraged me from
doing this test? (I can't
imagine why).

Having being denied
my first test I decided to
see how the radio

performed. It had certainly
passed the appearance test

with me. I realise that the

uncluttered, sensible layout
of well sized controls and
the smart all grey matt finish
plastic and rubber case.

would not be to everyone's
liking. But it works for me!

functions And features

The TH-235E radio actually
offers a wide range of
functions and features. It has
60 memories that can be
scanned and individually
locked out. A CTCSS
encoder (the decoder is one
of those optional extras), a
'battery save' function and
auto power -off to mention
but a few.

The less used functions are

ti

changed by a simple to use and easy to

understand menu. However, if you do
not want to worry about these the
radio can be used quite successfully
without the user ever having to change
any of the factory set parameters.

Functions that would be used
frequently, such as power setting,
reverse repeater. back light, squelch
defeat and VFO/Memory switching
are all available at the press of one
button.

The unit is supplied with a short
helical antenna, wall charger and 7.2V
950mAh battery pack. There's also an
easy to understand manual and a

wonderful belt clip that can be
attached and removed from the radio
with ease by a sturdy, low profile clip.

A DTMF keypad is sited on the
front of the radio, this gives access to
all the radio's functions. The
speaker/microphone external
power/charging sockets are on the
other side panel.

The TH-235E has a display that
compliments the radio's design very
well. It's simple and straightforward.
The frequency read-out is easily seen
and the back light is excellent.

The TH-235E is light for its size,
the dimensions (not including
protrusions) are 58 x 147 x 30mm. this
is with the supplied battery pack
attached. For me this meant the radio
looked like a radio and felt like a radio
but with the advantage of also being
light and easy to carry on a belt or in a
pocket.

Easy To Use

The 1'H -235E is very easy to use, there

are no confusing aspects to the

controls, you just turn it on. tune to the
frequency you want and off you go. So
I did just that!

I tuned to my local repeater
frequency, 145.625MHz. (GB3SC) in
Bournemouth. But unforutnately I live
on the outskirts of the town, on the
wrong side for the repeater.

Some days I cannot hear the

repeater. and using my TH-78E dual -
band hand-held, I very rarely access
the repeater. Unless that is I stand on a
chair!

Using the TH-235E however,
GB3SC was as large as life. In fact, I
have never received 'SC' as well with
a hand-held at my house before.

Bob G6DZM was on. the air, and I
needed to speak to him so I called in
using the TH-235E. To my
amazement, not only did I get in but I
also got a very good report on the
audio from Bob.

wandered round the house, only
dropping out of the repeater a few
times. This was a huge improvement
on not getting in at all! My first QSO
was complete and I was very
impressed.

The TH-235E lends itself to the
more rigorous side of our hobby. The
whole design of the radio gives a
feeling of sturdy reliability. I can
imagine RAYNET volunteers and
perhaps walkers and people who go
'pedal cycle mobile' finding the TH-
235E a good companion. (Although
not Type Approved in this country, a
version of this radio is already in
p.m.r. service with professional bodies
in other parts of the world).

Family Mobile

Having satisfied myself that the TH-
235E could hold its own as a hand-
held unit I decided to try it mobile. I
connected the TH-235E to a quarter -
wave antenna for 144MHz on a
magnetic mount on the roof of my
Vauxhall Astra. This was in
preparation for a family trip to
Minehead.

The TH-235E accessed GB3WR
using high power from the high
ground between Dorchester and
Yeovil. The required tone burst for
repeater access is transmitted by

depressing the F key whilst
transmitting.
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Manufacturer's Specifications

However, I did not need the tone
burst as I set the TH-235E up to
transmit the relevant CTCSS tone for
access to GB3WR. This worked
splendidly. William G7GMZ and
John G8EAM both gave me good
reports on the transmitted audio.

While in Minehead for the Easter
Bank Holiday I took my family to a
local reservoir. On the way back I got
the chance to hear the TH-235E from
the other side.

I spoke from the car using my TM -
732E and had a simplex QSO with
John G8EAM who had connected the
TH-235E, still on battery power, to a
discone antenna at his home QTH. The

signal was wonderful, the contact was
made over a distance of about 20 km.

On the homeward journey we were
on the limits of repeater range when
on GB3SC I heard Graham G8DLT
calling through. we had a very
pleasant chat and although Graham did
report I was a little 'in and out' of the
repeater at times the TT -I -235E again

proved itself just as capable as a

dedicated mobile radio.
The TH-235E seemed to reject

unwanted r.f. emissions and
transmissions well. I had to literally sit
it on top of my computer before I
heard any noise.

To hear this I had to use the squelch
defeat button) The real test would be
when I used the TH-235E as a base
station.

We Station

I connected the TH-235E to my V-
2000 base station antenna. This is an

antenna for 50. 144 and 430MHz. If
the radio was going to experience
break through. it was now. But I'm
pleased to report it didn't have any
problem at all.

I listened round the hand and
heard GOIVRIP, the callsign of
the lichen Valley Radio Club,
this was being operated by
Mike GOWIL from his
home QTH in the
New Forest.

Our QSO
was a

General
Frequency range:
Mode:

Usable temp range:
Rated voltage dc socket:
Current drain:

Grounding method:
Weight Approx:
Microphone Impedance:
Antenna Impedance:

Transmitter
Power Output:

Modulation:
Max. Frequency deviation:
Spurious emissions:

Receiver
Circuitry:
1st intermediate freq:
2nd intermediate freq:
Sensitivity (.12dB SINAD):
Squelch sensitivity:
Selectivity (-6dB):
Selectivity (-40dB):
Audio output if 10% distortion]:

144 to 146MHz
F3E (FM)
-10°c to +50°c
7.5 to 16.0V

Receive - no signal

Battery save on
TX with High, 12.0V
TX with High, 7.2V
TX with Low, 7.2V
Negative
361g
2kD
500

High 13.8V
High 12V
High 7.2V
Low 7.2V
Reactance

within ±5 kHz
-60 dB or less

Average 50mA
Approx. 14mA
Approx. 1.3A
Approx. 0.8A
Approx. 0.6A

Appmx. SW
Approx. 5W
Approx 2W
Approx 1W

Double conversion superhetrodyne
38.85MHz
450kHz
0,2pV or less
0.131V or less
I 2kHz or Higher
28kHz or less
280mW or hiy,her (85) load)

KENWOOD

contact of about 27km. Mike reported
that I had a "Lovely signal". We were
then joined by Jerry GOWHE from
Bulford in Wiltshire. A distance of
some 56km.

Jerry made comment that
my audio was
"marvellous)" and that!
was a 5 9+ signal even

without extra pre -amp his
end. I then explained to

Jerry that I was using about
SW front a hand-held, Jerry

said he thought 1 was

'Sandbagging' him.
(Whatever that means?).

I assumed that he was

finding it difficult to believe
the radio was a hand-held

with 5W output, I reassured
him that this was the case. Jerry,

it has to be said. seemed nearly

as impressed as I was!

4 Practical Radio

So there it is. the TH-235E. It's the
radio I am sure many people have
been waiting for.

I am told the TH-235E is to be

priced a little below £200.
This represents excellent
value for money. It's a hard
working, hard hitting.
practical radio. As a hand-
held it performs extremely
well in it's primary role.
mobile and as a base

station.

I thoroughly enjoyed
using this easy to operate.

'back -to -basics' unit. The

rugged and well
manufactured appearance

gives the impression it
could survive a life in the
great outdoors with ease.

My thanks go to
Kenwood Electronics UK
Ltd., Kenwood House,
Dwight Road, Watford,
Herfordshire WDI SEB
for the loan of the TH-
253E for review which is
available from all
Kenwood approved
dealers for £199.95.

PW

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

OOD

D
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Donated by

TIN LYNen-
& Son

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

5/1yDel A rs

,`eight

Specifications

wer rating
eight
op Type

ape of elements 35'
.w.r (max)

erall Length

pedance

justments

52

2.5kg
Multi -bond
20m

3 bonds only
1.4:1

I kW

Antenna
Configuration
Contacts
Dipole
Elements

Words To Find:
Multi
MyDel

Trap

Resonance
Small

Lynch Wire
r

L

filyDEL

n the December 1996 issue of
Practical Wireless Eric Gray G3PCS
reviewed the MyDel Multi -Trap
Antenna. Eric found it to be suitable
for use in most surburban gardens and

that good results could be acheived even
when in use at low heights. Martin Lynch
& Son have very kindly donated the
antenna as a prize for this month's
competition so, all you have to do is
complete the wordsearch on this page,
send it to us and who knows
you could be the lucky
winner!
[Please note that the antenna being given

away is the actual antenna that was

reviewed and not a new one,

Wardsearch Rules:
Twelve different wards have been hidden in the letter grid. They have been printed across (forwards or backwards), up and
down, diagonally, but they ore always in a straight line without odd letters between. You can use the letters in the grid more
than once for different words. Once you have found all 12 words, mark them on the grid [photocopies accepted} arid send it
(please do not put other correspondence in with your entry) to: Practical Wireless, MyDel Competition, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH 1 8 8PW. The Editor's decision on the winner is final and no
correspondence win be entered into

Name' V FR R I C WYLSMALL
Callsign: N UK EVV M CEMVVMUEN

G JV SY DWRUE POO
Address:

C MC OX PVLLOINA
I P NM N LTEGTPSZ

N CA AL G I MQACZ LE
T YA NH EGRNZDYI

JD CV N LUDTHTNH
C JM ET D GOGEPUCC
T Z I SN US I NHRHW

U If you do not wish to receive future mailings as
a result of entering this competition please
indicate here.

S UB PF
I J N I

P ZDFNMPDX
0 WV J AA DWB

Entries to reach us by Monday 30th P NO EM L UYER IWAI
June 1997. R CV HBE CVTDR I FG

J
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Radio Receiver Trainer
An Invaluable Learning and Design Tool for all Experimenters

The Radio Receiver Trainer contains nine receiver
building blocks and a comprehensive training manual.

Simply connect the building blocks to
build AM, SW. Superhet and Direct Conversion
receivers. Decode SSB, CW and FM!. Use proven
building blocks to develop and test your own designs.

Pricing: Complete £129.00
Kit £89.00
i Kit excludes case & headphones)

P&P is £5 (UK), £8 (EC). £12 (World)
Add 17,5% Vat to Total Price

Building Blocks:

The manual contains complete schematics and theory of operation of all
the building blocks. Use this trainer to receive frequencies from 500kHz
to 110MHz!

A set of proven alternate building block designs are included in the
manual to get you started with your own designs. There is no need to get
your complete receiver design working all at once. Build and test each
block one at a time.

RF Input Tuner
RF Oscillator
Mixer
IF Filter
IF Amplifier
AM Detector
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Filter
Audio Anipiilier

Mail Order To: Pyramid Electronics LTD.
204 Ferndale Road, Brixton, London SW9 8AG
Phone (0171) 738 4044 Fax (0171) 274 7997 (Out of office hours ordering by answering machine)

niforing
imes-

Come to the Frontier of

Global Communications
Subscribe to Monitoring Times and
Satellite Times Magazines

Do you own a radio, a shortwave receiver, a scanning
receiver, or a ham radio? Then Monitoring Times is your
magazine! Each monthly issue of MT offers 20 pages of

worldwide. English language, shortwave broadcast schedules: departments on
aero. military, government, public safety communications: broadcast band,
satellite television, long -wave coverage; reviews of new products and radio -

related software; technical articles and projects for the hobbyist; feature articles,
and much, much more.

If it's on the radio, it's in Monitoring Times!
Satellite Times is the world's first and only full -

spectrum satellite monitoring magazine, exploring all
aspects of satellite communications, including
commercial, military, broadcasting, scientific,
governmental and personal communications as well as
private satellite systems. The satellite industry's most
respected experts contribute to every bi-monthly issue of
Satellite Times, addressing both amateurs and experts
alike.

If it's in orbit, Satellite Thnes covers it!

PLEASE VISIT OUR SITE ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB:
www.g rove.n et

Mail this subscription form to:

PW Publishing Ltd., Freepost,

Arrowsmith Ct. Station Approach,
Broadstane, Dorset BH188 PW.

Subscription rates include speedy Air Mail
Service!

CI 1 year Monitoring Times - £38 (12 issues}
011 year Satellite Times - £32 (6 issues)

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW

Publishing Ltd.) £

Or charge to my Access/Visa Cord the
amount of £
Card#
Valid From Thru

Signature

Tel

Credit Card Orders taken on p1202) 659930

FAX orders token on 101202) 659950
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Amateur Radio Communications Ltd
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA

OPEN Tue-Sat
10am-5pm

FREE PARKING

Wouldn't you rather buy from a company who have been in business for over 13 years, priding themselves in carrying the largest stock
of both new and secondhand equipment in the North of England. We are authorised dealers of all the brand names that we stock with
the added prestige of being an Authorised Service Centre for KENWOOD, ICOM, ALINCO and YAESU.

When you buy from us you have complete peace of mind!

HF TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM IC -706

THE BEST SELLING

HF MOSILE renal
BUY NOW WHILST YOU STILL CAN - ONLY A

COUPLE LEFT! £995 RRP.
PHONE FOR ARC SPECIAL PRICE

ITS ARRIVED. . THE ICOM 1C-706Mk11
New enhanced version incorporating many
additional features. if you're looking for a rig
you can't live without, your search has ended.
PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS. £1195 RRP

ARC PRICE £1049 cashycheque.

KENWOOD TS -570D
Kenwood have produced a superior

replacement to the
TS -450 using 16 bit

DSP technology to cut
out interference and
produce excellent

signal processing.

f1499.95 RRP. AVAILABLE ON
INTEREST FREE FINANCE. Deposit £499.95,
12 x £83.33 monthly repayments. ZERO APR.

ICOM IC -756
The perfect HF-6m all
mode transceiver for

hams who enjoy
chasing rare DX's, Full 12495 RRP
of functions designed

to give you the edge! It is an impressive
looking radio, sure to be another (corn winner

PHONE NOW FOR OUR CASH PRICE!

Beirti7 )1WIC

VHF/UHF MOBILES
YAESU FT -8500

EalDualband transceiver -
50W on 2m, 35W on

70cms. Remote control
head plus lots more

features. 049.95 RRP.

ARC PRICE £479.00 cash/thq
HURRY WHILST STOCKS LAST!

KENWOOD TM-V7E
The appearance of this new

dualband mobile from
Kenwood tells you it is

different from the rest, as
Leighton Smart said in his ask for carti price
review in the March PIA,
"Kenwood have yet again come up with

another 'gem' in the shape of the TM-V7E".

ASK FOR CASH PRICE

NEW ON THE MARKET

ICOM IC -207H
Dualband features at a
single band price! 9600

packet operation.
PHONE FOR MORE

'NFOiRMATION fil39 RRP

ARC PRICE £389 .i.sh!cheque

USE YOUR CREDIT
CARD FOR SAME DAY

DISPATCH

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS
ICOM T -7E

Superb dualband handie plus
CTCSS. Complete with nicads and

charger.
RRP £329.00

CASH PRICE £299.00

YAESU FT -50R
Ultra compact dualband transceiver

wideband Rx. ANtEM,TM-N.
RRP £339.00

PHONE FOR CASH
PRICE

ALINCO DJ -G5
A superb twin band handie that

comes complete with nicads and
charger. Just take a look at its

features:-  Up to 5W RF output
 100 memories 111 Over air cloning

 Cross band repeater function
 Spectrum channel display

 Extended receive.
RRP £299.95_

CASH PRICE £284.00

HP AVAILABLE
UP TO 3 YEARS

REPAYMENT PERIOD

ACCESSORIES
POWER SUPPLIES
Watson
W -5A £29.95
W -10A £49.95
W -20A £89.95
Manson
EP -925 30 amp £99.95
DRAE
24amp PSU £119.95
Magna
Extends to 365' £51.00
Extends to 27'6" £45.00
Extends to 175" £34.00
D/Band mobile antennas from £21.95
DtBand verticals from £39.95
Magmounts £16.95
Duplexers £26.95
HF mobile antenna £49.95

fWItAT vou RANT WE HAVE OR CAN GET!)
Packet terminals
PK-232MBX £319.95
TNC-2M 9K6 boxed £179.00
KAM plus £395.00

DSP-232

Including FREE Windows software worth
£79.00. The latest all mode DSP driven TNC
from AEA

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE
£465.00

- Tel: 01925 229881/Fax: 01925 229882

RADCOM ON CD-ROM - 1996 EDITION
To meet the requests of many radio amateurs we have produced this first CD-ROM which includes the editorial pages from
every RadCom published in 1996 and, as a bonus. we have also included all the 1996 issues of D-i-Y Radio as well! No longer
will you have to rummage through all your back numbers to find that elusive piece of information - with our easy search
operation you can find it easily and quickly.

Price £18.81 plus P&P

THE PMR CONVERSION HANDBOOK
BY CHRIS LOREK, G4HCL
Once private mobile radio {PMR} equipment used by commerce and the emergency services is replaced by more advanced
systems. it can be acquired very cheaply at rallies. Often it can be converted to amateur band usage quite easily and without
expensive test equipment, giving high performance at a fraction of the cost of purpose -designed amateur gear. This handy
book clearly shows you how to identify. choose and buy those PMR sets which are suitable for conversion and it gives step-

by-step conversion instructions to help you all the way. Don't be without it at a rally!

Price £1 5.28* plus P&P

YOUR FIRST PACKET STATION
BY STEVE JELLY, G6JRJ
First of the brand new RSGB Pocket Guide Series of books, this explains in simple, easy to understand language. how to set
up a packet radio network. For those of you who have often wondered how to expand their use of amateur radio to the world

of data communications - then this simple guide will show you.

Price £5.74* plus P&P r RSGB Members' pnbes avadable on request)

To place your credit card order, telephone Julia or Emma on the RSGB Sales Hotline 01707 660888.

or send your cheque/postal order to:

RSGBRadio Society of Great Britain 10. 7/=I
Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Harts EN63JE 01707 659015
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DUSTING OFF A

TALKING ANTIQUE
By Peter Moir

Vintage 'wireless'

enthusiast Peter Moir

harks back to Me

early 1930s

recounting Me time

when he restored a

vintage IMP valved

radio- despite a

threat from his wife!

Heading photograph: The
restored HMV in its 'art
deco' style veneered

plywood cabinet.

Fig. 1: Rear view (taken

during restoration) showing
the electromagnet

loudspeaker and output

transformer assembly.

"Buy the thing if you must, but only on
the condition it never comes inside the

house"! And Looking at Lot 27 in the
local School's charity auction, it was
easy to see my wife's point!

The once -gleaming dark walnut

veneer five-ply wooden cabinet was

deeply scored. The control knobs had a

much -thumbed appearance; the twin

tuning dials were yellow with age and
the fabric of the rubber -insulated mains

cable looked moth-eaten,

A peep inside the slots of the rear

panel showed a small mound of whitish

particles, deposited on the vanes of the

three -gang variable tuning ciparitor.

These (fortunately) turned out to be on

later inspection, bird seed!

f course? Thai explained the score
marks on the top of the cabinet -the

previous owner had used the radio as a

base for the budgie's cage. That bird,

meanwhile, had found the optimum

method of disposing of the seed husks.

namely, jettisoning them through the

holes in the back of the cabinet.

Presumably by this time the radio had
already stopped working and was used

purely as a piece of furniture. However.

I was already feeling the pangs of

nostalgia so why shouldn't I try to
revive Lot 27. and bring back an echo of

radids 'good old days'?

Dog & trumpet
The radio in question was, after all, a

'His Masters Voice' (Model 442),
complete with the famous Dog and
trumpet' (or 'Dog & Ham') trademark
on the top of its cabinet and was almost

certainly of 1934 or earlier vintage.

Why 1934? I hear you ask. In reply, it

was because the two separate vertical

tuning dials were simply marked
'medium waves' and 'long waves'.

Station names only started to appear in

1934, when the BBC rationalised its

transmitter chain.

A quick glance under the cabinet

had revealed no tell -tale bubbles of

pitch. (Finding the bubbles could

have led to the finding of a burnt -out

mains transformer).

Yet another glance through the

vent -holes in the back showed five

valves still present (if not correct).

With this in mind I decided to top a
rival bid of £4 and handed over £5 for

Lot 27. The deed was done!

Dismantling Work

Some dismantling work with a set of
BA spanners released the chassis and

loudspeaker unit An intensive
'Hoovering' session to clear away the

bird seed then revealed a tour -valve

plus -rectifier superhet.

The receiver incorporated band-

pass tuning of the radio- frequency

circuits and (unusuall ) intermediate -

underneath
{rather than on top of) the chassis.

The oscillator circuit inductors,
wound on a single bobbin and covered

by a screw-top aluminium can, still bore
the EMI inspector's circular 'okay'
stamp on the windings. They looked as

if they had left the Hayes factory

yesterday and not 60 -plus years ago.

The rest of the extremely heavy

pressed -steel receiver chassis was filled

with a suitably massive mains power

supply transformer. There was also a

rotary actuated switch with positions for
medium wave. long wave. gram, and
off.

Also fitted was an audio -frequency

coupling transformer in what appeared

to be a Mu -metal casing. and a large

metal box, sealed with pitch.
Having I I wires connecting to

various tags on a resistor panel this

veritable 'box of mystery,' bulged at the

sides. The pitch sealing layer had

cracked and apart from being an

unknown quantity. it seemed to be the
only obviously suspicious element in

the receiver.

Valve lineup
The valve line-up consisted of: Cossor
41MPG pentagrid frequency changer;

Marconi VMS4B variable -slope

ntode am I 1 ifier, Mullard TDD4
Continued on page 52
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Dusting Off A Tatking Antique

Continued front page 51

1g..3:1 The restored chassis
ready for refitting.

Fig. 4: Circuit of the
modified demodulator,
a.g.c.. and first a.f. stages of
the H\ I1 in its restored
slate. The resistors (RI and
R21 are used to couple the
oscilloscope for diagnostics:
similarly, R9 is used to
monitor the douhlediode-
triode anode current.
Resistor values are: RI, R2,
1MD; R3, 100112; R4.

500k0 volume control
(original); R5, IMQ; R6,
680E2; R7, 1ME2; R8, 47k 2;

R9, 1k51. Capacitor values

rectifier, and the first ail amplifier; a
Cossur 4XP directly -heated triode
power output amplifier; and finally there
was a FW4/350 double -diode full -wave
power supply rectifier. All the valves
had 4V, lA heaters.

Apart from the receiver chassis itself.
the interior of the cabinet was
dominated by the almost equally
massive eight -inch electromagnet
loudspeaker unit. This also incorporated
the audio output transfomier and the
ax m er supply smoothing arrangements.

Mellow Fellow

The size of the speaker. and the solidity
of the wooden cabinet, promised to give
the sound of genuine 1930s radio -
called by some the 'mellow bellow -an
aural experience almost forgotten today.
And for people who have only ever
heard transistor radios. it's a totally new
experience!

how many?)
years would
be like
sitting back
in

expectation of
six lucky
numbers in the
next National Lottery!

Nonetheless. I checked the
power circuits with an ohmmeter.
plugged into the mains, and switched
on. Predictably, but reassuringly, the
only result was a gentle 50Hz hum from
the speaker!

However. heaters lit up. and 250V
positive 111. was available froiIi the
power circuit, and the On/Off and
wave -change 'switchery' worked (well,
almost all the time!). The bad news was
that the double -diode Mode exhibited a
blue glow, and had therefore lost its
vacuum ['gone soft' in old-time
wireless parlance) and the cathode of the

if pentode seemed to have
lost most of its emission.

nnel i1
Ininerrt10 ca

raC

arto. iJ

1

are: Cl, C2, 100pF; C3,
0.047µF; C4, 0.250; C5,
120; C6, 10 pF; C7, C8,
0.047pF.

Fig. 2: Under -chassis view.

The two large aluminium
cans house the if.
transformers, mounted
!unusually) below the
chassis.

Later investigation showed that the
loudspeaker eneiyising coil, which
functioned as an LE smoothing choke,
was actually in the negative hi. line.
Grid bias for the at. output stage is
obtained from a potential divider
between h.t. negative and chassis
(ground or zero potential).

tong Odds

Realising that expecting the old HMV
to actually work. without restoration, for

the first time in
(who knows

No Inhumation

How could restoration
proceed? - no circuit diagram
or other technical
information was available.
Even if it had been, finding
exact replacements for failed
components might be
difficult and expensive.

Fortunately. a friendly
local electronics store was
able to supply capacitors and

resistors with adequate specifications.
Interestingly. modem 0.25W resistors
retailing at two pence or so actually cost
less today than their counterparts did 50
years ago. (One shilling, or five pence,
was the going rate then).

Shopping around by mail order
produced a brand-new plug-in
replacement for the double -diode -triode.
There was no such luck. however, with
the pentode if amplifier. so I decided to
use the high -slope SP41 (this is readily

available from ex -Service stock as
CV1699).

Incidentally, the SP41 is only about
half the size of the VMS4B it has
replaced. But conveniently it runs on the
same V heater supply.

Modified Circuitry

Let's now take a look at the modified
circuitry: The restored al. stage
coupling uses the original transformer
and 500pF variable -capacitor 'tone
control' in a simpler, hut quite effective
circuit derived from commercial
superhet practice of the late thirties.

Two IMQ resistors. connected to the
second LE transformer, provide for
oscilloscope connection during
alignment.

Most of the frequency -changer
circuitry is original, including the cam -
actuated wave -change switch. Where
necessary, however, I used modem
capacitors to decouple all screen and
anode supplies.

Noisy Experience

Switching on the HMV l'or the first time
after its restoration was a heartening, if
noisy. experience. Although everything
obviously worked. and many stations
could be selected on the medium
waveband I at dusk an a summer
evening) even with no aerial connected
there were problems.

I discovered there was a very audible
2Hz 'blip"' caused by audio -frequency
feedback in the (now super -sensitive)
SP4I if. stage. A 10pF electrolytic
cipnritor from the i.E stage cathode to
'ground 'cured the problem.

The 12.5kHz IF transformers needed
only slight adjustments. This was to
compensate for the differences in input
and output capacitance between the
SP4I and the original if. amplifier valve

tYPe-
The original HMV design called for a

maximally 'fiat' i.f. response curve
between 123 and 127kHz. using a
'staggered' alignment technique. I
didn't attempt this because my signal
generator does not produce the low
frequencies required. The quality of the
audio output. however, is high enough
to suggest that the existing settings are
not far out.

A minor, but time-consuming
mechanical task was re -stringing the
dial cord! The original cord had rotted
with age, but luckily a length of
ehildrens' kite -string made a very
effective substitute.

So now 1 can hark back to 'the good
old days'. Perhaps Lot 27 wasn't too
bad a buy after all!

PW
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4

ELECTROCICE
CENTRAL LONDCITS C41s'STOP COMUNICATIONS CENTRE

229 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AE
r MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 0171-637 3727Fa x: 0171 - 637 3728

MAGELLAN GPS

GPS 2000 XL £159.00
GPS-3000 save £70 ..£159.00
GPS-3000 XL £210.00
MERIDIAN XL £210.00
TRAILBLAZER £279.00
NAV DLX10 £479.00
SKYBLAZER £PDA
Full range of Magellan GPS in
stock new only).

* Discount for Scouts
* Discount for clubs & institutes

El 40 i=
11E1 g2

GARMIN CPS

For best
prices on
all GPS
call us
"owl

GP5 38 £140.00
GPS-45XL £229.00
GPS-12 XL £219.00
GPS-II £199.00
GPS-75 £399.00
GPS-89 £330.00
GPS-90 £450.00
GPS-120 £354.00
GPS-MAP 130 £619.00
GPS-MAP 175 £619.00
GPS-MAP 210 £884.00
GPS-MAP 220 £1188.00

ALL ACCESSORIES FOP MAGELLAN & GARMIN GPS IN STOCK
 Power data cable  PC kits  Marine antenna  Mounting brackets  Training video

 Car adaptor  Extension antennas  Car antennas  Software for PC available

SCANNERS/TRANSCEIVERS

Stockists of Ken wood, Yaesu, Alines, Yupiteru
and AOR. Cali us now for further information.

AOR-8000
All mode scanner
500kHz-1900MHz.
PC compatible.

YUPITERU
MVT-7100
0.1kHz-1650MHz.
One of the best.

WELZ
INS -1000E
Smallest scanner
in stock. 500kHz-
1300MHz.

YUP1TERU
VT -125
108MHz 142MHz

YU PITERU
VT -225
Air - Sea - Land.

£300

£250

£300

£169

£230

ce match promise
We will match any other
genuine advertised price!

ALINCO
DJ -S41
UHF Transceiver. Ell 9
Compact size.

YAESU
FT -50R
VHF/UHF dual E285
bander.

ICOM
IC-T7E
70 memories dual
bander

KENWOOD
TH-22E
VHF 144MHz hand
held.

£285

£130
KENINOOD
TH-28
2m hand held. Very
compact trans'.

ALINCO
DJ -190E
2m hand held
trans' with charger.

£149

NIGHTVISION

PRICES FROM £199.00

Moonlight NV -100
with illuminator. Tremendous
night vision performance at
an economical price.

£319.00
Moonlight Mini
Sleek, miniaturised design -
only 5.5" long.

£269.00
s.

SECOND GENERATION'
PRICES FROM £699.00

ITT QUEST 100 £699.00
ITT QUEST 150 £899.00
ITT QUEST 250 £1699.00
1:03 ITT QUEST 300 EPOA

(VIDEO CAMERA ADAPTABLE)

NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
TRADE CUSTOMERS CALL FOR BEST PRICES. ALL PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT.
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By Gerald Stancev G3NICK
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Before looking at the design of an

a.t.u. I think it's worthwhile looking

at the process of solving any

engineering problem. The solution

invariably consists of two parts. Firstly the

design of the item in question and then the

fiddling that's necessary to make the item

actually work.

The better the initial design works the

less fiddling you will have to do, but it is

very rare that none will be needed.

Designing antenna tuning units la.tu.sl is

a good example of an amateur radio

problem that can be solved simply by

relying on trial and error to get them to

work. However, the effort needed to

design an a.t.u. isn't great, but the rewards

are high.

To illustrate this principle let's use the

Smith Chart to design two

types of a.tu. I'll also use

charts to convert

reactances to capacity or

inductance and to round

the answers. This is real life

engineering where

shouldn't get carried away

by the spurious high

precision given by

calculators. Remember

you'll only need to get a

rough answer to

understand what is going

on.

4 TOANz
Problem
Let me first give you a 10MHz

problem. I'll assume you have

erected a dipole for the 10MHz 130m) band

to the following specification:

Design frequency: 10.1MHz (A = 29.7m)

Height above ground 11.1m (0.375A1

Feeder impedance Mil

Feeder loss ©10MHz 0.50/10m

Feeder length 25m

Velocity factor of the feeder 0.66

Electrical length of the feeder 1.3A.

You find that you cannot reduce the

standing wave ratio (s.w.r.) below 2:1 Do

you have a problem?

Let's start by looking at what the s.w.r.

should bet The feedpoint impedance is

usually quoted as being 7212, but it's often

forgotten that it depends on the height of

the antenna above ground, and on the

nature of the ground too.

From the chart shown in Fig. 1, at a

lksir

height of 0.375A the feedpoint impedance,

over ideal ground, is about 10012. So,

when fed by a 5052 feeder there is an s.w.r.

of 2:1, and no amount of trimming the

dipole length will improve it.

You could reduce the s.w.r. to unity by

altering the height above ground, but this

wouldn't be a good idea. So, would this

level of mis-match (shown by the s.w.r.) be

a problem? When the level of s.w.r. on a

feeder is other than unity, it increases the

losses in the feeders. It also means that

the transceiver isn't looking into a

resistive load, due to the reflected

mismatch, leading to loss of output power

Let's tackle the first point. If the feeder

was perfectly matched its loss would be

(25x0.5)/10 .1.25dB. To this must be added

the extra loss due to the s.w.r. Standard

100

E

0
C

C
50

0

-a

WT0623 .1

i+-The value in this area depends
on the conductivity of the
ground under the antenna

0 0.254 0:5/. 0.451

Height lin wavelengths) above ground

this is the s.w.r. present on the line. You

know that the antenna's input is 10012

resistive, which is 'normalised' by dividing

by 50, giving us point A on the Smith Chart.

Starting at point A, go round the chart

in a clockwise direction for 1.3

wavelengths, the electrical length of the

feeder. This will bring you to point B.

Remembering of course that once round

the chart is An. The co-ordinates of point

B are (0.52+j0.14) which when multiplied

by 50 provides an actual impedance of

(26+0.0)11.

In other words the impedance of the

feeder, at the rig and, is 2612 resistive in

series with an inductive reactance of 712.

The problem is now to design a matching

unit which will convert this to 501-2

res-stive. Suitable circuits such as the L, Pi

or T -networks may be found in the

handbooks.

At this point you may well say that

the impedance of the feeder could

have been obtained by using a

bridge. However, while this is

correct, the Smith Chart gives a

picture of how the impedance varies

on the line. For example, if the line

had been a little longer and ended at

point C then the input impedance of

the feeder would have been

(1+j0.72), which is 5012 resistive in

series with 3612 of inductive

reactance.

With an input impedance of

(50+06)0 a series capacitor of 360

reactance, about 430pF, is all that

Fig. 1: Feed point impedance variation of antenna above ground.

antenna handbooks give charts for solving

this problem and in one case the extra

loss is only 0.25dB. This small amount of

loss isn't worth worrying about as, in

general, losses of less than 1dB are not

detectable.

The second aspect is the hardest to

evaluate and you will have to read your

rig's manual to see what it advises.

However, let's assume that you decide that

you want the rig to work into an a.t.u. so

that it sees a 500 resistive load. The first

stage in the design of this a.t.u. is to find

the input impedance of the feeder.

On the Smith Chart (Fig. 2) you start by

drawing a circle centred on '0' that

passes through point A, (at 2 on the

vertical axis). It passes through 2 because

would be needed to match the line to

the rig. (Rather than make an a.t.u.

you might think this is an easier

solution).

There are other line lengths where a

resistive input impedance of 5012 can be

achieved by using either an inductor or a

capacitor to tune out the reactive element,

For example at point D ID -O -C is a straight

line) the Smith Chart shows the

impedance of the line to be 33.712 resistive

in series with a capacitive reactance of

23.70.

There are other line lengths where

using either series inductance or parallel

capacity will give an input impedance of

5011 resistive. You may care to amuse

yourself by identifying these two points.

Top Band

Now let's try an example on 'Top Band',
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Fig. 2: The 10MHz example (see text),

and let's start by assuming the dipole and

feeder have the following characteristics:

Frequency: 1.85MHz (1=162m)

Height above ground: 13m (0.081)

Feeder impedance: 6000

Physical (actual) length of feeder: 20m

Velocity factor of feeder: 0.975

Electrical length of feeder: 0.1272. fie 201(162

x 0.975))

As the average radio amateur doesn't

have an impedance bridge that can be used

on 6000 open wire lines you'll probably

have to look elsewhere to find a method of
assessing the input impedance of the

feeder. And, surprise surprise, the Smith

Chart is the tool to use!

First, estimate the radiation resistance of

the dipole. The effect of the ground will

influence the value, but from Fig. 1 it's likely

to be between 20 and 400. Both these

values lie on the vertical axis of the Smith

Chart. For 6000 feeder, 20 and 400

normalise to 0.033 and 0.066 respectively

(points A and A' on Fig. 3). From here

clockwise round the chart 0.082. brings you

to points B and B. The input of the feeder is

now between )42+j650) and (70+j630)0

depending on the antenna value we

assumed.

Let's look more closely at this result. The

Smith Chart is telling us that over the range

of antenna input is between 20-400) the

input impedance of the feeder has a

reactive component that's virtually constant

(630-6500). In practice you only have to

consider how to handle one value of

inductive reactance (say 6400)

when designing the a.t.u.So, I'm

going to assume that the complex

impedance at the input to the feeder

is (55+J64010.

At the moment I'll ignore the

reactive component of the input

impedance of the feeder. The circuit

of the basic a.t.u. is shown in Fig. 4

where RLoad is 550. Note that the

two capacitors (shown as 2C) are

equal in value and are in series. Hence the

circuit is effectively tuned by one capacitor

of half their value, ie C.

Using standard impedance formula as

may be found in text books, the Oaf the

circuit is defined as Q = Xc/R. Acceptable

values of Q are considered to lie in the

range 3 -10. So let us assume a mid -point

value of 6. Hence:

yam:::::-..., .--.4,'":".-

1 (Trr F1,-,3.- 1,----.;::-;:-- ----
--1' - :7--,..---;.=:

 ,"
,

, siiiii,so I,

, . :F1-"1.-,74,..ft,..t.
1 : it4eVo

- a: 4.1:.:.%*,:t.:.

se.`41.'
'',..1...4

8ut1141 irte

Xc = Q x RLoad

= 6 x 55 = 3300 or about 250pF.

At resonance, the combined reactance of

Li and L2 should have the same value as Xc

133001. This would give an inductance value

of about 30pH r with the optimum value of L2

having a reactance of 5052.

You must now compensate for the

reactance (6400) in the load by tuning it out

with a series capacitance of 6400

reactance (about 130pF). This is created by

using two capacitor twice the value {2C).

I started the discussion by deciding to

assume the resistive component at the input

impedance shack end of the line was 550. If

this assumption is wrong and the value is in

fact 700 all that happens is that the Qat the

circuit will change to 4.71330/701. This will

cause no problem as it is still in the range

3-10.

Some older textbooks provide plenty of

constructional details for making an a.t.u. of

the type shown here. As a guide, if the a.t.u.

shown looks as though it will handle lots of

power, then it will probably have low losses.

Summery
Both the designs I've shown will need

'tweaking' to make them work properly.

WS0624 I

5052 In

Fig. 4: The skeletal circuit of the I.8MHz a.t.u.
Isee text).

However, knowing what the coil and

capacitor values should be, will help you to

know what to tweak.

With the Top Band' a.t.u. the correct set

up procedure is to adjust for unity s.w.r. on

the 50Q coaxial cable and maximum feeder

current in the open wire line. As a guide I

always use the values that give the

maximum feeder current, while maintaining

a unity s.w.r. on the coaxial cable.

The Top Band a.t.u. design showed me

that by making an educated guess for the

value of the radiation resistance of the

dipole a viable design was derived. The

Smith Chart also brought to light interesting

facts about the input impedance of the line

that are not intuitively obvious.

The 10MHz a.t.u. design using the Smith

Chart indicates alternative ways of matching

into the antenna by selecting specific feeder

lengths. This novel way of creating a

solution would not be obvious to those who

solved the problem by measuring the input

impedance of the feeder directly.

I hope these two examples have shown

that the Smith Chart is a really useful design

tool and that a little design work can yield

great benefits even when making something

as simple as an a.t.u. It certainly proved

worthwhile for me.

Don't miss
Next

Month's
PWfor
more

Antennas
In

Action!
Fig. 3: The 1.8N1Hz example (see text). AW
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We build the odd project and feel our confidence grow,
And fholishly try to make a good vfo.
To our rhargrin, good vf.o.s we have found,
Are just not so easy as one that'/ rock bound.

They can be made out of all odds and jobs,
But never quite work like our Reverend Dobbs.
Our efforts drift or the transistors smoulder
But guess who he has looking over his shoulder!

Colpitts, Hartley and others we try,
And discover transistors will silently die.
These with precise layers of silicon, manufacturers
Then with a hot lump of copper we go and kill.

Stability they say, is all in the coil,
And to make one perfect, we constantly toil.
But the frequencies wrong, we can see at a glance,
Due to Gremlins, Murphy and stray capacitance.

Try fe.t. transistors or hot glowing triodes,
Or tuning the frequency with varicap diodes.
Zellers or capacitors, temperature co -efficient,
You may be tempted to think they are sufficient.
But please be warned, whichever the component.
The signal will drift, after only a moment.

Parts from mail order, the best money can buy,
One last supreme effort you're determined to try.
With 'scope and frequency counter, you're ready,
For a wave form that's good and a count that is steady.
Then it's cast in the bin with the junk and the litter,
Because it looks and sounds, like an old spark transmitter!

Thinks! A voltage i.c. is that what I need?
Closely decoupled by tantalum bead.
Ferrite rings for the choke and the coil,
Losing all track of time, till midnight you toil.
Then sudden inspiration! You feel cock a hoop,
Why not try out this new fangled phase loop.
'Chips' to detect and sort out the phase,
But choosing crystals and pass bands, you're soon in a daze.

A ,fixed reference signal, must be provided,
Then the output by N must be divided.
Just why is this? We won't have a clue.
But instead of one oscillator, we're now building two!

With integrated circuits, this high tech revolution,
Boffins have given us the ultimate solution.
And with phase angles of 90 or 180 degrees.
Stable oscillators can be accompanied with ease.
But if it refuses to lock, using i.c.s so clever
Your signal will drift for ever and ever.

There will he a day when in your beer you are crying.
And oscillator building. you're fed up with trying.
Just have one more go. I'm sure you can win,
And it will work perfectly, till it's fixed in a tin!

;)/

Gerald Donkgton

041M0, in a poetic

mood, sums up all the

hard work in building

a stable variable

frequency oscillator.

1

...But never quite work like our Reverend Dobb's.
our efforts drift or the transistors smoulder, but

guess who he has looking over his shoulder!
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Field Head, Leconfield Road, Leconfield

11.1
Beverley, East Yorkshire HU17 7LU

4 = Telephone 01964 550921

Lei K. Fax 01964 550921

4
4

3

*0000*****44-4441
F
F

DRIVE SAFELY THIS SUMMER!
MORILITE hands -free microphones allow you the freedom of
chatting on the radio while keeping your hands on the wheel.

 The electret microphone is
fitted to an adjustable stalk on
the neck/head band. Wear it
however is most comfortable fl -
you.

 The control box can he
mounted in any suitable
position and is fitted with a
locking PTT switch and also a
momentary position with tone
burst + audio for repeater
access.

 Up/down buttons
 Models available with plugs to suit most mobile radios. When

ordering, just state which radio it is to be used with.

STANDARD MICROPHONE PLUGS £39.95
Mtittil AR ht.tx;s (eg. IC -706, TM -733) £42.50
SMALL MODULAR PLUGS (eg. FT -8000) L42.50

Post G packing 1:1.5O

High power valve amplifiers to suit all needs (and pockets).
We manufacture a range of amplifiers for both HF and VHF: -
HI: models HUNTER 750 (single 3-500Z6)

EXPLORER 1200 (dual 3-500-ZG)
CHALLENGER (dual 3CX800A7)

VH1" models 2m DISCOVERY (single 3CX800A71
6m DISCOVERY (single :if N800A7)

Phone 01964 550921 for further details
tk**********************)(

F

F

F
F
F
F

I I
BTEC approved
TUTOR supported

NATIONAL
COLLEGE
TECHNOLOOGFY

DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:
Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres Et Opto-Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics

Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered to the student
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
is required
Learning is at your own pace

For information contact:
NCT Enterprises
Barnfield Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU
Telephone 01582 569757  Fax 01582 492928

Radio Books
Shortwave Eavesdropper CD-ROM
It gives instant access to well over 32.081 frequencies and 42.000 callsigns listing
military, tactical, ships - naval and merchant. embassies, aeronautical. press
agencies, weather stations. QSL addresses. schedules, maps, DX Edge and
countless more. Price: £19.50 including UK post and airmail worldwide.

Scanner Busters 2
Esrdi as net technolop and encr:.ption used on ..................._ £5.00

Scanning the Maritime Bands £9.50

UK Scanning Frequency Chart E3.0II

Shortwave Maritime Communications £1550

FAITSDROPPING ON THE Burns!' mitmunt £18.75

Ak to+ FliliF Cohtli,Voe br,,k) 4 days fordelivery

NKr INTERPRODUCTS (P67)
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 DEB, Scotland 1111111101

Tel & Fax 01738 441199 E-mail: interproducts@netmatters.co.uk

/\\HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY
1 Kenfield Place, Aberdeen AB15 7UW

TEL OR FAx 01224 316004 GM3HAT

SOLUTIONS TO SITE PROBLEMS
We have the hest range of antennas for DIFFICULT LOCATIONS. If you are the
proud holder of a Class A licence. and yet cannot operate on the HF hands because
conventional antennas are too big for your site, or because you cannot attempt to
challenge bureaucrats, why not BY-PASS THE PROBLEMS with one of our antennas?
The EMR antennas will operate lying on the roof tiles. The CFL is as small as the
household satellite antenna and presumably can be put up without hassle. All these
radiate 100 watts on ALL NINE HF BANDS.
Then if you are content to operate on just TWO BANDS at much less expense, then why
not consider a DUAL MODE LOOP? The MP DML 1.9/14 is only 5 metres square and
operates without an ATU on both Twenty Metres and Top Band. The DM1. 3.5/21 is
even smaller, being just 3.5 metres square and works without an ATU on Fifteen
Metres, and Eighty Metres. These are both only f.56 inc., and so make an ideal solution
for the small garden.

Write. phone or fax fur further details. Yini will be please to see what iv available.

fig
ai

PW SERVICES
Queries:
Practical Wireless,
PW Publishing Ltd.,
Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,
Broadstone.
Dorset BH18 8PW.
We will always try to help
readers haying difficullics with
Practical Wireless projects, but
please note the hollowing simple
rules:

1: We cannot deal with technical
queries over the telephone.

,-

../411:1ValliegfeWitA:1311111,41,,_111,,11101,A9Wal,1011,}$,IojoioweALtikt&tikwirevoimf
4.0-Vitt.N.a:401101/-VAL-siWIti74.0-411PletlaIrk(4041,..V.WAItMiAlvis,06,404.4.113'40Ilo

`2: We cannot give advice on
ITU difications either to our
designs, to commercial radio,
TV or electronic equipment.
3: All letters asking for advice
must be accompanied by
stamped self-addressed envelope
(or envelope plus 1R.Cs for
overseas reader:).
4: Make sure you describe the
problem adequately, with as
much detail as you ran possibly
supply.

5: Only one problem per letter
please.

titutiorAt. Cat. son,A1/1: 4VAMIUMVIMMOSat,
icvc,41

Back Numbers
I linked stocks of many issues of
PR' for past years are available at
£2.30 each post and
packing. If the issue you want is
not available, we can photocopy
a sixcific article at a cost of
£1.50 per article or part of
article.
Over the years, PWhas reviewed
Many items of radio related
equipment. A list (gall the
available ireiews and their cost
can be obtained from the
Editorial Offices at Arrowsmith

Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset 81118 8PW
for a large stamped self-
addressed envelope.

Binders
PWcan provide a choice of
binder!: for readers' use. Plain
blue hinders are available, each
holding 12 issues of any similar
A4 format magazine,
Alternatively, blue binders
embossed with the PIVIogo in
silver can be supplied. The price
for either type of binder is £6.50
each (El P&P for one, £2 for
two or more).
Send all orders to:
PW Publishing Ltd.,
FREEPOST,
Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,
Rroadstorte,
Dorset BH18 8PW.

"Wilti."VilltiVititYlitivriviMiivaiWT,111
_ALreiyowiwo.joikwawiNetim,s,14

Constructional Projects
Components for PWprojecrs are ..6,.14

usually readily available front V.
component suppliers. For
unusual or specialised litil

,0components, a source or
sources will be quoted. It

......
Mail Order
All items from PWare available 4A...

Mail Order, either by post or W.oi
.Ausing the 2411r Mail Order

Hotline (01202) 659930. 11 ri
Payment should be by cheque, .0.

A.$postalorder, money order or 13

credit cant (Mastercard and 14
Visa only), All payment!: must be 4.
in sterling and overseas orders ilia
must lie drawn on a London
Clearing Bank.

ii

, ,,10,6141Mtpri,grompstotwavoyAL,spwat,wm.,_riuwimtrAy&riwAtt,,,,,vikiW
+ + ',1-46%,1tolr,o1MN'ZIP.INTtitilYawit1WkIliMArarivatiNeiitit
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

74 H R T W AV E s40?
NEYIIIIB

Authorised
Dealer

IS FAIRMILE ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH, DORSET B1123 21J

Phone Tax 01202 490099  Mobile 0836-246953

CB - Amateur  SWL  Novice - ilirtfand - Mamie

KENWOOD
Communications

Centre

THE SCANNER AND RECEIVER SPECIALISTS
Scanners and Receivers from (15 £5999.
Call & discuss which part of the Radio Spectrum you wish to monitor &
we will advise you on the most cost effective way of doing it.
 Full range of new & secondhand equipment available.
 We stock ail famous brands:.
AOR.YUPITERL). kARCAT, SCANMASTER

Au THE Ac::EssosrEs

We have one of the BEST selections of
Marine VHF equipment on the South
Coast.

We stock teem, Shakespeare,
Swflech,
... AND WE GIVE FRIENDLY ADVICE!!
Suppliers of communications equipment
and accessories to enthusiasts countrywide.

SPECIAL MARINE
OFFER THIS MONTH

10 Char1W1 I'M S!3!;!,
SUilabk For marine Ireton...6.,

SAME DAY

DESPATCH

an all postai

safes quoting

your VisiAttess

number.

Oqi)Siac Ira

Supplier of Ken wood, Icom,Yaesu,fidinco and

all leading communications equipment. Large
range of quality used equipment availahle.

Call for details.

4 MILES FROM BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAI AIRPORT ON B30"3
300 YARDS FROM CHRISTCHURCH RAILWAY STATIC/N.

FORECOURT PARKING FOR DISABlin

Royal Naval Amateur Radio Society

ANNUAL
MOBILE
RALLY

In conjunction wills I I.M.S. Collingwood Open Day
Sponsored by Whitbreads plc

on

Saturday 21st June 1997
10.30 - 17.30

or

H.M.S. Collingwood, Fareham, Hants

i!

ie

A GRAND DAY OUT

Intl M27 at 111 tallow RAC FIELD G1.7N DAY signs on A32, Et)..i.tilS
onwards Lee -nn -the -Solent)

ALI.. THE USUAL RNARS RALLY ATTRACTIONS

Trade stands. Bring & Buy, RAYNET, SUNPAC, club stands.
Entry to the Radio & Electrical Museum. Talk -in via PC/PH

plus

 RN Field gun competition  Hampshire Police Motorcycle Display Team
Army free fall parachute team  Acrobatic display
 Fairground attractions  Children's play area

* All proceeds to the King George's Fund for Sailors *
if

ii
ii
Ir

![
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FURTHER DETAILS FROM

Alun Owen, G4POW, 60 Brighton Avenue, Elson
Gosport P012 4BX. Tel: 01705 353404

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
170 Goldhawk Road, London W1 2 81-1,1 Day Tel: 0181-743 0899 Fax: 0181-749 3934
* Celebrating 30 years 1967-1997 *

DG732
El 8OF
EAF42
EBL1
EBL21
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC83 MUL
ECC91
ECFSO
ECH35
ECH42
ECH81

£ p
9.40
3.80
1.50
5.80
4.80
2.50
2.90
3.90
9.90
2.25
1.00
2.60
1.20
1.90

ECL80 1.00
EF37 3.45
EF37A MUL 5.60
EF41 3.30
EF50 1.90
EF80 2.35
EF86 5.10
EF86 MUL 12.95
EF89 1.60
EF91 1.55
EF95
EL32
EL345
EL34B
EL36
EL41

1 45
1.45
7.10
7.20
3.50
4.75

EL84
EL84 MUL
EL84W
ELS6
EL95
E1.360
EL503
EL821
EM34
EM81
EM91
EZ80
EZ81
6233
G234S
GZ34 MUL
GZ37
GZ37 MUL
KT66 RUS
KT88
MU14
N78
QQV03-6
QQV03-10
QQV03-20A
QQV06-40A
QY4-250
SP61
TDO3-10
U19

2.50
10.60
6.00
3.80
1.85
7.60

38.50
7.65

18.50
2.60
3.60
2.20
2.85
7.00
6.00

17.65
4.70
8.25
9.00

20.95
3.50

10.10
12.00
7.65

14.00
22.00

103.85
3.25

33.50
12.20

UBC41
UBF89
UBL1
UCH21
UCH81
UCL82
UF4I
UF42
UF89
UL41
UL84
UM84
UY41
UY85
VU39
2759
2C51
2K25
5R4GY
5U4G
5Y3
6AH6
6AK5
6AL5
6AM6
SAMBA
6AT6
6AU5GT
6AU6
6E18

3.80
1.55
4.80
5.20
1.20
1.65
3.25
1.50
1.90

14.10
1.55
1.35
3.60
1.55
4.50

11.00
4.50

29.35
6.80
5.80
3.55
1.95
1.45
1.00
1.65
4.10
1.95
5.20
1.80
4.10

VALVES WANTED - NEW & BOXED
KT66 - GEC £40 each
KISS - GEC £60 each
1134 Milliard £15 each
EL37 - Multard £12 each
DA30 - GEC £80 each
PT15 £10 each

6BR7 4.9L/
6B.S7 5.60
6BW6 6.25
613W7 1.55
6B26 3.60
6C4 1.65
6CD6GA 4.80
6CH6 3.50
6CX8 4.70
6F6 4.95
6GF7A 4.10
6K7 2.25
6L6GT/C 2.95
6L6 7.50
6V6GT 5.10
6X4 3.55
6X5GT 2.50
724 3.80
12AT7 2.50
12AU7 2.90
12AX7 7.05
12E1 18.00
12H6 4.70
12HG7 7.70
I3CW4 32.90
813 29.15
5744WB 8-70
5763 8.85
5963/ECC82 4.00
6115A 299.95

DA100 - GEC £100 each
4212E  STC, UK £150 each
PX25 - Globe shaped £100 each
PX4 Globe shaped £60 each
ECC83/EF86 £3.50 each
V503 £100 each

OVER A MILLION VALVES fN STOCK. PLEASE ASK FOR A QUOTE

Also available
19 sui Rads -

12 way
£17.65 ea.
-6 way
£17.65 ea.

- 6 way five socket
15.90 ea.
6 way two core power
ZA22009 £11.75 ea.
Aerial lads 15.90 ea
250V motor generator
£17.65 ea.
No 16 Junction Boxes
£17.65 ea.
No 17 Junction Boxes
£17.65 ea.
No 11 Mk.2 Junction
Boxes £17.95 ea.
Coned box type H
£41.50 ea.
Meter 19 set £29.50 ea.
Wireless Remote Control
unit H. Nol Mk1/1
E3525

RAI 7 Spares.
MRS Spores.

Please send sue far
fist

Set RA17 valves £29.38
Set AR88 valves £35.25

Meals: Clarks - alloy
PU12. 37ft. pin fixing
for sectional et idiot.. 1"

dia fixing at top, 73"
(retracted} collapsed
height E99.90 ea.

Racal Mast - 28ft alloy,
a 7' retracted, 2.3mrn
top Nina. snap bxls.
erection E211.50 ea.

Antenna Loading Cal -
a unit of model TCS12
radio. Type CML
47205, in metal box,

x 6 x inckding
high power ceramic 6
way switch 29" dia x 6"
coil £21.00 ea.

Redifon synthesizer unit
-ARUll £52.99 ea.
Redifon ATU adaptor
common antenna
ARU18 £41.50 ea.

Variable Capacitors
500pF twin - x 19
x 2K" 19.40 ea.
500pF twin x x

29" £5.90 ea.
210pF twin £4.70 ea.
270pF wide spaced am"
x CS" x spacing
£14.20 ea.
Siker plated la) twin VC
100pF ball hewing
£530 ea.
01 single gang lOOpF
ball bearing £3.55 ea.

Morse Keys
Anny bakelite  8 amps.
No.2 Mktil £9.40 ea.
Army nickel -plated brass
£1.4.10 ea.

New 24V, 50 ohm
Londex ACO with
Burndept connectors
11175.
New Belling & Lee 50
ohm BNC free ping.
siker plated. 5m
fL1637/FP} £0.85 ea.
Large heat sink -
1230mm. 1.V120mm.
H12Ornm with 7 power
transistors No 2N5884
£11.75 ea.

E F Johnson Roller
Coaster 37 ems 2' dia.
1 shaft £25.85 ea.
Turns counter for Role/
Coaster. Diecast 36
turns. 1' shaft £17.65
ea.

Ceramic Ruler rziester,
30 tam. a. tun -a, 3"
dia. 6" long, K" shah
£35.50 ea
Flexible coupling,
ceramic insulated, V
shaft £2.80 ea

New males isolation
trinsfomirr
250V, 50H.2. 1 to
13kvA. 13A fused does
F 13A Ski & phaj
EII2 00 ea.

240V transformer,
output 18-5V, 26V,
29V. 35A and 26V 5A
£35.25 ea.

ENC 50 ohm 514. 4
hole fixed £1.15.
N 50 ohm 51st. 4 hole
fixed £2 35
Double BNC Skt bulk
head stngle fixed hole
£1 .50.
Double N Skt bulk head
single hole fixed or 4
hole fixed £3.50.
UHF Angle plug
Anphonol 5mm cable
entry slher plate 11.90.

2C39BA - Eirnac/
Telefunken £35.25 new.
2C39A Anode rings
13.50.
Fingering ship
anode/grid 11.20.
Three base assy
heater/grid coaxial
connections £11.75.
40125013. bases - AB
with chimney £820
Pyrex Ribbed Strain
tiesulators 7" 12.00.
Oscilloscope Probe Kit
>3 X10 %said -sable 15 &
60MHz 114.10
Vacuum tuning
capacitors SOpF
£29.40. Other values in
stock.
Knob, black, bakelite
shaft, sealed 0-9 4Omm
diameter £0.70.

German Enigma Coder
EPOA.

P&P - Orders up to £3 @ £1.95, £5 @ £2.25, £15 @ £2.50, £20 i £3.35. Over £20 @ £4.55 Telephone of Fax list for offers.
Over 2Kg at cost. VAT included in all prices. Please quote ref PW
Please ring for availability and price.
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By George Dobbs G314.1 V

This month the Rev.

George Dobbs ORO

presents 'The fen

the Pixie'. But before

you get

confusett.George

Firmly states it's not a

fable...but a

continuation of the

hunt for "a truly

simple transceiver!

Heading photograph: The
'FOXX & The Pixie' -
'certainly `ugly' style but it
works!

Illustrating the 'ugly' style
construction for the final
transmitter -receiver built
by G314,1V.

yerience has taught me that the
ideal construction project for the

]radio amateur appears to be one

that can be built in an evening or a
weekend. Ii should also cosi only a few
pounds in parts.

The complex. multi -
boarded, projects seem

better suited for the
armchair constructor, who
muses upon them and builds them in

his imagination.
Many radio amateurs who fit their

hobby into the odd evening and weekend
and build equipment alongside operating

and other radio pursuits. They enjoy
building items that will reach completion
(and fruition) with a modest amount of
time and money.

Such constraints often mean that

these constructors build only small
station accessories and little items much

may be novel but hardly form a
substantial part of the hobby. it's the
really dedicated constructor who builds
the transceivers.

So, if a design appears for a complete

h.f. transceiver which can be built in one
evening for around a 'termer', ears prick
up and pupils dilate?

Smell Pixie
hi recent months, many of the QRP club
magazines have been running articles

about a small transceiver called the

'Pixie'. The Pixie incidentally. is a very
simple transceiver based upon ideas from

a circuit by Oleg Buradin RV3GM.
Oleg's circuit. The MICRO -80

appeared in the G-QRP Club journal
Sprat. it's a very basic variable crystal
oscillator IVXO) controlled transmitter
with a single hi -polar transistor as the

power amplifier.
The transistor is also used as the

mixer in a
direct

conversion
receiver driven by

the transmitter

oscillator. It's a
simple and

novel

transceiver.
The variants on the

Pixie are legion. The
Northern California
QRP Club magazine.

QRPp. has published

many and other

versions have

appeared in Spray.

All the different versions gave credit
for this simple idea to RV3GM. But his
circuit was certainly not the first time
had seen reference to this simple idea.

In the summer 1983 issue of Sprat.
that master of the simple radio circuit,
George Burt GM30XX, described his

'FOXX' transceiver. It was an elegant
little circuit which used the same

"If ever I was foxed it is now"
Samuel Pepys: 23rd April 1661

transistor for the transmit power
amplifier and the receive mixer. It's
capable of transceiver operation on

several bands and generates around 1W

of r.f. power out.

The Mill
The FOXX was based on a small

transmitter circuit called the STX
(Simple Transmitter). The circuit of the
STX is shown in Fig. 1.

In the circuit Trl is a VXO (Variable
Crystal Oscillator) stage. The feedback
loop formed by the crystal and the
trimmer capacitor (Cl) tunes the circuit

to the desired frequency. The capacitor

also provides a small amount of
frequency shift.

The output is coupled to a power
amplifier stage. This stage is unusual in

that a opt: transistor is used with the

emitter connected to the positive supply
and the output taken from the collector
load which goes to ground. A home
wound radio frequency choke (r.f.c.) - LI
- provides the load.

The output of the transmitter may be
adjusted by a resistor (Rx ) in series with

the inductive load on Tr I . This is

adjusted to around one 1W of output
power.

Although the circuit is capable of
more, TrI could be forced into passing a
lot of current and run too hot. Take note
that Tr2 should be fitted with a clip -on

heatsink.
it is possible to key the transmitter in

the supply line,
but a more

elegant method

is to use a series

switching
transistor (Tr31.

This transistor, is another pop transistor

and it allows the transmitter to be keyed
with respect to ground. The resistor R2 is

a current limiter and C5 provides sonic
shaping to the keying action.

Transistors Tr3 and Tr2 are both

2N2905A pop switching types. And
although any medium power switching
transistor would serve for Tr2 the chosen

device will require an FT of 150 -
200MHz to be usable up to I 4MHz.

The STX represents a simple

transmitter of the sort that can get a radio

amateur on the air for a few pounds and

one evening.

Looking for a simple and cheap to

RI
10

CI XLI

wsess2

coop

eels?
Output lo
Low Pass

To
21.12905,4

Tr2
2N2905A

RFC
151 wound cc
Mille bead

R2

Key

+12V

Fig. 1: The 'FOXX' was based on the 'STX' transmitter circuit shown here.
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Carrying on the Practical Way

Continued from pugs 59

build transistor, GM3OXX realised that a
bi-polar transistor is really two diodes
which could be used in a detector circuit.
He then added some switching and a two

stage transistor audio amplifier to
produce a very basic direct conversion

receiver

Tide G3RIV Version

The version of the FOXX attempted here
at G3R..1V is shown in Fig. 2. In this
circuit 1 used the readily available, and

inexpensive LM386 audio amplifier chip.
Although it may not seem very

much, Fig. 2. is a complete h.f. radio
station. Don't expect it to out perform a
£2,000 commercial transceiver...but it
does work and has made contacts.

The transmitter section around Trl
and Tr2 is the same as the STX. The r.f.

output is taken from the collector of Tr2
and goes to the antenna via a low pass

filter.
The low pass filter. Fig. 3, is a seven

element circuit based on the circuit and
constants described by W3NQN. This
may seem a very complex filter for such
a simple circuit. But remember that
even the smallest QRP transmitter can
emit harmonics.

Bear in mind that Tr2 is being biased
by the drive of TrI into Class C and this
can be a recipe for high harmonic output.
Remember also that in this transceiver
version it's the low pass filter that
provides the only input tuning for the
receiver. In effect it is all that stands

between the transceiver and the outside

world.

The Switching

The transmit -receive switching is

performed by a double -pole, double -

throw switch, Swl a and b. In the transmit
position the circuit functions as the STX
transmitter.

The receive position has two
functions. It by-passes the keying
transistor (Tr3) to ensure that the
oscillator Tri remains on during the
receive position to provide the local
oscillator. It also switches the supply line
away from the power amplifier, Tr2, and
connects Tr2 to the audio amplifier

In the receive position Tr2 functions
as a double diode mixer. mixing the
signals from the antenna which appear at

the emitter and the signal front Tr!. In
true direct conversion receiver style, the
audio component of the mixed signals
produces a voltage across R3, the gain

control for the audio amplifier, ICI.
(Note: after further tests I found the
value for R3 can be as high as 50kL/
and not as shown on the circuit
diagram).

The audio amplifier is an 1.M386
working in maximum gain mode by
inserting C10 between pins 1 and 8. Its

output is filtered by R6 and C12 and
drives a small speaker or (ideally) a pair

of 811 headphones. Resistor R.5 and the

C5
°ULF! 10
low pass

NH,
O,1

S1a

F13

2N2905A

RFC]
151 wound on
Farrila oboe

1k.

rri
2N2905A

tk

aL,ouI

C7
out

/07i

Ea 2

T''

ICI
IMMO

100
f1=15

0.12V

capacitor CI I decouple the supply to the

audio amplifier.
The supply for the LM386 is taken

directly from the 12V supply line which
means it is on during both transmit and
receive functions. This has the advantage

of providing a rudimentary sidetone to

monitor the keying.
The term 'side tone' in this case is an

over statement because all it does is

produce clicks in time with the keying.
But it is an oddly effective way of
monitoring the keying!

filters

George G3RIV, described how
to 'roll -your -own' low-pass
filters in 'Carrying On The
Practical Way (on pages 46
and 47) in the March 1997
issue of PW.

The formula shown as Fig. 2: on page 47 is unfortunately
wrong and you should use either Formula -I or Formula -2
shown here. Use Formula -I if the specific inductance Relates

to It) turns, or Formula -2 if it relates to 10(1 turns.

N = 101S-- I Formu 1
gyro -

N=11101N =1110i iFormuIa  2I
L100

Added Component

Take note of an added component to the

oscillator circuit at Trl. This component
(R2) is a pre-set potentiometer which is
added in series with the supply on
receive. This is a very simple form of
RIT (receiver incremental tuning).

One of the problems with the simpler
direct conversion receivers is that since

the same oscillator is used for transmit

and receive. the receiver is at rem beat to
the transmitted signal. So if the other
station accurately nets onto the direct

conversion transceiver's signal it is
received at zero beat or at a very low

tone.

The solution is simple. All that's
needed is to have the oscillator shift a

little between transmit and receive.

if the supply voltage to Trl is
reduced enough, it shifts the frequency of
the oscillations. Assuming the value of
Rx to be in the order of a few hundred
ohms (just to reduce the drive from Trl
little on transmit), a ILO preset at R2 can
be set to shift the frequency by around

700-800Hz giving a comfortable off -set
for c.w. reception.

The off -set can be adjusted by using

a frequency counter to measure the

output from Trl on transmit and receive.

Without a counter, it can be done by

using another transceiver. fed into a

dummy load to monitor the FOXX on
receive and listening on the FOXX to the
other transceiver on transmit.

Very Simple

So. here we have a very simple h.f. band
transceiver! My bench tests showed that

it will work on 3.5, 7 and 14MHz with
appropriate crystals and low pass filter.
Although the overall transceiver is simple

(even crude perhaps)

it does have a basic

form of sidetone and
Rif.

I built the circuit
up in about an hour
on a piece of scrap

printed circuit board.
It was very much a
case of 'ugly'
construction.

Starting off with
making the STX, 1

then added the

receive circuitry

Fig.2: The version built by
G3RJV incorporating the
LM386 audio Lc. And (as
G3R.IV says) "believe it or
not...it is a complete hi.
station"! Please note that
the final value of the audio
gain variable resistor is
50kQ and not as shown on
the circuit diagram above.

L2 L3 L4
Input C 0011M

twsoa24

TC16

around the transmitter once it was
working. Within minutes of finishing the
hoard l worked a Russian station on
7MH71 His RST549 signal report was
more gratifying than earth shattering but
it does work!

However, I was surprised how well
the receiver held up in the usually
difficult conditions on '40' metres.
Although I must admit 1 had an antenna

tuning unit between the transceiver and
my doublet antenna which helped the

receiver input tuning.
The FOXX is a lovely little circuit

for the experimenter. And my own
experimentation may include adding a
smaller series potentiometer in series

with R2 to provide front panel RIT
adjustment or even a better audio
amplifier with some filtering.

The nice thing about this sort of
circuit is that it can lead onto lots of
simple experiments. So, if YOU build it
and improve things - please let me know,

PW

Fig. 3: Even QRP
transmitters can radiate
harmonics! George G3RJV
recommends the 7 -element

low pass filter based on the
circuit and constants
described originally by
W3NQN (see text I,
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GHTON SMART GWOLB

Leighton Smart GWOLBI brings
news that Amateur Radio still has
an important part to play in
emergencies. together with your
regular hf. activity reports.

Two interesting pieces of
information came in this
month which I think prove

that Amateur Radio is still a force
to be reckoned with. Important
even in these days of 'high-tech'
mobile 'phones, satellite and
digital transmissions.

The first matter involved
Jack MWOAQD in the Rhondda
valley, south east Wales. Jack
was chatting at the upper -end of
3.5MHz when he was called by
an American amateur who was
in the American Embassy
compound in Tirana, Albania,
attempting to evacuate American
civilians from the fighting which
was being waged around them.

It appears that the embassy's
extensive communication
equipment had been put out of
action, so an hi, Amateur Radio
transceiver was put into service,
powered by a car battery. Jack
was asked by the American
amateur to get a telephone
message to his family in the USA.

The telephone message was
promptly relayed, due to the
actions of Jack's daughter
Rebecca (who's waiting for the
results of her Novice RAE (good
luck, Rebecca!) who got busy
with the computer database and
called up the relevant address
and number.

The result was that the
message was passed to the
originator's family, who were
extremely relieved that their son
was safe and well. Jack was
later contacted by the American
Embassy in London and asked if
he and Rebecca would like to
visit the White House to meet
President Clinton himself!

Going Underground
Now we're going underground!
This is because the very first
amateur radio cave -to -surface
SSTV contacttook place on the
22nd of March on the new 73kHz
band (yes...I do realise it's II and
not h.f.!).

John G3TDZ, along with
G4SPR, G4AEE, G40KW, G3PAI
and others, all keen
experimenters (and cavers!) put

together a complete 73kHz cave
radio. And along with computer
hardware they carried out the
feat at the Birkwith Caves in
North Yorkshire. I think 73kHz is
certainly an interesting band,
but adding SSTV and a few
hundred metres of rock to the
equation makes it even more
satisfying eh?

Achievements like those I've
mentioned indicate that even
though modern technology
seems to be making Amateur
Radio 'a thing of the past' it just
goes to show that when all else
fails, Amateur Radio can still be
relied upon in an emergency.
And secondly it demonstrates
the experimental side of the
hobby is still alive arid well. Well
done to all concerned!

Your Reports

Space is extremely limited this
month, so it's straight onto your
reports. I'm starting with 1.8MHz
and a report from C1RPer Eric
Masters GOKRT of Surrey. Eric
used 5W of c.w. from a ORP Plus
transceiver and a modified
W3EDP antenna to work GM31301
in the Orkney Islands and
GW4VEG in Wales at around
midnight.

Next comes Ted Trowel!
G2HKU on the Isle of Sheppey,
again using cm. and an HF 6
vertical antenna to work K2ZM,
N2RM, W3LPL, and WAIN (all
USA) at around 070OUTC.

Up to Scotland now, and
Mike Eccles GM3PPE, a right
Top Band enthusiast. Mike's c.w.
list includes contacts with
9X4WVV (Rwanda) at 2132, V47KP
(St Kitts & Nevis Islands) at 2300,
9K2MU (Kuwait) at 2304, TI4CF
(Costa Rica) at 0542, A92GD
(Bahrain) at 2354, and VC190.M
(Chagos Archipelago) at
2336UTC.

All that success makes my
mouth water, as GWOLBI only
managed to hook-up with
HB9ATA (Switzerland) DM7OX

3A/DJ7RJ (Monaco)
and UR2FF (Ukraine) all on 3W
c.w. between 2000UTC and
midnight. -

Sean Gilbert G4UCJ operates to a 'good degree' on 7MHz
(he should...as he lives in Milton Keynes where the Open
Uninversity is based]).

The 7MHz Band

Not much activity has been
reported on 3.5MHz this month,
so it's straight up to 7MHz and to
the report from Charlie Blake
MOAIJ in Milton Keynes.
Charlie's reception log shows
s.s.b. reception of 21.4B0 (New
Zealand) at 0700, V31RG (Belize)
at 0595, LU7OKU (Argentina) at
0752, as well as CD2GG (Cuba) at
0600, CP6DA Bolivia) at 0630,
and V26CW (Antigua) at
0612UTC.

Also in Milton Keynes is Sean
Gilbert G4UCJ who says 'the
month from February to March
has been the best ever for DX as
far as I'm concerned'. There
speaks a happy man eh?

Sean's log this month
includes his c.w. contacts with
ZL2SQ New Zealand) at 0700,
E21EJC (Thailand) at 2047,
ZD7RG (St Helena Island) at 2257,
R1ANF (Antarctica) at 0225,
VU2AJ (India) ai0048, and
3W5FM (Vietnam) at 1902UTC.

The 14MHz Band

The 14MHz band has been the
most used by our reporters this
month, as submitted logs clearly
show. For example, Terry
Ibbitson GOVTI of Wakefield is
using a new Alinco DX -70 rig
with 100W and reports s.s.b.
contacts with VP5/WD5FLK
(Turks & Caicos Islands) at 1841,
VP9ID (Bermuda) at 1828,
WHOAAV (Saipan) at 1437,
VE7BYS (Canada) at 1834, HQ7AF
(Honduras) at 1637, and EK7DX
(Armenia) at 1452UTC,

John Heys G3BD13 in
Hastings lists contacts with
VU2RAK on c.w. and CY1TX

{Newfoundland) on s.s.b. which
was a special event
commemorating the discovery of
Newfoundland.

Meanwhile John Constance
GOVGD/2E0ANZ in Kent who
says that his Novice callsign is
worth at least a couple of "S'
points!) sends a huge log, which
includes s.s.b. contacts with
6W1HM (Senegal) at 1400,
VE2YAK (Canada) at 1700,
RX3AKM (Russia) at 1300, TF3HP
(Iceland) at 1120, and the
IBOIIKOQOB DXpedition at
090OUTC.

Finally, it's back to Wales to
Carl Mason GWOVSW in Skewen
who hooked up with FG5FR
(Guadeloupe) at 1947, A71CW
(Qatar) at 1613, 4Z4DX (Israel) at
0700, 3V8BB (Tunisia) at 0900,
LU6EDL (Argentina) at 2232,
V2/DL2SDS (Antigua) at 1841, and
JA3MYE (Japan) at 0842UTC, all
on c.w.

Sign -Off

Well, that's all I have space for
this month folk and it's time to
sign -off! Thanks to all our
reporters and their huge logs -
only a small part of which I can
use unfortunately. But please d
keep your fully detailed reports
(time, frequency, type of antenna
and equipment used) coming in.
Thanks for all your support,

Please send your reports (by
the 15th of each month) to me:
Leighton Smart GWOLBI, 33 Nant
Gwyn, Trelewis, Mid -Glamorgan
CF46 6DB, Wales. Tel: (01443)
411459/710749 or FAX: 101443)
710789.

END
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W intage

By Phil Cadman G4JCP

It's Phil
Cadman
G4JCP to look
after the PW
vintage
'wireless
shop' this
month and he
continues his
discussion on
power
supplies,
provides
useful
contacts about
service
manuals and
looks at a
'bargain' in
the 'older test
equipment
department'.

Fig. 1: A diode r.f.
probe (see text).

WelcoJne to the June edition of

'Valve and Vintage'! Firstly,

I've a note about the p.s.u.

circuits featured the last time I looked after

the shop'. These were not intended as

constructional projects, merely as a guide to

the types of rectifier and smoothing

arrangements typically found in domestic

and low -power commercial valve

equipment.

Test Equipment

Now that the rally season is in full swing

thought l'd talk about a few useful items of

test equipment that can be found at rallies

and junk sales. Always remember, a lot of

perfectly serviceable test equipment is often

thrown out simply because it has been

replaced with something new.

Most test equipment found at rallies is

relatively inexpensive. However,

oscilloscopes, signal generators and

Avometers tend to be the exception to this

rule. 'Their broad appeal keeps their asking

prices relatively high.

It is unusual to find instruments

complete with handbooks. That's not a

problem if the operation of the instrument is

straightforward. If an operating manual is

needed, or if you know or suspect that an

instrument requires attention, then consider

the cost of a manual in relation to the asking

price. And do bear in mind the replacement

cost of new valves and faulty components.

Manuals for most pieces of test

equipment are available from a few

specialist suppliers. Some possible sources

are given below.

Sources of Manuals

Two sources of manuals that

advertise regularly at the

back of PW are 'Bider

Gwilliarn-Rees of Savoy Hill

Publications and Mauritron Technical
Services.

A less well known company that

specialises in test equipment and can supply

manuals is: Hesing Technology, 41

Bushmead Road, Eaton Sown, St. Neots,

Cambridgeshire PE19 3BT. Tel: (01480)

386156, FAX: (01484) 386157. You can

either telephone or write but please

remember to send a sae. with postal

enquiries.

The Editor also advises me of another

supplier, based in Scotland, and previously

a regular advertiser in PW, who are a very

useful source of manuals and service sheets.

They are lnfotech & Stree of 76 Church

Street, Larkhall, Lanarkshire ML9 IFIE,
Tel: (01698) 883334 (888343 out of office

hours) or FAX: (01698) 884825. This

company also has a useful 'library Ioan'

service for their extensive service. For

further details on membership fee and loan

charges, please contact lnfotech direct.

Valve Vohrneters

In the good old days if you wanted to

measure voltage or current then you only

had two real choices - a traditional moving -

coil meter or a valve voltmeter. Fur the

most part moving -coil meters were, and still

are, perfectly adequate.

Unfortunately, wherever you have high

impedance circuits or there's high -

frequency a.c. to be measured then the

moving -coil meter by itself just isn't

suitable. Before the d.v.m. came along the

solution was to use one or more valves to

amplify the voltage being measured.

Actually, rather than amplify in the

usual sense, the valves in a valve voltmeter

provide a voltage -to -current conversion.

The current then drives a conventional

moving -coil meter.

Valve voltmeters were frequently

known by their American name of vacuum -

tube voltmeters, abbreviated to v.t.v.m.

Although the basic v.t.v.m. measures only

d.c. voltage all she usual techniques can be

employed to enable it to measure

alternating voltages, a.c. and d.c. current,

and resistance.

Diode Probe

If you add a diode probe and the v.t.v.m.

can measure r.f. voltages well into the u.h.f.

region. The very wide bandwidth is

Fig. 2: A vacuum tube volt -meter
(VTVM). The probe (illustrated in
Fig. 1)15 attached to this
instrument. The photograph is of a
valve voltmeter which I bought at a
rally some years ago. It's a Marconi
type TF 1041C, manufactured in
1962.

achieved by housing the diode actually

within the r.f. probe.

The diagram, Fig. 1, shows a close-up

view of just such an r.f. probe. The example

shown is attached to the v.t.v.m. shown in

Fig. 2. Inside is a miniature themionic

diode (an EA52) whih half -wave rectifies

the a.c. Thus, only d.c. flows down the

probe's connecting wires back to the

v.t.v.m.

Unfortunately, the probe in Fig. I is

incomplete as it should have a 'metal clip'

around the metal ring. Attached to it would

be a short wire with a alligator clip at the

end for grounding. For accurate

measurements at u.h.f. a circular metal tube

would push onto the metal ring completely

shielding the probe tip.

Another advantage of the vim. is its

facility to bias the meter to give a centre -

zero reading. The v.t.v.m. can then be used

to measure nulls in the same way as those

good old moving -coil galvanometers.

wonder how many of you remember those

things from school physics classes?

You'll find a polarity reversing switch

on most v.t.v.m.s too. This allows the

reading of both positive and negative
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Fig. 3: An Advance Meters Advac
type VM77 audio mffiivoltmeter,
manufactured in 1953. It has a
distinctive 'blood red' coloured
front casing (see text).

voltages without having to physically

reverse the meter probes.

The photograph in Fig. 2, shows a

valve voltmeter which I bought at a

rally some years ago. It's a Marconi

type TF 1041C, manufactured in 1962.

My TF 1041TC has full scale

deflections from 300mV to 300V ac.

and d.c. with an additional range of

1000V f.s.d. on the d.c. range. On most

ranges the accuracy is 2%. All the d.c.

ranges have a centre -zero facility and a

polarity reverser.

The input resistance is high at

100Mil and the diode probe gives

0.2dB accuracy from 50Hz to 500MHz.

Even at 1GHz the accuracy is still

within 1dB, 1 was fortunate enough to

get this instrument with its manual,

although all the loose accessories had

been lost.

Audio Millivoltmeters

Audio millivoltmeters were produced

by several manufacturers for measuring

alternating voltages at frequencies from

the low Hertz to beyond I MHz. These

can often be found at rallies for around

£20.

An early version of a series of

meters manufactured by Advance

Components is shown in Fig. 3. This is

an Advac valve audio millivoltmeter

type VM77 manufactured in 1953. It

has full scale deflections from I mV to

300V and offers an accuracy of 3%

over a 15Hz to 2MHz frequency range.

The VM77 model is a rather old

design and it has a blood -red front.

More numerous are the later types

which have a cream front and a blue

case. There are also solid-state versions

around which are most useful because

they are 'earth -free'.

Electronic Multimeters

The precursor to the modem d.v.m. is

the electronic multi meter. The example

shown in Fig. 4, is a type 1231, solid-

state Electronic Multimeter

manufactured by Comark Electronics

some time in the 1960s.

The instrument's lie. specification

is similar to the Marconi in Fig. 2, but

without the high input resistance. Its lc.

response is almost identical to the

Advac but with the addition of current

ranges land it has that all important dB

scale).

Rather interestingly, the resistance

ranges have a linear scale facility which

makes checking resistors easy. This is a

very useful meter indeed, and all the

more so because being battery -

powered, it's earth -free.

By the way, the large 'switch OFF'

sticker in the photograph is probably

indicative of its previous use in a

university or college. Students, of

course, are notorious for not switching

things off when they have finished with

them!

One item which is often overlooked

is the humble moving -coil meter. How

often have you tied -up an expensive

d.v.m. just to keep an eye on something

quite trivial'? And how often have you

wanted to simultaneously measure both

voltage and current in a circuit hut only

had one meter available?

The simple answer is to acquire two

or three (or lots of.) surplus ammeters.

Try and pick the type on which full-

scale deflections are immediately useful

(but don't worry if they're not!).
Most ammeters are based on meter

movements which have an f.s.d. of just

a few milliamperes. Changing the full-

scale deflection is easy, just remove the

internal shunt and replace it with

windier. Ail you need is an accurate

meter for calibration and some low -

value resistors for the shunt.

You may have to play around with

paralleled resistor combinations to get

the value of the shunt right but that's all

pan of the fun. To make life easier,

don't forget to put a low value variable

resistor in series with the meter to allow

a final fine adjustment.

Voltmeters can be made even more

simply by adding series resistance

although it's obviously better to start

out with as sensitive a meter as

possible. Try to get meters with a

100uA f.s.d. or better. That way you'll

get an input resistance of at least 10,000

ohms -per -volt, which is more than

adequate for general use.

However, even meters with 1 mA

f.s.d. or more are perfectly useable as

voltmeters. Simply reserve them for

measuring battery or power supply

voltages and other applications where

their relatively high current demands

won't be a problem.

Three surplus meters are shown in

Fig. 5. The meters on the left and centre

of the picture were manufactured in the

1950s. The one on the right is a modem

type and so will typically cost you more

than an equivalent older type.

Don't be put off by older meters.

Many were made to a high

specification. Remember, before digital

meters took over the accuracy and

longevity of a meter was directly

related to its mechanical qualities.

When examining a potential

Purchase check for the free movement

of the pointer. If it shows the slightest

indication of sticking then either leave

well alone

Fig. 4: A Comark electronic
multimeter...complete with a
reminder for the students who
used it in a previous life? (See
text).

or ask for a substantial discount!

A continuity check is desirable hut

usually impractical. Centre -zero types

are useful; pick high sensitivity

examples if you can. Meters with

strange scales (like gallons per minute)

and those without scales can be very

inexpensive. The only problem is

inking in your own scale.

low for the current 1 was trying to

measure. All the meter movements

survived hut having wafted away the

smoke I always found at least one

resistor inside had changed its colour

hands to black -black -black!

Stabilised Supplies

Although not strictly items of test

equipment, stabilised h.t. power

supplies are often categorised as such.

They fall into two groups. the 'open

frame' type, most commonly

manufactured by Solartren, or those

housed in instrument cases complete

with full metering.

Prices reflect the type of supply

and, of course, its power rating.

Personally, I find the Solartrons are

excellent, both in terms of value and

performance. However, for bench use I

would strongly suggest that all open -

frame supplies be housed in a suitable

metal case.

Occasionally, you will come across

other test equipment of a more

specialised nature. Whether it is of any

use to will depend on whether you

recognise what it is and whether you

can actually make use of it!

1 hate to suggest this but depending

on the cost of such equipment you

could buy it for breaking -up. I once

came across a piece of test equipment

which had no real use any more but

which contained a superb precision r.f.

attenuator.

The asking price was a bargain for

just that attenuator alone. If you wanted

such a thing, of course!

Oh dear, 1 see I've reached the end

of the page and 'closing time'. So, until

Fig. 5: A selection of useful surplus moving coil milliammeter Isee
text).

Another advantage of using surplus

meters for pleasuring current is the

reduced opportunity they provide to

make mistakes. I've only ever once

overloaded a surplus meter by putting

too much current through the

instrument.

In contrast, I've damaged at least

three multi -meters by accidentally

leaving them on a current range far too

it's my turn 'in the shop' again, I'll say

cheerio and good hunting. Remember

to send your letters and E -mails to me

either via the PW offices, via E-mail to

phil@oldparkdemon.co.uk or direct

to 21 Scotts Green Close, Scotts

Green, Dudley, West Midlands DY1
2DX.

Cheerio from Phil, see you in September.
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This month. David Butler G4ASR
takes a look at recent band
conditions and your activity reports.
There's also details of a new world
record on the lOGHz band and a
prediction for Solar Cycle 23

Surprisingly there was no DX
activity reported in the UK on
the 50MHz band during March.

There were no Sporadic -E (Sp -E)
openings and the anticipated trans -
equatorial propagation (t.e.p.) events
failed to materialise. However,
further to the south, in the prime
te.p. zone, the station of IKOFTA
1JN61) did hear the V51VHF beacon
in Namibia at 1645UTC on March 26.

So, you'll probably have to wait
until at least September this year
before there's another chance to
catch these type of openings on the
50MHz band. During March there
were three brief auroral openings
but nothing was reported other than
the reception of domestic beacons
on the 50 and 144MHz bands.

For those keeping records, the
openings occurred on March 17
around 1930, March 28 between
1700-2000 and March 29 at 183OUTC.
Conditions on the 70MHz band were
below par and because of its
relatively long wavelength the band
was not aided by any enhancement
in tropospheric propagation.

However, two contests, on
March 9 and 23, did bring a welcome
increase in activity. Among the more
distant stations noted on the band
recently have been G3YJX (1070) in
Cornwall, GO4GNH 11074), G14KSO
11064), GISAYZ (1064), GJ3YHU (1N89)
and GWOGal (1072).

There's also a fair bit of activity
from Scotland with the stations of
GM3TAL (1086), GM3WOJ 110771,
GM4AFF/P (1086), U/1406100851,
GM4YNL/P 11074) and GM4ZUK/P
110861 all participating in the recent
contests. Interestingly while activity
on the other v.h.f, bands seems to be
in decline, activity on the 70MHz
band appears to be on the up.

On the 144MHz band and above
there were some periods of
enhanced two propagation notably
in the period March 7-16. As a
generalisation, stations located
throughout England and Wales were
able to make contacts with stations
located in DL, F, ON and PA with
relative ease.

On March 7 the station of
G3NVO (1091) heard the Spanish
(v.h.f. class) station EB1DSD peaking
59 on the 144MHz band. Later in the
evening, around 2245UTC, the

beacon EA1VHF (IN53) was heard at
559.

On March 9 G3NVO made an
s.s.b. contact with HB9RDE (JN37).
At the QTH of Andy Cook G4PIQ
J001) notable contacts on the

144MHz band included SP2FAX
1J083) on March 11 and On IAS/P
(J060) on March 15.

On March 9 at 2215UTC Andy
heard the Danish beacon OZ7IGY
1J055). The photograph, Fig.1, show
the antennas at the QTH of G4131(1.
Now you can see why he does so
well on the v.h.f. and u.h.f. hands.

Operators on the 430MHz band
reported that activity on March 11
was very good into central and
eastern Germany. Among the
stations tieing worked on s.s.b. were
DG7EAI (J031), DL8QS (J0431,
DG3LAVIJ044), DL8AKI/PIJ051),
HB9RDE (JN37) and OZ5BALJP.
Conditions must have been good on
March 11 as the station of DD3OJ
(J031) reported that the f.m.
repeaters GB3NW (1091) and GB3SK
IJ001) were fully quieting at his QTH
for long periods during the evening.

Activity on both the 1.3 and
2.3GHz bands was pleasingly high
with the station of G4RGK (1091), for
example, reporting the stations of
DG1KJG, 0J3FI, DJ6JJ, DF7JS and
DC9YC on the 2.3GHz band during
the evening of March 11. On even
higher frequencies Russ Stewart
CORP 11082) heard PAOEZ (J022)
storming in at 599 on the 10GHz
hand.

Unfortunately, a two-way
contact was not completed as the
transmitter at PAOEZ failed during
the attempt. However, Russ did make
a contact with DJ6JJ (J031) over a
637 kilometre path. The equipment at
the station of G4PBP consisted of a
G3W06 transverter, a low noise
amplifier (0.9dB noise figure) and a
mast -head mounted 15W travelling
wave tube (t.wl.) amplifier feeding a
600mm diameter dish antenna.

Conditions on earth -moon -earth
(e.m.e.), or moonbounce as it's also
called, were much better than
normal during March possibly due to
the very low geomagnetic activity at
this stage of the sunspot cycle.
Having said that, it's normally only
the 144MHz band that gets affected
by ionospheric absorption. Bands

from 430MHz and higher don't
normally suffer from this affect.

At the 0TH of John Regnault
G4SWX IJ002) a single long Yagi
produced cm. contacts with
SM5BSZ and SM5FRH. The station of
Ray GM4CXM also worked SM5FRH
on the 144MHz band. Ray was using
a pair of 16 -element Yagis with no
elevation facility.

At the OTH of G4PBP a group of
four 9 -element F9FT Yagis enabled
the station of EA3ADW to be heard
via the moon, signals peaking 519.

Ultimate Contact

Contacts via the moon are
technically challenging and those on
the 10GHz band even more so. Last
year the stations of Charlie G3WDG
and Lyle 1/K2ALU achieved what
many thought was the ultimate
contact on this band.

The marvellous two-way c.w.
contact was made on August 18 1996
over a (terrestrial) distance of
16993km. 10f course the distance to
the moon and back is considerably
further than this but curiously e.m.e.
contacts are measured in land -
based units rather than actual
distances). Few thoughtthat this feat
would he surpassed quickly but I've
just received news that the world
record via moonbounce an the
10GHz band has been extended even
further.

On March 12 the station of Joe
DJ7FJ in Germany contacted Greg
ZUGSG in New Zealand pushing the
record to 18340km. Both stations
used SOW t.w.t. amplifiers, with a
4.5m parabolic dish antenna at the
0TH of DJ7FJ and a 3m dish at the
0TH of WOG.

The new world record came
after a series of unsuccessful
attempts and one semi -successful
attempt when ZL1GSG was using a
1.8m dish. Echoes from the moon
had been very faint but the change
to a larger dish made a considerable
difference.

On the night of the contact
moon echoes were received by
ZL1GSG an hour before the sked
time. A last-minute technical
problem, caused by a short in the
cable that switched the waveguide
antenna relay, almost put the whole

Fig. 1: The v.h.f. and u.h.f.
antennas at the QTH of
Andy Cook G4P10.

project in jeopardy minutes before
the QSO began.

However, Greg's policy of having
spare cable provided a makeshift
solution and contact was
established almost immediately after
ZL1GSG was QRV again. The signals
from DJ7FJ were clearly audible as
had been the moon echoes.

Congratulations to Greg ZL1GSG
and Joe DJ7FJ for this amazing
accomplishment. By the way I
reckon thatthe distance from G to ZL
is marginally further so Charlie 'WOG
it's now up to you!

Station Activity
Barry Gibson GOADU (1083) has
recently returned to the 50MHz band
after an absence of some eight
years. He is using a Yaesu FT -290
transceiver driving an RN
Electronics transverter into a
vertical dipole or a horizontal HB9CV
beam antenna. Barry is particularly
interested in experimenting with
horizontally polarised f.m. and is
looking for stations in the local area
with which to make contacts. Give
GOADU a call if you hear him on the
hand.

Manfred MEET passes on the
news thatthe stations of 4L5A and
4L50 have recently obtained
permission for operation on the
50MHz band from Georgia. Omani
4L50 will commence during May and
will be active during the Sp -E
season. He will use a Trio TS -690
transceiver running 50W into a 5 -
element Yagi. This is the equipment
left behind by the Dutch expedition
group, 4L6PA, in 1996.
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In a press release from the UK
Six Metre Group (UKSMG) details
have been given of possible Egyptian
activity this summer on the 50MHz
band. Recently the UKSMG have
been in communication with the
President of the Radio Amateurs
Assembly of the Radio Club of Egypt,
Ezzat Ramadan SU1ER, on the basis
of encouraging 50MHz activity from
Egypt.

The UKSMG sent Ezzat much
material explaining aspects of
operation on the 50MHz band
together with several back issues of
Six News (the journal of the
UKSMG). They included a copy that
described the 1994 UKSMG
DXpedition to Jordan using the call
sign JY7SIX. This information has
made Ezzat very keen to come on the
band during the month of June.

Fortunately, it turned out that
SU1ER is already in possession of a
Yaesu FT -690, an FL -6020 10W

amplifier and a Cushcraft 3 -element
Yagi. The UKSMG will be
encouraging Ezzat to obtain a 100W
amplifier to make his signal that
much louder.

On top of a 25m high building
Ezzat has an 8m Rohn tower on to
which he will shortly put the
antenna. Although the take -off is
good from the SU1ER QTH it should
be recognised that there still is Band
I television in Egypt and that there is
a 48MHz TV transmitter located
north-west of Cairo. Its therefore not
possible to say how much of a
problem this will be.

However, the Six Metre Group
will do everything possible to help
Ezzat become operational on the
50MHz band this summer. Up-to-date
information about this Egyptian
activity can be found on the UKSMG
web site at
www.uksmg.org/egypt.htm

Bert PA3DWD mentions that this
year he will spend his holidays in
Iceland and promises to be very
active on the 50MHz band using the
callsign TF/PA3DWD. He has already
received a permit from the Icelandic
authorities and expects to be QRV
between June 26 to July 16.

Bert will use an loom IC -706
transceiver into either a quarter -
wave vertical while in the car or a 4 -
element Yagi when operating from a
fixed site. Look out for him on 50.123
and 28.885MHz (the 50MHz liaison
channel).

A station that has recently
returned to the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands
is that of the Nottingham University
Amateur Radio Society. The society
secretary Andy Gilfillan GOFVI
reports that the old club callsign's
G3UNU and G8FNU have been
resurrected and that they are now
active on the 144 and 430MHz bands.
During the tropo openings in March
members of the club worked into DL,
ON and PA on both bands so it looks
like the systems are working again.

During the summer Sp -E season
(let's hope we get one this year!) it
may be worthwhile listening on the

144MHz band for stations from
Algeria, North Africa. Enrique
EA5AD is presently working in
Algeria (IM94) and will be active,
especially during June, with the
callsign 7XOAD.

Enrique prefers to use s.s.b. and
can be found around 144.300MHz. He
runs 40W into a 9 -element Yagi from
a QTH at 800m a.s.l.

Another station active on the
144MHz band is Seghir 7X2DS
(JM16). Presently he is running lOW
into a 15 -element DJ9BV Yagi but
expects to receive a new 80W p.a.
very soon. (Two years ago he made
some Sp -E contacts with stations
located in G and GW).

Solar Cycle 23 Prediction

In September 1996 an international
scientific group was convened at the
Space Environment Centre in
Boulder Colorado to develop a
forecast for the solar and
geomagnetic activity during the next
Solar Cycle 23. The size of a solar
cycle is historically marked by the
maximum monthly smooth sunspot
number (s.s.n.) for a cycle.

The current cycle, Cycle 22, had
a maximum monthly s.s.n. of 159 in
July 1989. The largest observed
cycle, Cycle 19, had a maximum
monthly s.s.n. of 201 in November
1957.

The panel's consensus forecast
is that the smoothed monthly s.s.n.
will be in the range of 130 to 190,
averaging around 160. The scientific
group also predicted that the
maximum of Solar Cycle 23 could be
between January 1999 to 2001,
possibly in March 2000. So you've
got a year or so to get your 50MHz
station optimised before that band is
open for world-wide DX again.

Satellite News

Just as last month's column went to
press I learned that the launch of the
Phase 3D satellite has been re-
scheduled from July to a mid -
September launch window.
Unfortunately, modifications to the
Ariane 5 rocket's electrical systems
and software will mean another
costly delay for the P3D amateur
radio satellite.

The AMSAT-NA President Bill
Tynan W3X0 said a complete
analysis had not yet been done but
that he believed the delay would add
"on the order of 100,000 dollars" to
the P3D costs. (That's on top of an
estimated 200,000 dollars combined
funding shortfall that AMSAT-NA and
AMSAT-DL were reporting in late
February).

So far, AMSAT-DL has invested
nearly two million dollars in Phase
3D compared to nearly 1.4 million
dollars for AMSAT-NA. At the
beginning of the year the AMSAT-UK
P3D fund amounted to over [113,000
and that was apart from the cash
that has come directly out of the
general AMSAT-UK funds over a

three year period.
Fund raising for this exciting

satellite still continues and your
contributions, no matter how small,
will be most welcome. Send any
donations to Ron Broadbent MBE
G3AAJ, 94 Herongate Road,
Wanstead Park, London E12 5EQ.

Beacon News

Brian Boyer G3COJ passes on news
about the GB3VHF beacon and
mentions that the future of the unit is
uncertain. About 25 years ago the
BBC had a requirement for high
quality audio radio links on 46, 90
and 141MHz.
Nothing was available commercially
at a reasonable price so they were
designed in-house.

When the development
programme was completed the
141MHz prototype was retuned to
the 144MHz band. The wide -band
f.m. source was converted to crystal
control and a keyer provided to
enable the transmitter to become the
GB3VHF beacon.

Recently the IOW driver stage
for the 40W power amplifier became
unstable resulting in hum on the
signal. Consequently the beacon has
been off the air for some months.

The driver stage consists of
plug-in units and requires a special
chassis extender when testing. As
the radio link equipment is long
since obsolete any hope of finding a
chassis extender is small. (If any
BBC employee knows where such
an extender exists then please
contact G3COJ). Since the frequency
has to be changed to conform with
the new band plan the beacon
keeper is considering getting a new
transmitter.

As you may know a decision
was taken at the International
Amateur Radio Union (IARU) Region
1 Conference last year to re-
organise the lower 1MHz of the
144MHz band. As a consequence the
existing beacon band, 144.850.
144.990MHz will move to it's new
allocation, 144.400-144.490MHz,
before July 1 1997.

Proposed frequencies for UK
beacons are GB3NGI 1144.408MHz),
GB3VHF (144.433MHz), GB3LER
(144.445MHz), GB3ANG (144.453MHz)
and GB3MCB (144.469MHz). Two
frequencies, 144.400 and
144.406MHz, have been made
available for future transatlantic
beacon use.

At present there are difficulties
with beacon allocations in the USA
as they can only be licensed
between 144.275-144.300MHz. It has
not been decided whether one of the
new transatlantic frequencies will
be used for Europe to USA and the
other for USA to Europe.

Four beacons on the western
edge of Europe most likely to be
heard in the USA have been
allocated frequencies close to those
for transatlantic use. They are
EA8VHF 1144.402MHz), 0Y6VHF

(144.402MHz), EI2WRB (144.403MHz)
and EA1VHF (144.404MHz).

Contests

Now I'll turn to news of some
contests coming up soon. And the
first is the RSGB 144MHz event being
held between 1400-1400UTC over the
weekend of May 17-18. This is a very
popular contest and you can expect
to find much activity from both the
UK and other parts of Europe.

On Sunday June 1 a c.vv. contest
is being held on the 70MHz band.
This event is quite short lasting only
three hours. It commences at
090OUTC.

On the following weekend,
Saturday June 7, the first 50MHz
Backpacker contest is being held
between 1300-1700UTC. The aim of
the Backpackers contest is to attract
newcomers to the world of
contesting.

Simple antennas and low power
operation are the name of the game.
In a similar vein a 144MHz
Backpacker event is being run on
Sunday June 15 between 0900-
1300UTC. Why don't you join them?
The weather should be good and
there may even be some Sp -E
propagation about to liven things up.
(And don't forget the PW Contest on
the same day - details in this issue).

On the following Saturday June
21, the UK Six Metre Group are
holding their world-wide 50MHz
contest. It's a 24 -hour event between
0000-2400UTC.

Finally a 70MHz 'phone contest
has been organised by the Worked
All Britain (WAB) group. It's being
held between 0900.1500UTC on
Sunday June 22.

Deadlines

That's it again for another month.
I'm a little concerned that no one
has provided any input to the
annual table. So please send me
your list of locator squares,
counties and countries worked on
any band.

And don't forget that I'm also
including satellite contacts as well.
Forward any news, views,
comments or photographs to reach
me no later than Saturday April 26.
Send them to me at Yew Tree
Cottage, Lower Maescoed,
Herefordshire HR2 OHP. You can
also contact me via packet radio @
GB7MAD, the UK DX Cluster CO
GB7DXC or E-mail via
davebu@mdIhrtagw.bt.co.uk
Alternatively you can telephone me
on (01873)860679.

END
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hue to the fast turn
around of popular

secondhand items.

readers should check on

availability of advertised

stock. hi other words...if
you spot something you

fancy...don't delay or you

could miss it!

[OUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835

PLEASE NOTE SECONDHAND ITEMS
COME WITH FULL 3 MONTH PARTS &
LABOUR GUARANTEE. FOR MORE
INFORMATION PHONE ANDY TIEITEN
01702-206835 OR FAX 01702-205843.
HE TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM IC -726 HF & fan transceiver (100w, lOw

1569
KENWOOD TS-450SAT HF Base motion with
internal .ATLI £899

KENWOOD TS-830SAT HF bast SUI1011 with
internal ATLI £1119

KENWOOD TS-450SAT HF bane siation with
Mutual ATLI £899
KENWOOD TS -50 HF base mahout 1110w £599

TENTEC SCOUT 50u- HF trameciutr Inc 20,15m
£149
YAESU FT -301 HE transceiver 101n.

10.15,20.40.80.160m £249

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS MOBILE / BASE
STATION
ICOM IC -4.49E 70cms mobik 35w 1229

1COM IC -820H 2nv70ems hare station f950
ICOM IC2350 2riv7Ocurr mobi lc £379
KENWOOD TR-751A 2m 25w muktnade £469
KENWOOD TM -251E x2 2m 50w FM mobile AIM
70cms RX £299
KENWOOD TS -790E 2m/70cms mulmmodet1.299
YAESU FT -2201222m Nhs FM motile £239
YAESU ET -1430R 2m 10m multimode 099

YAESU FT -2_908112m potable multimode £299
YAESU FT -2500M 2m 50w mobile transceiver 1229
YAESU FT -726R 216/70cras1th base slaliOn £729

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
HANDHELDS/PORTABLE
ALINCO 01-191 2inflOcnts handheld £119
ALINCO DJ-5190x4 2m/I1kins handheld £229

ALINCO x2 2m handheld 1119

ALINC0111-SIE 2m handheld 199
ICOM IC-A22E Airband iranscciver As new £299
1COM IC-2SE x2 2m handheld £99
ICOM IC-T42E 70cms handheld 189

ICOM IC-T21E 2m handheld £139
ICOM IC-W2E 2m/70ems handheld £219
ICOM IC -W21 E x3 2m/70ems handheld oath dr,

all tuts 1229
ICOM IC -W3 I E x2 2m/70une, handheld 1.249

iCOM IC -M12 Marine hand handheld 169
ICOM 1C.2S 2m handle Id £109
KENWOOD TH-481 7fic-nis handheld £269
KENWOODTH-78E x2 2in.7(lt-rns handheld £209
KENWOODTH-79E x2 2MPlk handheld £339

ICENWOOD TH-21 2m handheld ISO
YAESU FT -203R 2m handheld 150

YAESU FT -40 2m handheld £129
YAESU FT -26 2m handheld £109

YAESU FT23R 2m handheld 1109
YAESU FT-KIR 70cms handheld £229

STATION ACCESSORIES
AEA PK232MBX All mode data conutikr £199
DAIWA LA2:180 2in 80 handheld amplifier £99
DIAMOND SX-1110VSWR & power meter 1.6-
60MHz 3kW rating £79
DEWSBURY Morse tutor £69
GARMIN GPS-90 Global positnming system £279
IPS ANC-[ Local noise Wooer £109
JPS N1R-12 Top of the range DSP fiher £299

IFS NTR-I Add on noise reduction unit £109
KENWOOD MC -85 Desk microphone £89
KENWOOD MC -60 Desk microphone 145
LOWE PR- i 50 Active preseleclar foe any HE RX
receiver E149
LOWE RK-150 Rack system for HF150/PR150 cu
£30

LOWE
ELECTRONICS
0117-931 5263

HF TRANSCEIVERS
lesion IC 726 HF transceiver with 6in £625
kom IC 728 HE transceiver £550
151135 HF Transceiver £975
Kenwood TS53081-IF Transceiver £495
Kenwood TS820 HE Transceiver £395
Yaesu F1747GX HF Transceiver £400

DATACOMMS
Kantrotairs KAM Multimode TNC £185

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
Alinco DJSOOE Dual Band Handheld £249
Alinco DJ560 Dual Band Handheld £199
Alinco DR599 Dual Band Mobile £425
Icom IC 24ET Dual Band Handheld £269
Isom IC505 on Portable SSB Only £250
[emu ICW2E Dual Band Handheld £249
Kenwood TH205E 2m Handheld £159
Kenwood TH78E Dual Band Handheld
£2911

Kenwood 131732E Dual Band Mobile /
detachable front panel £380

Kenwood TR2500 2m Handheld £140
Yaesu 17290R 2m Multimode £250
Yaesu FT470R Dual Band Handheld £259
Yam TT2200 2m FM Mobile £289
Yitesu FT4700RH Dual Band Mobile with
detachable front £375
Yaesu ET690R2 6nt Multimode Portable
£399

HF RECEIVERS
loom ICR71E HF Receiver £550
Kenwood R1000 HF Receiver £250
Kenwood 82000 HF Receiver with VHF
cony. £495
Kenwood R5000 HE Receiver with VHF
cons. £750

Lowe HF225 HF Receiver with all
accessories £345

Lowe 11E225 Europa HF Receiver £450
Sony ICES. W55 World band Portable
£229

Yaesu FRG8800 HF Receiver £350

SCANNERS
AOR AR1000 Handheld £169
AOR AR2001 Base Scanner w Mout PSU

£159
AOR AR2700 Handheld Scanner £160
AOR ARUN Base Scanner with SSA
#195

1eom 1C117000 Base Scanner £650

ICRL Handheld Scanner £199
Yupiteru MVT7000 Handheld Scanner
£201)

Ynpiteru NIVT7100 Handheld Scanner
£235

Jleios are Reid at various branches, please

OrMitH1 oar Matlock branch for further
details tel 0162Q 580 800

SOUTH EAST
COMMUNICATIONS

0151 871278
HF TRANSCEIVERS
1COM 728 ANUFM FITTED . ... £649
ICOM 725 AM/FM OPTION £499
KENWOOD TS440S MINT CONDITION..
£549
KENWOOD TS95OSD BOXED £1499
YAESU FTIOOOMP £1999

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
ALINCO DI I80 2M HANDI £119
ALINCO DJ180 WITH KEYPAD /129
KENWOODTH79E 2M/70CM WIDE RX
£299
ICOM ICKET 2M HANDI WITH SPARE
BATT £149
YAESU FT5OR 2M/70CM HANDI £249
YAESU FT8500 2MflOCM MOBILE £399
ALINCO DR610E 2M/70CM MOBILE
£399
ICOM IC260E 2M MULTI MODE 10
WATTS £269
ICOM 1C820H 2M/70CM BASE STATION
£1099

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
KENWOOD 85000 WITH VHF
CONVERTER FITTED £795
JRC NRD525 MINT £699
LOWE HF225 £349
YAESU FRG100 MINT £399
SONY 200ID PORTABLE 1199
SONY SW7600G 1139
REALISTIC DX £394 /199

SCANNERS BASE/MOBILE
REALISTIC PRO2006 25 TO 1300MHZ....
£199
YUPITERU MVT8000 2 TO 1300MHZ
£249
ICOM ICR7000 25 TO 2000MHZ 1699
ICOM ICR7100 25 TO 2000MHZ 1949
BEARCAT 9000XLT 25 TO 1300MHZ
£249
BEARCAT 860XLT 66 TO 956MHZ 1109

SCANNERS HANDHELD
YUPITERU MVT7100 0 TO 1650MHZ
£229
YUPITERU MYT7000 8 TO 1300MHZ
£189
BEARCAT 3000XLT 2.5 TO 1300MHZ
£179
BEARCAT 220XLT 66 TO 956MHZ..1129
AOR8000 0 TO 1900MHZ £290
BEARCAT 100XLT 29 TO 512MHZ £99

STATION ACCESSORIES
DAIWA PS304 25AMP POWER SUPPLY ..
£109
WATSON PS1220 20AMP POWER
SUPPLY £65
VECTRONICS 300WATT TUNER WITH
DUMMY LOAD £99
MFJ 949E 300WATT TUNER WITH
DUMMY LOAD
KENWOOD MC85 DESK MIC WITH 2
LEADS £89
[COM PS55 20AMP POWER SUPPLY
#149
YAESU FRV7700 VHF CONVERTER_165
DIAWA LA2.080 2M 80WATT AM ........£69
MIRAGE 160WATT 2M AMP 10WATT
INPUT 1229
OPTO 3300 FREQUENCY FINDER £99

NEVADA

01705 662745
ALINCO AL -'2 £165.00
ALINCO DJ- I 00 £99.00
ALINCO DJ -180 £150.00
ALINCO DJ -191e £139.00
ALINCO DIX-1 £225.00
AOR AR -800E £125.00
AOR AR000 £140.00
AOR A R8000 £239.00
DAIWA PS304 II £99.00
DRAKE SW8 £4,c00
DRAKE R8E £795.00
FDK MULTI 700EX £145.110

[COM IC -255e £199.00
ICOM 1C-725 095.00
ICOM IC-W2E £250.00
ICOM IC -728 £695.00
ICOM R-72 £675.00
ICOM T -7E £245.00
JST 100 COMPLF. I E. £525.00
KENWOOD TH-28E £199.00
KEN WOOD 11I -45E £145.00
KENWOOD TH-79E £299.00
KENWOOD TH-215E £145.00
KENWOOD TM -221 £199.00
KENWOOD TM -241F £225.00
KENWOOD TM -251E £289.00
KENWOOD TM -451E £299.00
KENWOOD R-2000 £395.00
KENWOOD R -Z1 1245.00
KENWOOD TS -50 £675.00
KEN WOOD TS -850 SAT £1299.00
KEN WOOD 440S £699.00
LOWE AP 150 £155.00
LOWE HF 150 £269.00
LOWE PR 130 £165.00
MFJ 989c £289.00
N.A.G. 144 XL AMP £345.00
NEC SPEAKER/CLOCK £69.00
REALISTIC 2036 £179.00
REALISTIC PRO -50 £69.00
sANGEAN ATS-803A £85.00
SATCOM P40 (PAIR} .............£149.00
SENTEC 20M HANDLE £195.00
TEAM 3004UK £125.00
TEAM 3100 UK £95.00
TRIO TR-2200 £99.00
YAESU FRG -8800 £499.00
YAESU FL -2500 £79.00
YAESU FT -ONE £645.00
YAESU FT -7 + PS13 £499.00
YAESU Fr -102 £499.00
YAESU FT -107 ................_.-----£499.00
YAESU FT-1IR £169.00
YAESU FT -29O II £375.00
YAESU FT -5100 £399.00
YAESU FT -51R £315.00
YAESU FT -707 £395.00
YAESU FT -727 £169.00
YAFSU FT-757GX £499.00
YAESU FT -790R1 £325.00
YAESU FT -840 FM £659.00
YAESU FT -980 £625.00
YAESU 4700 RH £345.00

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!



YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

ARC
EARLESTOWN
01925 229881

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Yaesu F1-900AT £950
Kellwood TS-450SAT boxed £950

.x Icon IC -765 + speaker ....... ....... from £1500
JRC JST-I35HP deluxe + PSU [op[.
units ine1.1 1Tel
Yaesu FT -102 . £475
Kenwood TS -120V + VF0-12015E-100_, £299
Yaesu FT -7470X + FMICW fliers/
FP-757GX .1Te1

Kenwood TS -9405 + w'shop mardmic £950
Kenwood 1S -930S BOO

MOBILE/BASE VHEITIF
TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood TS-71IE + mic £575
Kenwood TS -700 boxed ETel

Kenwood TS -7005 £4511

Kellwood 1R -751E boxed 1Tel
teem 1C-726 boxed £650
Yaesu Fr -290R Mk I + accessories 1225
Navico AMR -1000S f 140
Kenwood TM -742 + I Ore module as new 1625
kom IC -229 boxed £225
Alinco DR -1[2 boxed £110
Yaesu FT -290R MU! £350
Kenwixid TW-40001xixed £250

RECEIVERSSCANNERS
AOR AR _3000A boxed .1575
Kenwood R-5000 boxed 1699
Yaesu FRG -100 VGC £399
Isom K-R71E boxed £599
Kenwood R-iono boxed £299
Regency MX -7C00 fTel
Yaesu ERG -9600 £3511

AR -2500 £275
Drake R -8E £699
Lowe HF-225 £375
Sony CRF-320 boxed ITEL
AR -2000 boxed 1150
Trident TR-I 200 £120
Bearcat UBC-205XLT £80
NED-525 £599

EIANDHELDS
lairn IC -M5 /150
Alnico D1-160 1150
Kenwood TH-21 199
loom 1C-2SA'T + extras ETel

MISCELLANEOUS
MET- [278 + software 1225
SDU-5000 spectrum display unit £599
PK-232 boxed 1150
AT -230 £175
2 x RPM fillers .130 each
Tokyo HL -37V linear 145
PK-232M BX + Pakran software 16 version
£199
Vectionics VC-300DLI)

PHOTO
ACOUSTICS
01908 610625

RECEIVERS

Xenwnoil R3r117.51p of the range lion ware receiver

£97911
Kellwood k3u10 rlw W.'20 VHF convener OM*
roan IC -071E Superb shortwave rneciver £5754.
Lowe HF-221 Shortwave receiver. £52910

141117,525 (hie rd the Surs shoeswave receivers nude
Lahti&

HY liANSCEIVERS
F7-702 loom AD liliA HF Ii311Z4,1:]Vff EAV db.k

rem I:319111

Icom IC -735 leew Cameral csuerage tcareteiver c1w olds

£599.86

Yaws FT -]S2 ISHW+ Had  IOM 1-1F iraiweiser 142514

VHECIFFTRAPE;CEWERS
]cold brinnraw 50/351V Trasscerver

cord] 1.1941e

Xerumod E 2MiNtm ISW Tonscersch {mine

wadi Irmo
}Cawood ThirI5 I E 511'81 2/4 Mobile rcirenpkse mu! as

NEW 11279,40

Irem IC28E 25111,S1 meddle f1[4e0
Kenvioad171-73E 311,713erus Handheld 5* speaker eke,

niusl fad, stvager. Isar & atanexl f.2.19.111
(NEW) Kumedll-I2.71 31 Handheld &MAO
(NEWr KerirspoilTH-12E 70cms Handheld E239.e9

iNEw) Seas 2M77le hardttlil VOA
Alioco MN 7.7.1 Handel:1E1RM

Keroeord TH-NE 351 agedited da all memo:oho +
rase 114910

iNEXV 1 Sean 214 harideld £23421
(NEW Minas Di -I Yal 17.1 haudteld £110.1111

Ahruo ALNI-2(BE 219 handheld du. rholnk DC adarreq

chinch (No *$ISMyl. f75.00

SCANNING RECEIVERS/ACCESSORIES
henna IC -R7 IOD 23 - 13011141m All Mode Saxe Steam

reCCV,,Cr f 0GC3

%am la -225 handheld VHFICHFairliand receiver
£149110

Realistic Plt6.39 hnadrrid VHF/LIHF scanner L149.117

NEW', Welk WS- I Of* WidehuivJ handheld %canna

TIMM
Fairrnaie WrdcbaAd handheld sc-viner £149.01

Yupitou Weelurd ce nixr rmrSilobncoc

DEMO MOCEL ii299.04

ANC -4 Noise canceller i DEMO MODELI Ideal In use

with x .duntwase reLv..iser h here nova is a end km.

149'.00

144el6a 0P1-38 handheld GPS urrs (DEMO MODEL1
179.174

sPECIAL
M1110.4.452r6 Handheld 19FTro,rei nerd Fano/
packs, charges end hell clip. £17$10

Motorola S140 ras ANA'S NI also with VOX capaisilayr

X VISAS

rl'esarrxe & per hinirJ

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

01202 490099
HFTRANCEIVERS
YAESU FT990 ATU. 240V 11350
1COM 1C707 Unused on TX £595
KENWOOD T5940 ATLI VCG £995
KEN WOOD TS850S Mint £995
YAESU FT! Ncw PAs titled £475
YAESU FT757GX2 Mint £525
TEN TEC CORSAIR 2 VGC £495
YAESU Er 102 VGC Fm. £350
1COM 1C725 inc P515 VGC £550
YAESU FT 1.01ZD. VGC £395
TEN TEC ARGOSY 525 ATU+PSU
£265
KEN WOOD TS I 20S HF leer £295
KEN WOOD TS I.40S+ PS430 PSU
9595

VHF/UHF. TRANCEIVERS
KENWOOD TR75 I E. VHF M/mode
£475
KENWOOD TS7I IE. VHF M/mtxie
£595.
YAESU FT290Mk2. VHF M/mode
£325
ICOM 28tH VHF FM 70cm RX £345
1COM IC228H VHF FM Mobile 1225
YAESU FT290 Mkt c/w FL2050 £395
ICOM 1C290E VHF M/Mode £325
ICOM 1C2E. VHF FM H/Heid 185.00
YAESU FT227RB VHF FM. 195
FDK 750 VHF M/Mode. mint £275

RECEIVERS
LOWE HFI 25 HE Ex 1295
LOWE HF] 25 Rx. All options £345
YAESU FRG7 HF Rx £135
YAESU FRG7700 HF Rx c/w ATU 2
VHF units + Act Am Unit £395
YAESU FRG7700 HF Rx £295
KENWOOD R5000 HF/VHF Plus
Filters + Voice Chip. 1695
KENWOOD R5000 HF Rx £595
KENWOOD R1000 HF RA £295
ICOM ICR72. HE Rx 1575
JIL SX400. VHF/UHF Ex. PSU 1195
ICOM ICR71.00 VHF/UHF Rx E895

CALL FOR LATEST UPDATE. ON
USED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE.

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which cannot he licensed in the U.K,

will not he accepted. While the publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers or buyers having
complaints, under no circumstance will the magazine accept liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, late

delivery or faults in manufacture.

SMC
GROUP

01703 251549
TA U[11 FTRANSCEIVERS
PX TS4SOSAT Kellwood IIF 100W E899
PX HL7000B Tokyo HF Liarnp /894
PX ET747(1X Yam HE 1110W £425
PX ECM) YaeS41 Mao ATU £109
PX ET767GX Vries, HE 2+6mir 1/099
PX ET102 Yaesu HF Now 1,425
PX IC737 Icon' HF 100W £1060
LX FTONE Yaesu HF 100W 9675
LX FT890AT Yaesu HF I00W £1250
LX 1C-706 laim HF + 2/6m £779
LX ET73 Yaese HE SOW £235
AX ET990 Yaesu 1 -IF 100W £1650
AX IC765 1 -corn HF TOW 11699
RX ET980 Yaesu HF 100W £625
RX ETIOI Yaesu HE Valve £260
RX F1757GX Yaesu HF 100W £495
RX E1747 Yana HF Mobile £450
RX FT InY1 Yaesu HF 100W £275
EX TS.520 Kenwood HF 100W 1260
RX T54405AT Kellwood HF 100W £750
RX 1C726 lessor HF 1.0DW £650
RX 1C761 lain] HF 100W £995

VHFRAIFTRANSCEIVERS
PH FT4700 Yaesu Irv:Morn £329
PH FT2700 Yaesu 2irrittil0an £279
PX FT290RII Yaesu 2mtr pod £375
PX FT736R Yaesu 2mtr/70cm £1299
PX FT5 IR Yaesu 2m1e/7003 £325
PX IC3201E Rom 2tritr/70rn 1309

PX C5600 Standard 2mtr m/mode £259
LX 171580E Aline° 2ditelOcat 1245
LX TH21E Kenwood 2antr port 1100
AX FT79OR Yarns UHF port £310
AX TM -732E Kenwood 2m6/70cm 1525
RX D1160 Alinco 2r/1Y/70mi/55
RX D1560 Alinco 2mtr/70cm £3.15
FIX FT8500R Yaesu 2mtrf/Ocia £575
RX FT2I2RH Yaesu 2mtr EM £175

RECEIVERS
PX DX -394 Realistic HF Geri. RX 9225
PX R2000 Kenwead HF Gen RX £375
PX FRG7700 Yarn]. HF Gen RX £295
PX AR8000 AOR Scanner £299
PH AR2800 AOR RX Mihase £359
PX AR/500ex AORScanner £225
PX AR3030 AOR HF RX £399
PX 11E150 Lowe HF Gem RX 1375
PX ERG100 Yens HF Gen RX £395
PX MVT13000 Yupiteru Scanner 1269
PX S W-7600 Sony Ponidde EX f139
PX PR02032 Realistic &Scanner £149
1.X 10E-72 Icon HF EX £675
LX FR000 Yueso HE EX £425
AX PRO -80 Sony Sloane RX £120
AX 2001D Sony Siwave RX £169
RX HF225 Lowe IIF Gen RX £385
RX AR1500 AOR Hai Scanner £165
RX ICF-7600 Sony Port RX 1120
EX NED5351RCI1F Gen. RX 1850
RX ERG9600 'heal Base Scanner 1240

PX = Chandler; foul HQ 01703 - 251549
RX cc Rig Ward 01297 -4918
LX cc SMC Leeds 01132 - 350606
AX w ARE London 0181 - 9974476

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!



K E R l CH ARDS G 4 W N C

Mike Richards G4WNC has the
latest news and developments
from the computing in radio world.

Hellschreiber! - No, this is not
the latest techno swearword,
but a revival of a 1930s

communication system. And whilst
it's all well and good getting all the
very latest in communications
systems, the end resuh is starting to
get ominously close to a station that
runs itself.

I'm sure there are stations out
there now automatically receiving
and forwarding messages and
compiling their own log. As the
operator all you have to do is power -
up and remember to post the QSL
cards whilst all your way to work to
earn more cash to buy the latesttoyl
I know that's a bit of an
exaggeration, but it's not difficult for
a Packet station to get quite close to
this.

As amateur radio is not really
about buying the latest kit, but more
about self education, I thought I'd
spend some time this month taking a
look at one of the oldest FAX
systems that's still in use today.
Whilst the electromechanical drum
system and it's computerised
derivatives dominate both amateur
and commercial weather FAX
systems, the old Hellschreiber
system is still used by a number of
amateurs in Europe and has been
used in recent times by Bejing
(ChinaY far internal news.

The Hellschreiber originates
back to 1929 when Bavarian born
engineer Dr Rudolf Hell applied for a
patent for his new Hell recorder or
Hellschreiber. This proved to be both
revolutionary and very successful
and by the end of the war Dr Hell
had built his company to the point
where he employed over 1000
people.

The key to the Hellschreiber
success during the war was the
system's ability to produce readable
messages under, what would
normally be considered, unusable
conditions. In addition to being built
in Or Hell's own factory.
Hellschreiber machines were also
built by British Intelligence and used
to intercept enemy messages during
the war.

Fascinating System

Let's now take a look at the
operation of this fascinating system.

In the original electromechanical
Hellschreiber the text message was
entered into the machine using a
keyboard which activated a
mechanical encoding drum which
converted the key press into a series
of on and off pulses that aligned with
a matrix representation of the
character.

The matrix size employed was 14
units vertically (columns( by 7 units
horizontally {rows(- I've shown an
example of how the letter A could be

Row/Col 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Fig. 1: The Hellschreiber
character matrix.

constructed in Fig.1.
The utilisation of this matrix is

restricted so that only units 3 to 12 of
the columns were used for the
character with the two spares at
each end being used to provide
separation from the edge of the
printing tape. A similar restriction
also applies to the rows where only
the first five units are used for the
character and the remaining units
used to provide the inter -character
spacing.

Although the
Hellschreiber
may seem a very
crude system, it
has proved to be
remarkably
effective over the
years. One of the
peculiarities of
the original system.

system was the requirement for the
operator to type in exact
synchronisation with the rotating
encoding drum. By all accounts this
skill was soon mastered and the
message quality was usually very
good. At the receiving end a rapidly
rotating, inked, helical thread is
struck by a hammer in response to
the incoming signal and used to
build-up the image on a strip of
ticker -tape.

One of the inherent problems
with the Hellschreiber system was
the lack of synchronisation between
the transmitter and receiver. If there
was a speed difference between the
transmitter and receiver this would
cause the text to print at a slant
across the tape.

The slanting problem was
overcome by always printing the
received text twice - one above the
other. As a result, one of the lines
was always clearly visible so the
message wasn't lost. Although a
very simple solution, it proved to be
extremely effective (like all the best
idea0 system.

One of the secrets behind the
Helischreiber's remarkable
performance is the way it uses
human skills to interpret the results.
In this respect it's very similar to
Morse because Morse uses the
brain's remarkable powers to filter -
out audio patterns and decode the
message.

With the Hellschreiber the visual
pattern recognition skills of the brain
are employed to resolve the
message. This is significantly
different to RTTY where the machine
attempts to resolve the message and
frequently makes a complete hash of
it!

One of the reasons for choosing
the Hellschreiber system to talk
about is the availability of PC based
software to re-create this mode on
your computer. The software
package is called Hell Script by

LAOBX and is available in the public
domain at the SARTB software
archive and can be accessed via the
Internet at
http://www.netup.no/-clank/ck_hell
html and the program names is hs-

v9610.zie.
The great beauty of the Hell

Script program is that it has been
written to run on a PC and makes
use of a standard
HAMCOMM/JVFAX interface. This
means all you have to do is load the
software and you're in business!

Hell Scriptwill run any just about
any PC but, if you want to use the
simplest comparator interface, you
really need a 286 based system. On
the video front the program supports
just about all the standard systems
from CGA upwards!

If you're using a Hamcomm type
interface you have very little else to
do but, if you wantto build your own
system, there are a few ideas in the
associated text files supplied with
the program. As with most amateur
comms programs this one needs to
be run from DOS and will not operate
under Windows.

However, before you run the Hell
Script program you ought to read the
manual fmanuaLengl and edit the
configuration file to match your
system. There were a number of well
thought-out facilities built-in to the
program including a rather neat
software audio filter. This was a
great help for dealing with poor
conditions and the filter had fully
adjustable upper and lower cut-off
frequencies.

You could also set the speaker
frequency and the transmit tone to
be used as well as the c.w. speed for
c.w. idents. When set-up to receive,
the image gradually builds -up from
left to right in rows across the
screen.

Having got your system running,
the next task is to find someone to
talk to! The best places to look are

ED SCANEW LIN FiJotAsrmAfts
OD WIREill ESN FELOCuistrwil

Fig. 2: A sample message received from LA9111A using the Hellschreiber
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on Sunday midday at around
7.035MHz and in the evening on
3.58MHz, both the frequencies are in
regular use for Hellschreiber Nets.

An alternative is to join in the
annual HELL contest that's organised
by the DARC. The contest runs on
the first full weekend in the month of
October and the operating times are:
Saturday 3.5MHz band 1400-
160OUTC, Sunday 7.0MHz band 0900-
1100UTC plus the following Thursday
on 144 and 432MHz between 1800
and 2000UTC.

The entry classes for the
contest are: h,f. single operator, h.f.
short wave listener, v.h.f. single
operator, v.h.f. short wave listener.
For full details of the rules and entry
details contact: Warner Ludwig
DF5BX at Postfach 1270 D-49110
Georgsmarienhuette, Germany or
visit the Web site at
http://home.sn.no/-janalme/rules/
hell.txt

The other way to get active with
this mode is to get a few local
people interested via your radio
club. You could then help each other
to get going and experiment with this
novel system - it's low cost and great
fun.

Why not start a UK
Hellschreiber Net on 7035kHz ±5kHz
at 1200UTC on Sundays? See you
there!

Radio Communications
Platform

One of the major developments
taking place currently is the more
complete utilisation of the potential
of the PC as a radio communications
platform. Packet users in particular
have become used to using external
TNCs to carry out most of the
processing with just a terminal
program sat on the PC.

Admittedly terminal programs
have become increasing
sophisticated, but the PC is able to
do far more than is currently asked

of it. As with all technological
progress, the key to success is the
development of a popular standard.
FlexNet is one such group and they
have been working on a number of
modular software programs for the
radio amateur with an interest in
Packet radio.

The latest addition to the
FlexNet range has been reported to
me by Adam MOAMD and comprises
a Packet radio SoundBlaster driver.
By loading this onto your PC you can
get on the air with just the software
and a simple one transistor circuit to
handle the transmit to receive
switching. Interested?

Well the place to find out more
is on the Web at
http://www.ife.ee.ethz.ch/--sailer/
pcf/ The SoundBlaster driver is still
beta and Adam reports occasional
crashes, but he has got it to work

electronics. The program is called
Electron and has been released as
shareware and so has got to be
worth a try.

The review version of Electron
(v1.0) was supplied on a single 3.5in
floppy and comes with a standard
Windows Setup installation routine.
Electron has been designed to run
under Windows 3.0 or 3.1 so any
computer that can run these
systems should he OK.

Once installed, the program
takes -up a modest 850k of hard disk
space, so this shouldn't prove a
problem. There is no manual as such
but there is a standard Windows
help file to get you going.

However, the whole program is
menu driven and it soon became
pretty obvious what you had to do.
I've included a screen shot to show
you how it looks.

ELECTRON.

START

V.
hoe

V.
C.

Rad.,

REGUATOR

R2
NO crow

A

B

ENO

A - Raw Pore, Supply
Veuiable POMP, Supply

-

successfully with baycom terminal,
TPK and Superpacket

Electron

Ray Dix has sent me a copy of an
ingenous little program designed to
help newcomers to radio and

Paelocape e ov
LH.' I i'Lk lwns DDlrecrr.ry widow

rutted latittielave

yelp

PC/Flex Net

Au Oven iew

c,wery 'nektr.1PC6IT41,! '

s tETITre- Kzzaz-4 ir bn taakr W4,4.
TA. nrIE 7-44.4zn.....a.. c.f.

Whatt PCTLex.'417

/i40.4..fal, Ca :do 4.N A.KZE Ka* f.cs nTIFIrilet
RtajC,DUN,Ert, u a fcatpeur: tailware for , mu, arar,irr --TivorakEraT4 4,4-Tpz

As you can see from the menu
options, Electron includes packages
for Ohms Law, fitter design,
series/parallel components, colour
codes and even a simple power
supply design system. I'm sure the
program will serve as a useful
reminder for those that only do
occasional construction and also as
a great learning aid for newcomers.

Ray has very kindly offered to
supply a shareware copy to readers
supplying an IBM formatted 3.5in,
1.44Mb disk and an s.a.e. Please be
patient with your order and send
them to Ray Dix, 21 Mendip Way,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5TE.

The full registered version
of Electron costs £8.50. My thanks to
Ray for supplying the review copy.

Interference Advice

Unfortuately URM can be be a real
problem when it occurs and you can
guarantee that it always starts when
you least expect it! Getting good
advice is not always that easy and
it's very easy to be sidetracked into

Special Offers

If you'd like a copy of
Hamcomm/JVFAX, etc. I've
arranged a very special offer with
the Public Domain and Shareware
Library (PDSL). They have put
together a library set of all five
disks for just f12, all inclusive.

Using PDSL also makes
ordering simpler as they accept all
the usual credit cards so you can
order by 'phone  you don't even
have to write a letter. Please direct
all orders and enquiries about this
disk set to PDSL, Winscombe
House, Beacon Road,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL
Tel: (01892) 663298 and request
library volume: H008739abcde.

The software is only available
as a set of five disks as follows:
IBM PC Software (1.44Mb disks):
Disk A - JVFAX 7.1, HAMCOMM
3.1 and WXFAX 3.2; Disk 8 - OSP

Starter plus Texas device
selection software; Disk C -
NuMorse 1.3; Disk D - UltraPak 4.0
and Disk E - Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.

an illogical process where you jump
from one colleague's suggestion to
the next What you really need is
well structured advice that will guide
you through a logical sequence of
events to gradually home -in on the
cause of the interference.

If you have Internet access one
answer could be to take advantage
of an excellent range of documents
supplied by the American Radio
Relay League (ARRL). These text
files are distributed through the
ARRL Infoserver system and can be
found at any of the common mirror
sites.

A good starting point for many
European amateurs is to try:
ftp.funrt.fi/pub/ham/arrl/infoserv/tec
h and within this directory you will
find a number of articles with names
that include the three letters rfi.
These are all documents relating to
different areas of radio interference.

While all the articles have
strong US bias the basic information
makes good sense wherever you
live. If you know of any other sites
please drop me a line with the
details.

That's all I've got for you this month
so, until next time 'happy computing'
and keep your letters coming to me
Mike Richards G4WNC at PO Box
1863, Ringwood, Rants BH24 32D or
via E-mail to
mike.richards@dial.pipex.com YOU
can also visit my Web site at:
http://dialspace.dial.pipex.corn/mik
e.richards/

END
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PETER SHORE

Feeling in a travelling mood, then
how about a visit behind the
scenes at Radio Netherlands?
Peter Shore explains all.

The main media event of the
month in June happens when
Britain hands back its last

major overseas possession at
midnight on the 30th. Hong Kong will
be ablaze, both with residents' and
visitors' parties and the lights of the
world's television cameras.

Just about every international
radio station will cover the event and
it will be interesting for the followers
of international broadcasting to
compare the different treatment
given by each station.

The station to tune to must be
China Radio International. China is,
after all, the principal beneficiary of
Hong Kong's change in ownership,
and I suspect that their propaganda
machine will be in full flow across
each of the language services the
station runs - at my last count up
there were 45!

A majority of PWs readers will
have to listen to the English service
to understand what's being said. In
Europe, tune in at 2000-2100UTC on
6.95, 9.44, 9.92, 11.715 and 15.11;
2100-2200UTC on 6.95 and 9.92; 2200-
2230UTC on 3.985 via transmitters in
Switzerland and 2200-2300UTC on
7.17MHz

And to compare the mainland
view with the ideas of Taiwan's
government, listen to the Voice of
Free China from Taipei. There is a
single European transmission at
2200UTC for an hour on 5.81 and
9.985MHz.

Access To Internet

If you have access to the Internet
and can listen to audio on your
computer, you can hear some of the
stations in Hong Kong. You will find
the government broadcaster, Radio
TV Hong Kong, at www.rthk.org.hk
and Commercial Radio Hong Kong is
at www.asiaonline.net/comradio.

Metro Radio, another
commercial operation in Hong Kong,
also has a site but when I last

ROUND -UP

visited it I found it was 'under
construction' and the RealAudio
service was out of action. Still, it
might be worth keeping an eye on
www.asiaonline.net/metro.

Six Part Series

BBC World Service, which used to
run its East Asian relay station from
Hong Kong, on a site just a few miles
across a sea estuary from the
mainland, will be marking the hand -
over with a six -part series in the
weeks leading up to the event. Hong
Kong: Imperial Orphan traces the
story of a colonial outpost that was
destined to outlive, and in many
ways outshine, the two empires
which spawned it. The series is
presented by former Beijing
correspondent Tim Luard.

Revamped Service

Back in the more mundane everyday
world of international radio,
Deutsche Welle revamped its
English service with the introduction
of the summer schedules at the
beginning of April. A new
programme, Newslink, has news and
reports from Europe but designed to
inform a world-wide audience about
what's happening across the
continent

The aim of the changes is to try
and distinguish Deutsche Welle from
BBC World Service, according to
Peter Behrens, the head of DW's
editorial office and the station claims
that no news magazine from any
other international broadcaster
discusses European issues with
such a high degree of topicality.
Newslink has updated European
news every three hours throughout
the day.

There are also changes in
other parts of DW's English -
language output. Regional reports
for Africa and Asia and the Pacific
are increased in frequency to meet

the needs of
listeners in
those parts of
the world. Tune
in to DW in
English at
2000UTC on
7.17 and

9.615MHz.

 ' All Shades
of Opinion

Radio Netherlands

Behind The Scenes

Still in Europe, and if you are in
travelling mood, this month you have
the opportunity to go behind the
scenes at Radio Netherlands. On
Saturday 7 June, the Dutch
international radio service is
throwing its doors open to visitors
between 1000 and 1600 local time.
Visitors will be able to meet some of
the personalities behind the
microphones, and see around the
studio complex.

Radio Netherlands is based in
the 'media town' of Hilversum, about
half -an -hour by train to the east of
Amsterdam. The headquarters
building is at: Witte Kruislaan 55,
1217AM Hilversum.

If you're going by train, then get
off the train from Amsterdam or
Utrecht at Hilversum Not:1rd. If you're
coming from the direction of Utrecht,
cross the footbridge. You'll see the
huge Media Park in front of you. Turn
right and follow the road north in the
direction of Bussum and the large
PTT tower (always visible except in
heavy mist).

After a five minute walk, you'll
see a set of traffic lights. Radio
Netherlands is on the corner. This is
a once -in -a -lifetime opportunity and
all visitors can be assured of a very
warm welcome, with lots to see and
do.

Station News

ORF Radio Austria is back on
medium wave after a break of
around two years. The state
broadcaster switched off all its MF
senders and decided to rely entirely
on f.m.

But now it is back on 1476kHz
medium wave using a 60kW
transmitter near Vienna, the Austrian
capital. It is on the air daily between
1700 and 2300UTC with a variety of
radio stations including ORF 1, the
national channel, plus Radio 1476
which is open access radio. And
there is a relay of Radio Austria
International in German and English
at 2200UTC.

There is continuing unrest in
Albania, but on a lower scale than
the near -Civil War situation which
existed in March. Radio Tirana has
announced its summer frequency

schedule which includes English at:
0145-0200 on 6.115 and 7.16; 0230-
0300 on 6.14 and 7.16; 1845-1900 on
7.27 and 9.57MHz plus 1458kHz
medium wave; 2100-2130 on 7.11 and
9.515MHz plus 1395kHz medium
wave

Stocks & Shares

Do you want to trade in stocks and
shares? If so, tune in to the
Investment Channel, a new
operation broadcast from
transmitters in South Africa. The
station was due to start last year, but
only came on the air in late March.

It beams on a couple of
frequencies at all times of the day.
Try the morning broadcasts, for
which the schedule appears to be:
0200-0355 on 6.16; 0300-0455 on 7.19;
0400-0555 on 3.23; 0400-0455 on 6.12;
0400-0555 on 9.525; 0500-0655 on
5.955 and 11.82; 0600-0655 on 9.675;
0600-0755 on 15.225; 0700-0755 on
17.77; 0800-0955 on 15.225 and
17.875MHz.

For more information about the
Investment Channel, write to PO Box
1250, FL -9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein. I
wonder if the OSL cards are in the
form of free shares in a leading
publicly -quoted company?

That's all this month. Keep tuning
the bands, and join me for more
news in the next edition of PW.

END
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GRAHAM HA N K I N S G 8 E M X

Graham Hankins G8EMX has the
latest amateur television news
including a report he received in a
rather novel way!

The 'pause' button for continued
expansion of the UK 24cm
(1270MHz) Amateur Television

repeater network might at last be
released. In April I reported that the
Dartmoor 1.3GHz repeater GB3WV
was the first new licence for two
years. Only a few week later, it
seems that another 1.3GHz repeater
- GB3AT in Southampton - has been
given the 'go ahead' too.

The Solent Club for Amateur
Radio and Television (gratifyingly
shortened to SCART!) is responsible
for GB3AT. The SCART Technical
Officer Mike Sanders G8LES gives a
brief description of this new
repeater: "The transmitter feeds four
'flat -plate' antennas; the receiver
logic board samples signal strength
and selects the most favourable
receive antenna for the incoming
station".

Sadly, though, as two AN
repeaters come on, one goes off.
Due to the recent Band Plan
Changes to the 10GHz (3cm) band,
the Severnside Group in Bristol have
temporarily closed down their 3cm
repeater GB3XG while they wait for
fresh frequency allocations.

Even when new input and
output frequencies are decided, the
Group will have considerable
engineering work to do. The March
edition of the Group's newsletter 'P5'
states that 'XG will be off -air "until
further notice".

The 10GHz band can also be

used to link 1.3GHz ATV repeaters.
Several of the Repeater Groups
affiliated to the British Amateur TV
Club 1BATC) are willing to trial a 3cm
connection to their adjacent
repeater; this would be a major step
towards an amateur TV 'network'.
Incidentally, the 10GHz Band Plan
refers to 'transponders' rather than
'repeaters'.

Professional Broadcasts

Amateur Television has very much in
common with professional
broadcast TV. Amateur TV uses the
same picture standards - 625 lines of
PAL colour and many AN activists
are using surplus ex -broadcast
equipment.

Lots of ATV operators are also
employed within the broadcasting
organisations. So, it will come as no
surprise that some amateur
television operators take an active
interest in broadcast N too.

Things sometimes happen on
professional TV that must leave the
inquisitive brain asking, why? For
instance; an interview over a
satellite link has been established.
The picture from the distant location
comes straight on in glorious colour,
yet the audio - the bit that radio
alone could accomplish without
even thinking about it - has been
lost.

What exactly went wrong? This
loss of TV sound from far -away

Amateur Television A to Z

Here's the next instalment in my ATV alphabet:

Gallium Arsenide Field Effect Transistor (GasFet): An extremely popular
semiconductor giving stable gain at microwave frequencies. Much used in
1.3GHz pre -amplifiers.

Group -Delay: In a wide -bandwidth system (eg. Ni different frequencies
travel at different speeds along a transmission path (eg. long cable) or
through a network - eg. a filter. This can cause distortion and may need
'equalising' out.

Horizontal polarisation By convention this applies to all ATV antennas used
on 2m, 70cm and 24cm.

Interlaced scan: 312.5 even lines interleaved with 312.5 odd lines make up a
complete 625 line picture. This reduces 'flicker' and saves bandwidth.

I'll continue with this list next time.

places happens quite often. Is there
anybody out there able to provide a
full explanation?

Novel Report

A video tape was the novel AN
report mailed to me from Australia.
The South East Queensland ATV
Group operates two TV repeaters;
VK4-RN covering Brisbane and
VK4-RRP serving Ipswich. Here
simplex ATV is alive using 426.25MHz
carriers.

After a rather long (mare than
six minutes) single -shot 'straight to
camera' introduction by SE
Queensland Group secretary Steve
VK4GY I was eventually faced with
views of his rack full of ATV gear.
Steve lives on the wrong side of a

hill so needs 30W of transmit power
at 440MHz to access his repeater,
but has plenty of 'kit' including a
mixer, professional titler and three
video recorders.

The video continues with Steve
taking the camera outside. After a
staggeringly beautiful shot of his
bungalow in a sunny, wide, quiet,
tree -lined street and open space
(don't forget this is Australia) we get
close-ups of his back -garden
antennas for repeater access and
simplex.

Brisbane N station Channel 9
featured Steve and the Group in one
of their local programmes and
footage of this is included on the
tape. Channel 9's commentary here
mentions rumours that the Federal
government has plans for the AN
frequencies. Now where have I
heard that before?

Further into the SE Queensland
tape is a feature on a Field Day and
the Gold Coast Hamfest (a very big
rally) and finally a professional piece
entitled 'Australia The Lucky
Country'.

I must admit that, even with an
inherent interest in AN, I viewed
some of the tape using 'fast
forward'. Nice video, lads, bit more
editing next time, perhaps?

Hands On

I am trying to make 'Focal Point' a bit

Sync pulse generator (left)
and a transmitter built by
keen ATV operator Geoff
Hill G3DFL, sadly now a
'silent key'.

more 'hands on', because AN is a
very practical branch of amateur
radio. Although cameras and video
recorders are usually bought,
transmitters, receivers and video
processing circuits tend to be built
by the individual ATV operator.

Whether by assembling a kit or
constructing solely from a published
design, certain tools and test
equipment are essential for AN
work. As the rally season is in 'full
swing', here are a few hints when
considering that 'bargain'.

The most essential piece of kit
for ATV testing is an oscilloscope
(often simply called a 'scope). The
front panel should indicate a 'Y'
amplifier (that's where your signal
usually goes in) frequency response
(e.g. 5MHz).

But, the upper limit is where the
'scope's performance has actually
started to reduce or 'fall off'. Even
though a video waveform is no more
than 5.5MHz, a 5MHz bandwidth is
not really good enough, look for a
'scope with a 'Y' response of least
10MHz or better.

Have another glance at the
oscilloscope's front panel. Find the
'Timebase Triggering'. Is there a
switch marked 'TV Line', 'TV Frame'
or 'TV + ?

You will need Line triggering and
it's nice to have Frame triggering too.
Additionally does the instrument
sport a decent screen size? (at least
12cm) with a graticule (transparent
plate with centimetre squares?).

I'll have more practical tips for
you next time. And keep a look out
for simple ATV projects to build in a
future columns.

Send any queries and activity
reports to me, Graham Hankins
G8EMX, 11 Cotteshrook Road,
Acecks Green, Birmingham B27
GLE or Ina packet to G8EMX 14'
GB7SOL.

END
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equipment that is illegal to possess,
use or which cannot he licensed in
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errors.
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to ascertain the suitability of goods
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9se Serie
2m (144MHz) linear
simplifier, h/brew, using a pair
of 4CX350s. part built p.s.u.,
based on G4FRX design, £150.
Also pair unused DX553s (mil
spec. 4CX350), £50. Andy.
Yorks. Tel: (015351652512.

25.30A power supply unit,
amost new, £50. Sycron 2(61W
pre -amp, v.h.f.-fm., 400W
s.s.b. unit, £711, almost new,
Tel: Oxford (01865) 749374.

50MHz and h,f, rig, Kenwood
TS -670 multimode 10W
transceiver. 6, 10. 15111 and
40m, excellent condition with
handbook, mic. and packing,
f375. Tel: Colchester (01206)
240700 evenings.

146 magazines, 1949-1977,
list available, 1938. Vol 14 No
4, one copy. T&R Bulletin,
several TV service manuals,
model series 320, 1940 second
edition, The Amateur Rodin
Handbook, £99 o.n.o. Tel:
(012031455725.

Alinco DJ-580SP, full CTCSS
speaker. microphone. case,
three NiCads including battery
box, p.s.u. included. extremely
rare because Aline() special
edition, mini condition, cost
well over, £550, bargain at.
£295 o.n.o. Matthew on
(01926) 887442.

Alinco DJ -X1 wide band
receiver, filter mod by Waters
& Stanton, case, boxed,
excellent condition. £140.
Stefan. Rochdale. Tel: (01706)
39803.

Akron tilt -over lattice tower,
model D455. electric winch,
rotator cage, complete ground
post, £3511, buyer collects.
Andy, Croydon. Tel: (01689)
800725.

Antenna Tonna 144MHz 2 x
9 -element crossed Yagi, good
condition with reinforced
mount bracket, prefer buyer
inspect, collect. Complete with
data and heavy duty co -ax,
£45. Tom G60E1, Derby. Tel:
(01332) 767960.

AOR 3030 h.f. receiver,
boxed, manual, p.s.u.,
unmarked. new cost, £699, will
accept, E499. Tel: (01253)
727279.

AOR AR1000 scanner with
gaps. 5011-600.805.1300. good

.ARGAIN
s en t

Corn 1 fled by Zoe Crabb

condition with cary case,
NiCads and power supply,
hosed with manual, £150. Tel:
Hants 018501 552534 (mobile).

AR88L. scruffy but working
with manual. some sensible
mods, buyer collects, £45. No
offers. Tel: Shropshire ((11952)
581536.

AR88LF receiver, good
condition, manual. £40, buyer
collects. Tel: Beds (01767)
627498.

ATU, Magnum Electronics,
model MT500DX 250/50/5W
out, 10-160(1.8-18MHz) with
WARC bands, output 2 ant.
with 50239 and 3rd ant. long
wire solid construction, mint
condition, £125. Tel: (111253)
727279 or 726685.

Back copies of PW, 196 I -
present day, some complete,
some missing. Mrs V
Thompson, 66 Bcarton Road,
Hitchin. Hens SG5 I UP.

Butternut h.f. vertical, £80.
HRO with power supply, £80.
Tony GOCZV, South Cave, Nr,
Hull. Tel: (01430) 422657.

Drake 118E receiver, 0.15-
30MHz, as new, unboxed,
including manual, £800
o.v.n.o. JRC NRD535 receiver,
0.1-30MHz, fitted with
bandwidth control unit, mint
condition, unboxed, including
manual. £900 o.v.n.o. Prefer
buyer collects, Paul GOTDQ,
QTHR. Tel: Devon (01803)
858423 after fipm and
weekends.

DX302 receiver, digital
Wadley loop, quartz synth,
triple conversion, pre -selector,
built-in Morse oscillator,
boxed, handbook, £140.
Vibroplcx Morse key, cost
£t90 with lead, instructions
and reviews, £95. Tel: Dorset
101425)47679(1.

Eddystone 770R
communications receiver, 19
to 165MHz, complete with
manual. £115. Also Racal
RA17W receiver, 0.5 to
30MHz, £110. Both fully
operational and in good
condition. Brian Sellers,
Newport. Tel: (01633) 264835.

Eddystone 770U a.m./1.m.
receiver, 150/500MHz,
fair/good condition, £75.
Perdiu Ponaraina portable 4(15

line TV, sensible offers please.
Tel: Birmingham 0121-475
8647.

Eddystone 1837/2
professional 5 filters. digital,
£350. Racal 1772, v.g.c., £500.
Grundig 650. £200. Grundig
700, boxed, £200. Grundig
Y B500, boxed, £130. Sony
SW77, boxed, £200. Sony
SW7600, boxed, £100. Sony
SW100 miniature Panasonic
B65 -D, boxed. El 10 s.s.b..
£100. Racal 17 Mk11, £150.
117E, £150. FRG -7 digital,
/WO. Tel: Middlesex 0181-813
9193.

E1MAC 3-5002 tube, unused,
boxed, £1 25. W 1200 v.h.f. RX,
I:20. 1-S-780 2/70 hase,.£550-
FT-726R 2/70 base, £650. FT -
757 Mk11, FC757AT, IC -740.
Standard C7800, 3 x 10 f m -

radios, 4m radio, some new.
Tel: Watton (01953) 884305.

ERA Mk11 Microreader.
unused and still in box, £100
o.n.o. Tel/FAX: (01483)
272372, ask for John.

Fluke type 8050A d.m.m.,
£150. Tektronix 575 transistor
curve tracer, £50. HP power
supply, type 6291A 0-40V, 5A,
£50. Racal Dana timer counter,
type 9906, £150. All with
handbooks. Tel.
Rickmansworth (01923)
776382.

F'T-102, £400. F1'75 mobile,
E125. BC221, £20. FT -200,
£125. BBC computer text unit,
£50. BBC computer musical
keyboard, £50 plus shack
clearance, list available.
G3KJX, 43 Brampton Road,
Northallenon DL6 I ED. Tel:
(01609) 7727(12.

FT -250 Sommerkamp h.f.
transceiver, 100W, good
condition, £125. Also Realistic
DX302 0-3(1MHz receiver,
digital display, £90. Tel: Rugby
((11788) 578916 evenings.

FT-757GX2, PC-757AT
automatic FP -757H0 (p.s.u.)
with boxes and manuals,
excellent condition, £800
o.v.n.o. Tel: (01705) 264587.

FT-901DM h.f. transceiver
with WARC bands, handbook,
mic., £300. TH3 3 -element tri-
band Yagi. g.w o.. £150. 3 -
element 15m TEl mono -hand
Yagi, never used, £75. 6 -
element 2m (144MHz) Yagi,

g.w.c., £10, buyer inspects and
collects. Tel: Kent (1/1892)
530740.

HF-225 receiver with all
options, excellent, boxed,
£380. Desktop v.h.f./u.h.f.
receiver, 400 channel, mint,
boxed, £200. Antenna rotator,
complete. £40. All o.n.o.
Require Universal M400 or
M4511 reader, Tel:
Bournemouth (01202) 430043.

IC -271E 23cm all -mode
transceiver, IOW output plus
2 x 55 -element Tonna ants, 2 -
way power splitter, SSB
Electronics masthead pre -amp
and sequencer, £750 the lot.
Tel: Brighton (01273) 462696.

loom 72S, I DOW h.f. mobile,
£400 o.v.n.o. (ex G3AJT silent
key), 4 -element 2m (144MHz)
J-Beatn quad, £25. AR40
medium duty rotator, £30. Last
two items, buyer collect
Southampton area. G3ABA,
Hants. Tel: (017031732997.

Isom 737A M. transceiver
with auto a.i.u., excellent
condition, boxed with manuals,
£795 o.n.o. Fran, Coventry.
Tel: (01203) 220879.

Icom 1C -451E 430MHz
multi -mode base station,
mains or 12V, 10W output,
good condition, complete with
microphone. leads and
handbook, collect or carriage
extra, £375 o.n.o. Bob (AVM
Waterlooville. Tel: (0I705)
250831) after fipm please.

loom 1C-706, as new, with
separation cable and mic.
adapter lead, £720 o.n.o.
Microset 10(1W 2m (144MHz)
amplifier and pre -amp, £40
o.n.o. Mark GOPYV on (0973)
697743 or evenings on (01279)
722790.

from IC -736 h.f. bands plus
6m (50MHz). 100W all bdtldS,
hardly used. as new. £1200. 6ns
5 -element Tonna, free to buyer
or IC -736 Cushcraft R7 yen.
10-40m (28-7MHz), good
condition, £160. Collect. Tel:
Worcester (01386) 792582,

JRC NRD535 h.f. receiver,
fitted with bandwidth control
unit plus JRC NV88 speaker,
all in pristine condition,
manual, leads, etc., sell for,
£950, no offers. John,
Scotland. Tel: (01592) 2(13279
anytime.
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Kenwood 5205 h.f. receiver
with a.t.u.. excellent condition,
used as standby, £350. km
IC-45E430MHz virtually as
new, £195. Might consider
p/ex 486 computer. Tel: N.
London 0181-360 8467
evenings.

Kenwood 82000 h.f. receiver,
150kHz to 30MHz, u.s.h.,
1.s.b., a.m., f.m., c.w., ex.
condition, boxed with manual,
bargain, £275 o.n.o. Tel:
Worthing (01903) 262591.

Kenwood 85000 hi. receiver,
all filters fitted, 18 months old
from Martin Lynch, as new,
£575. Tel: Harlow (01279)
445718.

Kenwood TR751E
multi -mode, boxed. in
excellent condition, £4(X).
Yaesu FT' 79(1R Mkll u.h.f.
multi -mode cow Yaesu FL7(125
25W linear, boxed, 'as new'
condition, £430, all owned
from new by myself. Ian
G1HQK on (01354) 660800 or
(0468)092889.

Kenwood TS -450S AT extra
filters, good condition, book,
box, no offers, £725. Ken,
Whitley Bay. Tel: 0191-237
7011 after fipm please.

Kenwood TS-450SAT. as
new, boxed, only used on
receive, £800. Lowe HF-125 +
keypad a.m./Ern. syncro mod
and instructions, £175 o.n.o.
23/24cm ATV antenna, £10.
PR02004, £120 o.n.o. FAX
BTDF400, £175. Vic, Stoke-
on-Trent. Tel. (0973) 538502
or ([11782) 205538.

Kenwood TS -50S boxed with
mic., manual and mobile
mount, power lead, no faults,
no offers, see try before you
buy, £550. Bill, Carlisle. Tel:
(01228)49168.

Kenwood TS -50S
transceiver. Global AT2000.
Lowi... APISO. Uniden
L113C900() with p.s.u.s,
manuals, leads, boxes, etc., in
excellent condition, offers
around, £900 or will split some
items. Paul, Portsmouth
(01705) 755447 work or
(01705) 352707 home.

KP-100 remote keypad for
Yaesu FRG -100 receiver,
giving direct frequency entry,
memory and tuning control, as
new, £30 (cost, £45). Yaesu
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FRT-7700 a.t.u., excellent
condition, boxed and
instructions, £40. S. Clifton,
Llandudno. Tel: (01492)
878107.

KW107 (Decca), £125.
KW1000 two new 572l3s,
£325. Packet station C64
digicom interface, disk drive, 3
cats., 'Powermon' cartridge,
p.s.u.s, 40 games (b&w TV).
monitor, £125. Alex GOJZE,
Chipping Norton. Tel: ([116081
643585 after 6pm.

KW2(104111. transceiver, inc.
p s.0 and manual, also d.c.
p.s.u., good condition, £190.
Arthur G3VIG, Norfolk. Tel:
(01263) 761551 evenings or
K11263) 514544 daytime.

Linear amp SB220. £450.
Atlas 210X mobile, £275. KW
202 2(14, 000. High power
a.t.u., £200. Icom 1.C2GAT
hand-held, £150. Sony 2010D
receiver, £200. Yaesu FRG7
receiver, I:110. Tell Lancs
(01925) 225067.

Mast, lattice type, free
standing 50ft extending to
1000 high, very good
condition, best offer secures.
Can deliver, N. London at
present. Tel: 0171-226 6226
(work) or 0181-441 6861
(home).

Midland Porta/pak CB radio,
ideal mobile portable home
base, boxed, also Scanmaster
home base antenna,
25.00MHz. 1300MHz, offers
invited both as new. Bill on
(01684) 295770 anytime.

Mil sets available, No. 19, No.
52, GRC-9, BE -201, TCS
a.t.u., also wire 1/2 mile roll,
£10. Morse key 20 x 50mm,
£20. Packard Bell mic. amps,
£1.5. Wanted any military
radios, buy or swap. Ben,
Worcestershire. Tel: (01562)
743253.

Mosley triband vertical
antenna, 10. 15, 2Orn 114, 21
& 28MHz1, offers or pref.
exchange h.f. vans match KW
EZE match or similar. Tony
MOACO, Derby. Tel: (01509)
672758.

Navico 1000 2m (144MHz)
rig, good starter, suitable
'phone or packet, £121) o.n.o.
David, Warrington. Tel:
(01925) 814042.

Network analyser, 2 to
12.4GHz. HP8410A,
HP84 ItA, HP8412A.
HP8413A, HP8414A,
HP8418A, HP8743A, needs
sweep oscillator, £500. G4SIFI,
Camberley. Tel: (01276)
474981.

Offers invited for Kenwood
TH-79E dual -band hand-held,
boxed as new, has extended
receive including airband, etc.,
interested then. Tel: (01684)
295771) anytime.

Over 50,000 boxed,
transmitting, receiving radio
valves, CRTs, Klystrons, etc.,
£1500 per thousand, or £1 each
to clear all, no lists available.
Gerald Levien on 011 708
1157, FAX 011 794 1938,
Cauteng, S. Africa.

Philips PM3267 'scope,
35MHz, good working order,
double beam delayed time
base, £50. WC CX-60 portable
12V TV, 5in screen,
PA1JSECAM vhf. u.h.f.
mains power unit, £35. Tell
Kent (01227) 272507.

Pre-war HMV radiograms,
mode1521 (1931),£140.
Model 570 (1935), £140.
Model 581 (1936), £200. All in
good condition. Tel: Derby
(01332) 700658.

QRP Ten Tee Argonaut 515
s.s.b.k.w. transceiver, excellent
condition with 208-A
audio/notch filter and manual,
£350 inc. postage. G3YCC,
QTHR. Tel: (01482) 650410.

Racal
collection
117 with
adapters,
cases,

racks,
marine

v.1.1. 32MHz digital electronic,
search fine nine freq. lock by
Muirhead B4OD with 'S.
meter, u.s.b.fl.s.b. + all
good condition, collect. Tel:
Barnet al 81-440 3534.

Racal MAI723 h.f. TX driver,
1-30MHz in 100Hz steps,
u,s.b_ff.s.b., a.m., c.w., f.s.k..
perfect match to 1792 RX.
internal freq. std., excellent
condition, no tampering, rare
pro equipment, £750. Tel:
Manchester 0161-9(12 9612.

Racal RAI7 professional h.f.
general coverage RX, 0.5-
30MHz, £185. Tel: Wiltshire
(01980) 624725 evenings and
weekends.

RCA ARSSI6L RX, 80kHz to
30MHz, c/w manual, in
cabinet, v.g.c., £200 o.n.o. Tel:
Essex ([11279) 815020.

Realistic PRO2035, 1000
channel base scanner. a.m./fin.
multi -mode, top of the range
hyperscan or manual tune,
current model £359.99, sell For
£175 plus postage, no offers.
John, Lancs. Tel: (01995)
606621.

Reception set R107 2A 3050
serial no: 13147 FRC with
built-in 'S meter, needs lots of
t.l.c., but all there, offers
invited. Tel: Pagham (01243)
265629.

RM Nimbus AX2 PC 12111
colour monitor, keyboard,
mouse. Baycom modem, good
starter for Packet. Sundry
programs, £75 o.n.o. Roy
Bradley on (01758) 712108.

Robot 400 SSTV clone, £25_
lcom IC -451E 430MHz
transceiver, £375 o.n.o. 10GHz
WC 16 to SMA transition, £25.
Compaq LTE386520 docking
port, £45. Collect or carriage
extra. Bob 08V01,
Waterlooville. Tel: 101705)
250830 after 6pm please.

Samson CMOS memory
keyer ETM4C with built-in
paddles, built-in relay or
transistor keying, £35. Also
ERA BP34 audio filter,
switchable c.w., s.s.b..
£30, (cost £100), carriage extra
on both. Fred G3DVK, Yorks.
Tel: (01709) 522759.

Scanner, Yupiteru MVT7000.
covers 8-1300MHz, 200
memories, a.m.. n.f.m w.f.m.,
two antennas, soft case,
NiCads, charger, in original
box, v.g.c., £155 o.n.o. or pkx
short wave receiver plus cash.
Tel: (01582) 661229.

Sinclair Spectrum 128K,
complete with diskette
drive/packet software and
t.n.c., £30 o.n.o. Akai tape
machine (1/4in)GX-4000DB
(Dolby) and spare reels, £40
o.n.o. Mark GOPL1V, Herts.
Tel: (0973) 697743 (daytime)
or (01279) 722790 (evenings).

Sony 7600G h.f. RX, v.g.c.,
£125 o.n.o. HK705 Iambic key
with Kent Keyer memory unit,
£45 o.n.o. Transverter 2m in
10m out, grotty, but works, £35
o.n.o. Tel: Bristol 0117-963
3306.

Supply unit rectifier No. 7
Mk11 80-0-80V out, mains or
12V input, mint condition,
£35. Stuart, Lines. Tel: ((11427)
611160.

T1154N spares: r.f. ammeters,
0-3.5A, resistors high wattage,
yellow p.a. knob, cable and
plugs 10H1435 & 1014/429 (TX
to 1-1V p.s.u.) plug B 10H/428.
Wanted plug type 209,
10H/433 socket, type 137.
/0H/322, exchange? G3LPS,
Lanes. Tel: (01254) 812797.

Tanberg reel to reel cross
lie Id heavy duty series 3300X
recorder with 11 spare tapes to
clear, £150, no offers. Bill on
(01689) 605816.

Telescopic mast (wall fixing).
Cushcraft A3 beam 10, 15. 20
(14, 21 & 28MHz) 0400 RC
rotator and controller, £3110
o.n.o. G3MFU, QTHR. Tel:
(01945) 589669.

Ten Ter Century 22 QRP
TX/RX, £200. Yaesu FT -290
Mk11, NiCads and charger,
boxed, £350. Yaesu FT -5100
2m/70cm (144/430MHz) f.m.
TX/RX, boxed, £350.
4CX1500B valve and base,
offers or w.h.y Pete, Bristol.
Tel: (01454) 887461.

TOM 5000E c.w., RTTY,
AMTOR, TX/RX unit with

keyboard and built-in display
screen, £200 o.n.o. Tel: Hull
(01482) 896471.

Transmitter for sale.
Bandmaster AM 190, 6146
final, 6AO5 clamp valve, v.f.o.
3.5-29.5MHz, 90W c.w., 75W
voice, with handbook. TX by
Harvey Wells, Electronics
USA. £20, good buy. P.
Robins, 290 Priory Road, St
Denys, Southampton S017
2L5.

Trio 9R-S9DS h.f. receiver,
good working order, very
reliable, ideal starter radio,
(1.55-30MHz, a.m., s.s.b. with
manual, £100 o.n.o. Daniel
2E1FNR, Cornwall. Tell
(01872) 275550.

Trio 9R59D receiver ciw
spare set of valves, £75. Two
each Yam FRV-7700
transverters, 118-150MHz,
£40. Each plus carriage, many
PM, 1930s onwards, offers
please. Martin. Pembroke. Tel:
((11646) 602092.

The 530SP transceiver plus
mic., £325 or offer. Tel:
(01376) 324808 after 6.3(lpm.

Trio 2300 plus matching p.a..
£90, g.c. Kenwood TM431E
70cm (430MHz) mobile.
boxed, £200. Tel: Staffs
(01283)716634.

Trio 1'S -430S, slight TX fault,
otherwise perfect, f 180 for
quick 'as it is' sale, postage to
UK, £10 extra. Tel: Eire 00
353 61-376529 after 9prn.

Trio TS430S h.f. transceiver
with f.m.. £475. MFJ a.t.u.
with dummy load, boxed as
new, £120. KAM+ TNC with
enhancement board, dual port,
decodes Pactor, AMTOR,
GTOR, 1.w., £225. Ian GOTOR,
Walsall. Tel: (01543) 373564,
or mobile (0378) 663740 or E-
mail:
ian_smart@compuserve.com

TS -50S Kenwood
s.s_b_k.w./fm., 1(10W h.f.
transceiver, RX covers 30kHz
to 30MHz, Fitted 500Hz c.w.
filter, includes mic., manual,
mobile mount, all excellent
condition, original packing,
£650. Tel: Hams (1117115)
265101.

TS-530SP h.f. transceiver,
with AT? 311 a.t.u., excellent
condition, manuals, £475
o.n.o., buyer collects. John on
0161-368 8450.

Two B44 v.h.f. transceivers
with original Trumpet mics,
£140 the pair. RCA AR88D
and ARMY receivers, g.w.o.,
makers cabinets, handbooks,
circuits, £100 each. Early HRO
(MX model). 9 coils,
p.s.u./speaker, handbook,
excellent condition,
£105. Tel: Yorks (01482)
869682.

Valves for sale, QQV06-40,
829B, TY2-125, 6B4G, PX25,
KT88, CV73, 12E1, NS1 -2,
VS68, etc. Tel: 0113-240 3496.

Watkins Johnson h.f. 1000
RX, hosed, manuals, excellent

condition, bought May '95,
working perfectly, sale, £2500,
the ultimate machine. Mr
Rigby, Morecambe. Tell
(01524) 8335(16.

Yaesu FRG -9600 comm.
receiver, 60MHz to 9(15MHz,
full working order, £185 plus
carriage. Tel: N. Wales (01352)
741123.

Yaesu FRG100 h.f.
communications receiver, mint
condition, boxed, manual,
£350. Tel: Nottingham 0115-
911 8130.

Yaesu FRG7 receiver, as new,
150kHz to 30MHz, digital
frequency read out, manual,
circuit diagram, £125. Tel:
Mold (01352) 757428.

Yaesu FT101ZD MIL Ian,
mic., etc., £300. Yaesu
FTVIO7R transverter, no
inserts, £40 for spares).
Navico 1(t0S 2m (144MHz)
TXJRX, £120, all o.n.o. Alan
G4OJN, QTHR. Tel: (01277)
624386.

Yaesu FT -102 h.L
transceiver, excellent
condition, original manuals
and box, £450 o.n.o. Andy
G7UKH, QTHR. Tel: (01708)
766373.

Yaesu FT -221R 2m ( 144MHz)
all -mode base 12W a.C. and
12V d.c., all leads. mic. and
instructions, re -advertised due
to timewaster, £255. Miller h.f.
receive antenna, £40, must sell
a.s.a.p. Gary G7VAU,
Cheshire. Tel: (01928)
5677(17

Yaesu FT -290 Rh 2m
(144MHz) multi -mode,
NiCads. matching Yaesu FL -
2025 amplifier, as new, boxed.
£400. Martin GW7HXT,
Newport. Tel: (01633) 263776
after 7pm.

Yaesu FT -707 h.L
transceiver, 3.5-30MHz.,
WARC bands, excellent
performance, full output p.a..
few hours use only,
immaculate condition, original
packaging and manual, £295,
p.s.u. available. Julian GlPFY,
Bournemouth. Tel: (012112)
434091 after 7.30pm.

Yaesu FT -790R 70cm
(430MHz) multi -mode with
matching FL -7101 IOW
amplifier, sold as a pair, £300
John G6RHL, Beds. Tel:
(0)462) 812739 evenings and
weekends.
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Yaesu FT -980 plus SP980,
£5511 o.n.o. PC486 20(1Mb
4Mb RAM CDROM 16 -bit
sound, £450 o.n.o. HP500 desk
jet mono primer, £65 o.n.o.
H/duty rotator, g.w.o., £40. all
in good condition. Peter
GOWXJ, Worcester. Tel;
(01905) 724531.

Yaesu FTVIO7R trainverter
with 2m 11.44MHz) board, with
manual, £75 and radio
servicing hooks 1972-1985,
£15. 10n-i helical. £10.
Commodore C64 disk drive
with software, £30. Dave,
Glasgow. Tel: 0)41-632 5408.

Yaesu G400RC antenna
rotator, good working order.
complete with upper mast
bearing and mounting brackets,
£120. Nick G71YG, Uxbridge.
Tel: (01895) 236397.

Yaesu Sommerkamp
ONE gen coy WARC tcvr, int
pwr supply, cw. filter. keyer,
memory am. hoard, mic.,
operator's manual, recent prof.
o/haul, immaculate, non
smoker, buyer inspect and
collect, £650 o.n.o. Prefer
cash. Jock. Lanes. Tel (01257)
792070.

EttoterPecie

FT -726R 2-70 dual -band base,
TS -780 2-70 dual -band base,
FT-757GX Mk11, FC-757AT
auto a.t.u., FT -707, FC-700
a.t.u.. IC -740+ fm. board 4m
radios, heavy duty rotator
v.h.f./u.h.f. antenna. Possible
exchange for good h.f. amp.
Tel: Norfolk (019531 884305
or (0468) 756762.

FT-757GX Mita FC757AT
auto a.t.u., FT -726R dual -band
base station, 1C-740 h.f.
TX/RX, FT -707 hi. TX/RX,
TS -780 dual band base, FL 110
b.f. amp, Realistic Scanner. R7
vertical, MR7500 rotator,
possible exchange for good h.f.
amp or w.h.y.? Tel: Norfolk
(01953) 884305.

tem IC-Ri hand-held, boxed,
good condition, exchange for
Yaesu FRG -9600 base scanner,
good condition, boxed. Mike,
Dudley. Tel: (01384) 237658.

Panasonic REAL 31)0
interactive multiplayer,
model no F2.1. 20 games and
two joysticks, swap for radio
and antenna. value approx..
£500. Steve, S Wirral. Tel:
0151-200 2147.

Sangean ATS803A digital
portable receiver. s.w. m.w..
1.w., f.m. with s.sb., clock,
etc., immaculate condition,
swap For Trio 9R59DS
receiver, also have domestic
valve radios, swap for crystal
sets or old transistor sets. Tel:
(01450) 377861.

WRAC
Add-on memory module
wanted for Yaesu FRG -7700.
Tony on (01803) 722271.

A RRL Antenna Anthology
and ARRL A lii0111I1

Compendium. Vol 3 only.
G3JMO. QTHR. Tel: Redcar
(016431486155.

Bush mains radios, Bakelite
case, model DAC90, working
or not, I will pay postage. Len
Bolton, 34 Main Street,
Rathdrurn, Co. Wicklow,
Ireland.

Circuit diagram and any info.
on LandIink radio receiver
model 116/MX by Coasial
Radio Ltd., 0-3.8, also wanted
1.f. adaptor. Racal model 137,
your price paid and costs.
John, Staffs. Tel: (01538)
385735.

Circuit for VOX AC50 guitar
amp, also tube amp book, Vol
5 by Vestal Press. Tel:
Portsmouth (01705)661537

Crystals for TX/RX 470, R88,
have crystals for Bracknell &
Farnborough RBO. RBI l and

RBl4, swap. P G. Robins
G8BSK, 290 Priory Road, St
Denys, Southampton 5017
2LS.

Dll TX to pair with 8230,
complete or otherwise, also
wanted crystals in B7G base
99.925kHz and 97.0kHz, if
you can help, please 'phone
Mark on (014431 207931.

Dead or blown Kenwood
TS -930 or 747 Yaesu wanted
for Fledgling Club. Tcl:
Derbyshire 0115-930 8069.

Eddystone EB35, EC 10 MUL
1000 series receivers wanted
urgently, must he in g.w.o. and
condition. Also Eddystone
diecast speaker. Jim
McGowan, 20 Keats Avenue,
Romford. Essex RM3 7AR.
Tel: (01708) 340304.

Extender lead for Tektronix
scope unit 3134 plug-in [/base,
purchase or borrow, any help
appreicated. Bill on (01689)
605816.

FT -1012D Mkl[[ f.m., pots
with 2m unit, can travel S/SE
England area only, write with
price, details, etc. Mr M.
Oram, 3 Leaphill Road,
Pokesdown, Bournemouth
BH7 6LS.

Fuse and cover screw for
150mA Ferranti meter. G8VH,
QTHR. Tel: (01483)
282226.

Hately aerial EMDR or
equivalent a.t.u. for knot 706,
will the person who phoned.
please call once again. John on
(01283) 221870.

Icom 736, must be in good
condition plus books, also mag
loops. will collect. Tel: Tyne &
Wear 0191-455 7806.

Lightweight h.f. manpack.
eg. Racal PRM 4t)31 or Yaesu
FT -709, complete and running.
Clive G4NVX, QTHR. Tel:
Hereford (01432) 343309.

Matching speaker or even just
speaker cabinet for HRO RX,
your price + P&P paid. Peter,
N. Yorks. Tel: ((11287) 634397
9-5pm.

MK128 in wooden box with
canvas miler cover, £200
offered. Other Clandestine type
radios wanted, good price paid,
carrier and baseboard also
wanted for WSI9. Bob Warner.
45 Eastry Close, Ashford. Kent
TN23 SRS. Tel: (01233)
636185.

Mobile bracket for Yaesu FT -

747. Kevin, E. Yorks. Tel:
(01964) 671920.

Pair 80m traps for W3DZZ
trapped dipole, 10W kW or
similar wanted, quote price.
G3DXY, QTHR. Tel: (01452)
520779.

PSU for reception set R216,
original preferred, would
consider set and p.s.u., urgent.
Can anyone please help? Mick,
Croydon. Tel: (01689) 842016.

R1155, must be in very good
condition, but working not too
important, will pay good price
for nice example, will collect
within reasonable distance of
Surrey. Look in your loft! Peter
Lepino, Surrey. Tel: (01372)
454381 or (0374) 128170
anytime.

Racal units wanted for my
collection. eg. MA144 a.t.u.,
RA66 panoramic display,
MA282 coupler for RA66,
RA218, 1513 adaptor, TA83
linear amp, in fact. anything by
Racal considered. Tel: Yorks
(01482) 869682.

Radio Constructor Volt 1-5,

'47-'52 and Vols 30+31, Sept
'76 to Aug '78, bound or loose.
1 have some to swap, top prices
offered, can you help old timer
with history search? Phil.
Newport. Tel: (01633) 853906

Realistic DX100, DX200.
DX400 or similar, must be in

fairly good working condition,
write quoting your price
wanted, also wanting Belcom
Liner 2, must be in g.w.o. Lee
Greaves, 15 Heathville,
DaIlington, Northampton NNS
7HT.

Sangean ATS803A, also any
info. available on said model,
leaflets, etc. Joe on 0161-775
7670 evenings.

Sharp GF9I91 stereo radio
cassette player, good working
order, also leaflets or
photocopies of good quality
70s/80s radios, Grundig, ITT,
etc. 11 Bidvale Way, Crewe,
Cheshire CW1 4NU. Tell
(01270) 501265..

Synchonizer TF2170B
wanted for Marconi TF2002B
signal generator, cash waiting,
all letters answered, ask for
Ray. Tel: (01207) 237257 or
write to: 52 EasttleIds, Stanley,
Co. Durham.

TIF1 transceive interface for
C64 or COM-tN 64 communic
package (urgent), your price
plus any extras incurred paid.
Trey, Sheffield. Tel: 0114-287
2957.

Urgently required by
disabled pensioner, 2m
( I 44MHz) converter for Yaesu
FRG7, will pay fair price,
thanks. Tel: (01295) 670749.

User's handbook for
Panasonic DR49 short wave
communication receiver, also
instruction manual for Yaesu
FRT-7700 a.t.u. Tel: Blackpool
(01253) 766884.

Yaesu FRT-7700 a.t.u., please
'phone (01844) 261520
(daytime).

.48 wirrris Awld be sem reo:-

Zri Crabb,

Pik Bargain Basement Free Ads.

Arrmismnk Court.

Madan Approach, Broadstone.

Newt BIIIB8PW.

BARGAIN BASEMENT ORDER. FORM
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

J FOR SALE U WANTED J EXCHANGE

Name

Address

Telephone Number

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT.

Please only write ,n the contact details you r. silt° be putThened with

your advert.

ie. do you want your name & adc:ress, or just %.our telephone number?

Your advert, you decide!

please

write

In

block

capitals
PO)

(12)
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Now published approx ecer7v three months coniaining 100s of out of prim old and

collectable wireless and TV hooks and magazines and now incorporating The Vintage
Hardicare dial" that contains for sale - Nonage domestic radios. communications

receivers audio equipment. rakes. riniage components etc. .Send six first class stamps
for list .V0 la itr for ilea four catalogues.

NEW BOOKS
Valve Communication Receiver Handbook. 'ethnical informaiini fix valve
communication rc-ceivers Ixotil cominert ial and of Milian i input. 15 -ills - 1960s. Incorporates a

surplusirommucial cross-referenced valve guide Large format. Appuu Ski paws. 516.50 P&P 53.50.

HROGoommumicalions Receiver Data. ai Facsimile replant tdrircuitsaml data for malels.IIRO, 1160-5.HROJR

1110-5T lik0.51I 11M I :M. IMO N.C.! IRO SIPS. 1100-1 1.1111 -SR. 3C win. [Ana. format S9.25 incl. P&P.

Janes Military Communications 12th edition 1991-1991 A vag vulumc Iif R1 tap. law tonna. cop.
Contains (Susi:Options. pholographs and tram derails of chin world's military commune -minas equipment

Brand KW. P1.1.114k11111 al Ifler flit/ SPECIAL HUE£30 Camtieas postage chi ra

Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950-1970..A facsimile reprint of ;he circuit diagrams.
general description and SOM. iervirc rtotLa fur SUS from 19501970 50 pages. 59.75 Intl PAP.

Radar.. P S. f Tall let aft. An almorheig and informai at studs. In authors Sum The Renal Military College of

Science Cover: the onion. Eits-ChiBirwin aril nix -ration cd military radar from Chain Home ui Patnm, etc

N unten MS photos arid illustration of equipment and its principles or tperation. Pohkshed by Brasses-,

Weapon Technology series at £25. Our Prim: £7.50 P&P.42.50.

Racal RA17 Communications Receiver Technical Service Manual. Facsimik copy, contains genend
description includes circuit diagrams. Lyme and alignment and brief Pauli finding !WIC'S. Large format. it,

paws £9.50 nal P&P

Wireless Set (Canadian) No 19 AIIt.III Teclinital Manual. Facsimile copy, contains detailed dmiprion
laTirts, moots. operating astntrtion.s. ch.. 65 ;Lige,. Urge format. £12.50 Pap 52.511.

MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENT PACKS FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
Plearc add 81.25 per pack postage

250 Miami value .25 wart meralicarbon film 30 22µF 16V Radial Caps
resistors. 11 251 impLF yam Axial Caps LI

106 Mixed ceramic pine/disc caps Ll 25 22gF 5011 Radial Caps Si

470 AF SOV Radial Caps

ELECTROLYTICS 12 330}LF 1.0V Radial Caps

.rif I 10,4F 50k Radial Caps SI 25 4.7µF 63V Radial Caps .11

20

20

+7AF 405 Radial Car,
22IkeF 16k Radial

SI 25 &Avocet -I vary s florizontol ?TOM

Resercors .1

(Dept PW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD,
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

Tel:1212531 751858. Fax 1012531 302979

Telephone orders occupied.

SERVICE MANUALS
& Technical Books

Available fur most equipment, any make, age or model.
Technical Book and Manual Compilations now on CD-ROM.

Return the million for your FREE ratal(IQIe

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (PW)
El 8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon 0X9 4QY.

TEL: 01844 351694. FAx: 01844 352554.
New lorwarci wor lows] Fdlaif Iglir for which I enclose 2 x 1st class mamps or

I:4.11 for the complete Service Manuals Index on PI: disc plus catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODP
Photocopy this 17011pon if vou cto not wish to cut the nw.vzinr

Subscribe to
Practical Wireless

RST LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD RST
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES FAXPHONE

684 0181 680181 4TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
1166 30561 MAYO ROAD  CROYDON  SURREY CRO 20P

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

E pp 0115 China 10.00 5405 2A 56607 4.00

A231 . 011313 China 1200 6405 2100 6X4 3 00
CL33 1100 178 OM 64570 7-50 EX5GT 100
188CC B.50 042 3A 5AUSGT 4.00 2AT7 3.00

1180F 3.50 OB2 3.00 6AU0 ZOO 2AU7 150
WOE 20.00 GC3 300 EAW8A 400 24X7 510
EA 0080 2.00 003 100 51310 WOO 2AX7A 250
E091 150 PC FR LA 6B4E 150 213A6 2.00
EBBW 1.50 PCL62 2.00 81916 1.50 213E8 2 00
513109 1.50 PCL135/8/5 250 6E96 2.00 21307/4 10.00

EBL31 1100 111CL66 250 60117A 200 20Y74 7.00

ECC33 8.50 P11500 6.80 6BR7 41117 20W7 1500
ECC35 8.50 P L36 3.00 88198 400 2E1 10.05
EGO] 100 PL81 2110 68W6 coo 3E1 10505
ECC82 3.5E1 P L504 100 5BW7 3.00 5726 9500
ECC83 100 P1.506 3.80 01320 3.00 805 0500
ECM 3.50 PL5091519 1000 804 2.00 807 hno
ECC88 100 P1002 4.00 6CB6A 300 811A 2500
ECC808 1505 PY500A 3.00 00E/55 500 812A 5500
ECF8P 1.50 P500011101 1.50 0CL5 100 813 2750
ECH35 1517 001102-6 12 05 6007 750 833A 8500
ECH42 150 001/03-10 500 6005 3.00 866A 20.00

ECI-181 3.00 00603-204 10.00 6C1/41V4 500 872/8 30.110

E182 150 001/05-404 12.00 6005 1750 931A 2500
ECL80 150 U19 6.00 60368 10.00 2050A 12.50

ECL1.800 25.00 UR 0CP0 150 6F50 500 5751 610
EF37A 3.50 UCH42 550 6F07 7.50 5763 600
EP39 2.75 UCL82 2.00 60 Ks 4.0e 5814A 500
E140 4.05 UCL83 2.00 6256 OM 5842 1200
EF86 10.041 uns 4.00 525M 4.00 50724 600
CF91 2.00 UL41 1200 627 300 5080 5.00
1F183/4 2.00 UL84 3.00 62 B6A 2750 614813 1500
E.3.3 1500 1.1.141 4.00 62 ESC 2750 6201 0050
0L30 800 UY05 200 6.156C 27.50 53384 3500
EL34G 16.00 VR105/30 300 6148GT 4.00 5550A 2500
EL38 500 110150/30 300 61.60 1500 808313 1500
EL41 0150 7759 10.00 6L5BC 15.00 7025 750
EL84 (2.25 4803U 1500 6L8WG0 01000 70274 25 00
EL95 200 20 27 150 607 300 7199 1500
EL300 15.00 38.20 12.00 5547 100 7360 25.00
111509/519 1200 4C32500 45.00 5507 3.00 75814 1500
E5034 15.00 504011 7.50 6007 300 7585 1500
18481/4/7 4.00 51143 10.00 6327 300 7587 2100
EN91 750 504013 MOO 55K7 3.00
E280/51 3.50 5010 400 65 L7ET 500 Paces correct tths
G232 &so SOOT 250 85 M701 5A 911i19 01 ig ,,,.
0433137 1.00 523 5.00 61184 1.50

0101 1500 5.24GT 100 566G 8.00

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM - 9PM. CLOSED SATURDAY.
This is a selection from oar stock of over ROO types. Please enquire ter types nor11 listed. Obsolete items are our speciality. Valves are new mainly original

American brands. Terms 01A101 min or der E10 Tor credit cards.
British or 14=1

1

P&P 1-3 valves E2.013. 4 - 6 valves [3.60.
Add 175% VAT to total including P&P.

PRACTICAL
WIRELESS
PCB SERVICE
Printed Circuit Boards for Practical
Wireless constructional projects are
available from the Practical Wireless PCB
Service.

The boards are made in 1.5mm glass -
fibre and are fully tinned and drilled.

When ordering PCB's please state the
article title, magazine cover date and the
board number.

Mark your envelope Practical Wireless
PCB Service.
Cheques to be crossed and made payable
to: Badger Boards.

Please print your full name and address
in block capitals and do not enclose any
other Practical Wireless correspondence
with your order.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Send orders and remittances to:
Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane,
Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF.
Tel: 0956 374918
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Classified Ads
To advertise on this page see booking form below.

For Sale

MAIL ORDER WORLDWIDE OF AMATEUR
RADIO, ANTENNAS, SCANNERS, HAM RADIO

SOFTWARE, SHORT WAVE RADIO, MARINE
RADIO, CS RADIO AND ACCESSORIES.

All orders can be sent worldwide by Parcel Force. Ask
for a free quote. Please. send two 2nd class stamps for a

free list by return of post.
Seaward Mail Order, 7 St Olada Road, Stratton,

Nr Buda. Cornwall EX23 9AF
Tell Fax 01288 355796.

10°4 DISCOUNT ON THIS ORDER.

RADIO communication retail business for sale
London based location. Interested parties to write
to Box No 50. Advertising Dept, Practical Wireless,
Arrowsmith Court. Station Approach, Broad stone,
Dorset BH18 8PW.

QUARTZ crystals @ £1. Test equipment &
transmission power meters. Stock lists available.
Electronic Design Associates. Tel: 0181 391 0545
Fax: 0181 391 5258

KENWOOD TS850 SAT fully loaded and DRU 2
voice recorder SP31 speaker excon boxed
£1200. Kenwood TS440 SAT also excon boxed
£595. Tel Gary: 01203-559702.

KENWOOD R-2000 prime condition £200 ono.
Fax -1 weather unit and printer £90. J. P.

Beardmore 01536.525056

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100. R210,
HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds available.
SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford,
Essex IG1 3EB. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

RF-8000 24 BAND RECEIVER - reasonable
offer accepted. Quartz crystals large range £1.00
each. Collection quartz Y -bars. Also Valves. Lists
available. Electronic Design Associates 0181-391
545 Fax 0181-391 5258.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor Gwilliam-
Rees, Savoy Hill Publications, 50 Meddon St,
Bideford. The Little White Town, North Devon,
EX39 2E0. Tel: 01237 424280.
E-mail: tudor.gwiliiam-rees@virgin.net

INTERESTED in Vintage Radio? Send SAE for
latest list of books and components. Old Time
Supplies, PO Box 209, Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

Wanted

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of
Government surplus wireless equipment and
obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audi components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most
valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and
boxed. CBS. 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,
FY1 2EU. Tel: (01253) 751858 r Fax: 101253)
302979.

Miscellaneous

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff
Davies (Radio), Tel: (01788) 574774.

Valves

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157
Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: 1012531 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88, E48:
PX4,PX25 £50; DA100 £90; EL34. £10: EL37, £9:
CV4004, £5; ECC83 £3. Valves must be
Mullard/GEC. West European to achieve the price.
Ask for our free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors by appointment only
(we are a very busy Export Warehouse).
Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
West Sussex RH14 9E7.
Tel: (01403) 784961. Fax: (01403) 783519.

VA LVE S OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,
Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Wilson Valves. (Jim Fish G4MH(, 28 Banks Ave.,
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 554650.
Fax: 01484 655699.
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

VALVE EQUIPMENT REVIVAL. Specialising in
the revival of expired valved amplifiers, radios.
recorders, communications receivers, test gear,
etc. Bring to Unit 18, Grays Farm Production
Village, Grays Farm Road, St Pa uls Cray,
Orpington, Kent 8R5 3BD. 9.30am to 5.00pm
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 2nd and 4th
Saturday of the month. 0181.302 2102.

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langres Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

Surrey CRO 20P.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAx: 0181-684 3056.

Receivers

B.F.O. KITS Resolves single side -band on almost
any radio, £16.49. H. CORRIGAN, 7 York Street,
Ayr KA8 8AR.

VALVE receiver kits. Easy to build. Send sae to
S. Vint, 14 The Courts, Margate, Kent CT9 SHR

Holidays

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan -

bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,
open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho,
Tel: 01758 740712.

CRETE HOLIDAYS 7 studios 20m from beach.
Use of shack and antennas. Open from 14/4/97
to 31/10/97. Please contact: SV9 ANJ (QRA
Manos), PO Box 1272, 71110 Iraklion, Crete,
Greece. Tel: 0030 81 7612881762000 Fax: 0030
81 761382. E-mail: pelamare@her.forthnet.gr.

Whilst prices of goods shown in

advertisements are correct at the time of going

to press, readers are advised to check both
prices and availability of goods with the
advertiser before ordering from non -current
issues of the magazine.

Educational
1

"EASY MORSE" Is it all just dashes and dots to
you? Unconfuse yourself. Learn the morse code
in only 20 minutes (the record so far!) with the
"Easy Morse" alphabet card. The visual way to
remember the morse code. Costs just a fiver from:
R Simpson. 53 Lindenthorpe Road. Broadstairs,
Kent CT10 1130.

Computer Software
& Hardware

HARD TO FIND
SPECIALISED AND

UNUSUAL PC SOFTWARE
We have the largest range of specialised technical.

scientific and rare programs for DOS and Windows in
Europe, on CD ROM or Floppy disk.

1000s of programs in 250+ categories including Electronics,
Radio, Audio, Maths, Chemistry, Music, Education,

Engineering etc.

SEND STAMPED SAE FOR FREE PRINTED CAI-AID:PE OF 41:100+ ITEMS.

PDSL /kw ITV. 11 inNeombi: House.. Bea r r ru It r I

Crew borough, Sussa INC ICli.
Tel: 01892 663298 Fax: 01892 667.173

JVFAX 55TV DATA pack, 9/25 Tx/Rx Interface,
manuals, pictures, £29.95. Other SSTV/Packet
(PC/Amiga) services. SAE leaflets, 1.44 disk for
demo. Peter Lockwood G851.13, 36 Davington
Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR. Tel/Fax: 0181.595
0823.

INSTRUCTOR MORSE PROFESSIONAL. The
complete Morse Code software training
package for beginners and advanced users. As
used by the US Military, Canadian Military and
the British Military Price £169 + PP + VAT. Tel:
01526 833042.

E-mail: imorse@sdesign.demon.co.uk

DISCLAIMER
Some of the products offered for sale in

advertisements in this magazine may

have been obtained from abroad r
from unauthorised sources. Practical
Wireless advises readers

contemplating mail rder t enquire
whether the products are suitable for

use in the UK and have full after -sales

back-up available.

The publishers of Practical Wireless
wish to point out that it is the

responsibility of readers to ascertain
the legality r therwise of items
offered for sale by advertisers in this

magazine.

Practical Wireless Small Ads
Equipment For Sale, Equipment Wanted, Holidays, Recruitment. Computer Software

Why not try our highly successful Classified Advertising  For further details call Carol on (01202) 659920
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS
Lease photocopy this farm a yea prefin

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words(, box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 SPW. Tel: (012021 659920, Fax: (01202( 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify en issue we will insert it in the next
available issue of PW( for insertion's. I enclose Cheque/P.O. torf (42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Address'

Telephone No :

Box Number (§7Up: Tick if appropriate

J. BIRKETT
SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

RACAL HE TRANSMITTER RECEIVER 3 to 3IIMHx, USB, PA 20 watt. input

240V AC, or 24V DC, consists of 3 units Tx-Rx, coder decoder, power pack

P.A. with operators handbook. No connecting leads, not much info. Tx-Rx

tuned by digital diumbwheel switches f125 iPAP £201.

FERRITE ROOS x f1.50, Fx;c413,3'x'a"*V30
ELECTRICAL-BAROMETMC ALTIMETERS 40.22) 4t £11 IMP ftl, RADIO ALTIMETER INDICATOR type

81-22-09 @ [5. AIR SPEED INDICATOR 450 knots £10, TLIRN and SUP INDICATOR 002 (P&P CR PTR170

UHF RADIO CONTROL BOO 5£10, ARC52 RADIO CONTROL BOX@Dil IP&P £2.501. DECCA RADIO NAVIGATION

CONTROL BOX © £6, PHANTOM F4 REAR WARNING RADAR DISPLAY UN ET a C25 IP&P

VHF TRANSCEIVER TYPE 196510 channel. 21 valves, dynometer IP&P £0.501. GREEN SATIN INDICATOR

UNIT 0' C15 IMP M501 LIGHTING AIR SPEED IN * IP&P £6.501, LIGHTING BUCCANEER NAVY

DISPLAY Mkt O f36IPAP E0.501, HEIGHT and RATE OF CLIMB INDICATOR 4T £36 IP&P &SOL All ex -aircraft.

TRANSFORMERS 240VAC input, outpdt.12 voh 4.17 amp en IP&P £1.501.

R.F. POWER TRANSISTORS 5 DI417, 100 watt, 30MHz 12 voh with data a MRS, f:22 a pair.

SURPLUS DIECAST ROSES Approx sizes 3' CDF x I' 0, 4'1(3' x 43 0.95, r x2' ©54.50.

7'54 AIQ£475
VHF POWER FIMPURER 900MHz wrth Mitsubishi R.F.MODULE k4 551P&P £2501.

ACCESS, SWITCH and BARCLAYCARD accepted. P&P £ 1 under VP. Over Free, unless otherwise stated.

C.M. HOWES MIS Available by post and for callers.

25 The Strait
Lincoln LN2 1.1E
Tel 01522 520757

Partners J.H.Birkett
J.L.Bakett

ISSPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
Unit bb Poundbury West Estate, Dorchester, Dorset [T1 2PG.

Tel: 01 305 242250 Open 9-1 2-5 Tuefri, 9-1 Sat. Closed Sun & Mon.

PRODUCT
NEW SPEECH PROCESSOR Audio clipping and
handpass filtunng. Increases the average power out of

Boxed Kit Boxed Built

SSB rigs by shoat 'Dames. Low noise. Type SP1000. E27.50 £42.75

RECEIVE PREAMPS gain control 0-20dB. tow noise.
1010W handling. Types RP2S. RP4S. FIP05, RP1OS. 129.00 £44.0.0

TRANSVERTERS 25W out, low noise. 15da Rx gain,

2m 3W drive. Types ITHC4-Oil built only). TRC6-2IL £159.30 1225.00

10m SW drive. TRC2-10iL, TRC4-101L, TFICH10iL 050.30 1225.00

lam 25mW drive, THC2-101, THC4-10L, THC6-10L

10m 0.5rnIN drive, TRC2-10bi, TRC4-1061,TRC0.10hL 11 55°9.. 31)8D

120050

£225.00

TRANSMIT AMPS WITH PREAMP for 2m, 4m or be

1VlIr ill (OW Out Types TAFIP2S.A. TARNS& TARPESA £76.00 £101.00

3W in 25W out Types TARP2S13, TAR P4SEI. TARP6SEI 06.00 £101.00

SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE OF AMATEUR KITS AND BUILT UNITS

E
ti
Dl

4-,

0

Lei

G6XBH

G6XBH G I RAS Gi3UUS
VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESU  !COM  KENWOOD  ALINCO

Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of 5WR/PWR, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLOOS, ADE; ETC

* ERA Microreader & BP54 Filter, SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *

 ERiALS, Tonna, Maspro, plus full range of base/mobile antennas.
BRING YOUR S/FI EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NOR IOU

Off Ring Rd., between A52 {Derby RoadJ & A609 {Ilkeston Road)
Monday-. CLOSED Tuesday -Friday 9 000rn ro 5..00pm Sarurday gam to 4pm

GT RAS

0
rFr+

LCI

ti

Gauus Tel: 0115-928 0267

HESING TECHNOLOG
41 Bushmead Road, Eaton Socon, Catnips PE19 3BT

Tel (01480) 386156 Fax (01480) 386157

Manuals Spares Repairs :rechnical Support

TUDOR GWILLIAM-BEES SAVOY HILL PUBLICATIONS
VIIITA6E SERVICE DATA,

Military& communications, valve HiFi & audio, valve manuals, vintage wholesaler catalogues,
test equipment. radio &television receivers, pike box & cinema audio amplifiers, BBC, electrical,

fans, Ira nsistor, telephone, electric fires, domestic equipment, art deco lighting, etc., etc
For further details, brochure & sample copy of The Antrque Wireless Nawsheer please contact: -

Savoy Hill Publications, 50 Meddon St, Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon EX39 2E11

Tel: aim 424790 Fax: 01237 424280

E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virginnet Mail order only

CO -Cal Call in on the Every Sunday at Barn and

"GOOD NEWS
ill Fpm on 3747x1 -1z, or

144.205 MHZ al 3pm,

CHRISTIAN NETS sharing Christian
lellowenp moor the air.

40.

for mans Mhprmsoreis telephone 01803 04504 or aeon it an Membership Sanatory

WACRLL
51 Alma Rood, Briahom, South Devon, TQ5 800
See Internet Web Page HTTP:0Nnwir.GOPPO.demon.ca.uk

O 9.9000999990994-99000090000009000099.000990000999900999000

i appointment Ca"erS bY LAKE ELECTRONICS
Ring for a 0

brochure of :
onty

O For Complete Kits with All the Bitstfuill
range :

0

9
ie Transmitters, Receivers, Test Equipment..

°0 7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 18X .T.

4. 114
Tel/Fax: 0115-938 2509

E-mail. 100775.730qcompuserve.com
1:
,1;

si*Piii-.4--:..e.4.4.4.4--:..-:.-:.4.4.c.crioicicipic.c..ptiocic...h.hciiroic-i-hicicii-i-i--:-;-ticicici-iiicic-ii-iiti

ma2zrarr...
NEWSFLASH

The new

1C-7116
from Icom is now available from stock!
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B K STORE
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.

They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

ri
=BM

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:

E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

TEL: (01202) 659930 (24uouusi

FAX: (01202) 659950 124 HOURS!

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 82

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

.VEVINE.S SA/ELUTE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOW%.. 1..', W'fK 21i1 page. £12.99

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Practice
I dm 280 pages 532

NA Milli EITERIMEVTER'S HAADBOOK 2nd Edition.

3 [ 1.SATELLITE HA CAIRS H. ANDBOOK. A. LireLlis
12113 pages.

5113.;51:1

NATELLITE PROJECTS H. LDBOOK.Harris.
,1.

LISTENING GUIDES `=

A IRB.4AD
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edirions David j Smith. ...... ..... ........

AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Editionkra ham Duke ........ ...........

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 6th Edition. Graham Duke.

... 192 pap 59 114,

112pages

AIR TO GROUND RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Darien 96 pages. 54.9:1 SATELLITE TELEVISION. A layman's guide Peter Pearson '3 pages. £1.00

AIRWAVES 100 Rages. 5499 SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE. 5th Edition. John Breeds '6 pages. 615.60

MRWAVES EUROPE 124 page,. WEATHER SATELLITE IL-AVDBOOK. 5th [claims. Dr Ralph E. Lion WP511Y.,?1' 192 pages. 519.50

CALLSIGN 97. pA1*es..543.95 WRTII SATE:LUTE BROADCASTING GUIDE 1996 Edition. Bart Kuperus 366 pages 517.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1997. ['dimpled he T T. & Si ........... ........ ..... ............ 140 pages. 56.95

SCA.V.VI1.6LVTERNA TIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK David J. Smith. 192 pages 59.99

UNDERSTANDLNG ACARS AVIV/ROM:CT/ON TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING HP311. I. D. Poole. 152 pages .5499

3rd Edition. Aintio I i,mmitrnntitms Addressing and Reis( ng System. Fa! Flynn .go plgeS £9.95 SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D.C. Poole 100 pages 16 60

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Peter Rouse fililDKD. 261 pages. £9.95

2nd Edition. Rohert E. Evans . )66 pages. 519.99 SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL HE RADIO HANDBOOK Maoyn R. Dicke. ..... 124 pages. 5691 411, Recision. Peter Rouse -1-1 pages. .59.95

SCANI'LVG SECRETS. Mark Francis. .280 pages 616.95

BROADCAST
GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1996/7 iThi: kssociacirirk [if International Bo Adostiogi. . 30 pages 5195
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1997, Clive Wog Ovr.ir. .81 pages iL ill

D.4 TAMODES
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip 62 pages. 58.95.

GUIDE TO umny STATIONS, kith Ed hon. J oerg Hhngeniuss. rinis pages. 535.011

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES 16th Edition

041 pager 525 01liseyg Idingerifuss

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE 2nd Edition. Juerg Kliogenfuss...... . pages .k.211+1

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell 32 pages. d[6.00

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL jilt Edition. uerg Kliisgeniuss 604 pages. .2A1-51-1

DXTV
DXTV FOR BEGINNERS. Simon llamer. 31 Page -N13-95

GUIDE TO DX -TV. Keith Hamer S Garn Smith . 30 gages..13.99

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS .
THE ATV COMPENDIUM. Mike ITiaiding Ch1QM 101 pages. 54.00

9111515 BBC TV - FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS. Keith Harrier & Gam Smith. -38 pages. £t 95

FREQUENCY GUIDES
1997 SHORTWAVE FREQL'ENCY GUIDE. 1st Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss -}134 pages. 523

1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM. J Lien; Klingenfuss. .52500

FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 10th Edition 450 pages. 519.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1997 . 528 pages. 515.111

UK SC VA:MG DIRECTORY. sth Edition 540 pages. 51/3.90

VHF -VHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE. Bill Laver I9.2 pages 512 r.

WE-1111ER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip C. Mitchell.. .32 pages .1.6.151

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1997 668 pap. i1".99

GENERAL
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS PRINCIPLES it DESIGN. Ulrich Rohde.584 pages. .5113.95

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. Michael Cm non.

POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith %Lin

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse GUlDED. . . .

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition
[lank Bennett, llany helms K David Hardy.

568 pages 95

18" pages if 50

321 pages £19 95

MARINE
MARINE SSB OPERATION. J. Mithael Grate. ........ .

MARINE VHF OPERATION. Michael J. Gale.
96 pages. 511 95

SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS. F.P. 0 -Brian 152 pages. 59.50

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS, B. E Richardson.... 195 pages. ai1631:1

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Dairies. 95 pages. 15.99

SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION. uik i . 96 pages. £9.95

SATELLITE
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
8P290. .A. Pickard . 102 pages. 53.95

AN LNITRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.

F. A. Wilson .

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition
NEWVES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV iscnkstiplicmon. ....................

130 page'
150 pages is ..9

... 37i pages £18.99

AMATEUR RADIO

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. E 4 . .......... piges..51.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136 E St Ni 50 pages 51.75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP1.52. F. M. ..... pages. 51.99

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. E. Noll. ii pages. 51.'7

ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS. u. I Orr ThSAL & S. D. Cowan W2LX 192 pages. 58.50

ANTENNA EYPEiumENTERS GUIDE (RSGB). Peter rx.id cr3Lrx.) 615.00

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred 9 .......... ..... _195 pages 51.1.511.

ANTE.V.VAS FOR VHF AND IIIF BP301. [ D. Kale . 105 pages. 54.95

ANTENNAS B. TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DUNG (ARRL). 901 pages. 519.50

ARRL :ANI.ENNA BOOK 17th Edition. '32 pap. £21.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One. rs pages 510.00

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two. '08 pages. 510.014

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited hyJerry Hall K I TD. 236 pages. 512.5(1

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four. '-'04 pages. 515.50

ARRI. ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Five. 200 pages 61630

BEAM A.ITEVIA HANDBOOK W. L Orr 'W6SAI & S. D. Cowan WE/. 268 pages. £8.50

BUILDING & USING BALuris. km: Scutek 125 pages £18.95

BUILD MLR OWN SHORTWAVEANTENNAS bid Edition. Andrew Yoder. _ 208 pages 6t5.95

CUBICAL Q LAD ANTENNA.A3rd Edition. William Orr W6SAI and Simon Cowan \A2/ 18.50

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H. C. 'Wright. 70 pages. 53.50

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Cuillpiled and edited hr P Linsley Ci3PD1.& T. Nicht ilson KA9WR.1.1CMLNQ. 155 pages. 5125

HE ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). EdiuKl In' Erwin David G4LQI. 233 pages 510.99

HE ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). Les Motor G6XN. 322 pages 514.65

MORE OUT OF THIN AIR (PWP). 111Tweik lik95

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John !less G3BDQ. 52 pages. 16.30

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. JOSeph]. Carr. 43" pages. 126.95

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. Ji ihn Hess G313DQ. 100 rages. 58.99

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W 1 Orr WriSAIIi S. D. Gnssan 11 2LX _188 pages :48.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK 3,.K. Carr 1 89 Pages.

SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.
(hr wiksAl & s. D. Omar, IN'Lpl. 188 pages. £11.50

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMaw IT1FB . 123 pages. 57.90

BEGINNERS (INC RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). \qc[or Brand G3] NB. 65 Pages..13.511

AN INIRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257. I D Poole 150 pages..53.50

ANINTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315.
F ,r). 122 pages...U.9s.

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)
Clive Smith Ea 1 and Co. irge Benhoss [i,11 86 [-pages. 58.75

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). John Case GW1H1TR. 165 pages. 51200

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK (BP375)
'.:1 5 -lc (; . 150 pages. SA.95

TIFF RADIO AMATEURS' QUEST/ON & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Ray Petri CO:MI.113.95

pages. 58.7.11).51..AL (RSGB). G3110.

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). (3. I..Reahow G3HB. . 92 pages. 55.25

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB). Esde Tyler GOAEC. 60 pages. £5.-5
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THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK John Case GM41-1A1 124 pages. £6.50

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEELVNERS.

Anita Linde McCormick KA8KCI . 176 pagai. £10.95

TRAINING FOR THE ..301AFCE LICEVCE A ALANCAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR FRIGN

John Case 611"1119. It. . 101 pages. £6.75

WIFE'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL). Ihiug DeNtau 111FB. 155 pages. £8.95

CALLBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK AND INFORMATION DIRECTORY (RSGB)
1997 Edition. 529 imge.,.115.511

INTERNATIONAL CALLBOOK 1997 __.........................................£20.95
NORTH AMERICAN CALLBOOK 1997 . . . . . . . . £20.95

JOINT INT/A:AMERICAN CALLBOOK CD.ROM 1997

COMPUTING
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME Br il.6Y .................115 pages £5.99
AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BP177,

R. A. Pe nit dd. . ..2 pages. £2.95-
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC SP310. It 102 pages. £3.99

HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271
156 pages 4 5.991.['enfold

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. B.A. Tenfold. 0 pages £1.99
AfSsOFEKE ONE STEP A T A TIME (BP402) -- pages. £5.95

MS WORD 95 &FLAMED 8P4OO ................ ........ ........ ..................... pages. £6.99

MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP e05 . ....... pages.. £5.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEERS POCKET BOOKITh rd hc'd

Michael Tcx)10... 'SO

PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO 1997
PCs MADE EASY Second Edition. James L.Tuiley . ..38 pages.515.95

PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK IARRL). . .112.50

THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. 1. She.11e.y ihign. £5.95

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400). 1-5 pages £595

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK Wiling!, R. Nelson WA0R2G. '5II pages- £9-511

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). Robin Page -Jones G311 r1 I r pages LA 45

HISTORICAL
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited hr HugriGernshack. 260 pages. 511.85

OLD TIME RADIOS - RESTORATION & REPAIR j.Carr. 256 pages. ir 95
EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION (1932) 312 pages. ,
HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS (1924) 371 WS -C.9.-5

SECRETS OF HOMEBLULT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockey) 127 pages. 17.95

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 + 1934) 9- I paw, i6.95
WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB). pages. 630
VISION BY RADIO (1925) pages.r.85

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB). 13.50

NORTH ATLAVHC ROUTE CHART. 7in X 520MM 5.44.50

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. 1080 z 6130mm..£6.50

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. 980 x 680mm. £6.50

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB). £5.50

RSGB PREFIX GUIDE. £5.80

MORSE
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB) 28 page,. /4.25

SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mork Francis 84 pages. £6.95

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312). F. A liifson 13 i pogo. £3.95

ARRL UHEMICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL. Various Authors 446 pages. £14.50

ARRt. IfFM/CROWAVES PROJECTMANUAL (ARE.). 400 pages..11350

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - COMPONENT'S & OPERATING Vol 1 41/5GBI _11010
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - CONSTRUCTION & TESTING Volt 111SGB) . £15 75

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - BANDS & EQUIPMENT vot 3 eltitiTh £15.-5 t c buy A 3 fur £32

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckeniley 64111 pages. £12.23

ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1997 (ARRL). . 1200 pages. £25

ARRL HANDBOOK 1997 ON CDROM .310

BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS. Ray Petri GOOAT £13.95

COMPLETE DXER Bob Locher. 'GI pages. £8.95

HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL). Steve Ford 204 pages. £12.50

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.

Edited by Charles 1.. Hutchinson Rand Newkirk 129 pages. £9.50

MODULATION TYPES, DOUBLE CDROM. Kli6g666.65.
RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB).
6th Edition. Dick Biddolph GAMS. -50 page,. £21.00

SETTING UP AN AMATELT? RADIO STATION BP300. 1. D. Poole 81 pages. £3.95

PACKET
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK

Mike .N.i.e!sfichi NEM EDMON. "0 pages. it 1.50

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave Comfier G81117.& Ma rryn Cieft G8N7U. 166 pages. £8.95

YOUR PACKET COMPANION 3.teve Ford 1113131MY 17 pages £5.95

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. Lk,. Lee 116 pages. 5395

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO - OPERATING A HAM snuffs, FROM ALMOST
ANYWHERE (ARRL), Jim [Zeeman KR1N 12-s pages. 0.50
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Q
G-QRPRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited in- kV. G. Dobbs G3RY. 96 pages. 1900

QRP CLASSICS (ARRL). Edired by Bob Schetgen. 174 pages. £1030

W I EB's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). led WitIon. Doug Dr Maw CFA 175 mgrs. £7.95

TEST EQUIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239. R. A. Tenfold. 102 pages. £295

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Barry ROSS. 228 pages. £17.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267.
R. A. Pn l iiti 101 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. It A. Tenfold 102 pages. £330
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE Mal -METER BP265. R. A. Penfold. 96 pages. £2.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. john C0.4. (A1'411113. 126 pages. £111.5[1

TEsT. EQUIPME17 FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Give Smith C .. 1-0 pages. 1.10 .95

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W.1. Orr WA!. 103 pages. £9.50

ELECTRONICS

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS BP286.

F 472 pages. £5.95

A REFERENCE GLIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287.
F. A ',11ison.

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285.
R A. 166 vagn. £3.99

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK I - BAWL RA. Tenfukt 1132 pages. £4.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE. BOOK 2 - BP322. R.A. Terifuld 114 pages. £.4.95

GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 8P34.5 Owen Bishop 198 mks
NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

'III Pages. £12.95

N.M.VES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Keith Bri60.10:. 3116 pages. £12.95

POWER SI'PPLY PROJECTS BP76. R. A. Penfold 89 pages 43.99

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS 0P309. RA Tertfokl. ......... . ..... .......... 92 pages. 13.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop 89 pages. £4.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK lan Sinclair. . 439 pages. £13.95

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS 3P393. A. Hind. .............. ..... ......... ..... ...... .136 pages. L-

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R A Tenfiild 1L14 pages. £3.99

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMa'AVIFB .. 195 rages. 18.50

431 pages. £5.95

DATA
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Dung Deislaw IXIFB. 160 pages. M.95

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK BP396. R.A. Tenfold 212 pages. £5.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.
F A V11,in 149 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Owen Bishop.
27RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Steve Money .03page5.page.r5.9595

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK (RSGB) 6th FA lin, 152 pages. 5.1330

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS2pages.

Num) the ftIge GrJiirwrg

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. Joseph Carr . W5 tales. £18.95

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL),
Les . .256 pages. £10.50

TRANS.IIITTER A( .1- RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.
t': is ..... ...... .325 pages. £20.95...li .

TR.1 INISIOR DATA TABLES (BP401). 178 pages. £5.95

PROJECTS
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BPI 68. B.B. Ram 106 pages. £3.95

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121. R. A. Penfofd. 66 pages. £2.59

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192. R. A. Penfi ild. ......... 92 pages. £2.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND MRS BP304. R.A. Penick!. 92 pages. £3.95

SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276. RA ['enfold. pages. 5.2.95

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE. RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275. R. A. Ten fokt E3li Elam. i3.95

VALVES/TUBES
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George FL Fathatier -.350 pages. £21.95
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)
(Original Publisher, General &coin Repuhfished tn..sintique Electrum, Suppli. rAniortai .1-5 pages. £10.50

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVEEQUIVALENTS...60 pages. £2-95
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1-5 52.95 each

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL fOriOnal Puhlishers Radii/Corporation Of Amerieu

Fe -published hr .Antique Electronic Supply Aria(iria) Mkt pages. £10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
iOrigiroihNisher Radio Corpurarion of Americo] Re-puhlksherl by Antique

Electronic Supply i Amona i 318 pages. £1030

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK. £1530

KITS
THE PW CADET RECEIVER KIT £23.95

CALL THE CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON

01202) 659930

OR PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 82.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES

PRACTICAL WIRELESS -1 YEAR

CI £25.00 (UK) El £30.00 (Europe 1st class)

71E32 (Rest of World Airsaver)  £37 (Rest of World Airmail.

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE

MAGAZINE - 1 YEAR

=I £45 (UK) ID £54 (Europe 1ST CLASS)  £58 (Rest of World Airsaver)

CI £67 (Rest of World Airmail)

Please start my subscription with the Issue.

BOOKS Please send me the following books

£

£

£

£

Postal Charge

E1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK).

£2 per book or £10 for five books or more (overseas surface).

£2 per binder (overseas surface).

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK MAINLAND ONLY)

£4 per parcel )orders must be placed by 12 noon)

GRAND TOTAL

Now fill in your name and address '0

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hoursyour order will be

recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be

acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copyl

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

or

Charge to my Access/Visa Card the sum of

Card No.

$

Valid from to

Signature

Telephone No

Drders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 25 days for delivery.
.nces correct at tone al ping to press.
Please sobs: all payments must be made in Sterling

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

Want to know the secret to learning

Morse code? - look no further!
Despite the many arguments for and against learning Morse code e. cry year
many radio amateurs study hard to reach the standard required to pass the test
and gain that coveted A licence. If you fall into that category then this month's
Star Buy could be just the thing for you.

The Secret of Learning Morse Code has recently been reprinted and is
described by the publishers as being a 'unique guide to learning Morse code
quickly and proficiently'. Contained within its 84 pages. the author Mark
Francis deals with everything from How It All Started to Learning The Basics.
and Improving Your Speed as well as providing sample tests. This book also
points out many of the pitfalls that often beset the student.

So, if you're 'keying' yourself up For the Morse test The Secret of Learning
Morse Code could help you achieve your goal. A copy of The Secret of Learning
Morse Code costs just £6.95 pins £ I P&P (UK), £2 P&P (over -was).

By Mark Francis

al NIL WI NI 611,I.

To order please use the order form above or call the r,dii rd I :(11iilr, on (WI (ii./(,) and quote l'W6
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

LONDON

HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS
For all your amateur radio equipment.
NEW. SECONDHAND, EX -DEMO

132 High Si, Edgware, Middx HAS TEL

Tel: 0181-951 5781/2
Fax: 0181-951 5782
Opel 11 10-5

1)151..1 .11877T

BIRMINGHAM

FREE CB
RADIO CATALOGUE

PHONE
0121-457 7788

* * * * * *
SRP RADIO CENTRE

WEST YORKSHIRE

HUDDERSFIELD ELECTRONICS
[Nu. Thtt. An Al FAA{ RADF] SHOP

Suppliers Lir neo tve.t1 amateur/S*1/FR
ClptIplialn. We also cam a full range of accessories..

kchwigri ..rh orneti

4A Crum Church Street
2PT.

Tel/Fax 01484 420774
Hours; Mon  Sat 9. Ham to 5.3Uipm.

DERBYSHIRE

Lowe
Electronics
THE HAM RAMO SUPERSTORE

Kenwouct, Yana. Icom dc. always in stock.

Chesterfield Rd., Matlock. Derby) DE4 5LE

fel: 01629 580800 Fax: 01629 5101120

E-mail: info@ !mt.:co:ilk orders Et., lowe.cuals

SURREY = =
Chris Rees
GSTUX

The QRP Component Company
Pt) Dm rtx fiaalerourn Soucy GL:27 2RP

Tel: t0142836161:501

Fa,: 1014184 561794

KITS, KEYS & QRP
Mont 11[DIR - YAM TO fiP41 1 NOT 511NDAYS1

SAE FOR LISTS AND LITEHMUNE

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

20 Moodside 14a Glonrotlin, Fife KY 7 511E

Tel: 1015921 756962 {flay or Night!

Fax No. 161592) 610451

Open- TuesPri 95: Sat 9-I

YA ES L' & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS

4 good sod of new and Erma:! rd
aquipmetrt isrlwaym ix god

DORSET

MID GLAMORGAN
SANDPIPER

COMMUNICATIONS
Unit 5. Enierprisc Huuu. Cwmbach

Industrial Estate. Aberdare,
Mid Glamorgan CF -14 OAF-

Telt )01685) 870425
Fax:1016851 876104

A full range of transmitting Sr receiving
antennas available for the amateur

commercial market.

KENT MI=
KANGA QRP KITS

Our books: Introducing QRP £7.95
Pascoe's Penny Pinchers £5.95

At.i. .11101 T WIRE .4R1

Send an SAE for our free catalogue
Searimc House, Crete Road East

Folkestone. AM: CT18 7EG
Tcl/Fax 01307 891106 t 0930- IWO

his rriiww w. kappa. dennal.e0 uk

AVON/SOMERSET

LONDON

BART s,N LYNcit
Sun

For all your amateur radio needs
140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB

Tel:

0181-566 1120
Fax:

0181-566 1207

SCOTLAND

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND LTD

Masts from 25ft - 40ft

Adapt -A -Mast

101505) 503824
01 ...lain; Rand, kith. Ayrshire- KA LS :FIT

SOUTHAMPTON

THE SHORTWAVE QS L SMC Ltd
SHOP

Novice/C.B./Arnateur/SWL. Equipment.

Full range set.ontihand equip-nein

COMMUNICATIONS
Me stock all makes of equipment

for lilt .amateur and I iaunrr.

roai,, Dealer for: Yaesu,
Kenwood, Icorn AOR &

Cushc raft

always available. Part Exchange M eh time SM House. School Close, Chandlers Ford

18 Fairmile Road, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 21-1

ail Finis Wale 'mks-Jo:LI Cnntec. Coker Road.
Wale. Weston -Super Mare B522 OBX

Industrial EsILLIC., Eastleigh,
Humph:re 5O5 313Y

7el: 0117031 25511 1 I

Tel/Fax: 01202 490099 Tel/Fax: (019341 512757 Fax: 0E117031 2635071,

ESSEX G3RCQ
Silent Key Advisory Service
If you are an Aoneuntant, Solicitor. Relative or in an:, a
a/Jahn w negotiate the sale or value the Equipment of 41
deceased Radio Amateur or Short Wave Listener or

Felt. the equipment of a deceased Radio Eothuntant. A

professional valuation of the market value arol roiling
mice is non available. Contact Vole k Cu Aerountanis

9 Troopers Drive, Harold Hill,

Romford, Essex 113139DE.

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.
Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!

38 Bridge Street. F:adestown, Newton -
le -Willows,

Merseyside WA 12 9B A

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

DORSET

BOOKS BOOKS

BOOKS
PW PUBLISHING
BOOK SERVICE
Tel: 01202 659930
Fax: 01202 659950

Index to Advertisers
Air Pictorial 60
ARC 50
Castle Electronics 37
Chevet Supplies 77
Cirkit Distribution 30
Colomor Electronics 58
Eastern Communications 30, 63
Filectromail 6
Essex Amateur Radio Services 63
Hately Antenna Technology 57
Haydon Communications 17, 18/19
Hesing Technology 79
lcom UK IBC
lnterproducts 57

J Birkett 79
Lake Electronics 79
Langrex Supplies 77
Linear Amp UK 57
Maidstone YMCA Radio Rally 63
Martin Lynch & Son 42/43
Mauritron Technical Services 77
Monitoring Times 49
Multicomm 2000 22/23
NCT Enterprises 57
Nevada Communications 12/13
PCB Service 77
Photo Acoustics 29
Pyramid Electronics 49

RAS Notts 79
Royal Naval AR Rally 58
RSGB 50
Short Wave Magazine 83
Short Wave Shop 58
SMC 4/5
Specialist Media & Marketing 6
Spectrum Communications 79
Sunrise Electronics 53
Tudor Gwilliam-Rees 79
Waters & Stanton IFC/1, 2
Yaesu OBC
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Even more features & enhancements
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Exciting NEW Features:

Crossband Split.

Band stacking register memorizes preamp/attenuator settings and tuner on/off condition as
well as frequency and mode.

'S' menu has 3 -band quick access.

rhyr,,re-01 ImrtMliAlrelomnt.

Enhanced 30kHz-200MHz broadband, all -mode receive.

Slots for 2 optional crystal filters.

- Tone -squelch available (option UT -86 required).

Othei 4Jieux ireciithres.

Sub dial for easier access to RIT/second VFO.

20 watts on 2 meters and individual band change key.

Narrow FM deviation is set for 2.5kHz, ideal for new 12.5kHz channels.

Don't take our word for it - try a MCI for yourself!
Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.

INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk/ E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk

Count On us!
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S\e\ei gc) AI -Mode HF Transceiver T-1000MP

The year was 1956. Electronic communication throughout
the world was on the threshold of significant and
remarkable change. Intrigued by the development of single-
sideband radio theory, a young engineer and amateur radio
experimenter painstakingly assembled an SSB transmitter.
Word of his successful efforts spread quickly among his
friends, and soon radio amateurs from all over the country
were requesting transmitters just like it. Thus was born the
first invention of JA1MF,' founder of Yaesu. Though his key is
now silent, in tribute to his leadership and exceptional
contributions to the radio art, the FT-1000MP carries the
memory of his call sign.

An HF Masterpiece, Combining the Best of Digital
and RF design technology. The FT-1000MP.
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Specifications
 EDSP (Enhanced Digital

Signal Processing)
 Shuttle -jog Rapid Tuning

Enhancement
 Directional Tuning Scale for

CW/Digital mode and clarifier
offset display

 Dual In -Band Receive
w/ Separate S -Meters

 Selectable Antenna Jacks
 Collins SSB Mechanical Filter

built-in, 500 Hz CW Collins filter
plug-in, optional

 Selectable Cascaded Crystal and
Mechanical IF Fidenng
(2nd and 3rd IF Filters)

 User -programmable Tuning Steps
w/0.625 Hz High Resolution
Low -Noise DDS Circuit

 Custom Feature Set-up via
New Menu System

 Adjustable TX Output Power:
5-100W (5-25W AM)

 True Base Station
Both 100-117 or 200-234± VAC
10%, 50/60 Hz and 13.5 VOC
Power Inputs
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Blending digital and RF technology, the FT-1000MP

features a Yaesu exclusive: Enhanced Digital Signal

Processing (.EDSP). Beginning on the receive side with
Yaesu's industry -standard high -intercept front end design,

the RF signal is then fed to the IF stages, where an
impressive array of 8.2 MHz and 455 kHz IF filters
(including a built-in Collins SSB Mechanical Filter} estab-
lish the tight shape factor so important in obtaining high
dynamic range and low noise figure. Finally, the EDSP
system provides specially -designed filter selections and

response contours for maximum intelligence recovery.
Only with this combination of EDSP, independently

selectable 8.2 MHz and 455 kHz IF filters, and a low -noise
DDS local oscillator system can receiver performance
without compromise be obtained. You can customize your
FT-1000MP by choosing from 2.0 kHz, 500 Hz, and 250
Hz optional, cascaded IF filters, then zero in on weak
signals using 'Yantis exclusive Shuttle -jog Rapid Tuning

Enhancement and high -resolution (1:625 Hz) DDS VFO.

Without question, the FT -100014P is the most technologi-

cally advanced HF rig today.

The FT- I 000D continues to offer
unsurpassed performance for the scrious
Dx'er who requires a full 200 Watt Power
output packaged with full Cross -Band
Dual Receiver Capability.

The Best ref the Best
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EDSPoperates in both transmit and

receive modes. On receive, the
EDSP produces enhanced signal-to-noise ratio and
significantly improved intelligence recovery during
difficult situations involving noise and/or interference.
The result of hundreds of hours of laboratory and
real -world experimentation. EDSP's 4 preset random
noise reduction protocols and 4 digital filtering
selections are controlled by easy -to -use concentric
controls on the front panel of the transceiver. High,
low, and mid -range cuts for voice work are teamed
with razor-sharp CW bandpass filters and an
automatic notch filter which identifies and attenuates
undesired carriers or heterodynes. Also operational in
the transmit mode, EDSP provides 4 performance -
enhancement pattern selections for different
operating circumstances. ensuring best readability of
your signal on the other end of the path.

Once again, Yaesu's engineers have reaffirmed the

vision and dedication of JA1MP which began nearly

40 years ago See the incomparable FT-1000MP today.

Y PI_ .61 S Li
Choke of the World's top DX' era

0 1995 Yaesu USA
17210 Edwards Road, Cerritos, CA 90703

13101404-2700

Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands Some accessones and/or options are standard in certain areas.
Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details. Collins is a trademark of Rockwell Intemationai Corporation

YAESU UK LTD, Unit 2, Maple Grove Business Centre, Lawrence Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6DR, U.K .


